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Preface
The fifteenth event of the International Conference on Machine Learning and Data
Mining MLDM was held in New York (www.mldm.de) running under the umbrella
of the Worldcongress “The Frontiers in Intelligent Data and Signal Analysis,
DSA2019” (www.worldcongressdsa.com).
For this edition the Program Committee received 245 submissions. After the peerreview process, we accepted 65 high-quality papers for oral presentation. The topics
range from theoretical topics for classification, clustering, pattern mining to specific
data mining methods for the different multimedia data types such as image mining,
text mining, video mining and web mining. Extended versions of selected papers will
appear in the International Journal Transactions on Machine Learning and Data
Mining (www.ibai-publishing.org/journal/mldm).
A tutorial on Data Mining and a tutorial on Case-Based Reasoning were held before the conference that took pleasure to high participation of researchers and practioners from industry, social and public services.
We like to thank all presenter for your high-quality presentations and the audience
for your high-professional questions and inspiring comments. All that has made the
conference to a living and dreadful event. The presenters and the audience went home
with a full bag of new insights into different topics the research and inspiring ideas for
new work and research. Besides that, gave the banquet an excellent opportunity to
network among the participants and set up new co-operations.
We like to thank all reviewers for their highly professional work and their effort in
reviewing the papers. We also thank members of Institute of Applied Computer Sciences, Leipzig, Germany (www.ibai-institut.de) who handed the conference as secretariat. We appreciate the help and understanding of the editorial staff of ibaipublishing house (www.ibai-publishing.org) that prepared and published the proceeding books in two volumes.
We invite you to join us in 2020 in New York to the next Worldcongress
(www.worldcongressdsa.com) “The Frontiers in Intelligent Data and Signal Analysis,
DSA2020” that combines under his roof the following three events: International
Conferences Machine Learning and Data Mining MLDM, the Industrial Conference
on Data Mining ICDM , and the International Conference on Mass Data Analysis of
Signals and Images in Artificial Intelligence and Pattern Recognition with Application in with Applications in Medicine, r/g/b Biotechnology, Food Industries and Dietetics, Biometry and Security, Agriculture, Drug Discover, and System Biology
MDA-AI&PR.
July, 2019

Petra Perner
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Abstract. As Arab users presence and participation continue to grow in the digital world, the electronic content comprising Arabic textual information significantly also increases due to the transition of traditional media channels to the
online Arabic news and social networking. Such a rich source of information attracted many Arabic natural language processing researchers to tackle the named
entity recognition problem, as it has a very influential role in the implementation
of information processing systems. The proposed Arabic named entity recognition system adopts the rule-based approach using the General Architecture for
Text Engineering (GATE) as a development environment. The system is applied
on the ANERcorp and the results in terms of F-measure achieved 83% for Person
NE, 89% for Organisation NE, and 92% for Location NE.
Keywords: Arabic Named Entity Recognition, Gate, Natural Language Processing
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Introduction

Named Entity Recognition (NER) is a subtask of Information Extraction that was
first introduced by the Sixth Message Understanding Conference (MUC-6) [1]. It is the
task of both recognition and classification of definite named entities such as locations,
organizations and persons names, numeric expressions including monetary amounts
and dates and time expressions [2], [3].
It is widely used in the Natural Language Processing (NLP) applications to identify
names in the context and classify them according to a specific predefined set of categories. Due to the continuous changes in the requirements, the Arabic Named Entity
Recognition (ANER) task is considered in its early stages with all the respect to the
many successful ANER research and systems. This study presents the challenges of
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implementing ANER system adopting the rule-based approach using General Architecture for Text Engineering (GATE) 1. This study used the ANERcorp2 which formatted
according to the Conference on Computational Natural Language Learning (CoNLL)
shared task framework CoNLL-20023, i.e. following “Begin, Inside, Outside (BIO)”
chunking representation format [4]. Illustrative examples extracted from the ANERcorp
are shown in (Table 1); providing the Arabic word, English translation and the word
tag using the CoNLL-2002 tagging format. The type classifies the words according to
the CoNLL-2002 task into four types (persons/PERS, locations/LOC, organizations/ORG and miscellaneous/MISC) followed by the named entity chunking.
Table 1. Example of ANERcorp CoNLL tagging
Ara-

English

TAG

BIO

Type

رجح
افيير
خ
سو�نا
مجلس
ا�من
الق اهرة
دو�ر

He favored
Javier
Solana
Council
Security
Cairo
USD

O
B-PERS
I-PERS
B-ORG
I-ORG
B-LOC
B-MISC

Outside
Beginning
Inside
Beginning
Inside
Beginning
Beginning

Person
Person
Organisation
Organisation
Location
Miscellanies

Chunk

bic

1.1

Person Name
Organisation
Location
Miscellanies

Approaches for Named Entity Recognition

The various approaches proposed for Named Entity Recognition tasks can be
grouped under three main categories, as follows: The Rule-Based (Handcrafted) Approach, Machine Learning Approached and Hybrid Approach [5]–[8]. Where several
researchers conducted a comprehensive survey for NER approaches [2], [9]–[12].
1.2

Arabic Named Entity Recognition Issues and Challenges

A comprehensive review by Farghaly and Shaalan [13] provides insight on ِANLP
challenges facing researchers. On the other hand, the Arabic NER has more challenging
issues like using the Latin characters as replacement to the Arabic script [14],
Capitalization orthographic feature used in Roman script languages to recognize named
entities such as proper names, acronyms, and abbreviations [15], the analysed Arabic
word could have more than one interpretation that consists of root and prefixes, suffixes
and clitics characters [16], Arabic language has a great level of transcriptional
ambiguity leading to various ways of writing and translating foreign NE [17],
Ambiguity due to different diacritic signs for the same word can represent different

1

http://gate.ac.uk/

http://users.dsic.upv.es/~ybenajiba/
3
http://www.cnts.ua.ac.be/conll2002/ner/
2
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meanings [9], and the availability of free resource are limited while licensed resources
are very costly [18].
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ANER Systems and Related work

Many ANER systems were developed using various NER approaches and techniques. In this section, we provide an example for ANER systems.
Maloney and Niv [19], presented the TAGARAB system as one of the earliest efforts
to implement an Arabic NER system. The system relay on rule-based approach using
pattern matching engine consisting of two main modules, the morphological tokenizer
and Name finder, to recognize Person, Organization, Location, Number and Time. The
system used fourteen random texts from the AI-Hayat to evaluate the system performance. The results show better accuracy performance combining these two modules
(NE finder and morphological tokenizer) than only using them individually.
ANERsys system used the ANERcorp. 125,000 tokens were used for training and
25,000 tokens for testing, the system used the Maximum Entropy approach is to identify
a named entity using the two words before and after a token; excluding the stop words.
The training set was weighted using YASMET. CONLL framework script is used for
evaluation with and without the use of gazetteers [4]. The second version ANERsys2
adopted a different architecture using Part-Of-Speech tags and Base Phrase Chunks
improving the performance by 10 points [16]. Another performance improvement
achieved by replacing the Maximum Entropy probabilistic model to Conditional Random Fields [20].
Shaalan and Raza [17] introduced Arabic NER called Named Entity Recognition for
Arabic (NERA) extracting 10 types of Arabic named entities adopting the rule-based
approach using gazetteers, grammar rules, and a filtering mechanism to extract the NE
whitelists first and using the grammar rules with the support of gazetteers to extract the
NE finally using Blacklist to filter invalid entities. The system results achieved F-measure of 87.7% for person, 85.9% for locations, and 83.15% for organizations [21], [22].
Oudah and Shaalan [6] developed a new hybrid system from NERA that can recognize 11 Arabic named entity types. The machine learning (ML) approach is used to
enhance the accuracy of recognising Named Entity. The rule-base module developed
using General Architecture for Text Engineering (GATE) and MADA for morphological analysis and POS tagging. The system results achieved (F-measures 94.4% for Person, 90.1% for Location, and 88.2% for Organisation) tested on the ANERcorp corpus.
Several researchers used the GATE environment for developing ANER systems
such as [5], [6], [23], [24]. The rule-based system still achieves significant results and
it plays important roles when integrated with machine learning approach to for a unified
hybrid system [6].
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Methodology

Building a rule-based NER system from scratch requires five main stages. The first
stage is the data collection for providing the needed language resources. The second is
to identify and select the development environment and processing resources. The third
stage is concerned with processing the linguistic resources. The fourth stage is to develop the recognition rules, and customize the system components. The last stage is to
test and evaluate the system’s results.
3.1

Linguistic Resources

The linguistic resources are a critical component for implementing the NER system.
The collection process of such resources requires reviewing literatures and other related
Arabic NER systems, such as [18], [21], [22], [25], in addition to wide internet search
for free Arabic language resources. Different methods and techniques ware used to extract and refine the data sources using automated and manual approaches. The linguistic
resources consist of two main resources the corpus and gazetteers. This study used
freely available corpora due to the lack of access to commercial corpora. Zaghouani
[18] conducted an intensive survey for freely available Arabic corpora including six
Named Entities Corpora freely available.
A Corpus is a very large set of text which more considered as a methodology used to
teach and study aspects of language [26]. Corpus often used in Computational Linguistics research and it is essential for NE researchers to use corpus in developing, training
and evaluating NER systems. A monolingual corpus contains single language texts,
while parallel or bilingual corpus consists of two natural languages the multilingual
corpus may include more languages[9]. Corpus used in the training and evaluation process should be annotated. Corpora are manually annotated by individuals or team of
researchers [27]. Manually annotated corpora commonly named as gold standard corpora. Another approach is the use of rich structured electronic resources (i.e. Wikipedia,
Arabic WordNet4, YAGO 5) to automatically generate annotated corpora commonly
named as silver-standard corpora [28]. Shaalan [9], pointed to the importance of the
balance of corpora particularly in named entities distribution when used for NER in
order to be reliable. Meanwhile Al-Thubaity et al. [29], proposed a framework for evaluating standalone Arabic Corpora to assist researcher in testing their corpora (usability,
functionality, and performance). Corpus usually collected from Arabic newspaper archives [30], or other digital electronic resources such as RSS Feed [31] which focused
on Modern Standard Arabic. With the growing use of social media networks and mobile
devices by the Arabic user's researchers start to build corpus from SMS\Chat by translating Arabizi to Arabic [32], and from different dialects to other languages such as
from Algerian Arabic to French [33].
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http://globalwordnet.org/arabic-wordnet/
http://www.mpi-inf.mpg.de/departments/databases-and-information-systems/research/yago-naga/yago/
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ANERcorp. The main corpora used in training and evaluating this system is the
ANERcorp and additional corpus used for development and testing such as WikiFANEGold6, NewsFANEGold7 which developed by Alotaibi & Lee [34]. Benajiba et
al. [4], developed Arabic manually annotated corpus (ANERcorp) for the NER task
according to the CONLL 2002 conference framework in their work to implement the
ANERsys (Arabic Named Entity Recognition System). The corpus consists of 316
news articles from different topics and newspapers, which includes 150,286 tokens
were 11% of tokens are Named Entities distributed as (39% Persons, 30.4% location,
20.6% organization and 10% miscellaneous). The ANERcorp has some spelling and
annotation errors as notes by researchers [35].
Example for annotation error is “نسا
فر
 بB-PERS” instead of “B-LOC”

3.2

Gazetteers

The study refined and used the ANERgazet 8 which is a manually built set of gazetteers collected from several internet resources. It is consisted of three gazetteers (Location Gazetteer:1,950 , Person Gazetteer: 1,920, Organizations Gazetteer:262) [4].
In addition, location gazetteers are collected from serval resources, such as the WikiLocation 9 a Multilanguage structured data set collected from Wikipedia database
dump, as well as the GeoNames Gazetteer 10.
Example for the GeoNames (alternateNames) file format:
4471603
292231 ar
فجيرة
دبا ال
1603445
347497 ar
طنطا

WikiFANEGazet11 is a gazetteer that includes 683555 named entities collected from
the Wikipedia which consists of 8 main classes (Person, Organization, Location, GeoPolitical, Facility, Vehicle, Weapon, and Product) and 55 subclasses [36].
Example of the WikiFANEGazet gazetteer's entities:

<PER_Artist>سلنغ
<توتال_نون_ستوب_أكشن_ري/PER_Artist>
<PER_Politician><جوليا_دومنا/PER_Politician>
<ORG_Educational>�س�مية_العالمية
ٕ <جامعة_العلوم_ا/ORG_Educational>
<GPE_Nation>لبوسنة وال هرسك
<ا/GPE_Nation>
<ORG_Commercial>للطيران
_<شركة_مصر/ORG_Commercial>
<FAC_Building-Grounds>استاد القا هرةالدولي
</FAC_Building-Grounds>
JRC-Names 12 is a multilingual named entity gazetteer that consists of 205,000
named entities for Person and Organisation name entities collected over seven years
http://www.cs.bham.ac.uk/~fsa081/
http://www.cs.bham.ac.uk/~fsa081/
8
http://users.dsic.upv.es/~ybenajiba/
6
7

http://files.bendodson.com/wikilocation-dumps/index.html
http://www.geonames.org/
11 https://sourceforge.net/projects/arabic-named-entity-gazetteer/?source=navbar
12 http://optima.jrc.it/data/entities.gzip
9
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from multilingual news and Wikipedia mining including a number of spelling variants
[37]. By extracting, refining and solving some encoding problems we end up with
19464 Arabic Persons and 773 Organization named entities.
Example of the JRC-Names gazetteer's entities:
185274
P
ar
نميرى+عفر
ج
185311
P
u
الدين+�حK
100044
O
u
الوليد+بلد
+لاير
3.3

Arabic Tokenizer

This system uses GATE Arabic language plugin tokenizer 13, which is customized
from the English tokenizer, it is used to split text to the simplest tokens such as punctuation, numbers, and words aiming to increase eﬃciency and support other process
such as grammar rules. The default settings don’t recognize the Arabic diacritic and
require modification to recognize it as NON_SPACING_MARK [24].
3.4

Part-Of-Speech Tagging

The Part-Of-Speech Tagger reads text and assigns parts of speech for each token.
For example, noun -> NN , verb -> VB , adjective-> JJ and noun plural -> NNS). As

shown in (
) the word “Lebanon” in Arabic “ ”لبنانwill be tagged as (NNP: noun proper singular). The proper POS tagging requiers clitics segmentation. The lack of this process
causes the tool to tag words including clitics as noun. For example “ ”ووصفin English
“and described” tagged as (NNP), while it should be separated into the proclitic “”و
(“And” ) and tagged as (CC), and ““( ”وصفdescribed”) and tagged as (VBD), see Fig.
1.
Monroe et al., argue that although segmentation of clitics improves accuracy on Arabic NLP tasks, it is limited to formal Modern Standard Arabic and has poor performance in dialect Arabic text proposing a single accurate clitic segmentation model for
both MSA and informal Arabic [38]. On the other hand, Mohamed & Kübler claims
that segmentation is not required for POS tagging and providing higher accuracy proposing a POS tagging approach without any word segmentation described in [39].
13

https://gate.ac.uk/gate/doc/plugins.html#Lang_Arabic
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Stanford Part-Of-Speech (POS) Tagger. developed originally for English at Stanford
University based on the maximum-entropy model [40]. The enhanced version improved
the performance and supports other languages (Arabic, Chinese, French, Spanish, and
German) [41]. The latest version (v3.5.214) includes Arabic model trained on parts 1-3
of the Penn Arabic Treebank (ATB) using the pre-processing described in [42]. Stanford POS tagger requires tokenization and segmentation; although Stanford Word Segmenter15 supports the Arabic language, unfortunately GATE currently does not support
this tool as part of Stanford CoreNLP plugin [43].
Table 2. Stanford POS Tagger example
Arabic
English

ية فيلبنانبأن ها أمر مروع
ووصفسو�نا الذيقامبجولةشملتلبنان وإسرائيل المعاناة الحال
Solana who has toured Lebanon and Israel described the current suffering in
Lebanon that it is horrible

Fig. 1. Stanford POS Tagger\ Parser example

3.5

System development environment

This study used GATE development environment which is a free open-source NLP
toolkit with multilingual support including Arabic that provides an infrastructure for
developing and deploying software components that process human language [44]. It
is widely used by NLP researchers in many communities and used in the development
of several Arabic NER systems [9], [45], [46]. A Nearly-New Information Extraction
System (ANNIE( included within GATE as a package of reusable processing resources
for common natural language processing tasks(tokenizer, sentence splitter, POS tagger,
gazetteer, Name matcher), ANNIE depend on ﬁnite state algorithms and the JAPE language [47].

14
15

http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/stanford-postagger-full-2015-04-20.zip
http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/segmenter.shtml
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3.6

Processing linguistic resources and System Development

GATE used to build the system using the Lang_Arabic plugin components (Gazetteer Collector, Gazetteer, Tokenizer, Sentence splitter and JAPE Transducer) and the
Stanford POS Tagger plugin. Corpora divided equally into three parts. The first part is
used for the initial development process to implement the grammar rules using JAPE
and to test the quality of the gazetteers. The second is the corpora used to test, refine,
and implement additional rules and gazetteers to cover other domains such as sports, in
addition to tune the rules for optimizing priorities and effectiveness. The last subset
used as Evaluation corpora (held-out data) used to evaluate the system.
GATE currently supporting the CoNLL-2002 format which keeps the original marks
for named entitles words as chunk as example “ ”اتحادصناعةالسياراتoriginally separated
and defined as shown in (Table 3) and will be one chunk annotated as type (ORG).
Table 3. Example for ANERcorp annotation by GATE

Original CoNLL-2002 format

GATE Annotation

اتحادB-ORG
 صناعةI-ORG
لسيارات
 اI-ORG
Gazetteers building, cleansing, and refining require a massive work using several
approaches. GATE default Arabic Gazetteer Collector system is customized to automate the extraction of 50 subset named entity Gazetteers from the WikiFANEGold
Corpora such as (Sports, Politician, Artist, Educational) incorporated with the WikiFANEGazet16 [36], and other collected gazetteers. The system used also to extract the
(LOC, ORG, PERS, and MISC) from the two ANERcorp corpora used in the development included only in the last stage of testing. In addition to several automated processes for cleansing and refining the gazetteers to remove invalid characters such as
“:”, remove extra spaces, delete duplication and trimming leading and trailing
whitespaces, the manual process was important to review and group gazetteers such as
JRC-Names. The location gazetteers collected from GeoNames17 Gazetteer (alternateNames) extracting over 100,000 Arabic location name, which was refined and incorporated with the WikiFANEGazet locations gazetteer to include about 125,000 location,
in addition to counters short and long names, other types were collected (landmarks,
mountains, water bodies, rivers, continents, and others).
The persons gazetteers set includes different types (Artists, Business, Engineer, Police, Politician, Religious, Scientist, Lawyer and other) collected and refined including
the male, female and surname gazetteers from the GATE Arabic gazetteers.
Supporting set of gazetteers created to provide the common words comes before and
after the named entitles such as titles, nationalities, organizations types and directions.
Other gazetteers such as date, time, currency, percent and numbers to support the
16
17

https://sourceforge.net/projects/arabic-named-entity-gazetteer/?source=navbar
http://www.geonames.org/
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monetary and numbers expressions rules, in addition to conjunction and stopwords,
which collected from several resources.

4

Rule-based Named Entity Extractors

The extraction of named entities approach has two main stages. In the first stage, we
extract the identified named entities from gazetteers (whitelist). The second indirectly
extracts name entities, through POS features, grammar rules, and implemented grammatical rules using the JAPE Transducer processing resource.
4.1

Locations Named Entities Recognition rules

The extraction of Locations Named Entities implemented in JAPE by identifying the
matched patterns in the Lift Hand Side (LHS) part of the rule and defining the annotation in the Right Hand Side (RHS) of the rule. The implemented rules can be classified
into three types:
Direct rules. using gazetteers whitelist and JAPE macros to annotate tokens and add
features for (Country, City, Continent, Waterbody, River), Additional feature (Landmarks and Religious Locations) were annotated (LOCF) as it has not been represented
in the ANERcorp.
Indirect rules. which matching Location NE by using keywords gazetteers in a
simple form as pre-location keywords (““ – ”مدينةCity of”) or (""دولة-“Country of”) and
directions, in order to annotate the recognised Locations Named Entities from the
whitelist gazetteers and adding attaching features. Example of the location NE annotated by this rule is ““ – ”جزيرة جاواJava Island” recognised using the “ ”جزيرة- “Island”
keyword, this named entity cannot be identified by the gazetteers lookup process as the
right Arabic spelling is “”جاوة.
Context Relational rules. The contextual relations are a very powerful technique to
recognise the NE, the same keyword approach can be integrated with this method as
example "بلك والحرمل
نتيبع
"مدي, the relations can be resolved using specific keywords
such as “نتي
 ”مدي- “the two cites” indicating that the next two following tokens most
probable will be the names of two cites.
This rule "LocRule_DirRelation1" will be triggered by this text “ لضاحيةالجنوبية
ا
 ”لبيروتusing keyword “لضاحية
 ”اand direction part “لجنوبية
 ”اto recognize “ ”لas affix +
“ ”بيروتas a location Named Entity.
4.2

Organisations Extractor

Using direct rule to annotate the organisation NE whitelist according to the corpora
(ORG), and adding features by researcher for types (Airport, Educational, Commercial,
Entertainment, Medical-Science, Media, Non-Government, Religious and Sports). Direct rule is used relaying on the quality of the gazetteers. In particular, the recognising
sports organisation NE demonstrate its very difficult characteristic to recognise by the
direct rule as majority of the sports clubs has cites names and nationality as part of the
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NE. Example of the results for rule “OrgSports4” is ” نشستر البرتغالي
 "�عب ماfor “Manchester Portuguese player” which uses pre-organization words, Locations gazetteers,
Nationality gazetteers to recognise the candidate sports team and utilize the POS tagging to reduce the matching scope for (NNP, “proper noun” ) and (NN, “noun”).
4.3

Persons Extractor

This component annotates the Persons NE according to the corpora (PERS) and includes additional features by researcher for persons named entity of the types (Artist,
Business, Engineer, Police, Politician, Religious, Scientist, Lawyers, and others). Additional rules implemented to chunk and collect person name sets using gazetteers (e.g.,
Titles, pre-persons keywords) and POS tags varies techniques. Following some of the
implemented rules for recognising the Persons NE using job title and Lexical information using POS tagging. As example, the “يتهوفن
ودفجفانب
العبقريل
الفنان
” will trigger
rule (PERSaffix3) as the first token “الفنان
, The artiest” is found in the person pre-words,
followed by token tagged as “DTJJ”. Stanford POS tagger follows the Pann Treebank
tagset meaning “DT, Determiner” and “JJ, Adjective” matching the second part “عبقري
ال,
The Genius” and looking for a minimum one to the maximum four following tokens
with the “noun” types.
Another rule uses both person title and organisation pre-keywords to recognize the
person NE the text triggered by this rule "تشولك
���برند جو
 "رئيس اthis text formatted as
(PRE-PERS + PRE-ORG + B-PERS + I-PERS).

5

Evaluation

The Confusion matrix shown in (Table 5) mathematically defines the way of measure the system’s performance “goodness” against a human-annotated “gold standard”.
It is used to extract the evaluation metrics (Precision, Recall, and F-Measure) which is
widely used in Information Retrieval systems performance Evaluation and became a
standard evaluation method [48].
Table 4. Confusion matrix
+
true positive
false positive

+
-

Original Marks

Prediction

false negative
true negative

The following formulas define the calculation of evaluation metrics:
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =

true positive
true positive+false positive
true Positive

true positive+false negative

𝐹 − 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 = (2×true

2 × true positive
positive)+false positive+false negative

(1)
(2)
(3)
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The system performance results evaluated using GATE AnnotationDiff tool as
shown in (Fig. 2). This tool provides comparison of original marks and the generated
annotations, the evaluation results provide statistics of the system performance and the
standard measures Recall, Precision and F-Measure.

Fig. 2. GATE AnnotationDiff tool snapshot for the Arabic Person NE.

The system performance results generated by the AnnotationDiff for the Persons NE
is shown in (Table 5). It calculates the measures according to the Confusion matrix
approach with the partially correct (lenient) NE system achieved (0.86 F-Measure) and
without the partially correct (strict) NE system achieved (0.80 F-Measure) where the
average result between strict result and lenient achieved (0.83 F-Measure).
Table 5. Persons NE Results
correct
partially correct
missing

1354
94
15

strict
lenient

recall
0.93
0.99

precision
0.71
0.76

F-Measure
0.80
0.86

false positives

454

average

0.96

0.74

0.83

The system performance results generated by the AnnotationDiff for the Location
NE is shown in (Table 6). It calculates the measures according to the Confusion matrix
approach with the partially correct (lenient) NE system achieved (0.93 F-Measure) and
without the partially correct (strict) NE system achieved (0.90 F-Measure) where the
average result between strict result and lenient achieved (0.92 F-Measure).
Table 6. Location NE Results
correct
partially correct
missing
false positives

1893
78
84
193

strict
lenient
average

recall
0.92
0.96
0.94

precision
0.87
0.91
0.89

F-Measure
0.90
0.93
0.92
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The system performance results generated by the AnnotationDiff for the organisation NE is shown in (Table 7). It calculates the measures according to the Confusion
matrix approach with the partially correct (lenient) NE system achieved (0.93 F-Measure) and without the partially correct (strict) NE system achieved (0.86 F-Measure)
where the average result between strict result and lenient achieved (0.89 F-Measure).
Table 7. Organization NE Results
correct
partially correct
missing

1071
79
74
112

false positives

strict
lenient

recall
0.88
0.94

average

0.91

precision
0.85
0.91
0.88

F-Measure
0.86
0.93
0.89

Table 8 provides a summery NE system result in three situations (Strict, Lenient,
and Average) for persons NE, Location NE, and Organistion NE.
Table 8. NE System results Summery

Strict

Lenient

Average

Persons
Location
Organisation
Persons
Location
Organisation
Persons
Location
Organisation

Recall
0.93
0.92
0.88
0.99
0.96
0.94
0.96
0.94
0.91

Precision
0.71
0.87
0.85
0.76
0.91
0.91
0.74
0.89
0.88

F-measure
0.80
0.90
0.86
0.86
0.93
0.93
0.83
0.92
0.89

Through comparing the Average result with related work findings, this study
achieved a better result in Location NE (92% F-measure) and Organisation NE (89% Fmeasure) where the other work [21], [22] achieved result in Location NE (85.9% Fmeasure) and Organisation NE (83.1% F-measure) and [6] paper achieved result in Location NE (90.1% F-measure) and Organisation NE (88.2% F-measure) but both studies
achieved better result in the Persons NE (87.7% F-measure) and (94.4% F-measure)
where this study achieved (83% F-measure).

6

Conclusion

The Named Entity Recognition system using the rule-based approach requires intensive efforts to provide high performance and considered more successful when focused
on a specific domain. This system biggest limitation is the lack of segmentation and the
need for filter process to resolve and remove the incorrect annotation caused by the
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different NE recognition process specially the conflict between the location and
organisation NE due to embeddings. One of the important facts learned from implementing this system that although most of the resent researches tend to use the online
large knowledge systems available on the internet to increase the gazetteers size and
scope the price of such approach is very expensive as it reduces the system precision
and requires intensive efforts to clean and manage. Building ANER rule-based systems
are more of art than science; it requires experiences and skills to develop and judge the
right techniques which needs deep knowledge of the Arabic language.
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An Unsupervised Statistical Moving Shadow Detection
Method for Video Analysis
Hang Shi and Chengjun Liu ?
New Jersey Institute of Technology
Department of Computer Science
Newark, NJ 07102 USA

Abstract. In video analysis, people are interested in the active foreground objects. But the cast shadows are always extracted together with the foreground
objects. This can have a negative impact on some video analysis results. Many
methods based on deep learning are proposed to detect and remove the shadows.
However, these methods require huge amount of labeled training data, which is
hard to obtain. In this paper, an unsupervised statistical moving shadow detection
method is proposed to detect and remove the cast shadows from the foreground
detection result, which does not require any labeled training data. First, some candidate shadow pixels are detected using the luminance property that the shadow is
darker than the background. Second, the candidate shadow pixels are filtered by
an innovative heuristic shadow region detection method, which can define some
shadow regions based on the property that the shadow pixels should be continuous. Third, a statistical shadow model is learnt online with the refined shadow
pixels and is used to classify the foreground pixels into the object class and the
shadow class. Experimental results using the New Jersey Department of Transportation (NJDOT) traffic video sequences show the feasibility of the proposed
method.

Keywords: Video analysis, unsupervised shadow detection, statistical shadow model.

1

Introduction

In recent years, many algorithms have been proposed to detect foreground objects [1],
[2], [3], [4]. However, one disadvantage of these foreground detection methods is that
the cast shadows of the foreground objects are always detected together with the objects [5]. We can see from Fig. 1, the cast shadows are detected as foreground as they
are moving together with the vehicles. These cast shadows always defect the video
analysis performance. In order to get over this advantage, we present an unsupervised
statistical moving shadow detection method to detect and remove the shadows from the
foreground.
In our shadow detection method, we first use the foreground detection method proposed in [4] to get a foreground mask with shadows. Then we apply our novel shadow
detection method to detect and remove the shadows from this foreground mask.
?
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1. (a) A video frame from an NJDOT traffic video. (b) The background derived using the
method in [4]. (c) The foreground (with shadow) detected using the method in [4].

There are three major contributions of our novel cast shadow detection method,
that are summarized below. First, we present a set of new illuminating criteria to detect the candidate shadow pixels in the HSV color space. We use the HSV color space
for shadow detection due to its property of separating the chromaticity from intensity
[6]. Second, we present an innovative heuristic shadow region detection method to cut
each foreground area into a shadow region and an object region. As we know, the cast
shadow of an object should form a continuous region. The shadow pixels cannot be in a
non-shadow region. Based on this property, the candidate shadow pixels that fall in the
shadow regions are treated as more reliable shadow pixels. We can refine the candidate
shadow pixels by filtering them using the shadow regions. Third, we present a statistical
shadow modeling and classification method, which uses a single Gaussian distribution
to model the shadow, and classifies the foreground pixels into the object class or the
shadow class. In our statistical shadow modeling method, the refined shadow pixels
are used to estimate the shadow probability density function. Therefore, our statistical shadow detection method does not need any labeled training data, and our shadow
model can be updated online to adapt to changes in the environment.
We implement experiments using the New Jersey Department of Transportation
(NJDOT) traffic video sequences to show the feasibility of the proposed method.

2

Related Work

Many methods have been published for moving cast shadow detection [5], [7], [8].
As color often provides useful information for shadow detection, some methods apply
color information to detect shadows [6], [9]. Many shadow detection methods assume
that the shadow areas are darker in intensity but relatively invariant in chromaticity [7],
[10]. The color spaces that separate chromaticity from intensity are thus often used for
shadow detection. Some example such color spaces are the HSV color space [6], the
c1c2c3 color space [11], and the YUV color space [9]. Some popular methods apply
a set of chromatic criteria by assuming that the cast shadows have similar hue to the
background, but a lower saturation and a lower value than the background [7], [10].
Statistical shadow modeling is applied for shadow detection as well [12]. The major
assumption of these methods is that the light source is pure white and the attenuation of
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the illumination is linear. Generally speaking, these statistical shadow modeling methods are able to predict color changes of the shadow pixels better than the color based
methods, but the shadow detection accuracy in outdoor scenes tends to deteriorate.
There are methods that use the shape, size, and orientation information for shadow
detection [13]. These methods are designed to deal with some objects that have specific
shapes. The advantage of these methods is that they do not need to estimate the background color of the shadow, but the disadvantage is that they have difficulty in dealing
with multiple types of objects in complex scenes.
There are also methods that utilize texture for shadow detection, such as classifying
a region into the shadow region or the object region based on the texture correlation
between the foreground and the background [14], [15], [16]. These methods extract the
texture information in different sizes of the regions. The advantage of these methods is
that they are more robust to illumination changes than the color based methods, but the
disadvantage is that the computation efficiency of matching the texture features is low.
Recently, there are methods that use machine learning techniques for shadow detection: a paired region based shadow detection algorithm is presented in [15], a kernel
least-squares SVM method for separating shadow and non-shadow regions is proposed
in [17], and some shadow detection algorithms using the deep neural network are also
presented in [18], [19], [20]. Most of these learning based shadow detection methods
need huge amount of labeled training data, which is hard to obtain. Additionally, the
computational complexity of these methods tends to be very high, so that they cannot
perform real time analysis. More ever, the performance of these methods are always
relied on the training data, the generality in different data sets is not good.

3

A Novel Statistical Moving Shadow Detection Method

In this paper, we present a novel unsupervised statistical moving shadow detection
method, which includes three hierarchical steps. First, we use a set of new illuminating
criteria to classify the dark pixels as candidate shadow pixels. Then we use a shadow
region detection method to filter the candidate shadow pixels and retrieve some refined
shadow pixels. In the end, we use those refined shadow pixels estimate the shadow
model and classify the foreground pixels into the object class or the shadow class.
3.1

The New Illuminating Criteria for Shadow Pixel Detection

Many algorithms use chromatic criteria to identify shadow pixels. Some color spaces
that separate chromaticity from intensity are applied to detect shadows, such as the HSV
color space [6], the c1c2c3 color space [11], and the YUV color space [9]. Among those
color spaces, the HSV color space is the most widely used one. The HSV color space
is composed of H (Hue), S (Saturation), and V (Value) components. The H component
represents the color of a pixel, the S component represents the colorfulness of a pixel,
and the V component represents the brightness of a pixel. Some of the algorithms assume that the shadow pixels keep the same chromatic information as the background,
and have lower illuminating level [6], [11], [9], [7], [10]. So they use the criteria which
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 2. (a) A video frame from an NJDOT traffic video. (b) The H (hue) component of a video
frame. (c) The S (saturation) component of the video frame. (d) The V (value) component of the
video frame. (e) The difference of the S component between the frame and the background. (f)
The difference of the V component between the background and the frame.

assume that the cast shadows have similar H to the background, but a lower S and a
lower V than the background [7]. However, we recognize that is not always the case.
Fig. 2 (a) shows a color video frame, Fig. 2 (b)-(d) display the H (hue), S (saturation), and V (value) components in the HSV color space, Fig. 2 (e) shows the difference
of the S component between the foreground and the background, and Fig. 2 (f) shows
the difference of the V component between the background and the frame. We can see
from Fig. 2 (b) that the H values of the cast shadows are not similar to the background.
As a result, in our new illuminating criteria the H values are excluded as they vary a
lot especially in some low quality videos. From Fig. 2 (e) and (f) we can see that, for
the shadow pixels, the difference between the frame and the background of the S and V
components is relatively fixed. Hence we propose a set of illuminating criteria to better
detect the shadow pixels by only involving the S and V components in the HSV color
space.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3. (a) A video frame from an NJDOT traffic video. (b) The shadow detection results (shadow
pixels are represented using gray scale value of 128) using the chromatic criteria in [7], [10] (c)
The shadow detection results using our new illuminating criteria.

Let Sf and Vf be the S and V components of a pixel in the foreground region,
respectively, and Sb and Vb be the S and V components of the same pixel in the background, respectively. Our new illuminating criteria are defined as follows:

τsl < Sf − Sb < τsh
(1)
τvl < Vb − Vf < τvh
where τsl , τsh , τvl , and τvh represent the thresholds. If a pixel in the foreground region
satisfies these illuminating criteria, it is classified as a candidate shadow pixel.
Fig. 3 shows the shadow detection results using our new illuminating criteria and the
criteria in [7], [10]. Specifically, Fig. 3 (a) shows a video frame from an NJDOT traffic
video, Fig. 3 (b) displays the shadow detection results using the chromatic criteria in
[7], [10], and Fig. 3 (c) shows the shadow detection results using our new illuminating
criteria. Note that the shadow pixels are represented using gray scale value of 128. We
can see from Fig. 3 (b) and (c) that our proposed method using the new illuminating
criteria is able to detect the shadow pixels more reliably.
3.2

An Innovative Heuristic Shadow Region Detection Method

As a prior knowledge, the shadow pixels of one object should be in a continuous region,
and the shadows of all the objects will be casted on the same side under the sun. Based
on this heuristic, we present a shadow region detection method, which can separate each
foreground region into the shadow region and the object region. By using the shadow
region, we can filter out the candidate shadow pixels outside that region, thus enhancing
the shadow detection result.
As the candidate shadow pixels inside each foreground region are detected using
the new illuminating criteria, the remaining pixels are the object pixels. For each foreground region B, we can find the centroid of the candidate shadow pixels CentS (B)
−
→
and the centroid of the object pixels CentO (B). And a unit vector VB pointing from
CentO (B) to CentS (B) can be calculated. When we deal with the outdoor videos, the
light source is the sun. All the shadows should be cast in one direction. So we can use
−
→
the majority of the unit vectors VB ∈ SB estimate the direction of the light, where SB
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→
−
is the foreground region set. After we get the direction of light Vl , a separating line,
which is perpendicular to the direction of the light is used to cut each foreground region
into two regions: the shadow region and the foreground object region. We assume the
percentage of the shadow in each foreground region keeps the same as we get from
the new illuminating criteria, we classify that percentage of region as candidate shadow
→
−
region in each foreground region on Vl .
3.3

A New Statistical Shadow Modeling and Classification Method

In traffic videos, most of the shadows are cast on the ground with relatively uniform
color. As a result, the low illuminative shadow pixels on the ground should also have
a similar color. We can estimate a single Gaussian distribution of shadow pixels as the
shadow model.
We first achieve some candidate shadow pixels by using the illuminating criteria.
Then we can get some refined shadow pixels by filtering out the candidate pixels out of
the shadow area. Those refined shadow pixels tend to be more reliable shadow pixels, so
we can apply these shadow pixels to estimate the Gaussian distribution for the shadow
class. To enhance the discriminatory power of the pixels [21], we integrate the horizontal and vertical Haar wavelet features with the red, green, and blue color components to
form the feature vector x for each pixel. Let Sr be the refined shadow pixel set, for each
pixel belongs to Sr , we will build the feature vector x and use x to update the Gaussian
distribution Ns (M, Σ) as follows:
M0 = M − α(M − x)

(2)

Σ 0 = Σ + α((M − x)(M − x)t − Σ)

(3)

where M and Σ are the mean vector and the covariance matrix of the shadow Gaussian
distribution, respectively. α is a small number which influences the model updating
speed.
For shadow pixel classification, we apply the following discriminant function for
each pixel x ∈ Rd in the foreground:
s(vi ) = (µi − vi )2 − p σi

i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d}

(4)

where vi is the i-th element of the input vector x, µi is the i-th element of the mean
vector M, σi is the i-th diagonal element of the covariance matrix Σ, and p is the
parameter which determines the threshold. If s(vi ) is greater than zero for any i ∈
{1, 2, . . . , d}, we classify x into the foreground object class. Otherwise we classify it
as a shadow pixel. Our new statistical shadow modeling and classification method thus
detects the shadow pixels.
Fig. 4 (a) displays a video frame from an NJDOT traffic video, Fig. 4 (b) shows
the candidate shadow pixels detected by the new illuminating criteria introduced in
Sec. 3.1, Fig. 4 (c) shows the shadow regions detected by the shadow region detection
method introduced in Sec. 3.2, Fig. 4 (d) shows the refined shadow pixels, and Fig. 4
(e) shows the shadow detection result using our new statistical shadow modeling and
classification method.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Fig. 4. (a) A video frame from an NJDOT traffic video. (b) The candidate shadow pixels detected
using our new illuminating criteria. (c) The shadow regions detected using our shadow region
detection method. (d) The refined shadow pixels. (e) The shadow detection result using our new
statistical shadow modeling and classification method. Note that both the shadow pixels and the
shadow regions are shown using gray scale value of 128.

4

Experiments

We use the New Jersey Department of Transportation (NJDOT) traffic video sequences
to evaluate our proposed method quantitative and qualitatively. Specifically, we apply
four NJDOT traffic videos, each of which is 15 minutes with a frame rate of 15 frames
per second or fps. This dataset is built from real-word traffic surveillance video cameras
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Fig. 5. The foreground masks obtained by different methods. (a). One video frame of the NJDOT
video. (b). The ground truth of foreground mask. The white parts are the foreground objects. The
gray parts are the cast shadows. (c) The shadow detection result of Cucchiara et al.’s method.[6]
(d)The shadow detection result of Huang and Chen’s method.[12] (e)The shadow detection result
of Hsieh et al.’s method.[13] (f)The shadow detection result of Leone and Distante’s method.[22]
(g)The shadow detection result of Sanin et al.’s method.[14] (h)The shadow detection result of
our proposed method.
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Fig. 6. The comparison of vehicle tracking performance using a frame from the NJDOT traffic
videos. Left: the vehicle tracking results without shadow detection. Right: the vehicle tracking
results with shadow detection using our proposed shadow detection method.

and has lower resolution and bitrate than other open source datasets. We demonstrate
the improvement for the vehicle tracking performance by using our proposed shadow
detection method with these videos.
The computer we use is a DELL XPS 8900 PC with a 3.4 GHz processor and 16 GB
RAM. The NJDOT videos have the spatial resolution of 640 × 482, and it takes 39ms
to process each frame using our method. As a result, our proposed shadow detection
method is able to perform real time analysis of these videos. The thresholds τsl , τsh , τvl
and τvh in Eq. 1 are defined by the saturation and value components of some manually
selected shadow pixels in the first frame of the video.
The videos in the NJDOT dataset have stronger cast shadows and lower video quality. Many shadow detection methods fail to detect shadows in these videos, but our proposed method is able to achieve good shadow detection performance on these videos
as shown in Fig. 5. We can see from Fig. 5 that our proposed shadow detection method
achieves better shadow detection and removal results than the other popular shadow
detection methods.
The shadow detection rate η, the shadow discrimination rate ξ, and the F-measure
are popular metrics used to evaluate shadow detection performance quantitatively [23],
which are defined as follows:
T Ps
η=
(5)
T Ps + F Ns
ξ=

T Po
T Po + F No

F − measue =

2ηξ
η+ξ

(6)
(7)

where T Ps and F Ns represent the number of true positive and false negative shadow
pixels, respectively, and T Po and F No stand for the number of true positive and false
negative foreground object pixels, respectively.
Table. 1 shows the comparative shadow detection performance of our proposed
method and some popular shadow detection methods. In particular, our proposed method
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achieves the highest F-measure score of 71.7%, compared with the 16.1%, 50.0%,
12.3%, 49.9%, 34.5% F-measure scores by the Cucchiara et al.[6] shadow detection
method, Huang and Chen [12] shadow detection method, Hsieh et al. [13] shadow detection method, Leone and Distante [22] shadow detection method, and Sanin et al. [14]
shadow detection method, respectively.
Table 1. The comparative shadow detection performance of our proposed method and some popular unsupervised shadow detection methods.
Methods
Cucchiara et al.[6]
Huang and Chen [12]
Hsieh et al. [13]
Leone and Distante [22]
Sanin et al. [14]
Our proposed method

η
8.9%
46.5%
6.6%
38.6%
22.1%
61.0%

ξ F − measure
82.5%
16.1%
54.1%
50.0%
89.5%
12.3%
70.6%
49.9%
78.3%
34.5%
86.9%
71.7%

The significance of shadow detection in these videos is to improve the performance
of video analysis tasks such as tracking and object detection. In particular, Fig. 6 shows
comparatively the vehicle tracking performance using the NJDOT traffic videos: the
vehicle tracking results without shadow detection and the vehicle tracking results with
shadow detection using our proposed shadow detection method. We can see in the
left figure that two vehicles are connected together by their cast shadows and fall into
one tracking block when no shadow detection algorithm is applied. After applying our
shadow detection algorithm, these two vehicles are separated into two tracking blocks.
As a result, the tracking performance is more accurate.

5

Conclusion

We have presented in this paper an unsupervised moving shadow detection method for
video analysis. The major contributions of our proposed method are three-fold.
First, we propose a set of new illuminating criteria for shadow pixels’ differentiation. Second, we use an innovative heuristic shadow region detection method to detect
the continuous shadow regions, and filter the candidate shadow pixels. Third, we build
a statistical shadow model to model and classify the shadow pixels with a single Gaussian distribution. The model keeps learning and updating to adapt to the changes of the
environment.
The experimental results using the NJDOT video sequences have shown that (i)
our proposed method achieves better shadow detection performance than other popular
unsupervised shadow detection methods, (ii) our proposed method is able to detect cast
shadows in low quality videos, such as the NJDOT videos, while in comparison other
methods fail to detect the shadows, and (iii) our proposed method is able to improve the
performance of video analysis tasks, e.g. vehicle tracking.
Acknowledgments: This paper is partially supported by the NSF grant 1647170.
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Abstract. The study of social sciences is essential to understand different dimensions of human society. Different researches are done to understand human development and its relationships in the community. Given
this, in this paper, we have developed a methodology to use typical social
science metrics and resources in conjunction with Artificial Intelligence
techniques. The goal is to collaborate with research and visualize patterns to help explain human behavior. In this way, we use the World
Values Survey’s fifth wave data to apply self-learning methods and contribute to the advancement of social science research. We use algorithms
to perform classifications, such as Random Forest, Stochastic Gradient
Descent and Support Vector Machine in data collected in 58 countries,
to verify if there are social patterns that can explain political participation. Thus, we identified that there is a stronger relationship in the
results found in the so-called advanced democracies (USA and Europe)
compared to those in other societies. From this, we can consider that
eventual adjustments in the theory underlying the WVS research or in
the instruments of data collection could be made and that more studies
are needed to analyze other dimensions.
Keywords: Social Sciences · WVS · political participation · Artificial
Intelligence.

1

Introduction

With the advent of globalization, world society is undergoing a process of internationalization and thought reformulation. This evolution has triggered a
globalized economy with new standards, practices and cultures, and a worldwide concern for solutions to the problems faced in global proportions. [8]. In
this way, mapping and understanding these problems has become increasingly
necessary.
Thus, Inglehart [12] developed a method of application of questionnaires in
several countries to understand the changes of values and their implications over
time. It was called World Values Survey (WVS), forming, then, a database for
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studies of social scientists. In this sense, the possibility of applying Artificial Intelligence techniques [9] can generate information and assist in the understanding
of world society. Also, it can help to understand the course of value changes regarding economic, cultural and democratic development, according to Inglehart
[12] (2003). Knowing this, the use of machine learning to obtain a system to
mine data, extract information and standards, from WVS data is proposed.
In this work, we proposed to use machine learning techniques to complement
social science studies in the WVS database. This paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 discusses the purpose of the WVS for the study of social sciences. Section 3 defines the research pipeline, from the data preparation to the evaluation
of machine learning models applied to WVS data. Section 4 shows the analysis
of results and the last section contains the conclusions.

2

World Values Survey

Since the advent of globalization, world society has undergone several transformations in the process of internationalization and reformulation of thoughts
and actions in a global order. This evolution has triggered the emergence of a
globalized economy, new patterns, practices, cultures, political processes, social
hierarchies, and global governance [8].
Concurrently, existing problems have taken on global proportions, with new
formations such as inequality, hunger, disease, wars, and terrorism among others.
Thus, it becomes necessary to understand and map these problems, to seek
solutions at global levels to be applied.
As a result, social scientists began to study the change in values and the
impact on social and political life from a World Values Survey Association
(WVS)[4] initiative to verify the hypothesis that economic and technological
changes transform societys values. In 1981, this research became well known.
Its main researcher Ronald Inglehart [4], had conducted a survey in many different countries, which became an important instrument in forming the World
Values Survey(WVS). In Europe, the data are collected in collaboration with
the European Values Study (EVS).
The WVS is a survey conducted in more than 100 countries with complex questions that map out societal characteristics such as economic development, democratization, religion, gender equality, and others. In this way, a
WVS database was built and made available by the organization with the aim
of scientists developing studies on world values. This database currently has questionnaires and six wave responses (1981-1984, 1990-1994, 1995-1998, 1999-2004,
2005-2009, 2010-2014), and wave 7 is in progress.

3
3.1

Data Preparation and Model Definition
WVS Database

The WVS Database is composed of questions and answers to various aspects
to map the behavioral change of society as a whole over the years. For each
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application of the questionnaire, there are questions of the economic, social and
cultural core, applied using probabilistic population sampling stratified in each of
the participating countries. The average population sample of the participating
countries is 1500 respondents to the questionnaire, depending on population size.
The Database consists of variables (corresponding to the questionnaire questions) and the value labels for each issue (which correspond to the answers). For
each instance, we have a set of questions and their answers.
In this work, we have chosen Wave 5 for our studies. In Wave 5, there are
58 participant countries, and 258 questions [1]. The issues between 4 and 233
for building the models, were selected, because these questions belong to the
central core and don’t allow bias. Also, we chose them with the objective of
understanding human behavior in regards to political activism.
To complete this study effectively, we decided to start our analysis at wave
five, because it had more participation from countries of different continents
enabling an overall summary. Contained within this study, were a total of fiftyeight participating countries from around the world and an extensive survey of
over two hundred and fifty questions related to individual opinions on different
topics. For example, the importance of friends, politics, and child obedience, or
issues related to the fitness of politicians who don’t believe in God to serve in
public office. For this study, we decided to select a limited number of questions
that don’t correspond to demographic items, based on the expectancy of finding
some relationship between values and human behavior. The questionnaire can be
found at the website of WVS 1 .To satisfy the needs of all participants involved
in this study, WVS systematically translated each survey question according to
their specific language (if applicable). Due to the intense nature of the study,
specific guidelines and a code of ethics have been instilled so that the WVS
survey teams reduce any bias and further limitations throughout the questioning
process.
To ensure an accurate national sampling, WVS has relied upon the stratified
sampling method because it allows dividing into groups mutually exclusive and
frequent, allows discriminating different behaviors within the population. Thus,
the sampling can reflect the style of the general population of different places,
sexes, genders, and ages among other things. It is important to note that the
WVS database is public with free access and available for researchers to carry
out studies on this basis.
3.2

Data Processing

In this step, some methods were used to organize the data and build the architecture of the model. We re-defined some questions of WVS for binary classification.
We have chosen issues related to our principal problem about social activism.
Hence, we considered nine questions from WVS, regarding the active participation of the interviewee in voluntary organizations from a list (see Figure 1).The
belonging to the class was considered true when at least one of the questions
1

http://www.worldvaluessurvey.org/WVSDocumentationWV5.jsp
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about active membership was answered positively, and false, when none of the
questions was answered positively.

Fig. 1. Questions of Wave five correspondents the variables for defining the class, with
the list of voluntary organizations [1].

In Table 1 we can observe the results of this criterion used to obtain the
classes for the task. The characteristics available for each country show us that
there are countries that have a balanced data set of a positive and negative
target, as South Africa, Rwanda, and Brazil, while most of the other countries
are unbalanced. This way, we expect that the countries that have few samples in
one of the classes, it will to present a low performance in the metrics of evaluate.

Table 1. Distribution of the obtained classes by Country
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For feature selection, we use the method called recursive feature elimination
(RFE), where resources in each interaction according to coefficient obtained
from the estimator weights to features, are removed [3]. This approach evaluates
the performance of attributes set for making predictions, and how each features
influences in a group of sets in the final model. Lastly, the results represent
the best collection of features for the model. We expect that the set of selected
features could explain some differences between the types of the countries, with
respect to the culture, politics, and economy, which we plan to evaluate in our
future work.
Also, we removed some variables and cleaned the data. We evaluate different
numbers of variables using RFE the criterion to decide them to composing the
model, and we choose the best according to tests. This way, for each country
40 variables, were selected. Furthermore, to prevent data leakage [5] the process of data normalization during cross-validation was deployed. Above all, it
seems pertinent to remember that this method has been implemented to all the
countries studied in Wave 5.
3.3

Models and Evaluation

With the data ready to be used, we elaborate some models of machine learning
for building the classifications and evaluate results. Due to our previous knowledge in the area, we have considered that four models are enough for testing.
We have chosen the following Machine Learning methods: Support Vector Machine (SVM), Random Forest Classifier (RFC), linear models with Stochastic
Gradient Descent (SGD), and a neural network Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP).
Significantly, these four models were applied to each country.
The validation of the model has been done using Stratified K-Folds crossvalidator, in which ten different training and test sets were separated computing
the evaluation metrics of each group to obtain the mean and the standard deviation (STD) of the results.
We also used measures to evaluate the predictive and classification models,
from the F1-Score and Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC) [6]. The MCC
is a measure of quality, which analyzes (binary) classifications even when there
is an imbalance between occurrence and non-occurrence classes. The coefficient
assumes values ranging from -1 and +1, where +1 coefficients relate to a perfect
prediction, 0 random predictions and -1 imperfect prediction (total disagreement). This measure is relevant in this work since it makes a global analysis of
the predictions and indicates the quality of the binary classifications in a context
of the confusion matrix.

4

Analysis of Results

In the evaluation phase of the models, have built different perspectives for analyzing the results. For each country, we choose the model that presents the best
F1-Score. In this research we have decided to calculate the metrics F1-Score and
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MCC, where the F1-Score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall measures and the MCC assumes values that range between [-1 and +1], where +1
coefficients correspond to a perfect prediction, 0 to random prediction and -1 to
imperfect prediction, respectively.
The TreeMap [10] in Figure 2 shows the distribution of countries according to F1-Score . The best result among countries can be seen at the extreme
left, and the worst is at the extreme right of the map. We can observe that
Australia got the 0.8811 F1-Score representing the best performance, and other
countries like the United States, New Zealand, Canada, Netherlands, South Korea, United Kingdom, also presented satisfactory F1-Score [2] in the range of
0.80. The countries that offered the worst performance are Morocco, Turkey,
Bulgaria, and Jordan, with F1-Score on average of 0.49.

Fig. 2. Tree Map of F1-Score for countries

In this perspective, noting the distribution of TreeMap Figure 3 with hierarchy by continents, we can check that at Wave five, that Europe there is more
representative, followed by Asia, Africa, South America, North America and
finally Oceania.
We calculate the average and STD for continents, being that Oceania attains
the best result with 0.874 of F1-Score and 0.0100 of STD. North America with
0.7594 and 0.1126, and, South America with 0.6965 and 0.0552. The worst performance is at Asia with 0.6265 and 0.1023, and Africa, with 0.6325 and 0.1054,
F1-Score and STD, respectively.
The graph of Figure 4 shows the average of the F1-Score and the standard
deviation by country. We can note that the vast majority of federations introduce
an STD relatively small at the folds of cross-validation, varying between 0.0004
and 0.09. The region that shows the worst STD is Thailand, Japan, Hungary,
Cyprus, Ukraine, Argentina, Sweden, with values between 0.10 and 0.15.
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Fig. 3. TreeMap of F1-Score for continents

Analyzing the Pareto diagram in the Figure 5, we can see that 64% of the
countries presented F1-Score between 0.5901 and 0.7861, which shows that the
models were able to learn a satisfactory pattern during the classifications, in
addition, 15% of the countries appeared with an excellent performance, with
values varying between 0.7861 and 0.8841, and the remaining 21% with F1-Score
of 0.4921 and 0.5901.
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Fig. 4. Mean and Standard deviation by countries

Analyzing Figure 6 we can observe that the RFC Model showed greater
variability, besides that according to superior limits the boxplot, most of the
countries ranked with this model were better. And the worst model was SVM,
with less variability and F1-Score of 0.49 on average. The SGD and MLP behaved results similarly, compared to the RFC. We can understand why the RFC
shows the best performance because of the task uses the Wisdom of the Crowd,
which significantly improves the results, making the model more accurate and
reliable than the other [11]. Also, the data provide a framework that allows
generalizations made by the RFC, because it is a survey structure.
Nyman & Ormerod applied machine learning models in research to predict
economic recessions. The author used algorithms such as ordinary least squares
regression and RFC, in which the latter presented better results. Thus, we can
see that, for this task, the RFC is more appropriate and perform well in other
problems like this available in the literature. [7]
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Fig. 5. Country distribution by F1-Score range

Fig. 6. Comparison between the models

The coefficient of Matthew’s can demonstrate like the task of classification
behaved in the general aspect at the models and like the predictions were satisfactory for each country. Figure 7 Shows this concept, and we can observe that
some countries presented an MCC of zero, like, Morocco, Jordan, Egypt, Bulgaria, and Turkey, that is to say, the predictions were random, which allows us
to verify that in these countries the model failed to identify a pattern about the
social activism task,for not having expressive differences that allows to separate
the classes. On the other hand, the other countries presented positive MCC, of
these eighteen federations presented MCC with values above 0.50, and some of
them very close to 0.80.
Above all, the aspects analyzed exhibit that the model’s performance was
satisfactory for this task, and we can perceive that there is a pattern in most
countries that can explain why people choose social activism, according to results
to F1-Score and MCC. This way, we observed that countries that have zero in
MCC are some that have unbalanced data, but despite it, France has few samples
in positive class and present a significant performance in F1-Score (0,7291 ), and
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Fig. 7. Matthews correlation coefficient by countries

MCC (0,4939), Japan, Cyprus, Sweden, Norway, Vietnam are some examples
with same behavior. Therefore, we can notice the models has clues that could
differentiate and realize the classify, even with situations of unbalanced data.

5

Conclusions

The WVS research was built based on theories of the political and social behaviors found in the so-called advanced democracies (Europe and USA). Thus,
the variables of the WVS dataset here analyzed seem to fit better to the values
existing in those societies (as the results suggested). In societies with different
social constructs and histories, the WVS research data may not reflect, at least
in relation to the dimension analyzed (political participation), the behavior of
the individuals. Given this, the present paper indicates, in a preliminary way,
that it may be necessary to review the subjacent theory of certain dimensions of
the WVS research, or the data collection instruments (questionnaire). Finally,
new data treatments are needed to affirm whether this pattern is found in other
dimensions of analysis or whether it is only a characteristic of the political participation dimension.
Acknowledgements:This study was financed in part by the Coordenação de Aperfeiçoamento de Pessoal de Nıvel Superior - Brasil (CAPES) - Finance Code 001
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Abstract. The reliable segmentation of retinal vasculature can provide
the means to diagnose and monitor the progression of a variety of diseases
affecting the blood vessel network, including diabetes and hypertension.
We leverage the power of convolutional neural networks to devise a reliable and fully automated method that can accurately detect, segment,
and analyze retinal vessels. In particular, we propose a novel, fully convolutional deep neural network with an encoder-decoder architecture that
employs dilated spatial pyramid pooling with multiple dilation rates to
recover the lost content in the encoder and add multiscale contextual
information to the decoder. We also propose a simple yet effective way
of quantifying and tracking the widths of retinal vessels through direct
use of the segmentation predictions. Unlike previous deep-learning-based
approaches to retinal vessel segmentation that mainly rely on patch-wise
analysis, our proposed method leverages a whole-image approach during training and inference, resulting in more efficient training and faster
inference through the access of global content in the image. We have
tested our method on three publicly available datasets, and our state-ofthe-art results on both the DRIVE and CHASE-DB1 datasets attest to
the effectiveness of our approach.
Keywords: Retina Vessel Segmentation · Width Estimation · Dilated
Spatial Pyramid Pooling · Convolutional Neural Networks · Deep Learning.

1

Introduction

The retina and its vasculature are directly visible due to the optically clear media of the human eye. As the only part of the central nervous system that can be
rapidly and non-invasively imaged with a variety of modalities in the out-patient
setting, the retina provides a window into the human body, thus offering the opportunity to assess changes associated with systemic diseases such as hypertension, diabetes, and neurodegenerative disorders. The sequelae of these conditions,
specifically stroke, heart disease, and dementia represent major causes of morbidity and mortality in the developed world. To date, all classification schemes
for retinal vascular changes in these conditions, particularly in the early stages
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of disease, have been based on qualitative changes based on human assessment.
We and others hypothesize that biomarkers of seriously adverse health events
exist in the quantitative assessment of retinal vasculature changes associated
with early, even asymptomatic, diabetes, hypertension, or neurodegenerations.
Specifically, high blood pressure, for example, causes structural changes in the
macro- and micro-vasculature of vital organs throughout the body, including the
brain, heart, and kidney. The retinal vasculature is similarly impacted but has
the advantage of accessibility to multimodal imaging, providing the opportunity
to quantitatively assess prognosis, risk, and response to treatment. Narrowing
of retinal vessels has been described as an early, classic sign of hypertension.
However, this early sign is difficult to use in everyday clinical practice, which
usually includes only non-quantitative, subjective visual assessment of the retina
by examination, photograph, or even angiography. An automated, quantitative,
reliable, reproducible tool that measures changes in the retinal vasculature in
response to disease and intervention might augment and disrupt current evaluation and treatment paradigms by allowing physicians to detect disease, predict
outcomes, and assess interventions much earlier in the course of disease, thereby
opening the potential for improved outcomes in major unmet public health needs.
A critical step in tracking important structural changes of the retinal vasculature is segmentation of the retinal vessels, as it enables locating the veins
and arteries and extracting relevant information such as a profile of the width
changes of the vessels. Since the manual segmentation of vessels by clinicians
is a notoriously laborious and error-prone process, it is important to establish
fully automated and reliable segmentation methods that can be leveraged for
extracting the aforementioned information with minimal supervision.
Since the advent of deep learning, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)
have become popular due to their powerful, nonlinear feature extraction capabilities in many computer vision related applications [5, 7, 14, 2]. Several researchers
have applied CNNs to the task of retinal vessel segmentation in fundus images.
However, most are patch-wise methods that ignore the global context in the image and are usually inefficient during inference. Melinščak et al. [11] employed
a simple 10-layer CNN architecture based on a patch-wise technique, but their
results suffer from low sensitivity in comparison to other techniques. Fu et al.
[4] treated the problem of segmentation as a boundary detection problem and
combined a CNN with a conditional random field to address the segmentation
of retinal vessels, but their method is slower than whole-image CNNs and is outperformed by a number of other proposed methods in different metrics. Zhuang
[16] proposed an architecture based on U-Net [13], which utilizes multiple-path
networks that leverages a path-wise formulation in segmenting retinal vessels.
In the present paper, we exploit the power of CNNs to create a reliable,
fully automated, method that can accurately detect and segment retinal vessels, and we devise an algorithm for the automatic quantification of widths in
retinal vessels directly from the segmentation masks, which can be employed
toward the creation the aforementioned biomarkers. In particular, we introduce
an encoder-decoder CNN architecture that leverages a new dilated spatial pyra2
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1: Segmentation of an image from the DRIVE dataset. (a) Input image. (b)
Ground truth. (c) Segmentation prediction output by our network.

mid pooling with multiple dilation rates, which preserves resolution yet adds
multiscale information to the decoder. Figure 1 shows an input fundus image
with its corresponding ground-truth and the vascular segmentation output by
our network.

2
2.1

Method
Vessel Segmentation

We propose a fully convolutional encoder-decoder architecture, as depicted in
Figure 2, which leverages dilated residual blocks along with deep supervision
at multiple scales for effectively learning the multiresolution details of retinal
vessels. Each convolutional layer with kernel W is followed by a rectified linear
unit (ReLU) Re(X) = max(0, X) and a batch normalization BNγ,β (X) with
parameters γ, β that are learned during training. Consequently, every location i
in the output of a convolutional layer followed by ReLU and batch normalization
can be represented as
X
Y (i) = BNγ,β (Re(
X[i + j · r]W [j]))),

(1)

j=1

where r is the dilation rate. We employ both standard and dilated convolutional
layers for which the value of r in the former is 1 and in the latter depends on
where it is used. In this work, we utilize dilated residual blocks that consist of
two consecutive dilated convolutional layers whose outputs are fused with the
input.
Our encoder-decoder architecture spans four different resolutions. In the encoder, each path consist of 2 consecutive 3 × 3 convolutional layers, followed by
a dilated residual unit with a dilation rate of 2. Before being fed into the dilated
residual unit, the output of these convolutional layers are added with the output
3
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Fig. 2: Our proposed fully convolutional architecture. Dilated spatial pyramid
pooling aggregates the outputs of the multiple stages.

feature maps of another 2 consecutive 3 × 3 convolutional layers that learn additional multiscale information from the re-sized input image in that resolution.
At the third stage of our architecture, we utilize a series of 3 consecutive dilated
residual blocks with dilation rates of 1, 2, and 4, respectively. Finally, we incorporate a dilated spatial pyramid pooling layer with 4 different dilation rates of
1, 6, 12 and 18 in order to recover the content lost in the learned feature maps
during the encoding process.
Subsequently, the decoder in our architecture receives the learned multiscale
contextual information of the dilated spatial pyramid pooling layer and is connected to the dilated residual units at each resolution via skip connections. In
each path of the decoder, the image is up-sampled and 2 consecutive 3 × 3 convolutional layers are used before proceeding to the next resolution. Moreover,
each scale branches to an additional convolutional layer whose output is resized
to the original input image size and is followed by another convolutional layer
with sigmoid activation function.
These multiscale prediction maps contribute to the final loss layer. We utilize
a soft Srensen-Dice loss function as our basis and aggregate throughout each of
the four resolutions:
Loss =

4
X

(1 −

m=1

N
X

2Gn Pn,m
) + λkwk22 ,
G
+
P
+

n
n,m
n=1

(2)

where N , Pn,m , and Gn denote the total number of pixels, the label prediction
of pixel n in scale m, and the ground truth label of pixel n, respectively,  is a
smoothing constant, and λ is the weight decay regularization hyper-parameter.
4
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Fig. 3: Estimating the width profile of retinal vessels from segmentation.

2.2

Vessel Width Estimation

We propose a simple, yet effective method for the automatic estimation of vessel
width profiles by leveraging the segmentation masks obtained by our CNN. Similar to [15], we first obtain the skeleton of the image by successively identifying
the borderline pixels and removing the corresponding pixels that maintain the
connectivity of the vessels. This operation approximates the center line of the
vessel and represents its topology. We then calculate the distance of each pixel
to the derived center-lines by applying an Euclidean distance transform to the
generated feature map. Finally, we extract the contour of the original segmentation mask and overlay the generated distance transform onto this map to create
the final width map of the retinal vessels. Needless to say, our formulation is only
valid in areas where these vessels exist, otherwise the width value is set to zero.
Figure 3 illustrates our width estimation algorithm in more detail. Unlike competing methods, our method does not rely on hand-crafted geometric equations
nor on user interaction.

3
3.1

Experiments
Implementation Details

We have implemented our CNN in TensorFlow [1]. All the input images are converted to gray-scale, transformed by contrast-limited adaptive histogram equalization, resized to a predefined size of 512×512, and intensity normalized between
0 and 1. Our model is trained, with a batch size of 2, on an Nvidia Titan XP
GPU and an Intel Core i7-7700K CPU @ 4.20GHz. We use the Adam optimization algorithm with an initial learning rate of 0.001 and exponentially decay its
rate. The smoothing constant in the loss function and the weight decay hyperparameter are set to 10−5 and 0.0008, respectively. Since the number of images
5
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Table 1: Segmentation Evaluations on the DRIVE and CHASE-DB1 datasets.
Method
Melinščak et al. [11]
Li et al. [9]
Liskowski et al. [10]
Fu et al. [4]
Oliveira et al. [12]
M2U-Net [8]
U-Net [3]
Recurrent U-Net [3]
R2U-Net [3]
LadderNet [16]
DUNet [6]
Ours

SE
0.7276
0.7569
0.7520
0.7603
0.8039
0.7537
0.7751
0.7792
0.7856
0.7894
0.8197

DRIVE
SP
Acc
0.9785 0.9466
0.9816 0.9527
0.9806 0.9515
0.9523
0.9804 0.9576
0.9630
0.9820 0.9531
0.9816 0.9556
0.9816 0.9556
0.9810 0.9561
0.9870 0.9697
0.9819 0.9686

F1
0.8091
0.8142
0.8155
0.8171
0.8202
0.8203
0.8223

SE
0.7507
0.7130
0.7779
0.8288
0.7459
0.7756
0.7978
0.8229
0.8300

CHASE-DB1
SP
Acc
0.9793 0.9581
0.9489
0.9864 0.9653
0.9703
0.9701 0.9578
0.9836 0.9622
0.9820 0.9634
0.9818 0.9656
0.9821 0.9724
0.9848 0.9750

F1
0.8006
0.7783
0.7810
0.7928
0.8031
0.7853
0.8073

is limited, we perform common data augmentation techniques such as rotating,
flipping horizontally and vertically, and transposing the image.
3.2

Datasets

We have tested our model on two publicly available retinal vessel segmentation
datasets—DRIVE and CHASE-DB1. The DRIVE dataset consists of 40 twodimensional RGB images with each image having a resolution of 565×584 pixels,
divided into a training set and test set, each comprising 20 images. The CHASEDB1 dataset includes 28 images, collected from both eyes of 14 children. Each
image has a resolution of 999 × 960 pixels. We divided the CHASE-DB1 dataset
into a training set of 20 images and a testing set of 8 images.
3.3

Results

We used the following metrics to measure the performance of our model: With
TP, TN, FP, FN denoting true positive, true negative, false positive, and false
negative, respectively, the sensitivity and specificity are given as
SE =

TP
,
TP + FN

SP =

TN
,
TN + FP

(3)

the accuracy and precision as
Acc =

TP + TN
,
TP + TN + FP + FN

and the recall as
Recall =

Precision =

TP
.
TP + FN
6

TP
,
TP + FP

(4)

(5)
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Fig. 4: Evaluation of our model’s performance on the DRIVE and CHASE-DB1
datasets.

The score
F1 = 2 ×

Precision × Recall
Precision + Recall

(6)

is the same as the Dice coefficient.
Table 1 compares to competing methods the performance of our model on the
DRIVE and CHASE-DB1 datasets. On the DRIVE dataset, our model exceeds
the state-of-the-art performance on the F1 score and sensitivity while being very
competitive to [6] in specificity and accuracy. Figure 4 presents the precisionrecall curve as well as the box and whisker plot of our model’s performance on
the DRIVE dataset. The F1 scores are between 0.80 to 0.84 with no outliers
falling outside the interquartile range.
In addition, for the CHASE-DB1 dataset our model exceeds the state-ofthe-art performance for all metrics except specificity, for which [12] performs
slightly better. The F1 scores are between 0.78 to 0.82. The precision-recall
curve in Figure 4 demonstrates a similar performance on both th DRIVE and
CHASE-DB1 datasets with a marginal lead for the latter dataset.
For 4 images from the DRIVE dataset and 2 images from the CHASE-DB1
dataset, Figure 5 demonstrates the final segmentation of our model compared
to the masks that were manually created by clinicians as well as the generated
width profiles. Clearly, our model successfully captures the intricate arteries and
veins without the presence of any additional false positives as are present in the
outputs of the competing methods.

4

Discussion

Our substantially improved state-of-the-art results on two publicly available
datasets, DRIVE and CHASE-DB1, confirm the effectiveness of our model. Unlike the competing patch-wise approaches, our method operates on the entire
image. This has proven to be beneficial as our model is significantly faster than
7
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 5: (a) Input images (rows 1–4 from DRIVE; rows 5–6 from CHASE-DB1),
(b) labels, (c) segmentations, (d) width estimation profiles.
8
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the patch-wise approaches that must slide moving windows of multiple sizes over
the image. Additionally, our model produces more natural and continuous segmentation masks and is able to capture finer details because it benefits from a
dilated spatial pyramid pooling layer that recovers the content lost during encoding by leveraging different dilation rates and aggregating the multiscale feature
maps into the decoder. Furthermore, introducing the input image at multiple
scales throughout our architecture and introducing supervision at each of these
scales helps our model to effectively aggregate the outputs of different stages.
Our technique for estimating the width profiles of retinal vessels by leveraging
the generated segmentation masks has also proven to be effective. Its accuracy
promises to help in quantifying new relevant biomarkers that correlate with the
narrowing and structural changes of vessels.

5

Conclusion

We have presented a novel, fully automated method for retinal vessel segmentation and width estimation. Our deep CNN employs spatial dilated pyramid
pooling and introduces the input image at multiple scales with supervision to
segment retinal vessels in order to capture the smallest structural details. Our
method was tested on two publicly available datasets. It has achieved better
than state-of-the-art results in sensitivity and accuracy while being comparable
in F1 score on the DRIVE dataset. It also achieves competitive results on the
CHASE-DB1 dataset. In addition, we have introduced a method that employs
the vessel segmentation maps to estimate the width profiles of retinal vessels.
Such information may be very helpful to clinicians as they explore novel biomarkers and in the quantitative assessment of retinal vasculature changes associated
with diseases such as diabetes and hypertension.
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Abstract. This paper proposes an algorithm for outline recognition in mobile
robots, based on Clonal Selection algorithm, a machine learning technique of
Artificial Immune Systems. The model is defined from the industrial process
chain point of view, where a robot should recognize object outlines and
transport them based on their geometric forms. This detection process should be
also rotation and translation invariant. The robot is equipped with color sensors
and laser sensors for classifying contours. The robot should have the capacity to
recognize new objects, classifying those different from the existing ones. The
results showed that the Clonal Selection Algorithm in a mobile robot generated
antibodies for the correct classification of objects, regardless of their geometrical shape, either defined or undefined geometrical shapes, or even irregular
shapes, and including objects with modified contours due to wear and tear, and
white noise in the sensors. Therefore, whenever new objects were introduced to
the chain process, the robot was successful trained to correctly classify them.
Keywords: Outline Recognition, Artificial Immune Systems, Clonal Selection
Algorithm, Mobile Robots

1

Introduction

The application of object recognition for mobile robots increased in industrial environment, such as navigation [1], object detection or building [2]. In this way, the need
for low-cost sensors has led to use lasers or sonar sensors to obtain characteristics
from the object to be recognized, for example, edge detection for classifying objects
[3]- [4]. In mobile robots, recognition systems need ability to adaption, robustness,
and invariance to rotation and translation. In this way, evolutionary algorithms are
commonly used in recognition systems, for example genetic algorithms for object
recognition system in a dynamical environment [5], evolutionary algorithms applied
to image segmentation [6], or emotion recognition [7]. Within the class of evolutionary algorithms, Artificial Immune Systems (AIS) present a kind of bio-inspired model
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that adapts the capability of the human immune response in order to adapt the immunological response when there are different pathogens [8].
Artificial Immune Systems have been used in different industrial tasks, such as pattern recognition [9], cognitive models of behavior [10], or navigation [11]. Within the
Artificial Immune Systems, Clonal Selection Theory establishes the idea that cells can
recognize antigens, which are selected to proliferate [12]. In this context, different
applications of Clonal Selection Algorithm have been applied in robotics, for example
in UAV cooperation [13], trajectory planning in a robotic manipulator [14], coordination in swarm systems [15], or other applications data mining, medical application or
classification [16]. One advantage of Artificial Immune Systems is their capacity to
adapt to new conditions and their ability to learn online [17].
This paper proposes an Artificial Immune System model based on Clonal Selection
Algorithm, applied to object recognition in mobile robots. For the recognition process, outline object information and Hu invariant moments are used, the latter are
employed because they provide invariance in relation to the translation and the rotation of the object to be recognized. This immune model involves innate and acquired
response; this model belongs to cognitive model where a multi-agent system must
identify, classify, transport, and store objects. Robots have similar characteristics and
can collaborate to the classification process. The model is validated in a 2D simulation environment.
This article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the Clonal Selection Algorithm. Section 3 explains the stage conditions. Section 4 analyzes the immune model.
Section 5 shows the experiment and. Finally, section 6 provides conclusions and future works.

2

Clonal Selection Algorithm

Understanding the AIS (Artificial Immune System) models involves knowing about
the immune theories that inspired the AIS. In the case of the Natural Immune System,
it has comprises two principal immune responses: the innate response and the acquired response.
The innate response is an innate immunity static barrier. This barrier is activated
when a foreign agent (pathogen) enters the body. The innate response distinguishes
between self cells and non-self cells in the body and attacks non-self cells. When nonself cells are detected, the innate system liberates proteins, called innate cells, that
produce inflammation and fever [18].
As some pathogens have the capacity to avoid the innate response, vertebrates developed the acquired system. The acquired response anticipates mutations in the pathogen and then different mechanisms are activated to neutralize the pathogen attack.
The antigens are molecules (usually proteins), on the surface of pathogens, and each
antigen is composed of divisions called epitopes. The antigen is used to recognize the
pathogen; for example, when phagocytic cells neutralize the pathogen, the phagocytes
present the antigen of the specialized cells of the acquired system. B cells are specialized cells in the antigen presentation process; B cells interact with T cells, T cells
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confirm the antigen, and B cells immediately begin a mutation and clonal selection
process. When an antigen enters the body, it can be recognized by the immunoglobulins of B lymphocytes. If the antigen is recognized, the confirmation of T lymphocytes is necessary, and then the humoral response is activated. At this point, B cells
are cloned and differentiated (cloned B cells with high affinity are cloned and reproduced again; B cells with low affinity are suppressed). T cells produce memory cells
and plasma cells that generate immunoglobulins [19].
The clonal selection algorithm proposes that antigens and antibodies are presented
as vector spaces. The affinity between antigens and antibodies are measured by a
metric that provides a set of candidate solutions by selecting the best affinities in order to generate a new set of clones looking for antibodies with best affinities [20].
Figure 1 shows this process.

Fig. 1. Clonal selection theory.

3

Stage Conditions

Given a 2D environment, some geometrical objects must be recognized and classified
by mobile robots for future transportation. For the experiment, Player Project is employed, a client-server platform, using TCP IP protocols, which provides an interface
among sensors, actuators, and control response for robot control. Player Project includes a 2D simulator: Stage. This simulator provides drivers for sensors and robots,
and it has the capacity to build different stages for simulations. This simulator sup-
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ports C++ language. The stage is simulated in an industrial environment. Figure 2
shows an initial set of objects; these objects are called submarine, invader, phantom,
circle, squarer, and triangle, respectively. They must be classified by a mobile robot.

Fig. 2. Objects to be classified.

The robots have laser sensors and color sensors in their front. The laser sweeps the
area, with 180 degrees around the robot, with a frequency of 180 samples per second;
the range of the laser sensor is 8 meters. The laser returns a signal value corresponding to the distance of the object. For example, if there is an object two meters away,
the laser returns a value of two. The clonal selection algorithm is used by the pattern
recognition algorithm. Figure 3 shows the experiment stage. In this scenario, the robot
looks for objects to be classified, so it must differentiate between the object (non-self
objects) and walls or other robots (obstacles of the environment).

4

Object Recognition Based on Immune Model

4.1

Innate and Acquired Immune Model

The robot moves through the environment while looking for objects to be classified; it
uses laser sensors and color sensors. First, the robot should distinguish between self
objects (walls and other robots) and non-self objects (objects to be classified). For
these works, an Artificial Immune System is proposed.
According to the theory of Innate Response, the innate system is activated when
non-self pathogen is detected. When the robot detects an object using its laser sensors
at a distance of 1.3 meters ahead, it will determine if that object must be identified or
not, using the innate response. In this industrial stage, some environment conditions
can be controlled. Consequently, self objects such as walls, obstacles, and other robots are black. Objects to be identified have different colors; these objects are considered non-self objects. The classification is made by color detection: if the color is
black, the object will be considered a self object and then the robot continues the
search.
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Fig. 3. Stage.

In the innate systems, macrophages can phagocyte the pathogens, applying the metaphor in the innate model. The macrophage corresponds to the color sensor and the
phagocytosis process corresponds to the transportation of the non-self object without
any classification process different from color recognition. Section 2 has explained
that macrophages can activate the acquired response through the antigen presentation
process. Based on this concept, the macrophage shows the antigen to the acquired
systems, and the acquired response attacks the pathogen identified. Subsequently, the
laser sensor works as antigen presenting-cell. When the color sensor detects the object
as a non-self object (color different from black), the robot follows the following steps:
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 Robot goes into distance of 0.7 meters in front the object.
 Robot locates in front of the object using laser information of the right and left of
center.
 Robot rotates 90 degrees in clockwise direction.
 Robot turns around the object. In this act, the left laser sensor that is located to 180
degrees of the X axis of the robot, takes information of the outline of the robot.
Figure 4 shows this process.

Fig. 4. Data acquisition for the classification process.

To acquire the antigen of the pathogen (non-self object to be transported), Hu invariant moments are used to obtain outline information on the object. The data obtained in the last process correspond to distance between the robot and the object. A
set of the information contains between 150 and 200 different information vectors.
The information on the object is translated to the outline of the object in a plane (x,y),
by (1) in the axis X, and (2) in the axis Y.
Xc=l*cosθ-Xr

(1)

Yc=l*sinθ-Yr

(2)

Xc and Yc are the coordinates of the outline of the object, l is the distance between
the object and the robot, θ is the angle between the front of the robot and the X axis,
and Xr and Yr are the robot’s coordinates. Figure 5 shows an example of the outlines
obtained; these are triangle, invader, submarine, phantom, circle, and square, respectively.
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The antigen is the vector that contains the Hu moments on the object to be identified. Each component of this vector corresponds to the epitope. The antibodies correspond to sets of Hu moments of the different objects previously obtained; these are
used for the classification process. Each moment that composes each antibody is the
paratope, in immunology paratope is defined as the region of the antibody that it used
to recognize and grab the antigen [15]. The antigen is compared by a set of the antibodies stored in the robot by using equation (3).
Aa = K1|Mp1-Me1| + K2|Mp2-Me2| +… + K7|Mp7-Me7|

(3)

Aa corresponds to error between the antigen and the antibody; this error represents the
difference between antigens and antibodies. Mpn is the n paratope of Hu moments
stored in the robot, Men is the n epitope of the antigen, and Kn is a n scaling factor. If
Aa is lower than the U1 threshold, the object will be considered classified. If Aa is
greater than U1 but lower than U2, the object will be considered indeterminate. Finally, if Aa is greater than U2, the object will be considered unknown.

Fig. 5. Object outlines.

A set of antibodies is generated using the clonal selection algorithm. In case the error
between the antibodies and the antigens is greater than U2, the pathogen will be considered unknown and the mechanism of generation of the set of antibodies using clonal selection algorithm will be activated. Table 1 shows the immunological metaphor.
The set of antibodies stored inside the robot’s memory corresponds to the immunological memory.
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Table 1. Immunological metaphor.

Robotic System
Object to Recognize
Hu Invariant Moments
Individual Moments
Invariant Moments Stored in Robot
Individual Moments Stored in Robot
New Object to Recognize
Antibodies Stored in the Robot
Color Recognition
Outline Recognition
4.2

Immune Inspiration
Pathogen
Vector Antigen
Epitope
Antibodies
Paratope
Antibodies Generation
Immunology Memory
Innate Immune System
Acquired Immune System

Clonal Selection Algorithm

In order to identify an object, it is necessary to generate a set of antibodies for each
object. To this end, the following Clonal Selection Algorithm is proposed:
1. A set of antigens is acquired for each pathogen (objects to be recognized). These
are acquired in different directions of the object. In this process, the robot finds a
non-self object in the environment (pathogen). Subsequently, the robot starts the
process of antigen recognition; the agent repeats the process explained in Section 3
and shown in Figure 3. The antigen is composed of the vector of Hu invariant moments. On average, eight antigens are taken for most of the cases, rotating 23 degrees.
2. For each antigen acquired, one antibody is exactly cloned and created, which corresponds to a non-matured antibody. Each antibody is composed of the vector of
Hu invariant moments.
3. The non-matured antibody is cloned in a determinate number of copies. There are
ten clones for each non-matured antibody; these clones are similar to the original
antibody.
4. Subsequently, each clone is muted. The mutation consists in randomly mutating
each paratope ±25% of its value. Each paratope corresponds to each individual Hu
invariant moment.
5. The error between the antibodies non-matured and their own clones mutated is calculated by solving for (3). The clones with error lower than 10% are selected as
matured antibodies. These clones are included in the immunological memory of the
acquired response.
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5

Experiments and Results

5.1

Experiment 1

In the first experiment, ten different trajectories were performed for the six elements
in order to extract their antigens by measuring the error with the non-matured antibodies acquired previously. The antibodies will be activated with errors lower than
50, this error is obtained by using equation (3), representing an absolute value of the
comparison between antigens and antibodies. Table 2 shows the results obtained for
each pathogen; the first column contains the object, the second column contains the
numbers of antibodies with affinity lower than 50, and the third column contains the
range of the errors. The error was obtained experimentally.
Table 2. Results obtained in experiment 1.

Object
Submarine
Invader

Phantom

Circle
Square
Triangle

Antibodies activated
28 of submarine
16 of triangle
28 of invader
14 of circle
1 of phantom
36 of phantom
2 of circle
2 of square
20 of circle
26 of invader
22 of square
1 of circle
26 of triangle
4 of submarine

Range of errors
From 8 to 42
From 18 to 50
From 8 to 47
From 30 to 45
40
From 8 to 47
From 46 to 49
From 46 to 48
From 1 to 10
From 35 to 50
From 8 to 50
45
From 5 to 46
From 30 to 50

In the case of the submarine, some trajectories were strongly critical because the error
measured of the antibodies of submarine was similar to the triangle. In other cases of
the submarine, antibodies of the triangle were activated, but submarine anti-bodies
were more related. Only in four cases the most related antibody of submarine had an
error lower than 20. For the invader, in all cases the best measured error was obtained
with antibodies of invader, with an error lower than 20, except for two cases in which
the errors measured were greater than 30. In the case of the phantom, in three cases
the antibodies had an error lower than 20. For the circle, there is some similarity to
the invader, but the error of the antibodies of the circle is strong, while the measures
of the invader could be ruled out. The error of the square is convincing for the recognition; only one of other antibodies was selected, belonging to the circle, but the error
obtained was not comparable with the error obtained by the square. The last case of
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the triangle, the lowest error was not lower than 20 in five experiments, and in one
case the error of the submarine was low, so the classification was incorrect.

5.2

Experiment 2

In order to obtain better results, the Clonal Selection Algorithm was activated and a
set of matured antibodies was selected and included in the immunological memory of
the agents. Once a new set of antibodies matured were trained, the conditions of experiment 1 were repeated, with ten different trajectories for each object. In this case,
the antibodies activated had an error lower than 30 according to (3). Table 3 shows
the results; the first column contains the object, the second column contains the numbers of antibodies cloned with an error lower than 30, and the third column shows the
range of the value of errors. It is worth noting that the error was lower in experiment
2, because the matured antibodies had higher affinity with the antigens.
Table 3. Results obtained in experiment 2.

Objects

Antibodies cloned activated

Range of errors

Submarine

50 of submarine

From 4 to 30

Invader

100 of invader

From 8 to 30

5 of circle

From 25 to 30

Phantom

40 of phantom

From 3 to 30

Circle

30 of circle

From 1 to 30

5 of invader

From 27 to 30

Square

32 to square

From 7 to 30

Triangle

47 of triangle

From 2 to 27

10 of submarine

From 17 to 29

In the experiments of the submarine, the antibodies of the triangle activated in experiment 1 were not activated in the new cases. The error of the antibodies selected in
experiment 2 had an error lower than the error obtained in experiment 1. For the case
of the invader, the errors of antibodies were lower without any doubt of the classification in all cases. For the phantom, the error values were always conclusive for the
classification process; no antibodies for other pathogen were activated. In the case of
the circle, although few antibodies of the invader were activated, the errors of the
circle’s antibodies were lower for all cases. In the experiments of the square, no other
antibodies with different pathogen were selected. In all cases antibodies with errors
lower than 30 were activated. For the triangle, in all cases the antibodies of triangle
had robust performance, in the cases in which errors belonging to the submarine were
activated, the lowest error belonging to the triangle was lower than 15, achieving
correct classification in all cases.
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5.3

Experiment 3

The circle, the square, and the invader were added in the environment, with noise in
their outlines, as shown in Figure 6. Noise in the square is significantly higher than in
the circle and in the invader. In two cases, antibodies of the square had affinity values
around 70; these values were greater than U2, and the clonal selection algorithm was
activated in order to train new antibodies for the new object. As for the circle and the
invader, affinity values were lower than 20 (lower than U1); they were classified correctly.

Fig. 6. Pathogens mutated.

The mutation in square is higher than in circle and invader. Then the antigen of square
mutated enough to be considered a different pathogen. Biologically, there are some
viruses that can mutate their epitopes, so the antibodies cannot detect and neutralize
the pathogen [21].
5.4

Experiment 4

Finally, Kohonen maps were developed for comparison. For the experiments the six
objects considered in experiments 1 and 2 were used. For the training of the Kohonen
map, the Hu invariant moments obtained in previous experiments were used; those
correspond to the inputs of the network. The Kohonen Network was trained with 48
networks. Once the Kohonen Map was trained, each neuron was assigned to one object. To this end, equation (4), based on (3), was used.
Aa = K1Mpar1-Mnk1 + K2Mpar2-Mnk2 +… + K7Mpar7-Mnk7

(4)

Aa corresponds to error or affinity between the neuron and the Immune System, the
set Mpar corresponds to Hu moments used by the Immune System (antibodies), and
the set Mnk corresponds to the weights of each neuron; constants K are similar to (3).
Each antibody was compared with each neuron by evaluating their affinity based on
(4). If Aa is lower than 30, the object associated to this antibody will be assigned to
the respective neuron. In case the Aa values between the same neuron and different
antibodies associated to different objects are lower than 30, the neuron will be considered not classifiable. A similar case is when all the Aa values of one neuron are
greater than 30.
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Finally, the neurons were assigned as follows: to submarine, 10 neurons; to invader, 8 neurons; to phantom, 5 neurons; to square, 13 neurons; to triangle, 7 neurons; to
circle, 1 neuron; and finally, 4 neurons are unclassifiable. In order to compare the
Kohonen network with the Immune System, robots were used in order to classify the
six objects, with similar conditions as explained in experiment 1, using both classifiers. Ten experiments per classifier were conducted by each object; Table 4 shows the
results.
Table 4. Results obtained in experiment 4.

Objects
Submarine
Invader

6

Antibodies activated.
10 of submarine

10 of invader

Phantom

10 of phantom

Circle

10 of circle

Square

10 of square

Triangle

10 of triangle

Neurons activated.
9 of submarine
1 of triangle
5 of invader
3 of phantoms
1 of submarine
1 non-classifiable
6 of phantom
2 of square
2 non-classifiable
10 of circle
5 of square
3 of phantom
1 of circle
1 non-classifiable
6 of triangle
2 of submarine
2 non-classifiable

Conclusions and Future Works

An Artificial Immune System was designed for classifying objects with a mobile orbot. This Immune System involved an innate response and acquired response. The
innate response involved color detection, but not geometrical classification, which is
used for acquired response.
For the acquired response, a set of antibodies was trained by a proposed Clonal Selection Algorithm. The antibodies showed robustness in case of noise in the classification. The noise was modeled as superficial deformation. The AIS was adaptable to
new pathogens and their new antibodies generated were stored in the immunology
memory of the robot.
Clonal Selection Algorithm was used for the maturation of antibodies by mutation
and cloning. The performance of the acquired system classification, after maturing the
clones, improved the affinity values of. A lower threshold for activation could also be
assigned. When there were untrained antigens in the AIS, the immune system was
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able to detect them as unknown pathogens, and a new set of antibodies was trained
and stored in the immunological memory.
In future works Artificial Immune Systems will be proposed for machine learning
applied to 3D object recognition using kinetic and real sense in mobile robots.
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Abstract. This work is aimed to provide an automated and accurate
computer diagnosis system to assist radiologists. The key idea is to combine output of statistical model with the local structure of pixels by
using centralized patterns of run length on brain tumor region. The customization is applied by combining local characteristics of tumors on the
segmented output obtained from the use of expectation maximization
(EM) theorem. The incorporation of this idea resulted in efficient and effective outputs when testing is performed on two datasets. The proposed
system observes 99.12% accuracy for tumor classification on a dataset
named as JMCD which is collected from a prestigious local hospital. The
observed accuracy on the publically available Brain Tumor Segmentation
Challenge (BRATS) dataset is 100%. Four frequently found gliomas are
targeted and identified through the proposed approach. The observed
accuracies for glioma identification lies in the range of 95.41% to 100%
for these datasets. The robustness is provided by 10-fold cross validation
and results are validated by domain experts as well through statistical
testing.
Keywords: Brain Tumor · Image Segmentation · Expectation Maximization · Glioma Identification.

1

Introduction

Survey reports reveal that brain tumors are placed second among death reasons [1] [2]. It was expected that 78,980 new cases of primary malignant and
non-malignant brain, and other central nervous system (CNS) tumors would be
diagnosed in the United States in 2018 [1]. Also, it was expected that 16,616
deaths will be attributed to primary malignant brain and other CNS tumors at
the end of 2018 in US. In another expected scenario, 3,560 new cases of brain
and other CNS tumors would be diagnosed in childhood. Therefore, efforts are
required to detect brain tumors at an early stage.
Radiologists and clinicians examine patient health history, symptoms, and
brain scans for diagnosis. MRI scans are found more suitable for classification
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and identification of brain tumors [3]. MR scans hold different kind of image intensities in different image pulse sequences. This helps to visualize tumor characteristics under different parameters and conditions. Tumors frequently found in
glue (supportive) cells are known as gliomas [4]. Identification of gliomas based
on their pathological characteristics is a challenging task. The appearance of
each glioma is quite similar, but a few inherent characteristics differentiate them
individually. Among these, astrocytoma circumscribed in group and tends to
respect anatomic strong boundaries. Other gliomas such as ependymoma, oligodendroglioma, and glioblastoma multiformes are found more infiltrating because
of their tendency to invade. Ependymomas are found mostly at the central location of brain and have well-defined margins. Oligodendrogliomas are insidious,
slowly growing, and most commonly arise in the cerebral hemispheres of middle
aged adults. They traverse by a delicate capillary network and possess a tendency to calcify, that is helpful to radiologists for their histological diagnosis [4].
On the examination by naked eyes, glioblastoma multiformes have poorly defined intra axial mass with variegated (multiforme) appearance due to necrosis
and hemorrhage on brain.
This work proposes an automatic and efficient computer aided diagnosis
(CAD) system for detection and identification of glioma tumors from T2-weighted
pulse sequences of any of the three views of brain MRIs, i.e., sagittal, axial, and
coronal. Novelty of this work lies with the customized use of expectation maximization (EM) theorem for brain tumor segmentation and detection. Extracted
run length of centralized patterns (RLCP) from these segmented regions are
classified through naive Bayes (NB) classifier. Outcome of the proposed system
on two datasets are validated by domain experts as well.
The work is organized as follows. Section 2 includes discussion on the existing
techniques. The proposed method is described in Section 3 with the detailed
description of each step. Results are discussed in Section 4. Comparison with the
existing techniques is given in Section 5 and the work is concluded in Section 6.

2

State of the Art

Various statistical, probabilistic, and computational models are proposed for
diagnosis of abnormalities through medical scan images. Segmentation of the
compulsive regions such as tumor and edema in MRI is a challenging task due to
associated uncertainties like proper location, shape, size, and texture properties
of tumor. These characteristics are not static and hence, result in increased
difficulties for radiologists and clinicians to diagnose tumor at an early stage.
The existing studies are useful, yet an automatic and accurate detection of tumor
is a challenging task.
Different techniques are used in the existing systems for preprocessing, segmentation, feature extraction, and classification [3]. The issues such as noise reduction, enhancement, skull stripping, smoothing, and sharpening of boundaries
are considered under preprocessing. Clustering algorithms like, watershed [5],
k-means, fuzzy c-means [6], region growing, threshold [7], and level-set method
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[8] are used for segmentation purpose. Features like discrete wavelet transform
(DWT) coefficients [9], Gabor [10] [11], Zernike moments [12], pyramid of histogram of gradients [13], local binary patterns [14], gray level co-occurrence
matrix [15], morphological properties [5], and run length of centralized patterns
[16] are extracted for further classification. Well-known classifiers like support
vector machine (SVM), k-nearest neighbour, NB, and random forest are used in
the classification step.
Feature extraction through spatial information and its classification through
Markov random field is used by [17], but only 75% similarity index was achieved.
Multiscale diffusion filtering scheme for the construction of multiscale imaging
and fuzzy c-means for the detection of tumors were used to observe 88% overlap
ratio [18]. Zernike moments were explored to identify brain tumors using ANN
classifier [12]. Normalized distance of 13.89 was observed for the segmented tumors from the ground truth. Centroid coordinates were used for tumor detection to achieve 92% accuracy [19]. DWT and feed forward back-propagation
neural network were explored to classify brain tumor images to achieve 99%
accuracy [3]. The anisotropic diffusion and DWT used with SVM classifier resulted in 99.78% accuracy for tumor detection [6]. Mutual information between
histograms of two brain hemispheres was compared to detect tumors [11]. Gabor wavelets and statistical features were extracted and classified by SVM to
observe 97.40% accuracy. In another work, block based segmentation was used
to detect the tumor and classified by threshold to achieve 97.93% accuracy [20].
Also, fuzzy logic was explored for the segmentation of tumors. Various shape
and texture features were extracted and classified through NB classifier resulted
in 91% accuracy [5]. In a similar work, fuzzy k-means with hybrid self-organizing
map for segmentation was used to observe 96.18% accuracy [21]. A technique
using superpixels and segmented images by extremely randomized trees reported
91% dice overlap ratio at maximum [22]. In another work, background intensity
compensation was applied and localized active contour model was developed to
segment tumors with 91.02% dice coefficient [23].
The techniques discussed so far detected or segmented tumors. A work addressed identification of astrocytoma, meningioma, metastatic bronchogenic carcinoma, and sarcoma tumors using GLCM features and feed forward neural network classifier to achieve 97.50% accuracy [15]. Astrocytoma and its types, e.g.,
low grade, pilocytic, anaplastic, and glioblastoma tumors were classified and
98.67% accuracy was observed [24]. Also, tumor was identified and classified
into low grade and high grade astrocytomas in [5]. In another approach, image
fusion followed by adaptive threshold was used to segment gliomas and RLCP
features were explored. NB classifier was applied to classify images to achieve
97.83% and 96.47% accuracies on JMCD and BRATS datasets, respectively [16].
The study involves many challenges. Dataset acquisition is a challenging task
and most of the datasets used are either biased or of small size. Segmentation
plays a major role in the identification of tumor location and morphological
properties like area, size, and location etc. Sometimes existing techniques are
dataset dependent or biased towards the type of input MR sequences. Although
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application of textural and shape features proved quite efficient for brain tumor
detection, still these are yet to explore for categorization of tumors, e.g., identification of gliomas. Multiclass classification also requires attention to proceed
accurately. This study attempts to address these issues by providing improvements over existing techniques. The proposed approach is tested on a larger size
dataset as well as a publicly available dataset. Further, different kind of gliomas
are identified with the morphological properties. Manual intervention may result in an unavoidable error in terms of accuracy of the analysis, segmentation,
classification, and identification of the tumor. The proposed work is aimed to
develop an automated and accurate CAD system based on T2-weighted pulse
sequences of any of the three views. This generalization is proved quite effective
and efficient as compared to other existing systems. EM has proved as an efficient
tool for determining incomplete and missing labels of pixels. Employment of EM
theorem in iterative manner solves the approximation problem efficiently. The
repetition till convergence maximizes the posterior margin of segmented regions.
The proposed system is able to classify four types of gliomas from brain MRIs by
customizing the output of EM algorithm and classifying RLCP features (earlier
proposed by authors for tumor detection) through NB classifier. The system is
examined on two datasets and the results obtained with 10-fold cross-validation
showcase its robustness. Outcomes of the system are also verified by domain
experts.

3

The Proposed Approach

Typical components in the basic pipeline of a CAD system are discussed in the
following subsections.
3.1

Dataset Acquisition and Preprocessing

Experiments are performed on two datasets. A dataset referred as JMCD is
collected during 2014-2017 from a prestigious local government medical college,
namely, Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose Medical College, Jabalpur. It contains
MRI scans of 140 patients with 200-250 scanned MR images of each patient.
JMCD contains images of four types of glioma tumors; namely astrocytoma,
ependymoma, oligodendroglioma, and glioblastoma multiformes, along with nontumorous images. Another publicly available standard dataset, Brain Tumor
Segmentation Challenge (BRATS) [25], used in this work consists two types
of gliomas (low grade and high grade) along with non-tumorous images. Both
the datasets consist of all four kinds of image pulse sequences (T1-weighted,
T2-weighted, T1-post contrast, and Fluid Attenuated Inversion Recovery). Tumorous region possess brighter intensity than normal tissues (hyper-intense) on
T2-weighted MR scan images, hence it is most preferred by the radiologists,
clinicians, and medical scientists for easy prognosis of brain tumors [26]. Due to
this fact, only T2-weighted pulse sequence from all three views are focused in
this work.
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Preprocessing includes enhancement to accelerate fast and accurate prognosis of tumorous region. Poor contrast and inhomogeneous MRIs are enhanced by
combining anisotropic diffusion (AD) with dynamic stochastic resonance (DSR)
in DWT domain [27]. AD deals with the sharpening of boundaries and edges
present in the image, while DSR increases mean and variance of the image.
Prominent parts of the image become more visible on the application of AD.
Entropy based threshold is used to select remaining dark areas for enhancement. The iterative application of DSR on LL bands of these regions further
enhances intensity values of dark pixels. DSR uses inherent noise of the regions,
and modifies mean and variance of the image in order to enhance brightness and
contrast of the image, respectively. Iteration stops after meeting the standard
criteria of quality indexed parameters [28] [29] [30]. This technique significantly
enhances MRIs without introducing any artifacts.

3.2

Segmentation: EM Theorem

Expectation-maximization/maximization of posterior marginals (EM/MPM) is
one of the proven statistical models for segmentation in image processing [13].
EM theorem is typically used for clustering task to provide labels to underlying
missing data. It measures the expected values using current estimates of different
parameters and applies conditions on the variables. Maximization step measures
maximum likelihood and determines the label of missing data with minimum
error. This kind of traditional statistical model involves latent (unknown) variables and known observations. The maximum likelihood is estimated by calculating derivatives of likelihood function with respect to all unknown values. The
zero variance and mean parameters determine convergence of the mixture model.
Derivative converges to zero states that maximum value is achieved [13] [31] [32].
Image segmentation task is accomplished by measuring maximum likelihood for
the given parameters and analyze it for missing pixel labels. The log-likelihood
function deals with continuous and differentiable parameters of image pixels.
EM algorithm is then used to estimate the parameters of data model, which
retains maximum likelihood. Further, mean and variance are measured from the
extracted regions. Through this algorithm, the label of a particular pixel is estimated iteratively in the expectation step. In this way, maximum probability is
observed and label is assigned to the misclassified and unlabeled pixel.
Let image pixels are denoted as x1 , x2 , x3 ... xM N and M N is the total
number of pixels in the image [13] [31] [32]. The statistical model works on two
assumptions: (1). Random variables Y1 , Y2 ,.... ,YN are conditionally independent
given the pixel label field X. (2). Conditional probability density function (PDF)
of Yr , given X depends only on the value of X at pixel location r. Using these
two conditions, the conditional PDF can be written as

fY |X (y|x, θ) =

M
N
Y
r=1

fYr |X (yr |xr , θ)

(1)
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where θ is a non-random vector whose elements are unknown parameters of
the conditional PDF of Y given X. Mean and variance of Yr depend on the class
to which pixel r belongs. Thus, all random variables in Y which represent class
i, for any i = 1, 2, ... L are independent and identically distributed Gaussian
random variables with mean and variance which are elements of parameter vector
θ. Using this, the conditional PDF of Y given X is
fY |X (y|x, θ) =

M
N
Y
r=1

(yr − µxr )2
1
p
exp
−
2σx2r
2πσx2r

(2)

The conditional probability is mass function of X given Y to segment the image. This problem is formulated as an optimization problem. The optimization
criteria are used as minimization of expected value of the number of misclassified
pixels. It is clear that minimizing the expected value is equivalent to maximizing
P (Xs = k|Y = y) over all k ∈ 1, 2, ...., L,∀ s ∈ S. In this model, EM and MPM
algorithms are combined to get segmented images. Expectation and maximization steps are iteratively performed [13]. Solving both of these steps provides
MN
1 X
ys pxs |Y (k|y, θ(p − 1))
Nk (p) s=1

(3)

M
N
X
1
(ys − µk (p))2 pxs |Y (k|y, θ(p − 1))
(p)
Nk
s=1

(4)

µk (p) =
and
σk2 (p) =
where
Nk (p) =

M
N
X
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The minimum mean and variance subjected to one strong segmented region,
whose probability is measured in the maximization step, are accomplished. The
inter-region margin is maximized and intra-region margin is minimized. The
entire algorithm can be summarized into two steps. At first, initial estimates of
θ and X are selected. Then, for p = 1, 2,..., P , stage p of the algorithm consists
of two steps: (a). Perform Tp iterations of MPM algorithm using θ(p − 1) as the
value of θ. (b). Use EM update equations of θ to obtain θ(p), using the values as
estimates of pxs |Y (k|y, θ(p − 1)). Afterwards, θ(P ) is obtained as final estimate
of θ. TP +1 iterations of MPM algorithm are performed using θ(P ). The final
segmented image is X(P + 1; TP +1 ).
Customized Post Processing on the Segmentation Results: Segmentation results obtained with the procedure discussed above are customized to get a
better and fast estimation in this context. Brain tissues are segmented into four
basic regions, i.e., background pixels, GM, CSF, and WM. Only CSF region is
targeted here, as it provides the most accessible index of any abnormality present
on brain tissues. It is noted that numerous scattered regions are present in the
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CSF region. Sometimes extraction of the largest blob does not necessarily produce the meaningful region. A few inherent characteristics of extracted regions
like area, perimeter, orientation, solidity etc. may help to identify meaningful region required for tumor detection. Among these properties, area and perimeter
are the most significant and relevant features having high discriminating power
as they signify growth and aggressiveness of the tumor, respectively. These inherent parameters enhance the performance of categorization task and help in
the identification of tumor. Therefore, two prior conditions are developed with
area and perimeter of extracted regions. At first, area of the extracted regions is
measured by counting the number of pixels present in it and the region having
largest area is identified. Secondly, the perimeter of the largest region is calculated. It is noted that the perimeter of interested region is ranged [100 1000]. The
maximum limit of perimeter touches to 103 . It is also noted that if perimeter is
higher than 103 , then most probably it would represent skull region or a normal
tissue only. If perimeter of the largest region falls in the range [100 1000], then it
is identified as the meaningful region required for further processing. Otherwise,
second largest region (area-wise) is considered and its perimeter is checked for
the above mentioned range. If its perimeter falls within limit, then the region
is considered for further processing. Otherwise the same process is repeated till
a meaningful region is identified. In this way, these two post-processing conditions are applied to get meaningful segmented region. The binary image is
mapped to its gray level image to extract segmented region. Figure 1 illustrates
the extracted regions. Background region is not shown here.
3.3

Feature Extraction and Classification

RLCP features earlier developed by us are extracted from segmented images
[16]. Sometimes binary patterns are not sufficient to differentiate normal and
abnormal tissues. Run lengths of centralized patterns can be used to differentiate
spatial distribution of pixels and their local grid structure. RLCP associates
GLRL matrices with LBP patterns to provide efficient texture features.
First of all, LBP codes corresponding to the original image are obtained.
Afterwards, LBP code is indexed and eleven GLRL matrices [30] in four principal
directions are formed to count occurrences of run lengths for each gray level. Let
C(i, j) is a RLCP matrix, which denotes run-length matrix for indexed LBP
image. C(i, j) defines the number of runs with pixels of gray level i and run
length j [33]. For this run length matrix C(i, j), let MR is the number of gray
levels, NR is the maximum run length, nr is the total number of run lengths, and
np is the number of pixels in the indexed LBP image. Based on C(i, j), eleven
run length matrices, namely short run emphasis, long run emphasis, gray-level
non-uniformity, run length non-uniformity, run percentage, low gray-level run
emphasis, high gray-level run emphasis, short run low gray-level emphasis, short
run high gray-level emphasis, long run low gray-level emphasis, and long run
high gray-level emphasis are calculated [30] [33].
Short run emphasis measures the distribution of short runs in the indexed
LBP image and expected to be high for fine textures. Long run emphasis (LRE)
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Fig. 1. Results of model based segmentation (first two rows are from JMCD and the
last two rows are from BRATS) (a) Original image, (b) WM, (c) GM, and (d) CSF.

measures the distribution of long runs in the indexed LBP image and expected
to be high for coarse structural textures. Gray-level non-uniformity measures the
similarity of gray level values throughout the indexed LBP image. It is low if the
gray levels are alike throughout the image. Run length non-uniformity measures
the similarity of the length of runs throughout the indexed LBP image. It is low
if the run lengths are alike throughout the image. Run percentage measures the
homogeneity and the distribution of runs of indexed LBP image in a specific
direction. It is highest when the length of runs is 1 for all gray levels. Low
gray-level run emphasis measures the distribution of low gray level values. It
increases when the texture is dominated by many runs of low gray values. High
gray-level run emphasis measures the distribution of high gray level values. It
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increases when the texture is dominated by many runs of high gray values. The
next four features measure the joint distribution of run length and gray level.
Short run low gray-level emphasis measures the joint distribution of short runs
and low gray level values. Short run high gray-level emphasis measures the joint
distribution of short runs and high gray level values. Long run low gray-level
emphasis measures the joint distribution of long runs and low gray level values.
Long run high gray-level emphasis measures the joint distribution of long runs
and high gray level values.
The complete process of RLCP feature extraction for LRE feature is shown
in Figure 2. A small portion of generated LBP image shown in Figure 2(a) is indexed in Figure 2(b) [19]. A run length matrix C(i, j) in the horizontal direction
is generated for this indexed LBP image as shown in Figure 2(c). Finally, LRE
feature is calculated using this matrix. Following this approach, eleven RLCP
features are obtained in all four principal directions, i.e., 00 , 450 , 900 , and 1350 .
This gives extracted feature vector of length 44. The reason behind fast extraction of RLCP features lies in its operation on the local centralized gray pattern
image instead of its gray values. The emphasis on centralized patterns strengthens the power of differentiation of tissues. Further, the use of a small number of
RLCP features also favours faster execution of the proposed CAD system. The
extracted features are classified through powerful NB classifier which builds up
the model based on the probability and predicts the missing label on maximal
basis. The relative advantage of NB classifier over other classifiers is discussed
in [16].

Fig. 2. Extraction of RLCP features (a) LBP image, (b) Indexed LBP image, (c) GLRL
matrix in the horizontal direction, and (d) LRE feature extraction [16].
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4

Results and Discussion

Experiments are performed in Matlab R R2013a environment on Windows 7
platform with 2.83GHz processor and 4GB RAM. The performance of segmentation is evaluated on well-known parameters and observations are given in Table 1. Classification performance of the proposed CAD system is examined and
observations are presented in Table 2. Performance of the proposed system as
compared to the existing approaches is summarized in Table 3.
4.1

Segmentation Assessment

Segmentation analysis is done on some well established parameters, namely,
peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), mean square error (MSE), Hausdroff distance
(HD), Jaccard index (JI), and disc similarity coefficient (DSC) [34][35][21]. PSNR
and MSE are quality index measurements of segmented images. HD is the largest
distance among of all the distances from a point in the segmented image and
ground truth. JI and DSC are measurements of similarity between the segmented
images and ground truths. As given in Table 1, higher values for PSNR, JI, and
DSC and lower values of MSE and HD for both the datasets reflect significant
segmentation performance.
Table 1. Segmentation Assessment.
Datasets / Parameters
JMCD
BRATS

4.2

PSNR
58.13
56.36

MSE
0.10
0.15

HD
10.23
13.06

JI
0.89
0.92

DSC
0.91
0.86

Performance Assessment

Using JMCD and BRATS datasets, performance of the proposed system is examined on various well-established classification rates like, accuracy, precision,
sensitivity, and specificity. These are defined as
Accuracy = (T P + T N )/(T P + T N + F P + F N )

(6)

P recision = T P/(T P + F P )

(7)

Sensitivity = T P/(T P + F N )

(8)

Specif icity = T N/(T N + F P )

(9)

where TP, TN, FP, and FN stands for True Positive, True Negative, False Positive, and False Negative cases respectively. The observed values for glioma identification are given in Table 2. On JMCD, average accuracy achieved for tumorous
MRIs is 96.45% and for non-tumorous MRIs it is observed as 96.38%. Among
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gliomas, astrocytomas are more accurately identified in comparison to other tumors. As discussed earlier also, it contains anatomically strong boundaries. On
BRATS, 97.50% accuracy is observed for tumorous images and 100% is observed
for non-tumorous images. The system works equally well in identification of low
grade and high grade gliomas. Two screenshots of the proposed system on JMCD
dataset are shown in Figure 3.
Table 2. Performance of the proposed CAD system for glioma identification on JMCD
and BRATS datasets (in %).
Dataset Tumor Identification
Accuracy Precision Sensitivity Specificity
Astrocytoma
96.97
96.33
95
98.64
Ependymoma
96.53
100
100
98.54
JMCD Oligodendroglioma
95.41
95
96.31
99.05
Glioblastoma Multiforme
96.92
99.26
93.15
98.83
Non Tumorous
96.38
97.02
99.87
96.90
Low grade
97.50
100
96.67
100
BRATS High grade
97.50
96
100
96
Non Tumorous
100
100
100
100

4.3

Performance Validation

Performance of the proposed system is examined by domain experts as well as
validated through statistical testing. The outcomes are verified and validated
by domain experts of Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose Medical College, Jabalpur.
Five radiologists examined the outcomes and found that execution of the proposed CAD system is quite efficient with successful classification of gliomas for
more than 95% among overall results. Statistical testing of the proposed system is performed for 10-fold cross validation. Student’s t-test is performed and
95% confidence interval on accuracy is achieved with lower p values ( < 0.01).
This way performance validation provides adaptation and acceptability to the
proposed CAD system.

5

Comparisons with the Existing CAD Systems

Some of the existing CAD systems have been implemented and tested on experimental datasets in the uniform environment. As performance of most of these
systems is evaluated for tumor classification only, the comparison here is also
performed for tumor classification on JMCD and BRATS datasets. Performance
of the proposed system along with the existing CAD systems is shown in Table 3
for tumor classification only, and not for glioma identification. Some of the existing systems perform well on BRATS dataset and provide good results in the
prediction of missing labels, but on JMCD dataset their performance is slightly
degraded due to its size.
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Fig. 3. Screenshot of the proposed CAD System for JMCD dataset (a) Tumorous image
(b) Non-tumorous image.

Table 3. Performance comparison with other existing techniques for tumor detection
on accuracy (in %).
Techniques / Datasets
Dahshan et al. (2010) [9]
Gupta and Khanna (2015) [20]
Nabizadeh et al. (2015) [11]
Subashini et al. (2016) [5]
Gupta et al. (2016) [14]
Gupta et al. (2018) [16]
Proposed CAD System

JMCD
96.25
97.30
96.29
94.43
94.76
98.14
99.12

BRATS
99.99
98.90
100
97.80
97.97
97.73
100
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DWT coefficients are extracted from raw images in [9]. The LL subband is
used with Haar wavelet and reduction is done by principal component analysis
(PCA). The results are classified by KNN. DWT holds poor directionality and
shift- variance properties, hence its performance is degraded in the classification
task. In another work, block based segmentation is performed and mean is observed as a significant feature for extraction [20]. This also could not perform well
on JMCD dataset. Numerous statistical features are used and classified by SVM
[11]. These features distinguish quite successfully normal and abnormal tissues
on BRATS dataset as observed accuracy is 100%, but not on JMCD. In another
work, MR images using watershed and fuzzy c-means algorithm are segmented
[5]. Various shape and intensity based features are extracted. Among nine statistical features, area is found the most prominent feature for the classification
task. Again, performance is not good on both the datasets. The reason behind
low performance may be related to the selection of the classifier. In a previous
work, LBP is used as a feature vector and selective block based approach for
segmentation is followed [14]. The binary patterns are found efficient, but such
patterns are found sensitive towards noise. In another approach proposed by us,
RLCP as feature is used and classified through NB classifier [16]. At that time
numbers of patients were less in JMCD dataset. It is clear from Table 3 that the
proposed system produces comparatively better results on both the datasets.

6

Conclusion

The challenges identified through state-of-the-art are addressed to some extent
by the proposed system. The proposed CAD system shows efficient and quite accurate results for the detection of brain tumors along with glioma identification
on T2-weighted MR images irrespective of scan views. Output of EM theorem is
customized through its postprocessing. The experiments are performed on real
datasets and collected raw images are preprocessed without any kind of distortion. The proposed system is tested and verified on two datasets. The observed
accuracy on JMCD dataset is (99.12 ± 0.01)%, while the same on BRATS is
(100 ± 0.00)%. Also, statistical testing as well as validation performed by domain experts enhances adaptivity of the proposed system for radiologists and
clinicians.
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Abstract. People’s names are initially written in the alphabet of their
first language (e.g., Chinese, Russian, Arabic, etc.). However, these names
are also romanised (i.e., written in the Roman (Latin) alphabet) for ease
of global communication and interaction. The romanisation of names is
not unique: the same name can have many different Roman versions.
There has been little success at detecting the most accurate original
name from a Roman version. This paper concentrates on Chinese names.
It provides a new method that is able to find the most suitable Hanzi
version (i.e., written in Chinese characters) for a Chinese name written
in the PinYin version (i.e., written in the Romanised Chinese version).
We develop a new algorithm that uses phonetic prediction for Chinese
names in their Romanised Chinese version. We run our algorithm on
a variety of data. Our experimental results establish the accuracy and
feasibility of our new algorithm to accurately detect the most suitable
Hanzi version of a Chinese name that is written in PinYin.
Keywords: Language Identification· NLP · Phonetic Prediction

1

Introduction

Being able to correctly move between an original name (written using the alphabet of the original language, e.g., Chinese) and its Romanised version (the
name written using the Roman alphabet) is an essential part of improving Business, Education and Government. Mining fuzzy names that do not accurately
represent the person in question is a challenge in text mining. This is especially
problematic when original names are written using a different alphabet. E.g.,
when a Chinese name written using Chinese characters (aka Hanzi Chinese) is
transformed into a corresponding version in the Roman alphabet (aka PinYin
Chinese3 ). The transformation from the original alphabet to the Roman alphabet can result in a number of different answers some of which are accurate where
others are not. For instance, Chinese people usually use their PinYin Chinese
names outside of China and this can lead to problems due to the fact that the
3

PinYin is the convert between roman alphabet letters and lexical tone transcriptions
from Chinese characters [8].

2
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mapping between Hanzi Chinese names and PinYin Chinese names is not oneto-one. Different Chinese names can have the same Romanised name after they
are converted.
For example, ’yi’ is a pronunciation in Mandarin as a Chinese PinYin word.
However, this PinYin word does have over 100 Chinese characters [7].
Name variation is a challenge for name detection [1, 2]. Most exact string
matching in name variation can bring about the worst results [1]. In current
research, several name matching methods exist for analysing people’s names [4].
But most of these existing name matching methods only work with European
languages, especially in the English language [1]. All these methods use the
alphabet as the depiction language [1]. In contrast to these methods based on the
alphabet for European languages, other languages use the so-called logograms
as a means for representation. The most popular logogram is Hanzi (汉字) for
Chinese characters [1].
Logograms are behind the challenge for name matching in Chinese [1]. For
Chinese names, people have a small number of Hanzi as their whole names. But
Chinese people’s names contain tens of thousands of Hanzi [1]. Martschat et
al. suggest that downstream tasks can improve the name matching in Chinese
languages [6]. On name matching techniques, Peng et al. used their new method
and the existing approaches in Chinese name matching for analysing two Chinese
strings [1]. Wu et al. present a dictionary method for translating Chinese PinYin
to Chinese Hanzi as a google patent [7]. However, there are limited methods that
convert from Chinese PinYin to Chinese Hanzi. In this paper, we propose a new
algorithm for name matching to convert Chinese PinYin to Chinese Hanzi. We
use Chinese phonetic features as the prediction points and build the regular patterns from phonetic features in Chinese names as components of the prediction
algorithm that identifies the suitable Chinese Hanzi.
Chinese PinYin has 26 letters just like the Romanisation alphabet [9]. The
only difference between the English alphabet and Chinese PinYin is ’ü’. So typically, people use ’v’ as ’ü’ in the global description [8, 9]. Furthermore, Chinese
PinYin, it has four lexical-tone representations [9]. The lexical tone is an important component in PinYin for Chinese phonetic [8]. Four lexical tones are the
high level tone, the low rising tone, the falling-rising tone and the high falling
tone [2, 8, 9, 13]. Table 1 shows an example of the four lexical tones in PinYin
’wang’. Here, wāng is the high level tone of ’wang’, wáng is the low rising tone
of ’wang’, wǎng is the falling-rising tone of ’wang’, wàng as the high falling tone
of ’wang’. Using PinYin to predict Chinese Hanzi, we can get a large number of
possible options in Hanzi from one word of PinYin. This is a problem for name
prediction.
PinYin practice can help to learn Chinese characters [8, 10]. It can illustrate
the exact sound of a given Hanzi [8]. On researching Chinese names, we found
that all the Chinese names have their regular phonetic patterns. For example,
’Wang Qing’ is the PinYin name for a person’s Chinese name ’王青’ . ’Wang’ is
the Second name, ’Qing’ is the first name. This name’s phonetic name is ’wáng
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Table 1. An example of four lexical tones
Chinese Phonetic Chinese Hanzi
wāng
汪
wáng
王
wǎng
网; 罔; 往;
wàng
旺; 忘; 望

qı̄ng’. Here, wáng has a low rising tone in four lexical tones and qı̄ng has a high
level tone in four lexical tones.

Fig. 1. An example of the Chinese PinYin name convert to Hanzi name

Lots of Chinese people use the name as ’Wang Qing’ in PinYin. Fig 1 displays
the possibilities for the Chinese characters from a PinYin name ’Wang Qing’.
We can see that there are two possibilities of Chinese Hanzi for PinYin ’Wang’.
They are the ’汪’ (wāng) and the ‘王’ (wáng) We also know that there are four
possibilities of Hanzi for PinYin ’Qing’. These are ’卿’ (qı̄ng)，’庆’ (qı̀ng)，’清’
(qı̄ng)，’青’ (qı̄ng). However, no people use ’wàng qı̀ng’, ’wāng qı̌ng’, ’wǎng qı̌ng’
as the Chinese phonetic versions of their Chinese names. That is because the
pronunciation of these pairs of Chinese phonetic names is typically mouthful.
Depending on these regular patterns in Chinese phonetic names, we made two
training datasets to promote our new algorithm development. In this paper, we
propose a new algorithm that reduces the number of possibilities of the results
of name prediction from Chinese PinYin names to Chinese Hanzi names. We
also compare the accuracy of our new algorithm with google translator to show
that our new algorithm has a good accuracy on name prediction from Chinese
PinYin names to Chinese Hanzi names.
Our contributions are:
1. A new algorithm for name prediction from Chinese PinYin names to Chinese
Hanzi names.
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2. Good accuracy on name prediction for Chinese names.
3. Efficient reduction of the number of possibilities for name prediction of Chinese names using PinYin names.
In section 2, we describe the related works. In section 3, we introduce our
new algorithm for predicting Chinese PinYin names into Chinese Hanzi names.
In section 4, we describe the training datasets in detail. In section 5, we outline
the experiments’ results of testing the algorithm and show the comparison of the
accuracy of our algorithm with google translator. In section 6, we conclude and
give some future work.

2

Related Work

Our goal is to develop an algorithm that can work for name prediction of Chinese names using PinYin names. In Natural Language Processing (NLP), some
researchers concentrate on name matching and name prediction. Choudhury et
al. display a word model for the texting language [12]. This model can understand and translate SMS texts into proper alphabet texts. For example, in SMS,
people usually use ’u’ instead of ’you’. This model can translate ’u’ to ’you’
for people to understand SMS texts. This is achieved by making a dictionary
for storing all the frequencies of each SMS text word, and then using Hidden
Markov Model (HMM) modelling to process all the text words. As an extension
of this method, Wang et al. used an HMM model for processing name matching in the case of Chinese names [2]. This latter paper used a left-to-right word
model to find out the Chinese names using people’s aliases [2]. Performing name
matching in Chinese names, Peng et al. gave a method for processing the two
Chinese strings for name matching [1]. This latter method can do name matching between two Hanzi names [1]. For name matching in different languages,
Freeman et al. enhanced an algorithm for matching English names with Arabic
names [5]. However, there are limited methods and algorithms for name prediction of Chinese names using PinYin names with a good accuracy. In our previous
research [14], we used a decision tree method on fuzzy name identification for
Chinese names using PinYin names. However, that method did not accurately
detect the suitable names and instead, it resulted in a large number of possibilities for one PinYin name. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a new algorithm
that can reduce the number of possible results, and also can get a good accuracy
for name prediction from Chinese PinYin names to Chinese Hanzi names.
In the next section, we will introduce our new phonetic prediction algorithm.

3

New Phonetic Prediction Algorithm

In this section, we describe our new phonetic prediction algorithm which predicts
Chinese names using PinYin names. Fig 2 shows a simple example of the idea
on our algorithm doing name prediction with a PinYin name, ’Wang Qing Hua’.
Here, we can see that the example displays the algorithm using a left to right
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process to make a phonetic prediction for the PinYin name. It does the prediction
work from ’Wang’ to ’Qing’ to ’Hua’. Finally, the Hanzi name is predicted as ’王
青骅’.

Fig. 2. An example of the left to right processing in Chinese phonetic prediction

In Chinese, there are only these two kinds of first names in a full name for
Han people 4 . The two kinds are either one single first name or a pair of first
names. In our algorithm, we process the PinYin names that can be classified
under these two kinds. Recall that our phonetic prediction algorithm needs to
use four lexical tones, which we refer to by the numbers ’1’, ’2’, ’3’, ’4’. Table 2
shows an example of our algorithm using four lexical tones. To define four lexical
tones in our algorithm, we use ’1’ as the high level tone, ’2’ as the low rising
tone, ’3’ as the falling-rising tone and ’4’ as the high falling tone. In table 2 ,
we can see wāng as ’wang1’ for PinYin ’wang’ in the high level tone, wáng as
’wang2’ for PinYin ’wang’ in the low rising tone, wǎng as ’wang3’ for PinYin
’wang’ in the falling-rising tone and wàng as ’wang4’ for PinYin ’wang’ in the
high falling tone.
Table 2. An example of four lexical tones
PinYin name
wāng
wáng
wǎng
wàng

Phonetic name in our
algorithm
wang1
wang2
wang3
wang4

Let’s determine a Chinese PinYin name as N . Below, we use g1 as the second
name, g2n as the first name.
N = (g1 , g2n )
(1)
We define the number of possibile Chinese characters for N as pi , so from a
number of possibilities of the Chinese characters, we can get the phonetic names
4

Han people are the largest ethnic group in China (93%) and in the world (20%) [15].
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for the second name as below,
argM ax(pi |g1 ) = Ci

(2)

Here, Ci is a list of possibilities Hanzi names of the second name. Typically,
i is equal to 1, a maximum number of i is 3.
From Ci , we can get its phonetic names, the formula below shows that Si is
a list of phonetic names from its Hanzi names. It does have i number of phonetic
names.
Ci = Si

(3)

We use Si to predict the phonetic names for First names, x1i . The formula is
as follows:
k=

X
X
(P (x1i )) =
(pi |Si |g21 ) = 1

(4)

Here, P (x1i ) is the possibilities of the phonetic names of the first name.
If there are two first names from the PinYin name, n = 2, we do process the
phonetic names of second first name’s formula with x1i as follows:
X
X
k=
(P (x2i )) =
(pi |x1i |g22 ) = 1
(5)
For P (xni ), we define k as the possibilities of the phonetic names:
k = (P (xn1 ) + P (xn2 ) + P (xn3 ) + P (xn4 ))
Here, we also have that:
(
1, if phonetic names are available
k=
0, otherwise

(6)

(7)

In order to select the possible phonetic names for first names, we use Standard
Deviation (SD) using the following formula:
v
u
N
u 1 X
t
(P (xni ) − k̄)2
(8)
s=
N − 1 i=1
Here, in table 3, we made a claim area for the SD results for selecting the
phonetic names for first names,
Table 3. SD Range in our algorithm
SD Range
s ≥ 0.3
0.0 < s < 0.3

P (xn
i )
M ax(P (xn
i ))
0.35 ≤ P (xn
i ) ≤ 0.6
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From the selected phonetic names for first names, we get the Hanzi names
as ’f n ’. Therefore, the final Hanzi name as the (Ci , f n ).
Fig 3 shows the process of the algorithm during the phonetic prediction using
one first name for a full Chinese name.

Fig. 3. An example of the phonetic algorithm using one first name

From fig 3, we can see that the PinYin name is ’zhao hua’, the family name is
’zhao’ and the first name is ’hua’. Firstly, our algorithm does process its family
name to get a Hanzi family name, ’赵’. Then, from this Hanzi, the algorithm
gets the phonetic name zhào. In the algorithm, we define four lexical-tone representations as the number ’1’, ’2’, ’3’, ’4’. Here, ’1’ as the high level tone, ’2’
as the low rising tone, ’3’ as the falling-rising tone, ’4’ as the high falling tone.
Therefore, we get the phonetic name from Hanzi ’赵’ to be ’zhao4’, which is the
same as zhào. After we get the phonetic name of the family name, we use it
to predict the first name ’hua’. We classify the phonetic names in first name as
’hua1’, ’hua2’, ’hua3’, ’hua4’. Then, our algorithm does process all the phonetic
names in first names to get the possible phonetic names for the first name. In
this figure, we can see that the possible phonetic names for its first name are
’hua2’ and ’hua4’. From this condition, we can get the final possible Hanzi full
name from the two possible phonetic names ’zhao4,hua2’, ’zhao4,hua4’ as the
’赵华’, ’赵骅’, ’赵桦’.
Fig 4 displays an example of our algorithm on processing the PinYin name
using two first names. The example PinYin name is ’wang fu chun’, ’wang’ is the
family name, ’fu’ is the first of the first name, ’chun’ is the second first name.
From this figure, we can see that after our algorithm predicts the phonetic names
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Fig. 4. An example of the phonetic algorithm using two first names

from the PinYin name ’wang’, we can get two possible phonetic names for this
family name. They are wāng as ’wang1’ and wáng as ’wang2’. After this, our
algorithm uses these two possible phonetic names in family names to predict the
first one of the first names, ’fu’. The algorithm compares four phonetic names
fū , fú, fǔ and fù to get the possible phonetic names of ’fu’ which is fù. The
next step is that our algorithm uses the possible phonetic name fù to predict
the second first name, ’chun’. Our algorithm compares the phonetic name ’fu4’
with ’chun1’, ’chun2’, ’chun3’ and ’chun4’ to predict the possible phonetic name
of the second first name which is chūn. Therefore, the final possibilities of the
phonetic name of the full name are ’wang1 fu4 chun1’ and ’wang2 fu4 chun1’.
So the results of this example using our algorithm are the ’汪福春’，‘王福春’.
In the next section, we will describe the datasets that we use for evaluating
our algorithm.

4

Data Processing

In this section, we talk about the datasets that we use in our phonetic prediction
algorithm. In our algorithm, we use two training datasets for predicting Hanzi
names using PinYin names. We use 1018047 data to create two training datasets
for our algorithms [11].
Fig 5 shows an example of our first training dataset. We define the first
training dataset to compare the Chinese Hanzi names, PinYin names and each
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name’s phonetic name. Therefore, our algorithm can use this training dataset to
get the Hanzi names from phonetic names, and also use it to process the possible
phonetic names.

Fig. 5. An example of the first training dataset

This training dataset has six conditions. The first one is for Chinese Hanzi
names; the second condition is for the PinYin name of the Hanzi name, the
third one is the frequency of the family names for each Hanzi name. The fourth
condition is the frequency of the first name in males for each name, and the fifth
one is the frequency of the first name in females on each name. The last condition
is the phonetic name for each Hanzi name. For making the first training dataset,
we processed the collected data from Hanzi to PinYin and then classified all the
data into family names and first names. This data is the labeled data, so we
classify all the first names with gender. In Chinese names, people do not have
gender for their family names. After this, we list all of the processed words with
phonetic names.
Table 4. An example of the first training dataset
Hanzi

PinYin

正

zheng

Frequency of
the
Family
name
0

Frequency
of the first
name(male)
3842

Frequency
Phonetic
of the First name
name(female)
312
zheng4

For example, table 4 displays the conditions of the Hanzi ’正’ in the first
training dataset. ’zheng’ is the PinYin for ’正’; it has zero frequency as a second
name. We also can see that the frequency of this word using it as a first name
in male is 3842. And the frequency of it as a female’s first name is 312. The
phonetic name of ’正’ is zhèng as ’zheng4’ in our algorithm.
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The second training dataset is a dataset for analysing the relationship between a family name and a first name in phonetic names. Fig 6 shows an example
of the second training dataset.

Fig. 6. An example of the second training dataset

In fig 6, we can see all the phonetic words in this training dataset. In this
training dataset, we use a comma to separate the collected names. We processed
all the collected names as phonetic names. And then, we classified them as family
names, first names. In the case when a full name has two first names, we use
a comma to separate them as well. In the end, we made all the full names in
phonetic names as the labeled data. The second training dataset is an assistant
to help our algorithm to identify the relationships from family names to first
names for phonetic prediction.
In the next section, we will introduce the testing results for our algorithm
and how we processed the experiments in detail.

5

Experiments

In this section, we will describe the testing algorithm on getting the accuracy
from the experiments’ results. We will also display the experiments of testing
our algorithm and compare it with google translate. For testing the accuracy of
our algorithm, we will show the testing results in detail.
5.1

Experiment Settings

For the experiments, we created an algorithm that can analyse the results of the
experiments. Fig 7 shows the accuracy of our results from the experiments.
In this figure, we define real data N = (g1 , g2n ) as the full name in Chinese
character. Here, g1 is the family name in Hanzi and g2n is the first name in Hanzi.
In N , n can be equal to one or equal to two. For the testing results, we made each
result as a list. In each list, we add ’ !’ behind each family name to distinguish
with the first names. If there are two first names in a full name, we add ’;’ behind
the first one of the two first names. In fig 7, we can see that there is an example
to show a testing result of a full name as follows:
[0 g1 !0 ,0 g1 !0 ,0 g20 ,0 g20 ,0 g20 ]

(9)
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Fig. 7. The process of getting the accuracy from the experiments

In the list, two ’g1 !’ are the prediction results for the family name, three ’g2 ’ are
the prediction results for the first name. Therefore, the algorithm can find the
accuracy of comparing the family name between ’g1 ’ in real data and two ’g1 !’
in testing results. Similarly, the algorithm can find the accuracy of comparing
the first name between ’g2n ’ in real data and three ’g2 ’ in testing results.
On processing the accuracy in two first names of a full name, fig 7 shows the
testing result for a full name as below,
0

0

0

[0 g1 !0 ,0 g1 !0 ,0 g21 ;0 ,0 g21 ;0 ,0 g21 ;0 ,0 g22 ,0 g22 ,0 g22 ]

(10)
’g21 ;’

In the list, two ’g1 !’ are the prediction results for the family name, three
are
the prediction results for the first one in two first names. And three ’g22 ’ are the
results for the second one in two first names. Therefore, the algorithm can find
out the accuracy of comparing the family name between ’g1 ’ in real data and
two ’g1 !’ in testing results, comparing the first one in two names between ’g21 ’ in
real data and three ’g21 !’ in testing results. At last, comparing the second name
in two first names between ’g22 ’ in real data and three ’g22 ’ in testing results.
5.2

Results and Discussion

In experiments, we used 48935 data to test our algorithm. On testing our algorithm, we compared it with google translator. In the experiments, we also
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separated the testing of the accuracy of results in full name, family name, two
first names of the full name, one first name of the full name and first names.
Table 5 shows the accuracy of our algorithm on testing the separate part
using our algorithm. Fig 8 displays the accuracy in a bar chart.
Table 5. Testing results on each parts of the name prediction using our algorithm
Testing parts
Second names
First name(One first
name )
First name One (Two
first names )
First name Two
(Two first names )

Accuracy(%)
93%
60%
73%
71%

Fig. 8. The accuracy among each part of the full name with our algorithm

When testing the accuracy of the family name for name prediction, we used
45697 family names. Our algorithm finds out 45697 family names among 48036
names. We used 32685 names as the “two first names” for testing our algorithm.
And we also used 16250 names for one “first names” when testing our algorithm.
When testing our algorithm for two first names of the full name, we found that
29529 names can be processed.
In fig 8, we can see that the highest accuracy of our algorithm on predicting
family names is 93 %. Furthermore, we obtained the accuracy of 73% and 71%
on testing the two first names of the full name with our algorithm. Moreover,
the accuracy on testing the first names for one first name of a full name is 60%.
Table 6 shows the testing results in F-score, Precision and Recall among all
parts of the full names using our algorithm.
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Table 6. F-Score, Precision, Recall by Testing points
Parts on Testing
Second Name
First Name (One
First Name)
First Name one (Two
First Names)
First Name one (Two
First Names)

F-Score
0.963
0.742

Precision
0.446
0.093

Recall
0.933
0.591

0.843

0.233

0.73

0.823

0.226

0.709

When testing the accuracy of our algorithm, we also compared it with Google
translator. Fig 9 shows the testing result between our algorithm and google
translator on name prediction from Chinese PinYin names to Chinese Hanzi
names. Here, the blue line is defined as the results from our algorithm, the orange
line is defined as the results from Google translator. We used 40000 data to do
this testing experiment. The result shows that the accuracy of our algorithm is
69% and the accuracy of Google translator is 35%.

Fig. 9. Testing results between our algorithm and Google translator

We also carried out experiments on testing the name prediction between two
kinds of Chinese names. They are the full names containing one first name, and
the full names containing two first names. Fig 10 displays the testing results of
this experiment. We used 40000 data for this experiment. In fig 10 , we can see
that the accuracy of name prediction with the full names containing two first
names is higher than the accuracy of the full names containing one first names.
We know that on doing Chinese name prediction with our algorithm, the process
does use more times for predicting a full name that has two first names than
a full name that has one first name. Therefore, we can see that our algorithm
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can be extended to processing text prediction of texts in Chinese Hanzi using
PinYin texts.

Fig. 10. Testing results between two first names and one first name in a full name in
our algorithm

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a new phonetic prediction algorithm for Chinese
name prediction. Our algorithm uses Chinese PinYin names to predict Chinese
Hanzi names. We have demonstrated the new method of processing the accuracy for testing experiments. Our new algorithm enjoys good accuracy on name
prediction from PinYin names to Hanzi names which were demonstrated by our
experiments. Our new method also does help to reduce the number of possibilities in name prediction. We believe that this method is useful for many research
areas related to the analysis of data on Chinese names and that it can also
be used for name matching in other languages. In the next step, we want to
increase the efficiency of our phonetic prediction algorithm. We will also want
to extend our algorithm so that it can work on processing text prediction for
natural language using PinYin texts.
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Abstract. For telecommunication service providers, great efforts have been made
to retain the loyalty of existing customers. This can have a great impact on
reducing business costs and generating revenue. To ensure the effectiveness and
efficiency of the efforts, it is important to understand customer concerns as early
as possible to prevent customer churn, a customer action of canceling the
subscription and switching to a competitive service provider. In this paper, we
analyze the actual customer phone call data by developing recurrent neural
networks (RNNs)-based long short-term memory (LSTM) and gated recurrent
unit (GRU) predictive models to detect the churn signals from transcripts.
Comparative studies show that when sufficient training examples are provided
with our company’s scalable transcript annotation method, our GRU predictive
model performs best and generates exciting performance in churn prediction.
Keywords: Churn Prediction, Deep Learning, RNN, LSTM, GRU.

1

Introduction

For telecommunication companies, great efforts have been made to improve the quality
of their customer service to retain existing customers since the cost of acquiring new
customers is much higher than that of retaining existing subscribers. However,
companies are still losing customers before they take effective actions. To figure out
effective solutions, it is important to understand customer concerns as early as possible
to prevent the customer churn, which is the customer action of canceling a subscription
and switching to a competitive service provider.
When customers cancel their subscriptions, the result is an immediate loss of
business. Customers typically choose to switch to other providers when they are no
longer satisfied with their existing service provider. In the telecommunications industry,
customer churn is not an instant or sudden action, but rather the result of a long
interactive process between the customer and the service provider’s customer service
representatives, through which the customer finally decides to leave after not being able
to get a satisfactory solution. During that process, customers typically first make phone
calls to the service provider’s customer service representatives to express their concerns
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and request for a satisfactory solution. It’s at this very moment, customers’ churn
signals appear in phone calls.
If the service providers could accomplish the early detection of these churn signals,
and then figure out effective and personalized solutions to address the individual
concerns, there is a strong opportunity for the existing service provider to retain the
customers who are going to churn, and therefore minimize business loss. Recognizing
churn signals in the early stage is critical for any service provider that hopes to take
effective steps to re-instill or improve customer satisfaction and retain the customer’s
business. Previous work on churn prediction has been reported based on social media
data, such as microblog data, using either the traditional machine learning algorithms
[1, 2] or the convolutional neural network (CNN) [3]. Although shedding light on the
investigation of churn prediction, the positive impact of those churn prediction results
for telecommunication businesses is still limited. Our analysis reveals that there are
two main fundamental factors that make social media data far from being ideal for
customer churn prediction in the telecommunication industry. The first factor is that
customers usually begin by conducting phone calls to their service provider to have a
direct talk rather than indirectly going to the social networks to express their concerns
about their subscriptions. This is because, at the current time, service providers mainly
use phone calls to answer customers’ questions. In the future, online chatting may
become a popular customer service tool, and then we can combine the two kinds of data
for churn prediction. Because the phone call is the primary channel for customers to
get resolutions to their concerns, phone call data is currently more reliable for early
detection of churn signals. The second factor is that when the predictive models for the
microblog study were trained, there was insufficient training data. For example, the
datasets for AT&T, T-Mobile and Verizon, only 2299, 1073, and 2495 golden-truth
examples, respectively, were used for training, validating, and testing the predictive
models [1, 2, 3]. So, the CNN model for churn prediction [3] with many parameters is
not guaranteed to be trained well enough with so few training examples due to the curse
of dimensionality.
For our investigation about customer churn prediction, we collaborate with one of
the biggest telecommunication companies in the United States, to use their actual
customers’ phone call data for building a churn prediction model that could, in turn,
produce real impact on the telecommunication company’s business. For this purpose,
we collect audio recordings of actual customer phone calls and apply speech
recognition techniques to translate the audio data into text transcripts for deep learning.
Given the massive amount of text data of phone call transcripts and the 1 percent rare
event of churn signals, the big challenge for building a reliable predictive model is the
data labeling work required to provide sufficient training data to train the deep learning
model. In the case of churn prediction, since most of the phone calls are non-churny,
it is very challenging to pick sufficient churny phone calls. If 5,000 churny phone calls
need to be prepared for training the model, we need to label roughly 500, 000 phone
calls. If the labeling is done by either listening to the individual audio files of the phone
calls or by reviewing the individual transcripts of the phone calls, it is both time
consuming and expensive, if not cost-prohibitive, because these methods are not
scalable. As a result, it is practically infeasible to label data using these methods. It is
necessary to use a scalable method to do the labeling work in order to get sufficient
churny calls from the millions of phone calls in a fast and cost-affordable way. Our
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company has developed a scalable labeling method to label the transcript data on the
utterance level. Using this scalable data labeling method, it only takes about one week
for four labelers to get the required training examples.
Our churn prediction system consists of four core components. First, we collect the
phone call transcript data from the database. We only collect the transcripts from the
caller channel since our knowledge of telecommunications customer service indicates
that customer churn signals mainly appear in the caller channel, not in the agent channel.
The sole use of the caller channel transcript data can significantly reduce the amount of
data for both data labeling and data analysis. Second, using our scalable data labeling
method, we label the transcript data of phone calls and use them as the training,
validation, and testing examples. Third, we apply natural language processing (NLP)
algorithms for document tokenization and vector representation for tokens. The fourth
and last component is training the text classification model for churn prediction using
the RNN-based algorithms. Experiments show that when we can annotate sufficient
training examples, our RNN-based GRU model generates state-of-the-art performance
for churn prediction measured by the quantitative metrics of F1-score, precision and
recall.
Our contributions are demonstrated in the following two aspects:
•
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to conduct the analysis of actual
customer service phone calls for customer churn prediction for telecommunication
industry. Furthermore, we propose to only use the caller channel for churn
prediction. This not only reduces the amount of data for both fast data labeling and
data analysis, but also improves prediction performance.
•
We develop AI algorithms including NLP and RNN algorithms for churn
prediction from text data of transcripts with sufficient training data compared with
the previous work, making the deep learning models very efficient.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we discuss the research
methodology in detail. In Section 3, we present the experimental results. We conclude
the paper with some discussions and the direction of future work in Section 4.

2

Research Methodology

There are 3 important components for the research methodology of customer churn
prediction. Problem definition and data preparation, embedded vector representation
for individual words in the training data of transcripts, and the training of RNN-based
deep learning models for churn prediction.
2.1

Problem Definition and Data Preparation

Our phone call data is from daily customer service phone calls. Each phone call consists
of two channels: the agent channel and the caller channel. Each agent or caller channel
consists of a sequence of utterances. On average, the phone calls are about 45 minutes
and the transcripts are long documents. According to our domain knowledge of
telecommunications, the customer’s churn information is contained in the customer’s
emotion and sentiment information, which is mainly contained in the caller channel,
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seldomly present in the agent channel. As a result, we propose to only collect the caller
channel transcripts. This not only reduces the amount of data to review for the labeling
task, but also has the potential to improve the prediction performance by discarding the
irrelevant agent channel. We label the caller channel transcripts and take them as the
training data. For ensuring the quality of the training data, we only label the calls that
last more than five minutes so there is enough text data for deep learning. Knowing the
characteristics of our phone call data, we define the customer churn prediction problem
as a binary text classification problem: churn and non-churn. For this purpose, each
document is represented as a feature vector through the RNN-based sequence model,
and the classification is accomplished with the full connection component in the RNNarchitectures.
2.2

Embedded Vector Representation

In the early work on NLP and text mining, after the tokenization for documents, the
vector space model is usually used for document representation, in which the values of
individual words are estimated using the TF-IDF weighting method, forming the feature
vector of each document. Such a bag of words (BOW) representation is not efficient
for the classification task because it does not consider the order information of words
appearing in the texts let alone the other semantic information in each document. Even
if the N-Grams (N>1) are used to get some ordering information about the tokens, their
impact on classification is still limited for the following issues. First, the N-Grams (n>1)
representation for documents results in much increased features, generating the sparser
representation of the documents. The sparse representation of document challenges
machine learning algorithms very much. Second, the increased features require many
more training examples to be used for training the model so as to reduce the risk of
being overfitted. The last one is that the semantic information in the text is still not
extracted very much. For example, when some customers use different words or
synonyms to express the similar feeling, the transcripts will be similar to each other,
but the N-Gram representation still cannot extract such semantic information.
Consequently, the N-Grams representation increases the cost for building machine
learning models without having a big performance improvement. In this work, we use
the word embeddings of word2Vec [4] to represent individual words.
Since the BOW vector representation is not efficient to capture the semantic
information from documents with limitations of high dimensionality and sparsity,
researchers have investigated different ways to represent documents and words in an
embedded low-dimensional dense vector space. The Word2vec algorithm [4] is such a
distributed representation learning algorithm to learn the continuous dense vector
representation for words in the embedded low dimensional vector space. It consists of
2 related models: the continuous bag-of-words (CBOW) model and the skip-gram
model as shown in Fig.1. The CBOW predicts the current word from its surrounding
context words in a sentence within a window centered at the current word, while the
skip-gram model predicts a given word’s surrounding context words in a sentence
within a symmetric window.
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The Word2vec model can be trained with either the hierarchical softmax or negative
sampling method. The hierarchical softmax uses a Huffman tree to reduce the
computational complexity by only updating the vectors on the path from the tree root
to the leaf node (the current word) while the negative sampling accomplishes this goal
and improves the vector quality of low-frequency words by only sampling a small
number of the negative samples for updating the vectors in the backpropagation process
for which the high-frequency words are down-sampled and the low-frequency words
are up-sampled by frequency lifting. These models are the two-layer shallow neural
networks. Word2vec takes as its input the high dimensional one-hot vectors of the
words in the corpus and produces the dense vector space of several hundred dimensions
such that each unique word in the corpus is represented by a dense vector in the vector
space. A very salient feature of this kind of word embeddings is that word vectors in
the vector space are close to each other when the corresponding words are semantically
similar to each other. This offers the benefit that we can infer semantically similar
words from the vector space for a word if the word’s vector is known and it hence has
attracted tremendous attention in text mining, machine translation, and document
analysis. But the word2Vec algorithm still has its limitation in representing documents.

Fig. 1. The CBOW model (left) and Skip-gram(right) model in word2Vec [4]

2.3

RNNs for Churn Prediction

In this paper, we model the individual transcripts as the time series sequence data with
some long-term syntactic and semantic dependencies/relationships between the
individual words even if they are far from each other, and we believe such long-term
dependencies are useful for churn prediction. As a result, we use the RNN-based deep
learning algorithms for supervised learning to classify the phone calls into churns and
non-churns. We train the RNN-based predictive models and compare them with the
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previously published work on churn prediction for telecommunication industry [1, 2,
3].
2.3.1

The Basic RNN Model

CNN and RNN are two mainstreams of deep learning algorithms. RNNs are very
suitable for modeling the time series sequence data for prediction and forecasting tasks.
As shown in Figure 2, the chain-link RNN architecture consists of a sequence of neural
networks (modules) sharing the same parameters. Each module is used to analyze the
information at a time in the sequence. At any time, the RNN system takes as inputs the
information x(t) at a specific time t and the output h(t-1) of the previous module c(t-1),
and then outputs y(t) through the nonlinear activation function tanh .

Fig. 2. The standard RNN structure [6]

In the applications of RNN to machine translation (MT), language modeling, and part
of speech (POS) tagging, a sentence is taken to be an ordered time series and the typical
tasks are about generating the information about the next word given the context words
seen so far. Although both MT and POS tagging, the typical applications of RNN,
belong to the scope of prediction and forecasting tasks, they are very different from text
classification as addressed in this paper. For MT and POS tagging, it usually needs the
RNN to produce an out for individual modules as the translation result or tagging
information for the input words, but for text classification, it usually only uses the
output of the last module for representing the input texts/sentence for classification, and
it does not need to produce an output for individual input words. While the RNNs are
great for prediction tasks that only need short contexts, they no longer work well for
scenarios in which the long-term dependencies need to be remembered due to the
intrinsic vanishing gradient problem. As a result, the long-term dependencies cannot
be used for learning. Also, it is very time consuming for the RNNs to be convergent.
A significantly tweaked version of RNNs, the long short-term memory (LSTM)
networks, and the gated recurrent units (GRU) are proposed to cope with the vanishing
gradient challenge.
2.3.2

The LSTM Model

The LSTM [7] networks are a special kind of RNNs, targeting to tackle the vanishing
gradient problem which prevents from learning the long-term dependencies in the input
sequence data, through a gating mechanism. LSTMs have achieved great success in
sentiment analysis, text classification, and language translation. As shown in Figure 3,
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the LSTM architecture is very similar to that of the RNN. It is a chain of repeating
modules, each of which is a modified version of that in RNNs.
By comparing a module at time t in Figure 2 and Figure 3, respectively, we can easily
see that the LSTM architecture adds some additional components in each module and
these components are called gates with different functionalities to work together so that
the long-term dependencies in the data can be considered for learning. The first gate is
the forget gate, and it is used to discard some information from the inputs through a
sigmoid layer to process h(t-1) and x(t). The output of the forget layer is a vector of
values between 0 and 1 to indicate how much the corresponding element in the old cell
state C(t-1) can be reserved as the current cell stage. The second gate is the input gate
including a sigmoid layer and a tanh layer. The sigmoid layer is used to determine how
much information in the inputs can be added to the current cell state C(t), and the tanh
layer creates a new vector of values to determine the polarity and proportion for the
output of the sigmoid layer to be added to the cell stage. The elementwise product of
the outputs of the sigmoid layer and the tanh layer is added to the current cell stage C(t).
The third gate is the output gate which includes the filtered cell state C(t) and a sigmoid
layer. The output of the sigmoid layer with inputs of x(t) and h(t-1) is used to determine
how much we are going to output from the inputs. The filtered cell state through a tanh
activation function is to determine the polarity and proportion for each element in the
current cell stage for updating the result of the sigmoid layer. Then the result of the
filtered cell stage is multiplied with the result of the sigmoid layer in an elementwise
way to get the output of the current module as well as the hidden state h(t) for the next
module at time t+1. Also the current cell stage C(t) is transferred to the next module
too.

Fig. 3. The LSTM architecture [6]

2.3.3

The GRU Model

The idea of GRUs [8] is like that of the LSTM networks. As outlined by Figure 4, the
GRU architecture is a simplified LSTM architecture with only two gates: a reset gate ,
and an update gate . The reset gate determines how to combine the new input with
the previous memory, and the upgrade gate determines how much of the information in
the previous memory needs to be kept. Compared with the LSTM architecture, the
GRU architecture does not have an internal memory C(t) and the output gate. The
update gate replaces the input and forget gates in LSTMs, and the reset gate is applied
directly to the previous hidden state. The advantage of the GRU over the LSTM is that
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it has less number of parameters for learning from the input data in the training process,
therefore the learning process is faster.

Fig. 4. The GRU architecture [8]

3

Experimental Results and Analysis

We have trained both LSTM and GRU predictive models for churn prediction. To make
sure the deep learning models are trained in an optimal way, we annotate 10000 churny
and 10000 non-churny phone calls, for which only the caller channels’ transcripts are
used. These 20000 annotated transcripts are used as the training and validation data,
each of which has the equal number of churny and non-churny examples. Furthermore,
we have tried different optimization methods, such as the Adam, AdaDelta, and
RMSprop. We have found out that the RMSpropo optimizer works best for our data
set. For GRU, our final settings for the hyperparameters are: batch size 32, hidden size
64, epoch size 50, the dimension of word embeddings 300, dropout 0.5, and
L2_regularization lambda 0.7. The LSTM and GRU algorithms are implemented in
Python and Tensorflow. Since the training process for both LSTM and GRU is very
time consuming for the use of 20,000 training and validation example together with
long transcripts, for computational efficiency, we shorten each transcript to be 700
words from the maximum length 7,000 words. This assumes that customers’ churn
signals are mainly contained in the first 700 words of each transcript. Otherwise the
memory requirement is very huge. This assumption is of course not 100% correct, but
it greatly helps speed up training the models. In this paper, we use the quantitative
metrics of precision, recall, and F1-score to measure the performance of the models,
and they are calculated in the following way:
𝑷𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒊𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏 =
𝑹𝒆𝒄𝒂𝒍𝒍 =

𝒕𝒑
𝒕𝒑+𝒇𝒑

𝒕𝒑
𝒕𝒑+𝒇𝒏

𝑭𝟏− 𝒔𝒄𝒐𝒓𝒆 = 𝟐 ∙

(1)

∗ 𝟏𝟎𝟎

*100

𝒑𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒊𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏∗𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒂𝒍𝒍
𝒑𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒊𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏+𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒂𝒍𝒍

(2)
∗ 𝟏𝟎𝟎

(3)

where tp denotes true positives, fp denotes false positives, and fn denotes false negatives.
These metrics are multiplied by 100 in this paper for clarity consideration. The higher
the metric values, the better the performance of the models.
In the previous work [3], it has been reported that the convolutional neural network
(CNN) model [5] with the pre-trained word embeddings outperforms the traditional
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machine learning models: the naïve Bayes and SVM [1, 2], for which the bag of word
(BOW) based vector space representation is used for document representation. So, in
this work, we do not train these traditional machine learning models again and we only
train the LSTM and GRU models. Table 1 lists the previous prediction results of the
CNN model with 4 different word embeddings for churn prediction using the microblog
or Twitter social media data [3]. It is clear to see that the difference of prediction
performance between the word embeddings of word2Vec and GloVe is marginal. So,
in this paper, we only use the CBOW word embeddings for training our LSTM and
GRU models for churn prediction with phone call transcript data. Table 2 lists the
previous prediction results based on one of the cutting-edge deep learning technologies:
the combination of CNN and different logic rules for distilling the available knowledge
into the neural networks [3]. It demonstrates that when the logic rules are added into
the CNN model, better prediction performance can be achieved than that without
including the logic rules. Table 3 lists our predictive models’ performance on 819
testing examples for phone call data analysis. Our LSTM and GRU models use the
CBOW word embeddings. By comparing Table 3 with Table 2, it is easy to see that
our LSTM predictive model performs favorably in precision and recall with respect to
the published best CNN model [3], and our GRU model outperforms the published best
CNN model, generating state-of-the-art churn prediction performance. Even though
we do not use additional logic rules to distill the knowledge into the neural networks
[9], we still get better prediction performance. Our improvement of prediction
performance is mainly attributed to the fact that we have much more training examples
to train the LSTM and GRU models with the thrust of our scalable data labeling method.
Our models are trained with 20,000 training examples, and this greatly reduces the risk
of being overfitted for the two models. However, those CNN models in the previous
work listed in Table 2 use less than one tenth of our training examples for training.
According to the curse of dimensionality, when the CNN model has so many
parameters for learning from the training data, it needs a larger number training
examples, but the training data is so insufficient, it is hard to say that those CNN models
are optimized. This confirms the consensus that for deep learning, the more the data,
the better the performance! Furthermore, we have tried to use 80% of the 20000
annotated examples as training and validation examples for training the predictive
models, to verify if the 20000 examples are really needed for training. As shown in
Table 3, when less training data is used, the models’ prediction performance is degraded.
Table 1. The reported churn prediction results of CNN for microblog data analysis using
different word embeddings [3]
Input Vectors

F1-Score

Random Embeddings

77.13

CBOW

79.89

Skip-Gram

79.55

GloVE

80.67
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Table 2. The reported churn prediction results of CNN + three logic rules for microblog data
analysis with/without using word embeddings [3]
Model

F1-Score

Precision

Recall

CNN

77.13

75.36

79.00

CNN+pretrained

80.67

79.28

82.11

CNN+pretrained+“but”
rule

81.95

80.84

83.09

CNN+pretrained+“switch
from” rule

80.92

79.74

82.14

CNN+pretrained+“switch
to” rule

82.60

80.89

84.39

CNN+pretrained+All the 3
rules

83.85

82.56

85.18

Table 3. This paper’s prediction results of the LSTM and GRU models with sufficient training
examples of phone call transcripts
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Model

F1-Score

Precision

Recall

GRU+pretrained
CBOW

86.00

86.00

86.00

LSTM+pretrained
CBOW

85.20

85.20

85.20

GRU+pretrained
CBOW with 80% of
the training
examples

0.83

0.83

0.83

LSTM+pretained
CBOW with 80% of
the training
examples

0.84

0.83

0.83

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we develop RNN-based deep learning algorithms for the
telecommunications industry customer churn prediction through analysis of actual
customer phone call data. By comparing with recently published results, our GRU
model outperforms the best CNN model in churn prediction. This exciting performance
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benefits from much more training examples obtained by using our scalable data labeling
method than that used in previous work. This methodology is applicable to all other
text classification tasks with deep learning. In the future, we are going to investigate
the attention mechanism with bi-directional LSTM and other neural network
architectures.
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A comparison of linear and machine learning models for
the simulation of soil moisture
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Abstract. This paper focuses on the application of selected machine learning
methods and the utilization of remote sensing data sources to simulate soil moisture and obtain a complete time series of its values, assuming the usual situation,
i.e., that only data irregularly measured with, for example, weekly or longer time
steps between measurements are available. Such a time series is useful for an
evaluation of the moisture regime of soil and for decisions regarding building
irrigation or drainage structures and for some other practical and research-oriented tasks. The resulting models were verified using data from days on which
the field measurements were available. The purpose of this work is to apply the
model to data for which the soil moisture measurements were not originally performed. The results show that mainly nonlinear machine learning models are suitable for a solution of the given task. The Extreme Gradient Boosting Machines
and Deep Learning Neural Network methods offer the best results. It could be
concluded that the method is a suitable alternative for the specification of a time
series of soil moisture and for evaluating the water regime of soil.
Keywords: Soil Moisture, Machine Learning, Remote Sensing.

1

Introduction

The term “soil moisture” refers to the water present in the uppermost part of the soil of
a field, and its evaluation is necessary for a number of practical applications related to
agricultural production, irrigation management, or evaluations of the status of an ecosystem. Soil moisture is influenced by a wide array of ecological, hydrological, geotechnical, and meteorological processes [1]. Along with other variables, such as precipitation, the temperature, solar radiation and evapotranspiration, it plays an important
role in the hydrological cycle. The monitoring of soil moisture provides information
about the water status of soil and can help in landscape management planning, water
resources management, scheduling irrigation, analyses of natural hazards, predictions
of agricultural productivity, crop insurance, ecological health, etc. For these reasons,
there is a growing need for better soil moisture monitoring techniques.
The measurement of soil moisture by standard methods is carried out by field sampling and its subsequent handling in a pedological laboratory. Soil moisture can be
measured by several instruments in the field, e.g., by various types of tensiometers,
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neutron probes, time domain reflectometry, capacitance probes or electrical resistance
gypsum blocks [2]. Due to time demands, high financial costs, a lack of personnel, and
weather fluctuations, such measuring of soil moisture is not usually performed on a
daily basis, particularly if it is done in a location where permanent metering equipment
cannot be installed.
Therefore, this paper presents an interpolation of soil moisture, i.e., a supplementation of the time series of this variable measured in the field by computed values. The
objective is the acquisition of a time series with a daily step between individual values
so that the agreement between the calculated and measured data will be as close as
possible. This paper focuses on the application of various machine learning methods
and the utilization of remote sensing data sources, which helps in obtaining soil moisture data without the presence of measuring personnel in the field.
The sector of the remote sensing of soil moisture has greatly developed in recent
years. Soil moisture measurements are based on optical, thermal, and radar satellites,
and these methods provide data for convenient spatial coverage [3]. One problem can
be that the coarse spatial resolution (pixel size) of satellites usually limits their application to crop field operations. To address such limitations and handle the complex nature
of soil moisture dynamics, machine learning tools such as Artificial Neural Networks
(ANNs) [4], Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [5], and Random Forest (RF) [6], have
been tested in recent years with regard to their ability to estimate spatially-distributed
soil moisture.
In this work, a method is proposed that uses various machine learning techniques
and different data sources to develop a soil moisture time series, assuming the usual
situation, i.e., that only data irregularly measured with, for example, weekly or longer
time steps between measurements, are available. In the next part of the paper (“Case
Study and Data Description”), the acquisition and preparation of the data is described.
The methods applied in this study are then briefly explained. In the “Results and Discussion” section, the settings of the experimental computations are described, and the
results are evaluated and discussed. Finally, the “Conclusion” part of the paper summarizes the main achievements of the work.

2

Case Study and Data Description

An area of the Zahorska lowlands was selected for testing the methods described hereinafter. The Zahorska lowlands are located in Slovakia and are situated in the west between the Small Carpathian Mountains and the Morava River. This area has a typical
flat relief of a lowland river floodplain. The prevailing soils here are light and medium
heavy soils, namely, loamy sands, sandy soils and loam. Three basic data sources were
used in this paper:
1. manually measured data using a neutron probe
2. satellite data or data derived from satellite data (evapotranspiration and moisture
from the upper level of the soil in locations close to the testing probes – Figure 1),
3. climatic data from an ECA&D dataset
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The monitoring of the soil moisture at the selected stations in the Zahorska lowlands
was realized using a neutron probe. The locations were selected on the basis of their
hydrophysical soil characteristics (soil texture, depth to groundwater level). The monitoring of the soil moisture was carried out approximately two times a month during the
growing season (April to October) and once a month in the non-vegetation period (November to March in Slovakia). The method of measuring soil moisture by a neutron
probe is an indirect measurement method and is suitable for repeated measurements at
the same site. The soil moisture data measured was used for the calibration and testing
of the machine learning models that were used in this paper.

Fig. 1. Location of the measured points, ESA and ECA&D Points

Remotely sensed data was used in addition to the data measured in the field, namely,
data about the moisture in the upper level of the soil and evapotranspiration data.
Firstly, data on the soil moisture acquired by satellite measurements of the European
Space Agency (ESA) was used [7]. The data used was measured by a passive multifrequency radiometer. The soil moisture data from this source has been available since
1.11.1978 up to the present with a time step of one day. The data is available in the
form of a regular grid of points with a distance of 0.25° geographical latitude x 0.25°
geographical longitude. The closest nodes of this grid to the measurement locations of
the soil moisture by the neutron probe are shown in Figure 1. This data on the soil
moisture differs from the calculated data, as it is from a close, but not identical, location
and is related to a different soil depth.
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Another variable based on remote sensing techniques and used in this work is evapotranspiration. Evapotranspiration represents the combined loss of soil water from the
earth’s surface to the atmosphere due to the evaporation of water from the soil or plant
surfaces and transpiration via the stomata of the plants [8]. In agricultural production
systems, these two losses of water represent a major component of the water balance
and are therefore very important processes when estimating soil moisture. Data available from the Global Land Evaporation Amsterdam Model (GLEAM) was used in this
work; it is a set of algorithms that estimates the different components of evapotranspiration from remotely sensed data, i.e., transpiration, bare-soil evaporation, interception
loss, open-water evaporation, and sublimation. It uses microwave observations, which
is an advantage under cloudy conditions. The Priestley and Taylor equation [9] is used
in GLEAM for the quantification of the evapotranspiration [10]. Additionally, GLEAM
provides data on surface and root-zone soil moisture, which were also used as input
data in this work.
The third source of the data are time series of climatic variables. The air temperature
has a significantly negative correlation with the soil moisture, while the amount of precipitation has a positive correlation. Climatic data from the European Climate Assessment & Dataset (ECA&D) was used in this paper. ECA&D is currently made up of 69
participating organizations from 63 European countries. The network of basic metering
stations from which the data is derived covers the European and Mediterranean regions.
It records 12 climatic elements. The main product of this initiative (E-OBS), which was
also used in this work, is a daily gridded observational dataset for precipitation, the
temperature, and sea level pressure for Europe. The climatic data in ECA&D is provided as a spatial time series in the netCDF [11] format for the period 1950 – 2018, in
a spatial scope of 25°N – 75°N to 40°E -75°E, and in a spatial resolution of 0.25°x0.25°.

Fig. 2. Overview of the regime of the basic environmental data
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3

Methods

In this paper, the soil moisture in the root zone is modelled and is based on the described
data. The main objective of the paper was the identification of a suitable method for
this task. The methods proposed are briefly described below, together with the reasons
for their selection.
Multiple linear regression was used for the comparisons, as it is a standard method
used in regression tasks. Multiple linear regression is used for the prediction of output
variable Y on the basis of multiple explanatory variables X. The objective of this
method is to find a linear relation (mathematical formula) between the variables X and
Y.
A major condition for linear regression is that explanatory variables X should not be
mutually correlated too highly. However, such a correlation will probably occur in the
addressed task; algorithms were therefore used that are more suitable in such a situation.
Ridge, Lasso, and Elastic-Net, which we used herein, redefine linear regression to prevent the effect of multicollinearity and help ensure a more stable model. Ridge regression reduces the magnitude of the coefficients. The Lasso regression method regulates
the number of variables in the resulting model. Both of these regularization techniques
improve the precision and interpretability of the statistical model. Elastic-Net is a combination of the Lasso and Ridge methods [12].
Principal component regression (PCR) was also used to overcome the multicollinearity problem. In PCR, instead of directly using the explanatory variables, the principal
components of the explanatory variables are used as independent variables. The central
idea of principal component analysis is to reduce the dimensionality of a data set, which
often contains a large number of interrelated variables, while retaining as much of the
variations present in the data set as possible. This reduction is achieved by transforming
the original variables to a new set of variables, i.e., the principal components, which
are uncorrelated, and which are ordered so that the first few of which retain most of the
variations present in all of the original variables [13].
The previously-described methods are essentially linear. Their advantage is that they
are simple to apply and their results interpret well. However, as the collection of soil
moisture based on the complicated processes of a hydrological cycle has a strongly nonlinear nature, machine learning (ML) regression models were used in this paper. Two
models, i.e., XGBoost and Deep Learning Neural Networks, were selected, as they both
represent the current state-of-the-art in ML modelling. They are characterised by a high
degree of precision in comparison with other regression models. Both models additionally have built-in mechanisms that can handle the multi-collinearity in the input data.
Their characteristics are briefly stated below (at the level of acquiring intuition about
their functioning, a more detailed description is available in the relevant literature),
along with a description of their application.
XGBoost is based on a gradient boosting machine model (GBM). Boosting is a sequential technique that works on the principle of an ensemble. It combines a set of weak
learners (usually shallow decision trees) to improve the accuracy of the prediction. Both
GBM and XGBoost build a final model in a stage-wise manner through gradually refined estimations. Gradient boosting evaluates the precision of a model in a previous
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stage and then develops the next model, the inputs of which are weighted according to
the previous results in such a way that the input data from the worst-calculated samples
will have a greater weight in the next calculation. The subsequent models are thus
mainly focused on the previously inaccurately computed samples. Such "boosting" continues until the desired level of accuracy or a predefined number of iterations (a number
of trees) is reached. Although XGBoost basically follow this GBM scheme, there are
some important differences and pluses in the modelling details. XGBoost provides parallel tree boosting that helps to solve the problem at hand much faster. XGBoost uses a
more regularized model structure to control overfitting, which gives it a better performance and more precise results in comparison with GBM [14]. The price for the advantages of XGBoost is that it has many parameters to tune. A description of the parameters can be found at XGBoost WWW [15].
Deep learning neural networks (DLNN) is the second machine learning model used
in this paper. DLNN is a continuation in the development of artificial neural networks
that have been devised since the mid-20th century; due to its user-friendly software
(SNNS, Genesis, NeuroDimension, applications in Matlab, etc.) and for other reasons,
their application in the 1990s recorded a remarkable boom. Later, due to the instability
of the results provided (even in the repeated solution of the same task), complicated
training and other problems, other machine learning models attracted researchers more,
e.g., Support Vector Machines [5], Random Forest [6], Gradient Boosting Machines
[14], etc. Deep learning neural networks, which came to the foreground of the AI community at the end of the previous decade, represent the return of artificial neural networks in their “deeper” form (they are characterised by a greater amount of hidden
layers). They are capable of processing tasks with much larger data volumes than other
algorithms. They currently represent the most suitable alternative for the solution of
data-demanding problems involving computer vision, text and image recognition, etc.
DLNN has introduced learning from data in such a way that they focus on learning
successive layers of a network better, and it better represents the searched-for (computed) target. Unlike the neural networks of the past, modern deep learning provides
training stability and good generalizations (with a good set of appropriate parameters).
Compared to other models, the DLNN benefits are mainly manifested in problems characterised by large data volumes; however, the improvements of the artificial neural networks implanted in them are also positive for medium-sized problems (regarding the
amount of data processed) such as the one addressed in this article. From several software solutions for the design and training of DLNN (i.e., TensorFlow, MXNet, Caffe,
Theano, Torch), the version in framework H2O [16] was selected for this paper. H2O
follows the model of multi-layer, feed-forward neural networks for predictive modelling. H2O's deep learning functionalities include multi-threaded and distributed parallel
computations that can be run on a single or multi-node cluster, an automatic, per-neuron, adaptive learning rate for fast convergence; regularization options such as L1, L2
and/or dropout to prevent overfitting the model; grid search for hyperparameter optimization and model selection; and other advanced features.
Various models frequently show varying abilities in modelling of different aspects
of the hydrological processes, so the predictions could be more precise in some part of
the problem domain but are less suitable in others. The identification of this fact has led
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to the application of an ensemble of models. Many researchers have shown that by
combining the output of many predictors, more accurate predictions can be produced
than what could be obtained from any of the individual predictors [17]. For this reason,
the authors of the present paper assume that it is also important to examine ensembles,
which could in some cases eventually offer better results.
A grid search combined with a repeated cross-validation methodology was used to
find the parameters of these models. In this approach, a set of model parameters from
a predetermined grid is sent to the evaluating algorithm. A set of parameters was generated by the genetic algorithms (GA) (the “chromosome” in GA terminology) and sent
to the repeated cross-validation mechanism, which is used for the evaluation of the parameter combinations [18] by developing and evaluating the model with them. N-times
repeated k-fold cross-validation is used to find the best parameters for the final model.
In the repeated cross-validation, the data set is divided into k subsets, and the trainingtesting-evaluation is repeated k times. Each time, one of the k subsets is used as the test
set, and the rest of the subsets are put together to form a training set. The subdividing
of the training data into k-subsets is accomplished n times. The average error across all
the k trials is then computed, which is a particular parameter’s “fitness” combination.
The chromosome with the best fitness defines the best parameter’s values.

4

Results and Discussion

In this part, we report on the evaluation of the simulation of soil moisture using the
models and data previously described. The prediction of soil moisture in the Zahorska
Lowlands region in Slovakia (Figure 1) serves as the case study herein. The inputs were
shaped into a standard form, e.g., as a table with rows and columns. Each row in the
input data includes the date of the soil’s moisture measurement and the measurement
value (although these are also the modelled data, they are necessary for the training and
testing mechanisms). The soil moisture from the remotely sensed nearby locations from
ESA and GLEAM are in the next 5 columns. Remotely-sensed evapotranspiration data
from the GLEAM model then follows; finally, the minimal, maximal and average daily
temperatures and precipitation from the ECA&D data set are provided.
Simple feature engineering was performed to improve the modelling. As a soil water
regime is influenced by the current climate variables as well as by their values from
previous days (e.g., the precipitation from preceding days makes soil water saturated
for a longer period), we included evapotranspiration, precipitation, and the temperature
from twenty days before the date of the predicted soil moisture between the inputs. In
addition, with reference to the value which the soil moisture acquires, the exact time of
the meteorological event is not the most crucial factor, i.e., it is not decisive whether it
rained 13, 14 or 15 days ago. In each of these cases, the impact of the rain on the soil
moisture after 2 weeks will be approximately the same. For this reason, aggregated
values of the precipitation, evapotranspiration, and the minimum, maximum and average temperatures were also included among the input data. These may be more suitable
than daily data because they can lead to a better generalizing model. The aggregation
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was performed for precipitation using a summation and for the temperatures and evapotranspiration by an averaging of the values. The aggregation was made for the following intervals of days preceding the date of the prediction of the soil moisture: days 1 –
3, 1 – 5, 3 – 10 and 7 – 20.
The input data includes a total of 136 variables. The number of lines is limited by
the amount of field moisture measurements performed with the neural probe from 2009
– 2018, i.e., 129.

Fig. 3. Mutual correlation of variables

An important feature of this data is that it has a relatively high number of columns
compared to the number of lines. Many of the variables in the input data will therefore
be highly mutually correlated, as shown in the histogram in Figure 3. These correlated
variables are mostly time series of the soil moisture, temperatures and evapotranspiration of consecutive days; there is also a close correlation between the evapotranspiration
and temperature values on the same days. The data file thus shows multicollinearity,
which is a problem for some methods. The histogram in Fig. 3 also has a distinct top
around the 0.1 value, indicating that some variables show almost no correlation, e.g.,
the evapotranspiration and rain. The smaller top of the histogram can also be seen in
this part with negative values; this indicates a negative dependency, e.g., between the
values of the soil moisture measured by the satellites and temperatures.
The data was randomly divided into training and testing data sets. The training (calibrating) set was used for all the models to tune their parameters, and the testing set
served for an evaluation of the precision of the resulting models.
The calculations were initially performed using multiple linear regression to illustrate the multicollinearity problem and for a comparison. Using this standard method
and the above-described inputs, the soil moisture value was calculated and evaluated
on the test data set. The comparison with the measured data revealed a correlation coefficient of 0.17, i.e., very inaccurate results. The task solved in this paper is to show
various options for acquiring better results by an evaluation of the selected linear and
nonlinear methods. All the calculations were performed by setting up the required computer codes in the environment of the statistical computer language R [19].
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The LASSO regularisation linear method was used for the reduction of the variables
and thus for the removal of the multicollinearity. The glmnet package was used for the
calculations [20]. This R package fits LASSO and Elastic-Net regression models using
a coordinate descent. For optimisation of the regularisation parameter lambda, which
influences the number of variables selected for the resulting LASSO model, a search
for the predefined value set (interval 0.3 – 30) was used. Variants of the model obtained
with different lambda were evaluated on the training file using a 5-fold cross-validation.
The identified optimum value of this regularisation parameter was 6.02. The computed
soil moisture is evaluated in Table 1. The resulting model includes 11 variables from
the original 136. Elastic-Net was evaluated similarly to LASSO, with the difference
that this model requires the optimisation of two parameters, i.e., in addition to lambda,
the alpha parameter is also required. Alfa is Elastic-Net’s mixing parameter, with values in ⟨0,1⟩, which determines the ratio of LASSO (alpha=1) and Ridge (alpha=0) types
of regularization during the training. As shown in the table, this model does not give
better results than LASSO, although 18 explanatory variables are selected by this model
for the resulting model.
The next method tested for the calculation of the soil moisture in this paper is the
principal component regression. As stated above, instead of the original variables, this
method uses their linear combinations – principal components (PC) as explanatory variables. The original variables were zero centred and scaled to have unit variance before
the analysis was undertaken. R language was used for the specification of the principal
components, with the result that 87 principal components were indicated. The first ten,
with the proportion of the variance explained, are displayed in Fig. 3. The number of
PCs considered in the resulting model were optimised using cross-validation. Four PCs
that were identified as further PCs have a very low proportion of their variance explained (Fig. 3). The evaluation of this method using statistical indices is given in Table
1.

Fig. 4. Principal components with the proportions of variance explained
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The calculation of the soil moisture was also performed using machine learning models.
They have the potential of capturing nonlinear relations between the explanatory variables and the calculated soil moisture, which can increase the precision of the calculations. The XGBoost model was used first. The optimization of the internal parameters
of XGBoost [21] was accomplished by a 10-fold 5 times repeated cross-validation.
Seven parameters were tuned, so the genetic algorithms (GA) were applied in the tuning
process. Genoud R version of GA was used, which combines evolutionary algorithm
methods with a derivative-based, quasi-Newton method [22]. The program can also
work without the Newton method. From empirical finding was concluded, that the
probability of producing an optimum in a relatively small number of generations tends
to increase with the GA population size, so we set population size to 500 and number
of generation to 15. However, XGBoost offers quite stable results with differences in
optimum RMSE between runs not more than 4%. The evolutionary algorithm in genoud
uses nine operators that were set to their default values. The optimized parameters were
the maximum number of iterations, the learning rate, the minimum loss reduction
gamma, the maximum tree depth, the minimum child weight, the subsample ratio of the
training instance, and the subsample ratio of the columns when constructing each tree.
A description of the parameters and various recommendations for their settings can be
found at XGBoost WWW [15]. The model is evaluated in Table 1.
Table 1. Evaluation of the models
Model
LASSO

MAE
3.13

RMSE
3.45

d
0.62

r
0.71

R2
0.51

Elastic-Net

2.73

3.00

0.79

0.76

0.58

PCR

2.53

3.12

0.81

0.70

0.49

XGBoost

2.27

2.61

0.89

0.84

0.71

DLNN

2.81

3.10

0.75

0.86

0.75

ensemble

2.49

2.70

0.85

0.86

0.74

MAE - mean absolute error, RMSE – root mean square error, d - coefficient of agreement, r - correlation coefficient, R2 – coefficient of determination

The second machine learning model used was the Deep Learning Neural Network.
The framework h2o was utilised for the calculations. A 5-fold cross-validation was used
for the search of the optimum parameters. The optimised parameters were (after the
name of the parameter, its optimised value is in brackets): the number of hidden layers
and the number of neurons in them (three layers – 20, 10, 20), the type of activating
function (rectifier), the magnitude of the regularisation parameters (both l1 and l2 are
equal to 0.01), and the parameter epsilon (1.0e-12) and rho (0.995), which influence the
speed of the convergence. A total of 539 combinations of parameters were evaluated.
The number of epochs of the development of the neural network was reduced to 50
during the optimisation of the parameters, due to the above-stated number of optimised
neural networks (even with this reduction, it ran for 11 minutes on 20 logical cores
AMD Ryzen Threadripper 1950X by 64 GB memory). The final calculations with 1000
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epochs were computed after the acquisition of the parameters. This number of epochs
based on the analysis still did not cause an overtraining of the model; the results are
presented in Table 1.
All the models are evaluated in Table 1 using the mean absolute error, RMSE, coefficient of agreement, correlation coefficient, and coefficient of determination.
In this paper, linear and nonlinear models for simulating soil moisture were compared. The benefit of the former is their simple interpretation; the benefit of the latter
is the opportunity to capture more complicated relations between the variables investigated. The results indicate that linear modelling should not be abandoned prematurely
if the basic multiple linear regression does not show satisfactory results. As stated in
Table 1, the more sophisticated methods leading to linear models (LASSO, Elastic-Net,
PCR) demonstrated better results results, with regard to the multiple linear regression,
although not as good as machine learning models. Two best models (DLNN and
XGBoost) acquired herein are not equal and therefore do not provide identical results.
The dissimilarity of the models can be illustrated by Figure 4 also, where the variable
importance of the DLNN and XGBoost models is compared. It can be seen that each
model has different preferred variables. The diversity of the models is also shown by
the fact that the statistical indicators (Table 1) are not all the best for the same model,
three indicators are better for XGBoost and two for DLNN. With approximately the
same degree of accuracy of the models, this means that in different conditions (e.g.,
weather conditions), different models can provide more precise calculations. This
points to the suitability of merging models in an ensemble, which was performed by a
simple averaging of the XGBoost and DLNN models. The other models were not included in the ensemble due to their lower degree of precision. As shown by the last line
of the table, this model gives better balanced results from the point of view of all indicators.

Fig. 5. Comparison of the importance of the first 10 variables of DLNN and XGBoost

5

Conclusion

In this paper, the possibility of using meteorological and remotely-sensed data for the
calculation of a complete time series of soil moisture is assessed. Such time series are
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useful for the evaluation of the moisture regime of soil or for decisions regarding building irrigation or drainage structures and for some other practical and research tasks. If
such data is measured in a specific location by common metering devices, such as tensiometers, neutron probes, time domain reflectometry, etc., such measurements are time
demanding and require transport to the location of the measurements, the transport of
the samples to the laboratory, etc. If a metering device cannot be permanently installed
at a given location (e.g., if a neutron probe is used) and a data logger cannot be used, it
is usual that the time series acquired will have longer time steps, which are unsuitable
for several reasons.
This task is addressed using data which are described in the article to train (calibrate)
models on the parts of the days on which the measurements were performed (training
set of data). Several problems related to the multicollinearity of the input data for these
models had to be addressed. New variables were constructed (feature engineering) and
their contribution to the precision of the results were tested also. The resulting models
were verified using different data from days on which the field measurements were
available as those which was used for training. The final purpose of this work is to
apply the model to data for which the soil moisture measurements were not originally
performed.
The results show that some linear statistical models can be used (although not all of
them), but mainly nonlinear machine learning models are suitable for a solution of the
given task. Extreme Gradient Boosting Machines and Deep Learning Neural Network
methods were used. The Extreme Gradient Boosting Machines model and simple ensemble model provided the best results. The comparison of the models is based on several statistical indicators in Table 1. It could be concluded that tested machine learning
models are preferred alternative from tested models for the specification of a time series
of soil moisture and for evaluating the water regime of soil. Moreover, other models
and more sophisticated ensembles can be evaluated for this task in the future with aim
of even better results.
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Vehicle Classification in Video Using
Deep Learning
Mohammad O. Faruque, Hadi Ghahremannezhad, and Chengjun Liu
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Newark, NJ 07102 USA

Abstract. Vehicle classification in videos has broad applications in intelligent transportation and smart cities. The vehicle classes are defined
according to the Federal Highway Association (FHWA) vehicle types,
and two popular deep learning methods, namely, the Faster R-CNN and
the YOLO, are applied for vehicle classification. The Faster R-CNN and
the YOLO are two representative deep learning methods with applications in object detection and classification. First, three training data sets
are manually created from two videos in the low video quality category
for training the Faster R-CNN and the YOLO deep learning methods.
Second, new videos that are not seen during training are used to evaluate the vehicle classification performance for the deep learning methods.
In particular, the comparative evaluation includes the training time, the
testing time, the vehicle classification accuracy, as well as the generalization performance of the deep learning methods. The experiments using
the New Jersey Department of Transportation (NJDOT) traffic videos
show the feasibility of vehicle classification in videos using deep learning
methods.
Keywords: Vehicle classification, intelligent transportation, smart cities,
deep learning, Faster R-CNN, YOLO.

1

Introduction

Classifying vehicles in traffic video into different categories has broad applications in intelligent transportation and smart cities. Based on the Federal Highway
Association (FHWA) vehicle types, we define six vehicle categories: bike, car,
truck, van, bus, and trailer (Fig.1). Vehicle classification in the video, therefore,
classifies the vehicles into these predefined six vehicle categories.

Car

Van

Bus

Trailer

Truck

Bike

Fig. 1. Six types of vehicles used for classification.
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There are various challenging issues in vehicle classification from the video
due to the camera viewing directions, the illumination variations, and weather
conditions. Fig. 2 shows some challenges for vehicle classification. The images in
Fig. 2 are all collected from the New Jersey Department of Transportation (NJDOT) traffic video sequences. Note that these videos are captured from similar
camera angles during day time. In general, there can be more different visual
scenarios, and the vehicle classification problem may become more challenging.
Changes in environmental conditions, the background of objects, time of the day,
occlusions, blur, motion, and camera resolution all make the vehicle classification
task more challenging.
We have applied two representative deep learning methods, namely, the
Faster R-CNN and the YOLOv3 deep learning methods [23], [22], for vehicle
classification in the video. We have used eight traffic videos with the encoding
quality of 15fps frame rate and 352x240 spatial resolution to evaluate the vehicle
classification performance of deep learning methods. For the training data, we
have collected training samples from two traffic videos (video 1 and video 4) in
which we manually annotate the vehicles. These training samples are used to
define three training data sets corresponding to the two traffic videos: video 1,
video 4, and a mixed set of video 1 and video 4. These different data sets thus
help us evaluate the comparative generalization performance of the two deep
learning methods. For testing, the videos that are not seen during training are
applied to evaluate the testing time, the vehicle classification accuracy, as well
as the generalization performance of the deep learning methods.

(a) Different looking instances of one class - “car”

(b) Similar looking instances of different classes - “pickup truck”, “car” and “van”

Fig. 2. Some visual challenges in object classification. (a) Various instances of one class
with differences in angle, color, size, and other visual attributes. (b) Similar objects
from different categories. A good classification method should be able to detect the
trivial differences to categorize objects correctly.

2

Background

Object detection and classification has been a popular topic in computer vision
and video analysis. Many methods have been published in the literature using
statistical methods, such as Support Vector Machine (SVM) [19], efficient SVM
(eSVM) [3], clustering-based discriminant analysis [2], the Bayesian Discriminating Features (BDF) method [13], and Adaboost [26]; local features methods, such
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as Local Binary Patterns (LBP) [18], Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT)
[16], Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) [4], and Feature Local Binary Patterns (FLBP) [9]; neural networks and deep learning methods [24], [14]. More
recently, object detection and classification methods based on deep learning have
had a good amount of success in many competitions, such as the ILSVRC large
scale detection challenge [5], the PASCAL VOC detection challenge [7][6], and
the MS COCO large scale detection challenge [12].
The Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is one of the popular Deep Neural
Network (DNN) architectures. DNN usually denotes a feed-forward artificial
neural network that has multiple hidden layers between the input and output
layers [1].
Convolutional Neural Networks are a specific type of DNNs that are feasible
for large input data with locally meaningful connected patterns like images.
During each forward pass in a CNN, each convolutional layer extracts features
utilizing the learned convolution filters and by updating the weights learned
through the training process. The convolution layers are usually followed by
activation layers like Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) [17] (which gets rid of the
negative values) and pooling layers.
The Region based CNN (R-CNN) uses region proposals through selective
search [25] that applies different window sizes to evaluate the entire image. First,
in the selective search process, it extracts around 2000 regions. Then, the RCNN applies a custom version of the AlexNet [10] to determine a valid region.
At the final fully connected layers, it utilizes a number of binary support vector
machines to classify the objects.
The Fast R-CNN, which improves upon the R-CNN as R-CNN is slow because
it uses a forward pass for each proposed region individually, was proposed in
2015 [8]. The Fast R-CNN is faster than R-CNN because of combining different
parts of the process and sharing computations. Since the region proposals of
each image have a high overlap with each other, this approach tries to share
the convolution calculations along the network layers. In each forward pass, the
entire image and all its region proposals are fed to the CNN at the same time.
The region proposals of each image share the generated feature maps along
the network layers, and thus, the speed of the model improves by reducing the
time of computations. For this to happen, the last max-pooling layer of the pretrained CNN is replaced with a Region of Interest Pooling (RoI-pooling) layer
which takes region proposals with different sizes and outputs fixed-length feature
vectors.
The Faster R-CNN [23], which improves upon the Fast R-CNN, was introduced in 2016, and it combines the region proposal and the CNN modules [8].
The Faster R-CNN eliminates the ”selective search” algorithm and instead uses
another network called Region Proposal Network (RPN) to generate object proposals and also learn from the Fast R-CNN network [8].
You Only Look Once (YOLO) deep learning method was introduced in 2015
[20]. In this approach, an input image is divided into an S × S grid, and each
cell in the grid is used to detect only one object (in case there exists one) whose
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center falls in that cell. Fig 4 shows the idea of vehicle classification using YOLO.
In each cell, a fixed number (B) of bounding boxes with their confidence scores
is generated. The confidence scores are calculated by multiplying the probability
of each object and their intersection over the union of the predicted box and the
ground truth box.
YOLOv2 is an improved version upon YOLO, as the error analysis of YOLO
showed that it does not perform well in several cases, such as producing a significant number of localization errors and having relatively low recall compared to
region proposal-based methods [21]. YOLOv2 introduces several improvements
upon YOLO, such as batch normalization, high-resolution classifier, dimension
clusters, direct location prediction, and multi-scale training. Darknet-19 was used
as the base classification model of YOLOv2. Like VGG models it mostly uses
3 × 3 filters, and after every pooling step, it doubles the number of channels. In
total, it uses 19 convolutional layers and five max-pooling layers.
YOLOv3 is introduced as an incremental update [22]. To integrate well with
the Open Images dataset, it replaces the softmax layers with the independent
logistic classifiers and uses binary cross-entropy loss for the class predictions
during training. Other changes include using a new classifier, using Darknet53 instead of Darknet-19, and making detections and classifications in three
different scales. These changes help YOLOv3 to identify small objects. Finally,
it is claimed that YOLOv3 is three times faster than the SSD method with
similar accuracy to the SSD [15] and the RetinaNet [11] models.

3

Vehicle Classification in Video Using Deep Learning

We apply two representative deep learning methods, the Faster R-CNN, and
the YOLOv3, for vehicle classification in the video. The training data sets are
manually created using two NJDOT traffic videos. Specifically, three training
data sets are created corresponding to the training samples from video 1, video
4, and a mixed set of video 1 and video 4, respectively.
3.1

Vehicle Classification in Video Using the Faster R-CNN Deep
Learning Method

We apply the Faster R-CNN deep learning method for vehicle classification in
the video. The VGG16 network is used with the Faster R-CNN deep learning
method, and Fig. 3 shows the system architecture of the Faster R-CNN model.
Note that the Region Proposal Network (RPN) network works proportionally
to the Fast R-CNN network and uses it to generate better region proposals in
the process of training [8]. In this version, the RPN is fine-tuned by pre-trained
convolution network on image classification task. In this phase, positive samples
are the ones with the Intersection over Union (IoU) more than 0.7, and negative
samples are the ones with IoU less than 0.3, and the rest of the samples stays
ignored. In this module, a small n × n (by default n=3) window is slid over
the feature map of the entire image. At the center of each sliding window, nine
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Fig. 3. The system architecture of the Faster R-CNN model. The RPN network works
proportionally to the Fast R-CNN network and uses it to generate better region proposals in the process of training.

anchors with three different scales and three different ratios are generated. Then
each anchor is fed to classifiers and bounding box regressors to be classified as
foreground or background and also to be refined. These anchors are the region
proposals that are used to train the Fast R-CNN model, and simultaneously, the
output of the Fast R-CNN is used to initialize the training of the RPN. These
two networks share convolutional layers, and therefore, this approach becomes
faster than the Fast R-CNN with the selective search. After RPN generates the
region proposals, these regions have different sizes, and they are fed to CNN
after RoI-pooling.
In particular, the VGG16 network has a total of 13 convolutional layers, five
max-pooling layers, three fully connected layers, and one softmax classification
layer. The size of convolution filters applied to the feature maps is by default
3 × 3, and the size of max-pooling layers is 2 × 2. The rectification non-linear
activation is applied to all the hidden layers of this network. In the pooling layers,
the act of down-sampling is done to reduce the size of the input feature map to
produce more robust features. Down-sampling helps the model to eventually get
to a vector containing class scores at the end of the convolutional network. The
final fully connected layers are responsible for calculating the score for each class
and generating the output. Each neuron in these layers is connected to all the
neurons from the previous map. The fully connected layers are usually adjusted
for different vision tasks.
3.2

Vehicle Classification in Video Using the YOLOv3 Deep
Learning Method

We apply the YOLOv3 deep learning method for vehicle classification in the
video. Note that we have initially applied the full YOLOv3 for vehicle classi-
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fication in the video, but it was not able to achieve real-time performance. To
improve the computational efficiency, we apply the ”tiny” configuration, which
uses 13 convolutional layers instead of 75 layers, and six max-pool layers. In
particular, the input image is first divided into an S × S grid. Note that each
cell in the grid is used to detect only one object (in case there exists one) and
the center of the object falls in that cell.
Fig. 4 shows the idea of our vehicle classification in a video using the YOLOv3
deep learning method. Note that among the many bounding boxes generated in
one single network, the ones with the highest scores are chosen as the final
results. [20]. In each cell, a fixed number (B) of bounding boxes with their confidence scores is generated. The confidence scores are calculated by multiplying
the probability of each object and their ”intersection over union” of the predicted box and the ground truth box. Each bounding box is indicated by five
numbers: a quadruple (x, y, w, h), and the confidence score of the box. X and
Y are the coordinates of the center of the box, and w and h are the width and
height of the box, respectively. These four numbers are float values relative to
the absolute width and height of the image, and they can be somewhere between
0.0 and 1.0. The confidence score indicates the likeliness of the box containing
an object. Each grid cell contains conditional class probabilities for the number
of different classes, and therefore, for each category of objects, there is one probability in each cell, regardless of the value of B. Note that the conditional class
probability means that the probability of the object belonging to a specific class
is conditioned on the box containing an object. Thus, for each grid cell, there
are B × 5 numbers indicating the bounding box information and the C class
probabilities. This prediction information is encoded as a tensor in the shape of
(S, S, B × 5 + C).
Like R-CNN, the non-maximum suppression algorithm is used in YOLO to
ignore the repetitive bounding boxes around the same object and to consider
the box with the highest score value.
We use eight NJDOT traffic videos for evaluating both the Faster R-CNN
deep learning vehicle classification method and the YOLOv3 deep learning vehicle classification method, which are trained using the three training data sets,
respectively. In the process of evaluation, we consider two types of false positive
(detecting background as a vehicle and misclassification) along with one false
negative (missing data in the region of interest). We also count the ground truth
or the unique counting to derive the success rate. We use the following formulas
to calculate the success rate of the classifications:

ER(Error

rate)

= 100 ×

F P1 + F P2 + F N
GT(ground truth)

Classif ication success = 100 − ER

(1)

(2)
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Fig. 4. Vehicle classification in the video using the YOLOv3 deep learning method.
Among the many bounding boxes generated in one single network, the ones with the
highest scores are chosen as the final result.

4

Experiments

Experiments are implemented using eight NJDOT traffic videos to evaluate the
Faster R-CNN deep learning vehicle classification method and the YOLOv3 deep
learning vehicle classification method. We first create three training data sets
using two videos, video 1 and video 4. Specifically, all the 13,500 frames of the
first video, video 1, are used for defining the training data set 1. For each training
frame, the ground-truth bounding boxes are manually labeled. The training data
set 2, however, contains only 1,227 frames by selecting only one frame from every
10 frames of video 4. These frames are further labeled manually for the vehicles
and their corresponding class information. The training data set 3 includes all
the 14,727 frames set 1 and set 2 to define a mixed training model. Table 1
summarizes the three training data sets.
Table 1. Three Training Data sets
YOLO

Faster
RCNN

Source (15fps, 352x240)

Reason for selection

Annotated
images

Video 1

Uniformity of illumination

13500

Video 4

Illumination variance

1227

Videos 1 & 4

Mixture of data sets

14727
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The first set of experiments we carry out applies the training data set 1. For
training, we have used Nvidia GTX-745 GPU. In our test, YOLO has faster
training and testing rate, unlike Faster R-CNN. For testing, Table 2 shows the
average testing time for both methods. Note that each video is 15 minutes in
length. The results in Table 2 indicate that YOLO is much faster than Faster
R-CNN.
Table 2. Average testing time from eight videos corresponding to the three training
data sets
Data Set 1

Data Set 2

YOLO

Faster RCNN

YOLO

6m2s

2h40m38s 6m4s

Data Set 3
Faster RCNN

YOLO

2h46m24s 6m5s

Faster RCNN
2h44m35s

Table 3. Vehicle classification results using the training samples from Video 1
Video

Unique
counting

FP (BG as
Vehicle)

FP (Misclassification)

FN (Miss
in ROI)

3
2
15
10
10
9
6
5

1
23
23
0
15
24
10
26

0
3
0
0
0
0
0
1

0
1
2
3
4
3
2
3

11
22
35
46
65
49
54
74

Detector →
Video
Video
Video
Video
Video
Video
Video
Video

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

821
881
1057
960
1008
988
1017
1148

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

821
881
1057
960
1008
988
1017
1148

Errors

99.51%
96.82%
96.40%
98.96%
97.52%
96.66%
98.43%
97.21%

0.49%
3.18%
3.60%
1.04%
2.48%
3.34%
1.57%
2.79%

98.54%
97.16%
95.74%
92.29%
89.09%
90.38%
89.38%
89.46%

1.46%
2.84%
4.26%
7.71%
10.91%
9.62%
10.62%
10.54%

YOLO

Detector →
Video
Video
Video
Video
Video
Video
Video
Video

Classification
Success

Faster RCNN
1
2
8
25
41
43
52
44
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Fig. 5. Classification Success chart for YOLO and Faster R-CNN based on video 1
data

The training data set 1 from video 1 contains almost uniform illumination.
The testing vehicle classification results on all the eight videos are shown in Table
3 and Fig. 5. Note that for video 1, as all the frames have been used for training
the deep learning algorithms, the testing performance on video 1 resembles that
of the training. The other seven videos are never seen during training. Hence the
vehicle classification results on these seven new videos demonstrate the generalization performance of the deep learning methods. The results in Table 3 and
Fig. 5 thus reveal that YOLO generalizes well across all the eight videos and it
performs better than the Faster R-CNN.

Fig. 6. Classification Success chart for YOLO and Faster R-CNN based on video 4
data
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Table 4. Vehicle classification results using the training samples from Video 4
Video

Unique
counting

FP (BG as
Vehicle)

FP (Misclassification)

FN (Miss
in ROI)

8
2
1
0
1
2
3
10

34
60
28
5
9
48
11
75

236
73
181
0
0
1
0
2

5
2
1
0
1
2
2
1

53
55
80
15
44
73
64
98

Detector →
Video
Video
Video
Video
Video
Video
Video
Video

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

821
881
1057
960
1008
988
1017
1148

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

821
881
1057
960
1008
988
1017
1148

Errors

66.14%
84.68%
80.13%
99.48%
99.01%
94.84%
98.62%
92.42%

33.86%
15.32%
19.87%
0.52%
0.99%
5.16%
1.38%
7.58%

YOLO

Detector →
Video
Video
Video
Video
Video
Video
Video
Video

Classification
Success

Faster RCNN
16
20
31
3
10
18
14
36

90.99%
91.26%
89.40%
98.13%
94.54%
90.59%
92.13%
88.24%

9.01%
8.74%
10.60%
1.88%
5.46%
9.41%
7.87%
11.76%

The second set of experiments we implement utilizes the training data set
2. The training data set 2, which has about 10% of the frames from video 4,
is designed to investigate the generalization capability by using only a fraction
of the training frames in a video. In contrast to the training data set 1 where
all the frames from video 1 are used for training, the training data set 2 will
reveal the generalization performance on all the eight videos including video
4. In addition, the training data set 2 contains more challenging factors for
evaluating the generalization performance, such as the illumination differences
due to shadows and sun lights.
The vehicle classification performances on the eight videos are shown in Table 4 and Fig. 6. Note that the vehicle classification result on video 4 is not
the training performance because not all the frames from video 4 are used for
training. As the illumination variations tend to increase from video 1 to video
8, the vehicle classification results in Fig 6 show that both YOLO and Faster
R-CNN display deteriorate generalization performance.
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Table 5. Vehicle classification results using the training samples from Video 1 & 4
Video

Unique
counting

FP (BG as
Vehicle)

FP (Misclassification)

FN (Miss
in ROI)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
35
24
10
19
37
21
34

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
3

0
4
1
0
2
2
3
4

13
16
17
6
21
28
29
41

Detector →
Video
Video
Video
Video
Video
Video
Video
Video

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

821
881
1057
960
1008
988
1017
1148

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

821
881
1057
960
1008
988
1017
1148

Errors

99.76%
96.03%
97.73%
98.96%
98.12%
96.15%
97.94%
96.78%

0.24%
3.97%
2.27%
1.04%
1.88%
3.85%
2.06%
3.22%

YOLO

Detector →
Video
Video
Video
Video
Video
Video
Video
Video

Classification
Success

Faster RCNN
4
1
1
0
2
4
5
2

97.93%
97.62%
98.20%
99.38%
97.52%
96.56%
96.36%
95.91%

2.07%
2.38%
1.80%
0.63%
2.48%
3.44%
3.64%
4.09%

Fig. 7. Classification Success chart for YOLO and Faster R-CNN based on video 1, 4
data

The third set of experiments we carry out uses the training data set 3. The
training data set 3 is a mixed data set containing frames from both video 1 and
video 4. The vehicle classification performances on the eight videos are shown in
Table 5 and Fig. 7. As more training data is used for training the deep learning
algorithms, the vehicle classification results show that both YOLO and Faster
R-CNN achieve better generalization performance. In particular, YOLO achieves
better classification success rates than Faster R-CNN.
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Fig. 8. Comparison of classification success chart for various data-sets

Fig. 8 illustrates the classification success rate using various training data
sets. This figure essentially suggests that the training models with mixed images
captured at different times of day with illumination variances help improve the
generalization performance of the YOLO and the Faster R-CNN deep learning
methods.
Fig. 9 shows some example testing results of the YOLO and the Faster RCNN deep learning methods using the NJDOT traffic videos that are not seen
during training. Specifically, Fig. 9 (a) and (c) show the vehicle classification
results by using the YOLOv3 deep learning method, and Fig. 9 (b) and (d)
show the vehicle classification results by using the Faster R-CNN deep learning
method. Fig. 9 reveals that the vehicles in all the frames are correctly classified
without any false classification, and the YOLO method detects the vehicles more
precisely (in tighter bounding boxes) than the Faster R-CNN method.
Through our research, we find that the deep learning models need a considerable amount of data and computational resources. The process of annotating
and preparing necessary data to train a deep learning model is time-consuming.
Besides, the complexity of multiple hidden layers in a deep network makes the interpretation and parameter configuration difficult. One of the main observations
in this research is the limited ability of the deep learning methods in generalization. When a deep neural network is trained on specific data, which is gathered
by intensive efforts, it will perform well on the same data in testing. However,
when facing new slightly different data, even if it resembles the training data,
the performance drops considerably. This is mainly because of the lack of reasoning and understanding the data, and pure dependence on experience and a
large number of iterations. In the case of unfamiliar situations, the performance
of deep learning models is not comparable to human performance. Observations
from this research show that even the slight alternations in the visual situation,
e.g., the presence of shadow or change of size and resolution makes the model
less accurate. If the same model is used to detect vehicles in a more different
situation, the results are expected to be even less accurate. For instance, changes
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Fig. 9. Example testing results of the YOLO and the Faster R-CNN deep learning
methods using the NJDOT traffic videos that are not seen during training. The frames
in (a) and (c) show the vehicle classification results by using the YOLOv3 deep learning
method. The frames in (b) and (d) show the vehicle classification results by using the
Faster R-CNN deep learning method.

in the angle of the camera overlooking the highway, lightening in different times
of a day, and weather situations can result in more false positives, false negatives,
and misclassifications.
YOLO is much faster in comparison with Faster R-CNN, and in case of their
use for object detection and classification in video data, YOLO can process
frames about 30 times quicker than Faster R-CNN. This property makes YOLO
applicable for real-time detection in a video. The end-to-end training in a single
network also improves the accuracy of this method. Another benefit of YOLO
over methods based on region proposals is the fewer number of false positives,
which is to detect a part of the background as an object. This is because YOLO
sees the entire image as a whole and therefore, has a better outlook on the
image. Newer versions of YOLO like YOLO9000 and YOLOv3 have improved
the accuracy and mostly the speed of the original approach. The improvements
are the cause of some modifications like training the model on multiple datasets
and at multiple scales, using anchors to perform classification per anchor box
instead of each grid cell, and pre-training on ImageNet at multiple scales.
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5

Conclusions

Two representative deep learning methods, the Faster R-CNN, and the YOLO
are applied for vehicle classification in videos, which has broad applications in
intelligent transportation and smart cities. According to the Federal Highway Association (FHWA) vehicle types, six vehicle classes are defined: bike, car, truck,
van, bus, and trailer. The training data sets are manually created from two New
Jersey Department of Transportation (NJDOT) traffic videos and three training
data sets are formed from video1, video 4, and both videos, respectively. New
NJDOT traffic videos that are not seen during the deep learning network training
are used to evaluate the vehicle classification performance in video. Using different training data sets, the Faster R-CNN and the YOLO deep learning methods
display different performance in terms of the training time, the testing time, the
vehicle classification accuracy, and the generalization performance. The experiments show the feasibility of vehicle classification in videos using deep learning
methods and reveal that the YOLO deep learning method is much faster that
the Faster R-CNN deep learning method. Some limitations of the deep learning
methods, such as the generalization performance, are discussed in the paper as
well.
Acknowledgments: We are grateful to the anonymous reviewers, whose comments
and suggestions help improve the quality of the paper. This work is partially
supported by the NSF grant 1647170.
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Abstract. Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a neurodegenerative disease that results
in the compromise of behavioral and intellectual skills, such as memory decline, language, and perception of the patient. Machine Learning has been a
powerful method for AD diagnosis. In this work we propose a model for multiclass AD diagnosis based extraction of Haralick texture features and the use of
the Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) to feature
selection for the classification using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). This
model aims to classify AD vs. MCI (Mild Cognitive Impairment) vs. HC (Healthy
Controls). The database used is the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI). We select twenty-one slices from the cerebral ventricle to apply the
feature extraction algorithm. The Algorithm Synthetic Minority Over-sampling
Technique (SMOTE) is applied to balance the database classes. The data are
partitioned with the 10-folds cross-validation method. We used Random Forest Algorithm to perform the model. The results of accuracy are 0.7890 using
GA, and 0.7766 using PSO. We can prove the efficiency of the model for the
diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease using a multiclass approach, comparing with
state of the art methods.
Keywords: Alzheimer’s Disease Diagnosis · Haralick Texture Features · Meta
Feature Selection.

1 Introduction
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is one of the most common neurodegenerative disorders. It
affects the elderly due to changes that occur in the brain. The disease can compromise behavioral and intellectual abilities, such as memory decline, language, and
perception [11]. AD is closely related to aging and affects the elderly. There is no cure
? Supported by Coordination for the Improvement of Higher Education Personnel (CAPES).

Data used in preparation of this article were obtained from the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) database (adni.loni.usc.edu). As such, the investigators within the ADNI contributed to the design and implementation of ADNI
andor provided data but did not participate in analysis or writing of this report. A
complete listing of ADNI investigators can be found at: http://adni.loni.usc.edu/wpcontent/uploads/how_to_apply/ADNI_Acknowledgement_List.pdf
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for Alzheimer. However, when the disease is diagnosed early and adequately, existing
treatments can soften the individual’s quality of life [11].
Several anatomical characteristics evidence a patient that contains AD. There are
anatomical alterations that are associated with AD, such as atrophy of cortical regions of the brain and hippocampus region, in contrast to ventricular enlargement.
[11]. All of these can be detected by imaging analysis such as magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) and positron emission tomography (PET-SCAN).
Currently, several Machine Learning approaches have been used for the diagnosis of AD. Generally, computer vision techniques are used to obtain quantifiable
values of MRI images. After that, the data are statistically analyzed and used in the
Machine Learning algorithms. There is a way without using computer vision when
the works propose a deep learning approach. Usually, greater number of previous
works use supervised techniques, while sizable effort of papers are using unsupervised techniques. Models based on Neural Networks Multilayer Perceptron [14], SVM
[26], or Random Forest [15]. The classes used following the AD cycle, such as HC
(Healthy Controls), MCI (Mild Cognitive Impairment), and AD.
The value of accuracy found in the state of the art for binary classifications of AD
(AD vs. HC or AD vs. ICM) exceeds 90%. Recently, the multiclass approach (AD vs.
MCI vs. HC) has been the subject of investigations by researchers [5]. However, the
data have similar characteristics, and this causes some confusion in the learning of
the algorithms. Several approaches in recent literature have the objective of solving
this problem. Also, when an unbalanced database is used in multiclass approaches,
learning tends to overfitting.
Given this context, our goal in this work is to perform the diagnosis of Alzheimer’s
disease using a multiclass approach without overfitting. The database used in our
method is the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) [10]. For the feature extraction we used Haralick Textures [8]. With the objective of reducing overfitting and projecting better learning, we used the Synthetic Minority Over-sampling
Technique (SMOTE) algorithm [3]. Finally, we performed an evaluation and selection
of the generated features through the Haralick technique. We used Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) and Genetic Algorithm (GA) algorithms to select the most relevant features for classification. The model was evaluated using the Random Forest
algorithm.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the background
in AD classification. Section 3 shows the methods used to perform this work. Section
4 presents the experiment settings, results, and discussion. Finally, section 5 presents
the conclusions and proposals for future work.

2 Related Works
This section presents some recent work published in the area of AD diagnosis using
Machine Learning. The first subsection presents a binary classification approach,
then the second subsection presents a multiclass approach.
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2.1 Binary AD Classification
Several works present in the literature address the classification of Alzheimer’s disease. A good part of these is proposed to present a binary classification approach,
such as AD vs. MCI and AD vs. HC. The purpose of these works is to identify characteristics that evidence the progression of Alzheimer’s disease in patients. Due to the
fact of using two classes in this process, the average accuracy reached is around 90%
[7] [24] [13]. Much of this work follows a methodology regarding the way of identifying patterns in images. The method usually consists of image acquisition, preprocessing, extraction, and selection of characteristics and application of machine
learning algorithm.
In general, the pre-processing of images consists of the application of basic techniques of Digital Image Processing. Some works include the investigation of form
extraction [18], being necessary the application of segmentation of images for this
purpose. While other works aim at texture extraction [12], being the only conversion
required to grayscale. The way these features are extracted is critical to the machine
learning process. Because the learning algorithms will be executed to give the diagnosis. About the learning algorithms, SVM [22] and Random Forest [4] are the most
used in the literature for diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease.
2.2 Multiclass AD Classification
In contrast, there is also another way to the classification of AD, using a multiclass
approach. It’s recent and consists of the use of the three classes that define the cycle
of Alzheimer’s disease (AD, MCI, and HC) [5]. The classification method used is all vs.
all. The problem with this approach is that it causes data confusion. This produces a
poor quality in learning intelligent algorithms. This fact is evidenced in the literature,
and next we present some works that use this approach.
The work in [23] presents a new approach to AD classification using Graphs. The
method consists of extracting features from pixel intensity values of segmented regions. The brain regions used are that part of the gray matter volume. After that,
the data are normalized and used in the proposed classifier. The classifier is named
Nonlinear Graph Fusion (NGF), which consists of unifying MRI, PET-SCAN and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) data, using graph theory. The result of the accuracy of the model
was 0.6020. It was superior to other approaches that were used in the comparison.
In another work [2] is presented an AD classification approach using Artificial
Neural Networks (ANN) is presented. The ANN uses linear projections on the data to
reach discriminatory spaces. With this, the model allows a greater generalization in
the task of classification and a higher rate of correctness in the MCI class. For extracting features, the authors used software that provides information about the cortical
region, such as area, volume, etc. The result of accuracy obtained through the model
was 0.709.
The work in [5] aims to extract textures from MRI images. Two distinct models
are presented, both using a Stacked Auto-Encoder (SAE) approach. The model consists of the learning in the atrophy in regions such as white and gray matters, cortical thickness, among others. The texture extraction step is based on the Fractal Di-
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mension Co-occurrence Matrix approach (FDCM). The result of accuracy obtained
through both models was 0.7330.
In another work [9] a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) network model for
AD classification is presented. This model consists of the application of the CNN
network directly in the images, without the feature extraction step [21]. Filters are applied to the convolutional layers, and the network changes filters according to learning. These filters learn the main characteristics relevant to the classification step. Finally, softmax regression is used to classify the data. The result of accuracy obtained
through CNN is 0.7375.
In this context, there are some highlights in the model we propose. The first point
is the use of Haralick texture features is not a field explored in the literature. This
extractor is used in several applications but has not yet been applied for Alzheimer’s
diagnosis. We hope that, as in other applications, this extractor may provide good
results for the diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease in MRI slices. Pathological features to
be used in this work in the feature extraction step can be quantified through texture
extractors. Because of this, we justify the possibility of gain in results. The second
point is the use of intelligent algorithms to reduce the number of features to use in
Machine Learning algorithms. Although this point has already been consolidated in
the literature, we hope that the use of these techniques can provide good accuracy
results in the model without loss of information. In this way, we hope that our model
combined with the cited techniques will provide good results.

3 Methods
In this section, we present the methods used in this work. The tasks such as image
dataset used, pre-processing, feature extraction, class balancing, feature selection,
and classification. The pipeline of the these methods is illustrated in Fig. 1. Then, the
next subsections explain each of the stages declared in the pipeline.

Fig. 1. The pipeline of this work.
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3.1 Image Acquisition and Pre-processing
Data used in the preparation of this article were obtained from the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) database [10]. The ADNI was launched in 2003
as a public-private partnership, led by Principal Investigator Michael W. Weiner, MD.
The primary goal of ADNI has been to test whether serial magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), positron emission tomography (PET), other biological markers, and clinical and neuropsychological assessment can be combined to measure the progression of mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and early Alzheimer’s disease (AD).
We used in this work is all data from ADNI-1 dataset. It contains MRI scans from
3T resonance devices. We collected all exams from this collection through a longitudinal approach within three years. It includes 192 exams of HC patients, 295 of
patients with MCI and 98 patients with AD.
For each exam, we perform the conversion of the three-dimensional plane to a
two-dimensional plane. According to previously performed works, we selected the
slices corresponding to the region where the cerebral ventricle is located, the Fig. 2
illustrates this procedure. That region (above the eyes) can demonstrate the patient’s
health about AD. With this, it will be possible to extract features that produce an
excellent generalization capacity for the Machine Learning algorithms. It was previously reported in [21] and [20].

Fig. 2. Process of selecting the slices for use in the experiments of this work.

3.2 Feature Extraction
The textures characterize this variation effect of tonalities present in an image. They
can be described as measures that are capable of quantifying features contained in
an image. Unlike form descriptors, the segmentation of images is not necessary to
obtain the features.
Haralick et al. (1973) proposed a statistical approach for creating descriptors for
texture extraction, based on the co-occurrence matrix [8]. These features provide information related to texture, from the assessment of the probability of occurrence of
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combinations between the gray levels of the image. The co-occurrence matrix stores
the likelihood of each intensity of 256 possible tonalities.
Values obtained with texture extraction as energy, entropy, correlation, inertia,
and homogeneity are obtained through calculations in the co-occurrence matrix.
With texture extraction, it’s not necessary to use image segmentation algorithms [19].
With these features, we can obtain quantifiable properties of specific shapes present
in an image. To use the machine learning algorithms, we created a new database
containing the features of Haralick. We performed a feature extraction process by
selecting the slices in the region above the eyes, as explained in the previous subsection.
In each exam, we selected 21 slices (image group), which correspond to the region of interest. We perform this step in each examination is described as follows:
(I) in each of these 21 slices we extracted the Haralick textures; (II) we unified all
data into a single vector X . Also, the output Y , corresponding to patient health (AD,
MCI or HC), was concatenated into vector X , creating a vector Z . We performed that
process in all the examinations contained in the ADNI database. We performed this
process to create a new database. This dataset is composed of instances of the vector
Z of all the exams of the dataset, according to Fig. 3

Fig. 3. Extraction process of textures using the Haralick method.

3.3 Class Balancing
The database generated by previous section is unbalanced relative to the classes. As
stated earlier, this can cause overfitting. To solve this problem, we apply a class balancing technique. It consists in increasing the number of instances of the minority
classes, approaching the majority.
We used the Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique (SMOTE) algorithm
[3]. This method consists of the creation of artificial instances through an interpola-
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tion performed on the data corresponding to the minority classes. The algorithm is
based on primordial concepts of the K-Nearest Neighbor algorithm (K-NN). It uses
K neighbor instances of the minority class to perform the interpolation, to then create a new artificial instance. The number of neighbors used in this work to carry out
class balancing was K = 5. The Table 1 shows the results of the number of instances
per class obtained after application of SMOTE.

Table 1. A comparison between the number of instances before and after applying the SMOTE
class balancer.

Class

Number of instances
before SMOTE

AD
MCI
HC

98
295
192

Number of instances
after SMOTE
288
295
294

3.4 Meta Feature Selection

The Feature selection techniques aim to reduce the dimensionality of the database
to increase the separability between classes. One of the most commonly used techniques in the literature is evolutionary selection and methods based on swarm intelligence. Some of the algorithms most used for this purpose are the Genetic Algorithm
(GA) and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)[6].
The GA is based on Darvin’s selection. GA uses a population with multiple individuals or chromosomes to obtain the final solution to the problem. Individuals are
made up of genes, and these are formed by binary values (0 and 1). The choice of the
best individual is made using a fitness function. In this way, fit individuals are chosen to produce a new solution through the crossover process. The mutation process
is still used so that individuals are not trapped in a local optimum [1].
The PSO is inspired by the collective behavior of the flock of birds. The population consists of particles representing a point in multidimensional space. And the
particles move in space through a specific velocity to find the ideal solution to the
problem. The choice of the best particles is made through the fitness function [25].
In this work, we use the two algorithms to perform tests in the selection of features. In the database generated through the previous steps, the application of each
algorithm is executed, with a variety of parameters. The variation of parameters in
search of the best selection result for a later classification was chosen as an approach.
The parameters used were defined according to previously published works in the
field of medical image analysis [17]. The parameters used in the experiments using
GA and PSO are described in the Tables 2 and 3, respectively.
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Table 2. Parameters used for GA experiments to select features.
Crossover
probability

Population
Size

0.4 to 0.6

40 to 60

Mutation
probability
0.1 to 0.3

Number of
Generations
40 to 60

Table 3. Parameters used for PSO experiments to select features.
Individual
Weight

Population
Size

Iterations

Inertia
Weight

0.34

40 to 60

100 to 150

0.33

3.5 Training and Classification
We use Random Forest algorithm to perform the experiments. The algorithm creates a random forest [16], which corresponds to a combination of decision trees to
obtain a maximization of the accuracy of the classification model. Random Forest
separates the data into random subsets according to their characteristics. It allows a
high generalization ability of the algorithm in the models created from the data generation [16]. The primary parameter to be used in a machine learning process using
this algorithm is the number of trees to be used in the experiment. In this work, we
changed the parameter of trees following the experiments.

4 Experiments and Results
The first subsection present the environment configuration settings of the experiments. Then the next subsections present the results, discussion and comparison
with another published works.
4.1 Experimental Settings
We validate our model using classes AD, MCI, and HC, using a multiclass classification method (AD vs. MCI vs. HC). After taking the data generated after the application of SMOTE, we apply the meta-heuristic algorithm to learn the best features
using the parameters described in the [meta feature selection] section. With all the
experiments performed, we took into account the test that maximized accuracy using Random Forest for both GA and PSO.
As a result, we generated two more databases. The first contains the best features
selected by the GA algorithm. The second one includes the best features chosen by
the PSO algorithm. With the mentioned databases, other experiments were carried
out using Random Forest to evaluate the models. Before that, we used the Cross Validation method with K = 10 (folds) for data partitioning. The algorithm Random Forest was executed with three different parameters in these databases, with the variation in the parameter of trees, having as values 30, 65 and 100.
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We adopted three metrics to evaluate the proposed model. These metrics depend on some rates, such as true positive (TP) and negative (TN), and false positive
(FP) and negative (FN). The metrics we use are accuracy (ACC), sensitivity (SEN) and
specificity (SPE). The SEN and SPE metrics have their values for each class of the
classification problem, totaling three SEN and three SPE for each evaluated model.
In this work, we use the averages of these metrics for evaluation. The eqs. 1, 2 and 3
present the formulas corresponding to the metrics used.
TP +T N
TP +T N +FP +FN

(1)

SE N =

TP
TP +FN

(2)

SPE =

TN
T N +FP

(3)

ACC =

4.2 Results and Discussion
After applying the model and running the experiments, we collected the best results
obtained for each database. The configuration that provided the best results by observing the metrics and using GA has the following parameters: crossover probability
- 0.6, population Size - 40, mutation probability - 0.1 and number of generations - 60.
For the PSO, the ideal configuration found in the experiments was: individual weight
- 0.34, inertia weight - 0.33, iterations - 150 and population size - 40. The results are
found in Tables 4 and 5. Table 6 shows the results obtained with the base containing
all the features.
Table 4. Results obtained by applying feature selection using GA.
Classifier
Random Florest
Random Florest
Random Florest

Number of trees
30
65
100

ACC
0.7742
0.7788
0.7890

SEN
0.7065
0.7058
0.7155

SPE
0.8474
0.8510
0.8880

Number of Features
126
126
126

Table 5. Results obtained by applying feature selection using PSO.
Classifier
Random Florest
Random Florest
Random Florest

Number of trees
30
65
100

ACC
0.7766
0.7708
0.7708

SEN
0.7062
0.7055
0.7055

SPE
0.8828
0.7054
0.7054

Number of Features
50
50
50

We achieved a reduction of 57 % of the number of attributes. In this way, GA
showed satisfactory results. According to the Tables 6 and 4, it obtained a similar
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Table 6. Results obtained with the application without the feature selection.
Classifier
Random Florest
Random Florest
Random Florest

Number of tree
30
65
100

ACC
0.7697
0.7890
0.7856

SEN
0.7163
0.7262
0.7158

SPE
0.8794
0.8897
0.8897

Number of Features
295
295
295

effect to the results obtained with a complete database. Considering the number of
trees equal to 100 an ACC, SEN, and SPE of GA was superior to the other approaches
used. It was observed that with the increase in the number of trees, there is also gain
in the accuracy of the model using GA. Also, the results presented greater ACC than
the attributes selected with the PSO. We observed the SEN and SPE of the GA were
even higher than the PSO. All this shows promising results for the use of GA. In this
way, there is evidence that the GA presented better results than the PSO.
About the PSO, although it obtained lower results in the analyzed metrics. It was
possible to remove the largest number of features (83% of features), it’s showed in
the Table 5. The results are very close to those obtained with the GA and complete
database. It is worth mentioning that the PSO presented better results with Random
Forest when the number of trees was smaller, due to the low amount of features after
the selection of features.
In this context, the results obtained show positive results using the selection of
features with PSO and GA. There was a significant reduction of features without a
substantial decrease of ACC concerning the classification with all features. The reduction of features in this proposed system reduces the complexity of the model and
greater the results without a considerable loss in the provision of generalization capacity.
We show the results in Fig. 4. All the results don’t present outliers. We observed
that the variability using all data is smaller than the other two models. We also noted
that the GA results provide a more significant part of the values above the median.
Finally, the PSO presented a higher variability than the others.
All results presented in all metrics were higher than 0.70. It demonstrates that
there was a balance of hits across all classes, reducing the risk of overfitting. A diagnostic support system needs to have a high capacity for generalization and correctness in both categories. Given this context, we can affirm that this system can solve
and has promising results for the diagnosis problem of AD in a multiclass approach.
4.3 Comparison With Previous Works
State of the art for AD classification using a multiclass approach, on average, contains
an ACC level above 0.7. For comparison, we selected works with similar experimental
characteristics. Table 7 presents information about the comparative work, such as
references, approaches and results obtained.
According to the Table 7, we can see that most of the works have a neural network approach. While [2] uses a slice extraction approach using anatomical physical
information to extract features, [5] and [9] present fully ANN-based approaches. A
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Fig. 4. Averages of the best accuracy obtained with experiments.
Table 7. Comparison with papers published in the literature with a proposal similar to ours.

Ref.

Dataset

Feature
Extraction
(Selection)

Learning
Algorithm

ACC

Tong et al.
(2015) [23]

ADNI

Image Pixels

NGF

0.6020

Cardenas-Peña
et al. (2016) [2]

ADNI

Cortial
Area and Volume

ANN

0.7090

Dolph et al.
(2017) [5]

ADNI

SAE

Elastic Net

0.7330

Islam and
Tabrez (2017) [9]

OASIS

CNN

Softmax
CNN

0.7375

Our Work

ADNI

Haralick
(GA)

Random
Forest

0.7890

trend of recent years is the use of deep learning, which was the focus of these last
two works, Dolph used SAE and Islam used CNN. Both papers have obtained acceptable ACC results for the literature. These works have essential contributions to
the proposed theme. It’s because they have great potential for improvement due to
current advances in Deep Learning in literature.
Our work obtained a high success rate in both classes, which may have contributed to a higher ACC about the others. There is evidence to indicate that the use
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of the SMOTE algorithm contributed to this achievement. Class balancing produces
a fairer ranking for all classes involved in a Machine Learning project. This is a contribution of our work to the diagnostic area of AD using Machine Learning. Another
contribution is to prove that texture extractors, specifically Haralick, can provide
good features for AD multiclass classification. Finally, another contribution is the
reduction of features used in the project using metaheuristics. It can reduce training
time and data testing at work, help in lowering overfitting and high data generalization capability. It happens without much loss of information.
It’s important to emphasize that the results were obtained through our experimental settings. We used all data from the ADNI database, for example. Some works
of state of the art specify that they follow a traditional model of utilizing up to two
years of that dataset [5]. Our model is based on the use of every dataset, and so all the
exams that it contains. It’s possible that the obtained results will not be found with
the reduced ADNI dataset. It’s also possible that this phenomenon occurs in other
databases such as OASIS. The previously analyzed works can offer better accuracy in
different experimental conditions.

5 Conclusion
In this work, we propose a new model for classifying AD. That model consists of extracting features using Haralick textures and attribute selection using meta-heuristic
algorithms. The database used was all data from the ADNI database. We used images
in the region of the cerebral ventricle in the experiments. We performed the tests using GA and PSO algorithms for attribute selection and Random Forest for data classification. We obtained good results, with ACC of 0.7890 using GA, and 0.7766 using
PSO.
In this way, through this work, we can verify the efficiency that the features generated by the textures of Haralick provided to this project. Also, we could also attest
that the GA and PSO algorithms can significantly reduce the number of features to
be used. It was possible without a significant loss of information, according to the
results analysis. Finally, we can say that this work contributes to the literature in the
context of multiclass AD classification, providing results with a good generalization
capacity of the model.
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Abstract. The ability to progressively capture the opponent’s profile
in the course of a match is a feature that a player agent has to possess.
Besides, an accurate perception of the relevant aspects from the environment is essential for allowing these agents to perform appropriate
decision-making. So, it is crucial that the player agent detects, in realtime, any change in the behavior of the opponent. Motivated by this, the
authors of this paper propose an approach that endows a player agent
in the real-time strategy game StarCraft, with the ability to dynamically detect eventual changes in the playing style of its opponent. This
approach is based on the algorithm M-DBScan for Data Stream. In this
algorithm, the part responsible for detecting changes corresponds to a
Markov Chain based proceeding. The opponent is represented by a set of
features that indicates the powers of attack and defense of the opponent.
Thereby, the M-DBScan copes with the task of dynamically detecting
novelties in the game play of the opponent through a real-time analysis
of the data that arrives from the stream, which represents the adversary
in a certain moment of the game. The proposed approach was validated
through hypothetical games, in which the changing in the behavior of
the opponent is completely controlled and known. The aim, in this case,
is to verify the accuracy of the changes detected by M-DBScan to show
that it is an appropriate technique for a real-time strategy game scenario,
which really occurred in the experiments performed.
Keywords: Data mining · Data stream · Novelty detection · Real-time
strategy game · Incremental clustering

1

Introduction

Techniques of Artificial Intelligence (AI) have been used in different problems
and among these there are those that belongs to a very challenge category of
problems which is characterized by a dynamic scenario, in which changes can
occur in that which was already known.
This dynamic scenario is usually characterized by the existence of a data
stream that brings up some challenge issues, such as the lack of control over the
order that data arrives; the unknown amount of data that can be obtained from
the stream, and for how long this data can arrive; changes that can happen in the
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data; the data that can be obtained at very high frequency [12, 2]. Considering
the issues from a dynamic scenario, restrictions such as memory storage and the
processing time become important factors for a real-time response.
In order to overcome the challenges from the data stream scenario, the learning process must be incremental, as it must reflect the most recent change that
the data from the stream can represent. The data in this scenario can become
irrelevant and harmful to the models trained from this data, so a forgetting
mechanism to discard old data must be applied.
This work uses the game StarCraft, developed by Blizzard Entertainment,
using specifically the expansion StarCraft: BroodWar as a case of study. This
game belongs to the category real-time strategy (RTS), and in this type of game
it is common to perform tasks such as extraction of resources from environment,
construction of structures using the resources accumulated and the production
of new army units.
The frequent choice of games as a case of study in AI research is due to
the fact that games can reproduces challenges similar to those seen in the real
world, such as unpredictability, existences of events produced by your adversary
that try to minimize your success in the game and the need for adaptation due
to changes in the environment. In a game there are also challenges related to
the dynamic scenario: first, the agent must be capable of identifying changes in
the behavior of a player; second, the agent should be able to adapt its strategy
according to the change identified from the data that describes its adversary at a
given moment. The present work will provide a solution to the first challenge in
which some related works ([21],[19],[13]) has achieved great success in this issue.
In order to solve the challenge of detecting changes in the playing style
observed in the behavior of the opponent, in this work, the algorithm MicroClustering DBScan (M-DBScan) is used, since it has been applied over a first
person shooter game data, presenting satisfactory results[19].
In this work, the Brood War Application Programming Interface (BWAPI)
was used, as it provides the means to interact and implement changes in the
game StarCraft. It was also used the engine named UAlbertaBot [5, 6]. Thus,
the aims of this paper were the development of an approach that analyses the
adversary in a way that it will point out any changes that can be considered a
novelty.
This paper is organized as follow: in section 2, the theoretical foundations are
presented; in section 3, the related works are described; in section 4, a description
is given to how the novelty detection is applied in the data from the game
StarCraft; in section 5, experiments and results are presented; and in section 6,,
the conclusion and future works are presented.

2

Theoretical Foundations

This section presents a short description of some concepts and techniques used
in the development of the work presented in this paper.
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2.1

Player Modeling

Player modeling is defined as the study of computational models of game players
and its study aims to understand how the player interacts with a game, which
may include the detection and prediction of its features, and also how to model
and express these features [22].
Although player modeling is commonly used in human-computer interaction,
it has also been used in the context where player is an agent, and this case, player
modeling can be used to improve these agents as described in [20, 13].
The present paper aims at identifying novelties in the playing style of the
adversary, creating a model that represents it. This model will be adapt over
time, in order that it continually reflects recent information.
2.2

Novelty Detection in data stream

The task of detecting novelties in the behavior of a player can observe the features
that describe relevant aspects in playing style. One way to accomplish this task is
use a novelty detection technique. Novelty detection can be defined as a process
capable of identifying an instance of data that differs from some already known
concepts, this has received a great deal of attention in the research area of
machine learning and data mining[9].
The interaction between the player, from whom one aims to detect novelties,
and the game may provide a flow of data with the characteristics of a data
stream approach. Being that, a data stream can be defined as a sequence of data
instances that arrives continuously, and there are some features that illustrate
how the data stream scenario can be characterized [10]: the data in the stream
arrives online; there is no control over the order in which the data arrives; there
is no limit in the size of a data stream; once a data instance from a data stream
has been processed it is usually discarded, as the system has to deal with limited
resources as memory.
2.3

M-DBScan

The algorithm M-DBScan was created to detect behavior changes in a dynamic
scenario, such as data stream. This algorithm has an incremental clustering
process, based on DenStream [4] which is a clustering technique applied in a
data stream. In addition, the clustering process is followed by a mechanism to
detect novelties used for identifying behavior change [18].
The clustering applied in the M-DBScan algorithm is divided into online
and offline phases. So, for each data point that arrives from data stream, the
incremental clustering process is executed, and later the clusters produced are
used in a novelty detection module that aided by a sliding window the algorithm
is capable to indicate the occurrence of behaviors change.
To understand the dynamics for creating and changing clusters, the essential concepts of core-micro-cluster, p-micro-cluster and o-micro-cluster, proposed
originally in the algorithm DenStream, are described in the following:
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Core-micro-cluster A core-micro-cluster (c-micro-cluster) can be represented
by its weight (w), center (c) and radius (r), so for a group of points p1 , ..., pn
with time stamps T1 , ..., Tn . The weight is calculated by equation 1, the center of
a c-micro-cluster can be calculated by equation 2, and radius of a c-micro-cluster
can be determined by equation 3.
The issue of clustering a data stream is that the weight of a cluster has
its value decreased exponentially by a fading function, which receives as its
parameter the time t, f (t) = 2−λt , where λ is a decay factor and λ > 0.
w=

n
X

f (t − Tj ),

(1)

j=1

w ≥ µ, µ is a minimum amount of points, and t is the current time.
Pn
j=1 f (t − Tj )pj
(2)
c=
w
Pn
j=1 f (t − Tj )dist(pj , c)
r=
(3)
w
r ≤ ,  is a radius limit and dist(pj , c) is the Euclidean Distance between the
point pj and the center c.
A c-micro-cluster has been defined as a dense micro-cluster, and the set of
c-micro-clusters must correspond to the coverage of core objects in the cluster.
Clusters and outliers can have their classifications changed as the data stream
proceeds, so the algorithm M-DBScan uses two structures: the potential c-microcluster (p-micro-cluster) and the outlier-micro-cluster (o-micro-cluster).
−−→ −−→
P-micro-cluster A p-micro-cluster can be represented by a tuple {CF 1 , CF 2 ,
w}, considering a group of points p1 , ..., pn with time stamps T1 , ..., Tn , the
−−→
weighted linear sum of points represented by CF 1 is calculated by equation 4,
−−→
the weighted squared sum of points represented by CF 2 is calculated by equation 5, and the weight w is determined by equation 1, but for a micro-cluster
be classified as a p-micro-cluster, it must satisfy the restriction w ≥ βµ, being
β (0 < β ≤ 1) an outlier threshold that multiplied by the minimum amount of
points (µ), defines the reference value used to classify a micro-cluster as p-microcluster.
n
−−→1 X
CF =
f (t − Tj )pj

(4)

j=1
n
−−→2 X
CF =
f (t − Tj )p2j
j=1

(5)
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The center of a p-micro-cluster (cPMC) is determined by equation 6, and
its radius (rPMC) is calculated by equation 7, rP M C ≤  ( is a maximum
boundary for the radius of micro-clusters), .
−−→1
CF
cP M C =
w
s
−−−→
−−−→1
|CF 2 |
|CF | 2
rP M C =
−(
)
w
w

(6)

(7)

−−→ −−→
O-micro-cluster An o-micro-cluster is represented by a tuple {CF 1 , CF 2 , w,
−−→1 −−→2
t0 }. The definitions of CF , CF and w, are the same as those presented in the
description of p-micro-cluster in section 2.3. The data t0 represents the creation
time of an o-micro-cluster, and it is used to determine the o-micro-cluster life
span. The main difference between an o-micro-cluster and a p-micro-cluster is
their weight, because if an amount of points from data stream is assigned to an
o-micro-cluster, its weight will change, and thereafter, the o-micro-cluster can
become a p-micro-cluster if the restriction applied in the weight of a p-microcluster (w ≥ β.µ) is satisfied.
A p-micro-cluster which does not receive any points in a interval of time can
be reclassified as an o-micro-cluster because of a decay factor used over its tuple
−−→ −−→
{CF 1 , CF 2 , w}.
Online and offline phases of M-DBScan The online part of the algorithm
M-DBScan can be described as a micro-cluster maintenance process, in which a
group of p-micro-cluster and o-micro-cluster is maintained in an online way, in
order to discover, in the offline part, clusters from data stream points.
The online part can be summarized by the following steps, and this procedure
is repeated for every point p that arrives from the data stream:
1. Since the point p has just arrived, the algorithm tries to merge it into the
closest p-micro-cluster pmc. If p is reachable by the radius of pmc, then p is
merged into pmc.
2. Otherwise, the algorithm will try to merge p into the nearest o-micro-cluster
omc. If p is reachable from the radius of omc, then p is merged into omc.
Then, one checks if the weight of omc has exceeded the limited of an o-microcluster, becoming a p-micro-cluster. If this has happened, the omc will be
promoted as a new p-micro-cluster and it is removed from the outlier-buffer,
where the o-micro-clusters are kept.
3. Else, a new o-micro-cluster new omc is created to allocate the point p and
the new omc is inserted into the outlier-buffer.
After the online phase, a decay factor is applied to every micro-cluster, except
the one that received the last data instance that arrived from the stream.
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Considering a previous defined interval of time, micro-clusters can pass through
a rating verification, in which a p-micro-cluster can be re-classified as an o-microcluster if it does not satisfy the criterion of weight for a p-micro-cluster. In this
process, some o-micro-cluster can be deleted if it also does not satisfy the criterion of weight necessary for an o-micro-cluster.
The offline part of M-DBScan generates clusters based on the result produced
by the online part. In this phase, a variant of DBSCAN algorithm is applied.
In order to determine the final clusters, the offline part adopts the concepts of
density and connectivity, so each density-connected p-micro-clusters produce a
cluster or will be part of one [4]:
– Directly density-reachable: A p-micro-cluster P M C1 is directly density-reachable
from a P M C2 if weightP M C2 > µ and dist(centerP M C1 , centerP M C2 ) ≤
2., where dist(centerP M C1 , centerP M C2 ) is the Euclidean Distance between the centers of P M C1 and P M C2 .
– Density-reachable: A p-micro-cluster P M C1 is density-reachable from a pmicro-cluster P M Cn , if there is a chain of p-micro-clusters between P M C1
and P M Cn , such that P M Ci+1 is directly density-reachable by P M Ci ,
where 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
– Density-connected: A p-micro-cluster P M C1 is density-connected from a pmicro-cluster P M Cn , if there is a p-micro-cluster P M Ck such that both
P M C1 and P M Cn are density-reachable from P M Ck .
Once the offline phase has been concluded, the novelty detection module,
which uses Markov Chain (MC), starts. In this process each state in the MC
represents a group produced in the offline phase, and the transitions between
the states follow the dynamics observed in the arrivals of new data and how the
assignment of this data to a micro-cluster occurred.
Novelty Detection Module In order to detect novelties the M-DBScan algorithm uses entropy measures to identify changes. The entropy measures used in
this work are spatial entropy and temporal entropy.
The spatial entropy estimates the spatial distribution of data into clusters.
The number of examples in a cluster i is denoted as Pi , and it is updated every
time a new example is inserted into it (equation 8). However, if there are other
groups, and these have not received data at the current moment of time, so they
will be update by equation 9, where ηs is a weighting parameter.
Pi = (1 − ηs ).Pi + ηs

(8)

Pi = (1 − ηs ).Pi

(9)

The spatial entropy measure (H(G)) is calculated according to equation 10,
in which G is the set of clusters and N is the total number of clusters.
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H(G) = −

N
X

Pi . log2 (Pi )

(10)

i=0

Since the states in the MC are the representation of groups produced in the
offline part of M-DBScan, the probabilities in the MC transitions are up dated
every time that a data arrives from the stream. The sum of probabilities linked
to transitions with the same origin state has 1 as it maximum value, when a
transition is no longer activated, it will suffer a value deterioration.
The probability between the states i and j from a MC is represented by
Pi,j , where i is the state that receives a data sample at the moment T − 1 and j
represents the state that received the data sample at the moment T . A weighting
factor ηt is used to control the intensity of each probability update.
Considering that the state j is the one that has just received data, and
its previous state was i, so the update of the probability Pi,j is performed by
equation 11.
Pi,j =

(1 − ηt ).Pi,j + ηt
PN
k=0 .Pi,k

(11)

The other transitions in the MC will have there probabilities update according to equation 12.
(1 − ηt ).Pa,b
Pa,b = PN
k=0 .Pa,k

(12)

The temporal entropy (H(M )) is calculated by equation 13, where M is the
set of states in the MC.
H(M ) = −

N X
N
X

Pi,j . log2 (Pi,j )

(13)

i=0 j=0

In order to identify a novelty, at least one of the entropies must surpass its
threshold, which is calculated based on a moving average of a historical entropy
value Φ (equation 14) and moving standard deviation Ω (equation 15), where γ
and δ are weighting factors that can accept values from the interval [0,1]. The
entropy at moment t is represented by Ht (.).
Φt = (1 − γ).Φt−1 + γ.Ht (.)

(14)

Ωt = (1 − δ).Ωt−1 + δ.|Ht (.) − Φt |

(15)

To calculate the threshold of an entropy (τ ) (equation 16), the algorithm MDBScan assumes a Normal distribution on entropy values, adopting a constant
parameter θ, which is the number of standard deviation to be defined according
to the problem.
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τ = Φt + (Ωt .θ)

(16)

In order to indicate a novelty in the behavior of a adversary, a sequence of
novelties has to occur. So, the algorithm M-DBScan requires that a minimum
amount of novelty must be identified in an interval of time represented by a
sliding window with size k. Every novelty occurrence is registered in the sliding
window, where it is necessary to verify if the amount of registered novelties
has reached the minimum amount necessary to declare a behavior change. A
novelty that occurred in a certain moment can disappear from the window if it
has slided k times, considering as the initiation, the moment that this novelty
was registered. However, if a behavior change was detected, from this point on
every novelty will be ignored for a period of time equal to k. This process is used
to discard novelties linked to the same behavior change that have already been
identified [19].

3

Related Works

Several related works that apply machine learning techniques in RTS games try
to optimize tasks as the order that new units for an army must be constructed
and when resources from the environment must be collected. In [11], for example,
was described a work that deals with the task of deciding the structures that must
be constructed in the game StarCraft, where the algorithm Continual Online
Evolutionary Planing (COEP) is used. It is important to emphasize that this
related work does not analyze the adversary playing style searching for novelty.
There are related works that try to improve an RTS automatic player, but
dealing with battles issues. The related work presented in [14], for example, describes the development of a decision module for the game StarCraft, which is
based on a neural network with reinforcement learning. Another related work
that improves the automatic player for a battle is described in [15], this uses
a prediction method that tries to indicate the most likely combination of units
produced by the enemy in an RTS game as Warcraft and StarCraft, both developed by Blizzard Entertainment. The Answer set programming was used to
determine the answers of this prediction. The related works [14, 15] differ from
the present paper since they do not point out novelties in the playing style and
it does not deal with issues of data stream issues. In [17] is described other related work for the RTS game StarCraft II, which uses deep neural network with
reinforcement learning trained in a supervised way, by using a dataset of games
and playing against itself, this related work does not model the adversary and it
does not try to detect novelties in the behavior of the adversary as the present
paper proposes. In [16] is presented a method to discover tactics and strategies
in the game StarCraft by analyzing the composition of the armies in a dataset
of different games. In [20] is described a work that tries to learn strategies in the
game StarCraft using data set of games. The main objective of this related work
was to create a model that represents the enemy in a supervised way using data
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from different players. Different to the present paper the related works [16, 20]
do not try to point out any changes in the playing style of the opponent.
Another set of related works are linked to the modeling players of digital
games. In [18] a work that models a human player to detect change in the
behavior of this player using the algorithm M-DBScan is described. Despite
the use of the algorithm M-DBScan, the study presented in this paper aims at
applying M-DBScan to indicate the occurrence of changes in the playing style
of the adversary, by considering strategic relevant features from StarCraft, using
no information related to a human player. In [21], a Bayesian Network is used
to create a player model trained over data from a predator/prey game. The
aim of this related work is to predict the set of parameters that will produce
more interesting games, it does not try to detect changes in the playing style
of the adversary. Another related work based on player modeling is described
in [13], in which it models the opponent of an RTS game named Spring, it
classifies the strategy associated to the behavior of the opponent. In this related
work subcategories are also identified in the play style, which occur based on
repeated matrix-games, where one notes that this related work does not deal
with challenges from a data stream scenario.
There are also related works that deal with novelty detection. The aforementioned related work [18] points out novelties associated to player behavior.
Another study, presented in [8], describes a technique to detect novelties in data
stream named the Multi-class Learning Algorithm for Data Stream (MINAS).
Among the contributions put forward by MINAS are the capability of the algorithm to deal with multi-class problems and the use of unknown data for learning
new concepts or for adapting those already learned. In [1], the algorithm SelfOrganizing Novelty Detection (SONDE) is presented , which is a neural network
that classifies patterns in a unsupervised way, the activation of a neuron occurs
according to the input patterns, and a new neuron can be created if the existing
ones are not capable of identifying the new pattern. Another study presented
in [3] describes the algorithm Adaptive Windowing (ADWIN) used to detect
distribution changes and concept drifts. In [3], the version ADWIN2 which is
superior in performance to ADWIN is also presented. The related works [18, 8,
1, 3] have not been used to detect changes in the behavior of the opponent in an
RTS game using relevant game features as the present paper does.

4

Novelty Detection in StarCraft

StarCraft is an RTS game released by Blizzard Entertainment in 1998 [7], the
expansion set StarCraft: BroodWar was released later in the same year, and it
has gained a great popularity in AI research, and it is used in this work.
In the game StarCraft players can control one of three races: Terran, Protons
and Zerg. Each race has it own features as weaknesses and strengths. There are
differences among the units that compound the army, for example, there are
units which its main function is of behaving as a worker, building structures
and collecting resources from the environment, others are more appropriate for
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combat. The quality of a player army can be evaluated by analyzing each member
of its army, since it reflects the power of attack and defense of this player. This
study will use information concerning the composition of the opponent’s army
to point out any significant change in its playing style. Then, this work will deal
with data that describes the enemy by use of features, and over this data the
M-DBScan algorithm is applied.
Some challenges are noted in RTS games as StarCraft, for example, it is
not possible for a player to see what is in areas of the map that have not been
explored. There are also challenges related to the data stream scenario, once
the data can be obtained from a game in a very high frequency, reflecting the
interaction between the game and the player. The uncertainty concerning the
time that a game will take makes it impossible to guess how much data can be
obtained from the data stream and if this data will suffer any changes. So, all
these facts confirm that the use of a real-time technique can provide valuable
information in an RTS game.
Since this study aims at indicating changes in the playing style of the opponent, using relevant information concerning the adversary in the game StarCraft,
each feature selected was defined using a perspective that provides information
on the adversary. The M-DBScan algorithm has been used over a dataset composed of the following features, which represents a perception of the enemy at a
moment t of the game:
– Feature 1 (Dead enemy unit): This feature provides the number of deaths in
the enemy army until the moment t.
– Feature 2 (Attack power): This feature represents the damage that the enemy
army can cause. It is calculated by considering the damage of each unit that
exists in the enemy army in a moment t.
– Feature 3 (Defense power): This feature represents the defense power of the
enemy army. This feature is calculated considering the armor level of each
unit that exists in the enemy army in a moment t.
– Feature 4 (Damage in construction): This feature provides a score that represents the damage that the enemy caused to structures.
Every step of the M-DBScan algorithm is illustrated in a flowchart presented
in Figure 1. The algorithm starts by trying to capture a data sample (set of
features) from the stream (arrow #1), if this is performed successfully (arrow
#2), the data is presented as an input to the online part of the algorithm MDBScan (arrow #3), as seen in section 2.3. Posteriorly, a decay factor is applied
to every p-micro-cluster and o-micro-cluster that has not received the most recent
data from the stream (arrow #4). Then the algorithm tries to run a rating
verification (arrow #5), which means to perform within a certain interval of
time, if it is the moment for running this test (arrow #6), some p-micro-clusters,
that do not satisfy the requirements of a p-micro-cluster (see section 2.3), must
become an o-micro-cluster. Then some o-micro-cluster can be deleted if it does
not meet the requirements of an o-micro-cluster (see section 2.3) (arrow #7).
After this verifications, the offline part of M-DBScan is run (arrow #8) (section
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2.3), but if it is not the moment to run the rating verification, the offline part
of M-DBScan will be run directly after the use of decay factor (arrow #9). In
sequence, some calculations are performed: the entropy value is calculated (arrow
#10), and this can be the temporal entropy (equation 13) or spatial entropy
(equation 10). Then the threshold of the entropy used is calculated (arrow #11)
(equation 16). After these calculations, the value of the entropy used is compared
to its threshold (arrow #12). If the entropy surpass its threshold, then a novelty
is detected and registered in the sliding window (arrow #13). In sequence (arrow
#14), a module to detect behavior change is activated, and in this module is
done the verification of the minimum amount of novelties, and it controls the
sliding window. Next, verification is made as to if there is a new data sample in
the stream (arrow #15). However, if a novelty is not detected (arrow #16), then
the existence of a new data sample in the stream is verified directly. If there is
no more data to be processed, this algorithm is finished (arrow #17).

Fig. 1. M-DBScan flowchart.

5

Experiments and Results

In order to show that the M-DBScan algorithm is an effective technique to
identify novelties in the playing style of the adversary, a set of test scenarios was
created to represent different situation in the game StarCraft.
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The results of the experiments are presented using the metrics false positives
(FP), false negatives (FN) and true positives (TP). The delay in detecting a
novelty will also be pointed out, where a delayed detection is that one which
occurs after the arrival of more than 10% up to 30% of data instance after the
moment when the novelty occurred. The metrics are presented for each entropy
measure (temporal and spatial).
– The parameters used in the clustering process of the algorithm M-DBScan
are: µ is 9; β is 0.1;  is 20; λ is 0.03.
– The parameters used in the experiments for temporal entropy are: minimum
amount of novelties is 2; size of sliding window is 20; ηt is 0.05; γ is 0.05; δ
is 0.03; θ is 3.
– The parameters used in the experiments for spatial entropy are: minimum
amount of novelties is 2; size of sliding window is 20; ηs is 0.05; γ is 0.05;δ
is 0.002; θ is 3.
The data used in the experiments was obtained from controlled games in
StarCraft that permitted to create specific test scenarios, being that each instance in the dataset adds up to 15 seconds of game data. In order to create
some complex tests scenarios and know the correct moment that a change occurs, game matches were played and in each of these a specific type of behavior
was followed along the whole match. Then, the datasets could be created putting
in a sequence data from different matches, so the point of junction of these games
is the moment that occurs a behavior change. Every behavior is represented by
a sequence of 1000 data instance arriving from the stream before the occurrence
of a change. The test scenarios are the following:
– Scenario 1: This is a simple test with one change of behavior, in which the
opponent stops creating units, and it focuses on gathering resources and
building new structures.
As noted on Table 1 both entropies were capable of identifying the expected
novelty, and in no situation did a detection delay occur. The precision to
identifying novelties in this test, for each entropy, is equal to 1 as well as the
recall measure, so the F1 score is 1 indicating a perfect result.
– Scenario 2: In this test there occur three changes inside the category of
aggressive behavior. These changes consist of increasing the attacking power
and consequently the number of kills increases.
The results obtained with test scenario 2, presented on Table 1, shows that
M-DBScan when using the spatial and temporal entropies was capable of
identify the 3 behavior changes expected in this test, and none identified
any change that occurred with delay. The precision of identifying novelties
in this test, for each entropy, is equal to 1 as well as the recall measure, so
the F1 score is 1 which is a perfect result.
– Scenario 3: The opponent creates mostly units for battles, and then there
is an upgrade that increases its defense skill (first change). After this, the
units will have a new upgrade (second change) that will increase its attack
skill that will be reflected as damage caused by the units.
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As seen on Table 1 both entropies were capable of identifying the expected
novelty, but using the temporal entropy there was false positive identification, and in no situation did there occur a detection delay. The precision of
identifying novelties in this test, using spatial entropy, is equal to 1, as was
the recall measure, so the F1 score is 1, which is a perfect result. Although,
the precision using temporal entropy is about 0.66, the recall measure is 1,
and the F1 score is 0.8, which is still a good result indicating an acceptable
accuracy.
– Scenario 4: In this scenario the opponent will alternate two behaviors B1
and B2. B1 will focus on attack units increasing the number of kills, and
the second behavior B2 consists of attacking structures, thus increasing the
damage to structures. Once B2 is concluded, B1 will be repeated followed
by B2. This process is repeated 3 times, a total of 6 behavior changes (Idle
behavior → B1 → B2 → B1 → B2 → B1 → B2).
In test scenario 4, the results presented on Table 1 show that no entropy was
capable of identifying all the behavior changes in this test. The temporal
entropy identified 3 changes with no delay and there was one false positive
detection. By noting the values of the temporal entropy measure, the changes
identified were the first three. The spatial entropy identified the first three
changes and the last change from behaviors B2 to B1. Noteworthy was that
once the MC had the states already defined, the data that arrived was not
sufficient to overpass the entropies threshold in order to identify the other
changes.
The precision of identifying novelties in test 4, using spatial entropy, is equal
to 1, the recall measure is about 0.66, and the F1 score is 0.8, which is very
good result, showing that the spatial entropy is still reliable for the detection
of behavior changes even in a more complex scenario. The precision using
temporal entropy is 0.75, the recall measure is 0.5, and the F1 score is about
0.6, which indicates an accuracy that maintains the use of the temporal
entropy as a good alternative for detecting novelties.

Table 1. Results of test scenarios

Test
Test
Test
Test

scenario
scenario
scenario
scenario

1
2
3
4

Temporal Entropy
FP
FN
TP
0
0
1
0
0
3
1
0
2
1
3
3

Spatial Entropy
FP
FN
TP
0
0
1
0
0
3
0
0
2
0
2
4

By analyzing the experiments one notes that when the spatial entropy has an
increase in its value, it indicates a heterogeneity growth in the data that arrives
from the data stream. If the spatial entropy value starts to reduce, it indicates
that the data samples have greater similarity, and if this scenario occurs for
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a long period of time, it will have effects over the groups formed. Due to the
similarity of the data, a few groups or even one group will receive the data
samples, and it may cause those groups that do not receive a data sample for a
long period of time to vanish.
Low temporal entropy values indicates that the data samples have not been
distributed between different groups, indicating that for a given interval of time
the data samples are concentrated in a small quantity of groups. However, if
the temporal entropy has an increase in its value, this indicates that different
transitions in the MC have been activated, so the data has been distributed
between different groups, and this occurs due to the low level of similarity in the
data.

6

Conclusion and Future Works

This paper introduces an approach that aims at detecting changes in the playing
style of an opponent in an RTS game, where the game StarCraft was used as the
study environment. So, the aims of this work are to show that the M-DBScan
algorithm is appropriate for detecting the changes in adversary behavior. This
information can be useful when adapting the strategy used by the player that
faces this adversary.
The experiments run in this work reproduced different scenarios illustrating
a change in the behavior of the adversary, and the results showed that the
temporal and spatial entropies, used by the M-DBScan, achieved good results
in the experiments. Noteworthy was that the spatial entropy presented better
results in the most complex test scenarios, but even though the results presented
by the temporal entropy are good enough to maintain its usage.
Future works will consist of creating a player agent for StarCraft that uses
the behavior change detection module presented in this work, in order to make
it capable of adapting its strategy in function of the changes detected. It is also
important to identify the semantic meaning in the change so the adaptation in
strategies can be coherent.
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Packet2Vec: Utilizing Word2Vec for Feature
Extraction in Packet Data
Eric L. Goodman, Chase Zimmerman, and Corey Hudson
Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM, USA

Abstract. One of deep learning’s attractive benefits is the ability to
automatically extract relevant features for a target problem from largely
raw data, instead of utilizing human engineered and error prone handcrafted features. While deep learning has shown success in fields such as
image classification and natural language processing, its application for
feature extraction on raw network packet data for intrusion detection is
largely unexplored. In this paper we modify a Word2Vec approach, used
for text processing, and apply it to packet data for automatic feature
extraction. We call this approach Packet2Vec. For the classification task
of benign versus malicious traffic on a 2009 DARPA network data set, we
obtain an area under the curve (AUC) of the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) between 0.988-0.996 and an AUC of the Precision/Recall
curve between 0.604-0.667.

1

Introduction

An appealing aspect of many deep learning approaches is the ability to automatically extract features from largely unprocessed data. In Krizhevsky et al. [13],
one of the seminal works that started the popularization of convolutional neural networks applied to images, they show that the learned early convolutional
kernels displayed a range of image filters, similar to hand-crafted features from
more traditional vision processing approaches such as SIFT [15] and SURF [4].
For text processing, Word2Vec approaches [17, 18] create a vectorized representation of words, called embeddings, where similar words (e.g. King and
Queen) are close distance-wise in the embedded space. Vector operations also
make intuitive sense, such as King - Man + Woman = Queen, meaning that
the vector representation of King minus the vector for Man plus the vector for
Woman creates a vector where the closest word embedding is the one for Queen.
This feat is achieved on a large corpus of raw text with little to no-preprocessing.
The deep learning approach is able to create these word embeddings just based
on the text itself without human-engineered feature extraction.
Cyber data and intrusion detection is an area ripe for exploration of how deep
learning can automatically extract features from raw packet data. However, most
of the current work applying deep learning to intrustion detection relies upon
the features already being extracted from packet data [12, 27]. Many researchers
choose to use data sets such as NSL-KDD [24,26] or the original 1999 KDD data
set, both of which have 41 features to represent the network packet data.
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Instead of creating hand-crafted features for each packet, the approach we
take is to pass the raw packet data through a Word2Vec approach to create a
vectorized representation for each packet, and then perform classification of the
packet based on that representation.
Specifically, our approach has the following steps:
– N-grams: Word2Vec requires a sequence of tokens. Packet data has no clear
analog. To address this, we take each packet and transform it into a sequence
of n-grams. This forms our sequence of words, similar to the presentation of
text. We purposefully throw out IP and port information, as we want the
representation of the packet to be based on content, not who sent it.
– Embeddings: Once we have a sequence of n-grams, applying Word2Vec is
straightforward, and we create a vectorized representation for each frequent
n-gram (vocab size is a hyperparameter).
– Feature Vectors: To perform classification on each packet, we need a fixedsize vector representation for each packet. We take the simple approach of
averaging the word embeddings for all of the n-grams in a packet, i.e.
P
t∈p e(t)
(1)
v(p) =
|p|
where p is a packet, t ∈ p are the n-grams of p, |p| is the number of n-grams
found in p, and e(t) returns the embedding for n-gram t.
– Learning and Classification: Once we have each packet translated into
fixed-size feature vectors, we then pass those feature vectors to a supervised
machine learning approach for training and then testing on unseen data.
Intrusion detection is an important area of research, vital for protection of
national infrastructures, intellectual property, financial systems, privacy, and
safety; however, the problem is a moving target, an arms race between defenders and attackers, along with constant evolution of the underlying technologies.
There is evidence of growing sophistication among malicious actors. Symantec
reports that the number of targetted attack groups, i.e. groups that are professional, highly organized, and target specifically rather than indiscriminately,
grew at a rate of 29 groups a year between the years of 2015 to 2017, from a
total of 87 to 140 [25]. Also, as evidence of constant change in the cyber arena,
the number of IoT (Internet of Things) attacks grew by 600%, an increase of
54% of mobile malware variants, and an 80% increase in Mac malware.
We view our contribution as a way to increase the rate that defenders can
evolve their methods to protect networks and infrastructure. Instead of manually
hand-crafting features, which is error prone and difficult to determine impact,
we can rely upon our Packet2Vec approach to automatically calculate features
of interest.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes our approach in detail, including the steps we took to parallelize our solution. Section
3 presents the results of using our approach on a large cyber data set. Section 4
covers related work. Section 5 concludes.
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2

Approach

In the introduction, we presented our approach at a high-level. However, applying Word2Vec on cyber data is challenging due to amount of information. In
particular, we examined the DARPA 2009 data set [10]. This data set spans a
period of 10 days, from November 3rd to November 12th, 2009. It is broken up
into files that are just over 1 billion bytes (954 MBs), where each file represents
1-6 minutes worth of traffic. In this work we examined the first day, which is
roughly 15.5 hours (it starts after 8:30 am) and comprises 558.8 GBs in total
packet data. Due to the size of the data, we needed to create an iterative process
for training our model.
Our solution is a combination of C++ code that is then exposed to python
using Boost python [2]. We developed most of our implementation in C++ for
performance, but then exposed it to python so that we could integrate with
the Tensorflow library [1] for creating the embeddings for the n-grams, and the
Scikit-learn library [6] for the classifier models to make predictions on whether
the packets are benign or malicious. We also took efforts to parallelize the code
using standard C++ features such as std::thread to manually instrument the
code. As we discuss the implementation, we will highlight the parallelization.
Also, in Section 3.1, we will discuss the parallel performance of the code.
Figure 1 gives an overview of the iterative approach. The first phase (pseudocode found in Algorithm 1), creates a dictionary, mapping n-grams to integer
identifiers. The first phase begins by iterating through all pcap files used for
training, n-gramming each packet, and incrementing the counter for each n-gram.
After obtaining counts for each n-gram found in all the training files, identifiers
are assigned for the top |V | n-grams, where |V | is the size of the vocabulary, a
hyperparameter. Concerning memory utilization, we only load one pcap file at a
time. Also, the dictionary is limited by the number of found n-grams. We used
2 byte n-grams, which at most has 216 possible values.
The actual implementation of Algorithm 1 is a bit more nuanced as we structured it in such a way to enable parallelization. We first iterate in parallel over
all packets and n-gram them. This is embarrassingly parallel and requires no
inter-thread coordination. The end result is a vector of vector of n-grams. Then
we flatten the vector of vector of n-grams into a single vector of n-grams, again in
parallel. Finally, we hand the single vector of all n-grams to the dictionary, which
updates the frequency counts for each n-gram. This is the only loop that requires
coordination between threads, as two threads can potentially try to update the
count for the same n-gram; however, adding mutexes around the update routine
makes it thread safe. After all files have been processed, we also parallelize the
implementation of lines 15 - 18. We need the dictionary for later phases, so we
write it out to disk on line 19.
The second phase (Algorithm 2) utilizes the dictionary created from the first
phase to translate the pcap files into integers. We iterate through each pcap file
(line 1), creating two data structures for each pcap file. One data structure is
a list of integers (line 2), which is the pcap file translated into integers using
the dictionary. There is also a vector of vector of integers (line 3), which is the
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Fig. 1: Implementation of iterative pcap processing approach. The first phase creates
a dictionary, mapping n-grams to integer identifiers. The dictionary is utilized in the
second phase to transform the raw pcap data into integer vectors which are saved on
disk. In the third phase, a Word2Vec approach is applied to the 1D integer vectors to
create the n-gram embeddings. These embeddings are used in conjunction with the 2D
integer vectors to create feature vectors (fourth phase) which are then used for training
in the final phase.

Algorithm 1 Training Phase 1: Creating the Dictionary
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

T , the set of pcap files used for training.
D, a dictionary mapping from n-grams to integers.
|V |, the size of the vocabulary.
for all f ∈ T do
for all packet ∈ f do
ngrams ← ngram(packet)
for all ngram ∈ ngrams do
D[ngram] ← D[ngram] + 1
end for
end for
end for
keys ← sort(D)
. Keys sorted by decreasing frequency
D.clear()
. Clear out counts
i←1
while i ≤ |V | do
D[key[i]] ← i
i←i+1
end while
write(D)
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same as the integer list, but now indexed by packet. After processing a pcap file,
we write out the list of integers (line 13) and the vector of vector of integers to
disk (line 14). This again allows us to process all of the large pcap files without
exceeding memory limits. We also parallelize the for loop of line 1. Each of the
packets can be handled independently, so it is embarrasingly parallel.
The third phase is where we create the word embeddings, i.e. vectorized
representations for each n-gram in the vocabulary. The process is described in
Algorithm 3 in high level pseudocode. We iterate over all the integer files (pcap
files translated by the dictionary into a single sequence of integers). On the first
iteration we create an embedding model based on the first integer file using a
standard word2vec approach. This creates a matrix of size |V |×embedding size,
where each row corresponds to the learned vector representation of an n-gram.
This first embedding matrix serves as the starting point for the next iteration of
applying word2vec to another integer file. We continue in this manner until all
integer files have been processed.

Algorithm 2 Training Phase 2:
Translating Pcap Files
1: for all f ∈ T do
2:
l, a list of integers
3:
vv, a 2D vector of integers
4:
for all packet ∈ f do
5:
v, a vector of integers
6:
ngrams ← ngram(packet)
7:
for all ng ∈ ngrams do
8:
l.push back(D[ng])
9:
v.push back(D[ng])
10:
end for
11:
vv.push back(v)
12:
end for
13:
write(l)
14:
write(vv)
15: end for

Algorithm 3 Training Phase 3:
Creating Word Embeddings
1: L, the set of files with lists of integers
2: f irst run ← T rue
3: for all l ∈ L do
4:
if f irst run then
5:
E ← create model(l)
6:
f irst run = F alse
7:
else
8:
E ← update model(l, E)
9:
end if
10: end for
11: write(E)

The method for training the model is a standard word2vec approach. We
use the skip-gram model [18] with noise constrastive estimation [11]. The basis
of this approach is for the network to predict the context given a target word.
However, with noise constrastive estimation, it becomes a logistic regression
problem where the network is making a binary classification for each word in
the vocabulary of whether or not it came the distribution of context words or
from the noise distribution (unrelated words). The hyperparameters associated
with this approach include the following. In paranthesis we specify the value we
used in our experiments. Batch size (128): The number of words considered at
one time. Skip window (1): How big of a context window to consider. A value of
one selects words to the left and right of the target word. Num skips (2): The
batch size is divided by num skips to determine the number of skip windows.
Embedding size (128): The size of each embedding vector. Num negative (64):
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The number of negative examples used per batch. Num steps (100000): How
many batches to create and from which to train.
The fourth phase utilizes the word embeddings in conjunction with the two
dimensional integer vectors to create the feature files. Each feature file is a matrix
where each row represents the features derived for a packet. On line 3 we iterate
over the two dimensional integer vector files, V V . On line 6 we iterate over each
vector, v, within the two dimensional integer vector, vv. v is a vector of integers,
representing the n-grams of the original packet translated using D, the dictionary
from Algorithm 1. To create a single representation for the entire packet, we use
the simple strategy of averaging the embeddings (lines 9 - 12). In the end, we
write out each feature matrix, X, to disk (line 15).
There is also another process for producing labels for the data. The DARPA2009 dataset has a spreadsheet with labels; however, the labeling is not at the
individual packet level. It lists times, IP addresses, and ports used by malicious
traffic. Thus, to create labels, we read in the original pcap files and evaluate each
packet, checking if the parameters of the packet match those of an entry in the
label spreadsheet.

Algorithm 4 Training Phase 4:
Create Feature Vectors

Algorithm 5 Training Phase 5:
Train Classifier

1: V V , set of files with 2D vector of
integers
2: E, the word embeddings indexed
by integer identifier
3: for i ← 1 to |V V | do
4:
vv ← V V [i]
5:
X, a matrix of features
6:
for j ← 1 to |vv| do
7:
v ← vv[j]
8:
x, a vector of features
9:
for all integer ∈ v do
10:
x ← x + E[integer]
11:
end for
12:
x ← x/|v|
13:
X[j] ← x
14:
end for
15:
write(X)
16: end for

1: Xf iles , the list of feature files.
2: yf iles , the list of label files.
3: nest , the number estimators per
file.
4: rf c ← RF C(warm start =
T rue, nest )
5: i ← 0
6: for i ← 1 to |Xf iles | do
7:
X ← Xf iles [i]
8:
if X has positive then
9:
if i 6= 0 then
10:
rf c.nest += nest
11:
end if
12:
y ← yf iles [i]
13:
rf c.f it(X, y)
14:
end if
15: end for
16: write(rf c)

The last phase of training is to train an actual classifier. After phase 4, we
finally have the data in a format that can be ingested by a standard machine
learning algorithm. We have a set of files that contain the feature vectors for
each packet, and we have another corresponding set of files that have a binary
label indicating a benign/malicious packet. Algorithm 5 outlines the iterative
approach to learning. In particular we show pseudocode related to the Random
Forest Classifier [5], but it can be easily generalized to other machine learning
algorithms. An important point to note here is the warm start parameter on line
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4. Since we are training in batches over many files, we need to maintain what
was learned from earlier files. The warm start parameter of Scikit-learn [6] is
used when multiple calls to the fit function are used. In the case of the Random
Forest Classifier, a number of estimators (trees) are created per file. However,
this doesn’t work if a file does not contain any malicious examples. On line 8
we skip any files that do not have malicious packets. What warm start means
differs depending on the classifier used. For example, with neural networks we
would initialize the model with the weights learned from training on previous
files.

3

Results

In this section we discuss two aspects of performance: 1) the throughput achieved
when applying a trained classifier, and 2) the classifier performance in detecting malicious network activity. The system we used for our experiments was a
DGX [22], a supercomputer designed for accelerating deep learning applications
with powerful GPUs. However, except for the Packet2Vec portion that creates
embeddings, our code primarily uses the CPU. The CPU is a dual Intel Xeon
20-core E5-2698 v4 2.2 GHz processor with 512 GBs 2133 MHz DDR4 memory.
There is some variability to the timing of runs as other users are also using the
system concurrently.
We tested our implmentation on the DARPA-2009 data set [10]. DARPA2009 is a generated data set covering a period of time from November 3-10, 2009.
Traffic is simulated between a /16 local subnet that goes through a cisco router
to the Internet. There are a variety of protocols (e.g. HTTP, SMTP, DNS) and
malicious activities (e.g. DDoS, Phishing, port scans, spam bots). For this work,
we treat all the malicious categories as single class so the problem is binary
classification: malicious or benign. We evaluated our approach on the first day’s
worth of data (about 15.5 hours because the data starts around 8:30 am). In
total for the first day there are 600 pcap files, each 1 billion bytes (954 MBs).
Groundtruth labels are provided in the form a spreadsheet specifying the IPs,
ports, and a bounding time window of when an attack occurred. For the portion
we used, malicious activity accounted for 0.46% of the the total packets.
3.1

Processing Time

In this section we report on the processing time for applying a trained classifier
on unseen data. It is important that our approach be able to keep pace with
data creation. While application of a trained machine learning model is generally
not a concern - testing is often orders of magnitude faster than training - our
approach does have significant preprocessing steps. To classify unseen data, we
need the following as input: 1) a pcap file, 2) the dictionary from n-grams to
integers (created during Algorithm 1 and written to disk on line 19), 3) the
n-gram embeddings (created from Algorithm 3 and written to disk on line 11),
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and 4) the trained classifier (created during Algorithm 5 and written to disk on
line 16).
The overall process of applying a trained classifier to unseen data is described
below. We will make note of which portions are serial, serial but could be parallelized, and already parallelized.
1. Read pcap object: We read in a pcap object. Unless there is parallel I/O,
this is largely a serial operation and cannot be parallelized.
2. N-gram the packets: For each of the packets in the pcap object, we n-gram
them. This step has been parallelized.
3. Translate the n-grams into integers: Using the dictionary, we translate each
vector of n-grams into a vector of integers. This step has been parallelized.
4. Create the feature matrix: This step takes the translated packet data of integers and converts them into embedding vectors, averages the embeddings,
and then fills a matrix that has all the feature vectors. This step should be
parallelizable but since we use a python object within C++ as the feature
matrix, we run into issues with the Python global interpreter lock only allowing one thread. This should be surmountable, but will require a deeper dive
into Boost python [2] and the NumPy C-API, which is C-based API for manipulating NumPy data structures (the feature matrix is a NumPy.ndarray).
5. C++ to python overhead: The function to create the feature matrix is written in C++ but we added a python interface. The python function reports
on average 13.6 seconds more than the corresponding C++ implementation.
We hypothesize this may be due to memory transfer costs. Regardless, this
will be difficult to optimize without a deep exploration into Boost python.
6. Making predictions on the feature matrix: Here we apply the trained classifier
to the now prepared feature matrix. We use the Scikit-learn library [6] for
the machine learning models. This step could also be parallelized using one
of the python libraries for parallel execution, but we have not taken that
step yet.
To evaluate the parallel performance of the pipeline to apply a trained classifier to unseen data, we trained a Random Forest Classifier [5] on one pcap
file and then tested it on another pcap, varying the number of threads. Figure 2
gives the overall time while Figure 3 provides the relative speedup as we increase
the thread count. As expected, the parallel portion’s total time decreases as we
increase the number of threads, though the overall speedup plateaus around 10
threads.
Since we have good understanding of which portions of the program are
parallel and which are serial, using Amdahl’s law we can estimate the maximum
1
achievable speedup: Speedup(t) = (1−p)+
p , where we can think of t as the
t
number of cores applied to the program and p is the proportion of the code
that benefits from parallel execution. As t → ∞, the equation becomes just
1
. Table 1 shows the maximum theoretical speedup based upon
Speedup(t) = 1−p
the times from using one thread. The Current row shows the times for the parallel
and serial portions for our current implementation. Based on those numbers,
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Fig. 2: Time for Testing One File: We apply a trained Random Forest Classifier to
unseen data and report the times. The
portion of the code that has been parallelized shows improvement up to ten
threads.

Fig. 3: Relative Speedup: Same data
as Figure 2 but now showing relative
speedup of the overall testing phase and
the parallel portion.

our maximum speedup is about 2.9. Experimentally, we achieved a 2.3 speedup
with ten threads. If we parallelized steps four and six, which certainly seems
possible, then the maximum speedup is close to 9.2. Of course this is only single
node speedup, and we can obtain greater aggregate throughput on a distributed
system. If pcap data is ingested on multiple nodes, the task of classifying network
traffic is embarrassingly parallel once the dictionary, embeddings, and trained
classifier have been distributed.
Table 2: Testing Throughput
Table 1: Theoretical Speedup
Parallel Serial
Max
Portion Portion Speedup
Current 106.4
56.5
2.9
Future 145.2
17.7
9.2

Num Time Size
Rate
Files (hours) (GBs) (MB/s)
Data creation 600
15.5 559
10.3
RFC 10
600
14.5 559
11.0
RFC 820
300
25.5 279
3.1
Naive Bayes 300
7.6 279
10.5

We also did some longer runs of applying a classifier to large sets of pcaps
to gauge average throughput. Table 2 summarizes the results. For the simpler
models, we can classify at about 10.5-11 MB/s while packet data is created at
an average rate of 10.3 MB/s. The original data (the first day of DARPA-2009)
comprises 15.5 hours and 600 files. We ran the Random Forest Classifier trained
on one pcap on the entire data set. We also ran another Random Forest Classifier
that was trained on 300 files and tested it on the other 300 files. Similarly, we
trained a Naive Bayes classifier on 300 files and tested on the other half. For all
the runs we utilized ten threads.
The difference between the two Random Forest Classifiers is that the one
trained on one pcap file has ten estimators while the one trained on 300 files has
820 estimators. The difference comes from the fact that in order to incorporate
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knowledge from other files to an existing Random Forest Classifier, we had to
increase the number of estimators, essentially creating additional trees for each
file. Thus, the Random Forest with 820 estimators has a much lower throughput
because the longer predictions times (about 6 seconds versus 214 seconds). In
the future, we plan to parallelize the prediction for loop which will likely make
the difference in throughput less drastic. The Random Forest Classifier with ten
estimators and the Naive Bayes were able to keep pace with the data creation
rate.
3.2

Classifier Performance

We tested out two classifiers, the Random Forest Classifier [5] and Gaussian
Naive Bayes [7]. We split the first day of DARPA-2009 into two sets of 300 files,
one for training and one for testing. We listed all 600 files and gave training
the even files and testing the odd files. This gave both sets representative data
throughout the day.
We report two metrics, the area under the curve (AUC) for both the Receiver
Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve and the Precision/Recall curve. The ROC
curve plots true positive rate against the false positive rate as the threshold is
varied. A perfect score for the AUC is 1.0. The ROC is known to provide overly
optimistic results when data skew is present, as is with DARPA-2009.
The Precision/Recall curve emphasizes how good the predictions are for the
minority class (i.e. malicious traffic). Precision is defined as the true positives
divided by the true positives and false positives. So it is the fraction of results
P
that are correct returned by the model: P recision = T PT+F
P . Recall is defined as
the number of true positives divided by the true positives plus the false negatives:
P
Recall = T PT+F
N . This gives you the fraction of the entire target class that are
being returned by the model.
Table 3 gives an overview of both classifiers and both metrics. The AUC ROC
metric gives a somewhat optimistic impression of the classifier’s skill, with values
between 0.988 and 0.996, while the AUC or the precision/recall curve range
between 0.604 and 0.667. The AUC of the precision/recall curve is probably
more useful as it gives an idea of how good the classifier does at predicting the
minority class. Figures 4 and 5 present the ROC and precision/recall curves for
the Random Forest Classifier, respectively, while Figure 6 and 7 are for Gaussian
Naive Bayes.
Table 3: Classifier performance

Random Forest Classifier
Gaussian Naive Bayes

AUC ROC AUC Precision/Recall
0.996
0.604
0.988
0.667

In both cases, there is a signficant change in the precision/recall curve when
recall is about 0.94. For Gaussian Naive Bayes, the plot is a little deceptive as
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Fig. 4: Random Forest Classifier - Receiver Fig. 5: Random Forest Classifier - PreciOperating Characteristic
sion/Recall

Fig. 6: Gaussian Naive Bayes - Receiver Op- Fig. 7: Gaussian Naive Bayes - Precierating Characteristic
sion/Recall

the first point from the data is (0.937, 0.417) with a threshold of 1, meaning
that any prediction less than one was considered benign. The point at (0, 1) is
by definition. We believe there is a large class of malicious behavior, likely the
DDoS traffic, that both classifiers have a relatively easy time predicting. The
transition at recall = 0.94 is likely for the other classes of malicious behavior.
Tables 4 and 5 provide some points along the precious/recall curve for the
two classifiers, along with the corresponding F1 score. This is to give an idea of
the tradeoff between finding malicious behavior and dealing with false positives.
For instance, the first row of Table 4 shows that the Random Forest Classifier
can find 98.8% of the malicious traffic, but you have to deal with about 94% of
the returned results being false positives. If that is too many, one could use the
threshold of the third line, where about half of the returned results are actually
malicious and you still catch 95% of the total malicious behavior.

4

Related Work

A work similar to our own is that of Lotfollahi et al. [14] and their approach
called Deep Packet. They focus on two problems, traffic characterization (e.g.
identifying peer-to-peer traffic) and application identification (e.g. identifying
traffic eminating from Skype or Tor), and use raw packet data as their data
source. Like our approach, they avoid hand crafted features, but instead of a
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Table 4: Random Forest Classifier - Precision Recall
Precision
0.060
0.108
0.504
0.630

Recall Threshold F1
0.988
0.006 0.113
0.981
0.009 0.195
0.951
0.029 0.659
0.930
0.285 0.751

Table 5: Gaussian Naive Bayes - Precision
Recall
Precision
0.050
0.010
0.417

Recall Threshold F1
0.963 2.0e-134 0.095
0.947 1.31e-118 0.181
0.937
0.999 0.577

Word2Vec-based approach, they directly feed the packet bytes into a deep learning architecture. Packets are truncated or padded to be 1500 bytes long, and then
fed into either a 1D convolutional neural network or a stacked autoencoder.
There are several papers that use deep learning, but they apply the network to
already derived features. For the most part they test out deep learning strategies
on either KDD or NSL-KDD [24, 26]. KDD is a challenge dataset from 1999
with artificially generated network data. The data was composed of benign and
malicious connections, with each connection comprising 41 features. NSL-KDD
is a modification of the original KDD data set to remove redundant records.
Javaid et al. [12] use Self-taught Learning [23] on NSL-KDD. Self-taught
learning is an approach where you first use an unsupervised machine learning
technique to create another representation of the data. For example, Javaid
et al. use an autoencoder to translate the NSL-KDD feature set into a smaller
representation. This new representation is then used as the basis for classification
in a supervised training algorithm. Yin et al. [27] also employ deep learning, this
time with recurrent neural networks, but they also test their approach on NSLKDD. We agree with the conclusions of Malowidzki et al. [16], that many of the
labeled public datasets are outdated, including NSL-KDD.
In terms of work that has examined the same data set, Moustafa and Slay [19]
ran tcptrace on the first 30 files of DARPA-2009 to create flow-based features
from which they filter down to 11 features in total. It is somewhat difficult to
compare their work with ours as they are doing classification at the flow level,
rather than at the packet level as we do. Also, they only examine 30 files, of which
they report that 99.995% of the malicious activity is related to DDoS, while our
600 files covers a much broader range of categories of malicious activity. Also,
they report that malicious flows account for 45.5% of their data set. It may be a
difference between flows and packets, but we found malicious packets to account
for far less: 0.46%. Their best recorded model was a decision tree, that missed
10 positive examples (there were 12 total non DDoS flows) and had no false
positives.
Ackerman et al. [3] also examines DARPA-2009. They divide up the data
into temporal chunks of one minute each, resulting in 13,835 chunks over the
ten days, with 1,848 being malicious (if any malicious activity occured during
the time period) and 11,987 benign. They then selected 25 features that were
aggregate computations over the time intervals. They used diffusion maps [8]
for dimensionality reduction. Then from a single initial point in the new feature
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space, they expand to find all similar points by recursively adding ones that are
within a certain distance of an existing point. They do not report precision/recall
numbers, but from what they do state we calculated an average precision of 0.03
and and average recall of 0.08, both of which are considerably lower than our
results. However, they obtain their results from a single example. for finding
other instances of malicious behavior in unlabeled data.
Part of the allure of deep learning is the ability to extract relevant features.
Other work that focuses on feature extraction include Ngyuen et al. [21], where
they use sketches [20] to approximate values in the stream of network data and
Field-programmable gate arrays (FPGA’s) to increase throughput, achieving a
rate of 21.25 Gbps. Das et al. [9] also use an FPGA-based approach and a Feature
Extraction Module (FEM) based on sketches.

5

Conclusions

We have a presented a novel application of Word2Vec, called Packet2Vec, that
translates packets into vectorized representations. We have demonstrated promising results, with classifiers achieving an AUC of the ROC between 0.988-0.996
and an AUC of the Precision/Recall curve between 0.604-0.667. The method
can be used on raw packet data and does not require any domain expertise to
extract relevant features.
There are many possible avenues for future work: Temporal phenomenon:
We completely ignored temporal information. Many detection strategies utilize
temporal information to distinguish between human actors and bots. How to
incorporate temporal information within a deep learning strategy for cyber data
is unexplored to our knowledge. Aggregating predictions: We made classification at the packet level. However, to a human analyst, it is likely more useful
to roll up predictions to the level of a flow, or an IP, or a domain. Existing features: While we rely upon the deep learning model to extract relevant features,
augmenting with existing approaches could be a fecund avenue to explore.
We believe that deep learning has much to offer cyber analysis, and that
this work is just an intial step into discovering solutions for pressing security
problems.
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Abstract. Handbags are essential items in the fashion world, becoming
indispensable in a person’s wardrobe. Such items have led a significant
financial growth for important companies in the industry. Recognizing
specific model information from a handbag posted either from magazines
or other web pages such as blogs and Facebook can help in many applications as multimedia retrieval, fashion recommendation, and fashion
search. Recently, deep convolution neural networks (CNNs) have been
widely used to extract image features and construct models capable of
accurately classifying objects from images. In this work, we aim at exploring the use of CNNs based on proposed architectures in the ImageNet
competition. We chose Inception as a neural network to train a classifier
capable of learning features from different handbags models and brands.
Our experiments were conducted on a real data set, and show the accuracy and the performance of our method for handbags brands/models
detection. Besides, we evaluate the effect on the performance and models’
accuracy by including a smart cropping phase, which is a pre-processing
step that crops the handbag region of interest of the input images before
performing the model training or prediction.
Keywords: Deep Learning · Object Detection · Handbag Recognition.

1

Introduction

Handbags are essential items in the fashion world, becoming indispensable in
a person’s wardrobe. Such items have led a significant financial growth for important companies in the industry. Recognizing specific model information from
a handbag posted either from magazines or other web pages such as blogs and
Facebook can help in many applications as multimedia retrieval, fashion recommendation, and fashion search. Another important application in this context
is to analyze comments associated with a handbag image, which can be easily
obtained from social networks. This application might help fashion companies
marketing to understand the opinion of their clients.
Several proposals have been published for object recognition in images [29],
[30],[14],[7],[19],[26]. However, handbag recognition belongs to the category of
fine-grained object recognition which is a challenging problem even for human
beings [29]. There are four main challenges in handbag recognition problem:
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1. Depending on the material of the bag, bags may have a distorted shape;
2. Intraclass low similarity, that is, bags of the same model have different colors
or shades;
3. Bags of the same model may become visually distinct due to lighting effects;
4. Different handbag brands can be very similar visually, which yields challenging to build a classifier capable of differentiating such brands/models.
Recently, deep convolution neural networks (CNNs) have been widely used
to extract image features and construct models capable of accurately classifying
objects from images. At 90% or more of the applications, there is no need to
worry about proposing and building a CNN [1]. Instead of creating an architecture for a specific problem, it is possible to initially check some architecture
already proposed on the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge
(ILSVRC) competition that performs well, download a pre-trained model and
adjust it to the problem’s dataset. It is rarely necessary to train a CNN from
scratch or create an architecture from scratch [1]. The focus of this work is to
explore the use of CNNs based on proposed architectures in the ImageNet competition to train a classifier capable of learning features from different handbag
models and brands.
There exist several methods [21], [22], [23] to generate potential bounding
boxes for bags in an image. In general, such methods output bounding boxes
covering pre-defined objects (such as bags, person, airplanes, animals, among
others) from the images. This bounding box extraction can increase the accuracy
of object detection as showed in [2], [28]. In this paper, we consider only the bag
cropped with the highest confidence in each image, and we call this phase in our
proposal as smart cropping.
We present an extensive experimental evaluation conducted on a real-world
dataset that assesses the accuracy of our proposed deep CNN models for handbag
brands detection. Indeed, we evaluate the effect on performance and models’
accuracy by including the smart cropping phase. We produce the bounding box
by running promising methods for object detection: Faster R-CNN [23], YOLOv3
[22], Single Shot MultiBox Detector (SSD) [18], among others. We observe a
trade-off between such methods concerning accuracy and performance. We also
provide some insights on how to choose proper values for model parameters
which is a challenging problem on the machine learning domain.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents our
proposed solution. Section 3 presents the experimental evaluation. Finally, Section 4 presents the related works, and Section 5 draws the final conclusions.

2

Handbag Recognition

Figure 1 shows our proposed pipeline for training a handbag recognition classifier
and predict the handbag model from an input image. Before training a classifier,
there is a need to collect lots of images already classified. In this paper, we aim
at training a model by using more than 4,000 images collected from more than
200 different handbags models that belong to around 40 brands. Our solution
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crops the handbag region of interest (ROI) of the input images before performing
the model training or prediction. We call this phase smart cropping, which is a
proper step since in real cases the handbag is not centered on the image, i.e., there
are lots of external information that would potentially mislead the classification
model.
Therefore, we propose smart cropping as a pre-processing procedure, to locate
and extract the ROI in which the handbag is located on a given input image.
There exist several object detection methods, which were design to find ROIs on
an image. [10] studies the trade-off between efficiency and effectiveness in some
state-of-the-art object detection methods, i.e., Faster R-CNN[23], R-FCN[5], and
SSD[18] by looking at Mean Average Precision (mAP) metric using MS COCO
dataset [16]. Overall, [10] noticed that SSD is faster than Faster R-CNN, on the
other hand, Faster R-CNN provides better results for mAP.
In this paper, we study five different solutions for object detection, which
were used on [10]: Faster R-CNN[23] with Inception Resnet V2[24], SSD[18]
with MobileNet[9] and R-FCN[5] with Resnet 101[8]. Apart from those, we also
investigate the widely used YOLOv3 [22] and RetinaNet [15]. In the experiment
section, we discuss the trade-off between detection accuracy and execution time.
Moreover, we also observe a gain regarding model’s accuracy and loss metrics
when such model is training with images after the smart cropping compared
with the model trained using the original images.

Fig. 1: Overview of the proposed handbag recognition solution

CNNs are at the core of most state-of-the-art computer vision solutions for
a wide variety of classification tasks. ImageNet[6] challenge leveraged many successfully deep learning models appropriate to apply to a larger variety of computer vision tasks, for example to object-detection, segmentation, human pose
estimation, video classification, object tracking, and super-resolution [25].
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A typical CNN is usually composed of three main types of layers: Convolutional Layer, Pooling Layer, and Softmax Layer. The convolutional layers generate feature maps by applying consecutive convolution between a group of trainable convolutional kernels and the input. From this, the network can learn filters
that activate when some type of visual feature or a specific pattern such as an
edge of some orientation appears. The pooling layers are utilized to progressively
reduce the spatial size of the representation to reduce the dimension of feature
maps and computation in the network, and hence to also control overfitting. The
softmax layers output the normalized probability of each label and in general,
are used at the end of a CNN [1].
The paper [4] provides an informative view comparing the trade-off between
accuracy and computational cost for different deep learning architectures proposed on the ImageNet challenge, such as VGG16, VGG19, Inception-v3, Resnet50, among others. Overall, ResNet and Inception architectures surpass all other
architectures.
It has also been shown that Inception is appropriate in big-data scenarios,
where a huge amount of data needed to be processed at reasonable cost or
scenarios where memory or computational capacity is inherently limited, for
example in mobile vision settings [25]. This is a strong reason why we chose
to build our solution upon Inception architecture in this paper. The need to
find the handbag model or brand is a common demand in mobile apps with the
widespread adoption of smartphones and the popularity of e-commerce.
However, to achieve better model accuracy, there is a need to search for
the best parameter values. There exist several model parameters to tune while
training a CNN model. In this work, we perform a widely used method, called
random search [3], to choose appropriate values for learning rate and weight
regularization. We divide the random search into two main steps: coarse search
and fine search.
Basically, in the coarse search, we randomly sample a set of pairs of learning
rate and weight regularization according to a pre-defined range of values. These
pairs are trained over a number of epochs. Next, we rank the pairs according to
the achieved model accuracy. Then, we start the fine search by looking at the
range where the best-ranked values for learning rate and weight regularization
fall within. We pick out new pairs from such range, and we train the model again
over more epochs. After that, the pair of learning rate and weight regularization
which provides the highest accuracy is the best configuration. In Section 3, we
provide more details about how we found the model parameter values for our
problem. We also refer the reader to [3] for further details.

3

Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we assess the quality and efficiency of the results by performing
our proposed approach. We use ”accuracy” as the metric to compare the models.
Accuracy is the proportion of correctly classified images, i.e., the number of
correctly classified images divided by the total number of images.
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3.1

Handbag Images Dataset

The dataset contains more than 4,000 images collected from more than 200 different handbags models non-uniformly distributed to around 40 brands. The
dataset contains professional and non-professional images, which some of them
were taken at a photographic studio with a white background and others were
taken on streets or squares, for instance. The collected dataset presents challenges to this problem as also shown in Figure 2: (i) different handbag brands
can be very similar; (ii) images with different size; (iii) images with bags not in
evidence or not centralized; (iv) bags of the same model may become visually
distinct due to lighting effects. Thus, to correctly recognize the handbag models,
our approach tries to overcome such challenges.

Fig. 2: Image samples to motivate our problem.

While conducting the experiments, we construct four datasets, and we named
them: Handbags-I, Handbags-II, Handbags-III and Handbags-IV.
From the collected images, Handbags-I dataset contains only classes (brands)
with the number of images above than a threshold. We chose to set the threshold
as the average of images per class, that is equivalent to fourteen (14). The classes
with less than 14 images were removed. Handbags-II is derived from the previous
dataset after performing the smart cropping phase applying Faster R-CNN network (this network presents the best accuracy as reported afterward). HandbagsIII is derived from the Handbags-I, however, considering only images that show
the foreground handbag region. Handbags-IV is derived from the Handbags-II,
however, considering only images that show the foreground handbag region. All
the datasets contain the same number of classes (handbag brands). We perform
data augmentation for all datasets. We adopt the following parameters for the
data augmentation: maximum 20 degrees rotation range, maximum 20% zoom
range, random perspective skewing (25% probability), and random horizontal
flip.
All the datasets contain 88 classes (handbag brands). The data augmentation
phase resulted in 17,729 images for Handbags-I, 17,729 images for Handbags-II,
14,837 images for Handbags-III, and 14,833 images for Handbags-IV. For each
dataset, the images were divided into three different sets: 65% for training, 15%
validation, and 20% for test. We ensure that the images from these three sets
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are the same in Handbags-I and Handbags-II, of course after the smart cropping
phase in the later dataset. The same applies to Handbags-III and Handbags-IV
for validation and test sets. It’s worth to mention that the sizes of the images
range from 82 x 62 to 3092 x 2576, due to this variation the images were resized
to 224 x 224.
3.2

Choice of model parameters

As we mentioned before, we found proper model parameters using random
search. In these experiments, we picked out 100 values for the pair learning rate
and weight regularization during the coarse search and fine search. We train the
model for five epochs in the coarse search, and 30 epochs in the fine search. After
the coarse search, we rank the pairs according to the achieved validation accuracy and identify a smaller range of value containing the best pairs. After the
fine search, we chose the pair of learning rate and weight regularization which
provides the highest validation accuracy.
During the coarse search and fine search, the chosen values for learning rate
and weight regularization fall within the ranges described in Table 1. As suggested in [1], we set the range of values for learning rate and weight regularization on a log scale. Notice that during the fine search, for each dataset, we
found different ranges of values for the analyzed parameters. Furthermore, the
best configuration values are different for each dataset.

Table 1: Results of hyper-parameter optimization
Coarse Search range
Dataset
Learning rate Reg. weight
Handbags-I
(10−6 , 10−3 )
(10−5 , 105 )
Handbags-II (10−6 , 10−3 )
(10−5 , 105 )
Handbags-III (10−6 , 10−3 )
(10−5 , 105 )
Handbags-IV (10−6 , 10−3 )
(10−5 , 105 )

Fine Search range
Best configurations
Learning rate Reg. weight Learning rate Reg. weight
(10−6 , 10−4 ) (10−5 , 10−2 )
5.9 · 10−5
8.8 · 10−3
(10−6 , 10−4 ) (10−5 , 10−3 )
9.7 · 10−5
8.7 · 10−5
(10−6 , 10−4 ) (10−5 , 10−3 )
6.1 · 10−5
4.5 · 10−5
(10−6 , 10−3 ) (10−5 , 10−2 )
1.4 · 10−4
7.2 · 10−5

Another relevant parameter is the optimizer. We set Adam [12] as the optimizer, which is a simple and computationally efficient algorithm for gradientbased optimization of objective functions.
3.3

Smart cropping trade-off analysis

The difference between Handbags-I and Handbags-II is the smart cropping phase
under Handbags-II construction. The same applies to Handbags-III and HandbagsIV. Therefore, we can evaluate the effect of smart cropping phase on the execution time and accuracy of the classification model.
As mentioned before, we consider five state-of-the-art object detection models to perform the smart cropping: Faster R-CNN, SSD, R-FCN, YOLOv3, and
RetinaNet. These models have a significant variation on the execution time and
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detection quality, thus allowing us to evaluate which one provides the best tradeoff to our problem. To perform Faster R-CNN, SSD, R-FCN, we use the Tensorflow Object Detection API [10]. Indeed, these models were pre-trained with the
MS COCO dataset. Since handbag is one of the labels of MS COCO, we have
decided to use the pre-trained models of Faster R-CNN with Inception Resnet
V2, SSD with MobileNet, and R-FCN with Resnet 101. In the experiments, we
use ImageAI API[20] to perform YOLOv3 and RetinaNet.
First of all, we executed each smart cropping model (Faster R-CNN, SSD,
R-FCN, YOLOv3, and RetinaNet) for the test set of Handbags-I. Table 2 reports
in seconds the execution time to perform such processing per image. Moreover,
we also collected if the model assigned the image to its correct label. The same
steps apply for Handbags-III and Handbags-IV reported in Table 3.
From these experiments, we notice that the accuracy is higher when the input
images were cropped using Faster R-CNN. However, Faster R-CNN model takes
longer to crop an image than the other models. On the other hand, YOLOv3 runs
faster to crop a given image, but the accuracy decreases. Thus, there is a tradeoff between quality and performance. Imagine a real mobile application which
detects handbag brands using our proposal. A user uploads a handbag image,
and the app provides the handbag brand. In this case, using YOLOv3 can be
more efficient since it is a real-time application. However, applications where the
efficiency is not an issue, the best choice is to crop using Faster R-CNN.
Tables 2 and 3 also report the classification time per image. For each image
cropped by a smart cropping model, we collected the execution time to classify
such image using the model trained over Handbags-II (Table 2) and HandbagsIV (Table 3). We can observe, in general, that the classification time sightly
decreases when the image is cropped by a proper smart cropping model. Thus,
to improve the performance and the accuracy of the model classification, there
is a need to choose the smart cropping model with the best accuracy. Faster
R-CNN presents the best accuracy comparing to the others, and it helps to
accelerate the classification time. Thus, we decide to adopt it in the experiments
performed in the next section.

Table 2: Execution time and accuracy obtained from classification model trained
using Handbags-II
Detection Models Smart Cropping
Classification
Top-1 accuracy
(seconds/image) (milliseconds/image)
Faster R-CNN
6.126
10.219
89.2%
3.830
10.183
87.1%
R-FCN
SSD
2.143
12.668
86.6%
RetinaNet
1.510
12.425
86.2%
YOLOv3
0.325
13.811
85.9%
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Table 3: Execution time and accuracy obtained from classification model trained
using Handbags-IV
Detection Models Smart Cropping
Classification
Top-1 accuracy
(seconds/image) (milliseconds/image)
Faster R-CNN
6.070
8.968
94.08%
R-FCN
3.802
8.982
92.77%
2.162
10.889
91.79%
SSD
RetinaNet
1.503
11.031
92.57%
YOLOv3
0.327
13.070
91.99%

3.4

Model result analysis

Table 4 provides the accuracy and loss of our proposed model over the test set for
Handbags-I, Handbags-II, Handbags-III and Handbags-IV. It is worth to mention
that after the parameters optimization described in Section 3.2, the validation
images were inserted into the training set and the model was retrained. This
procedure improved the model generalization and the accuracy in the test set.
Notice that the model trained using Handbags-II outperforms the one trained
using Handbags-I. We found the same pattern when comparing Handbags-IV and
Handbags-III. The model trained using Handbags-IV surpasses the accuracy of
the model trained using Handbags-III. These results reinforce that the smart
cropping phase in our proposal improves the model’s accuracy and decreases its
loss.
As the training and test set of Handbags-I and Handbags-II are the same
(of course, before the smart cropping in the latter dataset), we can only fairly
compare the model trained using Handbags-I with the model achieved from
Handbags-II. The same intuition applies for Handbags-III and Handbags-IV since
both datasets present the same images on training and test set (again, before
the smart cropping phase in the latter dataset).

Table 4: Accuracy and loss for the test set for each dataset. In bold are the best
results.
Dataset
Top-1 Accuracy Top-1 Loss
Handbags-I
84.09%
1.438
Handbags-II
89.54%
0.598
Handbags-III
90.37%
0.508
Handbags-IV
94.08%
0.346

4

Related Work

Fine-grained object recognition is a challenging problem and has recently received much attention in computer vision. On one hand, with the publication of
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several datasets with detailed annotations such as birds [27], dogs [11], cars [13]
datasets, among others. On the other hand, several proposals with innovative
studies which achieved remarkable performance [29], [30],[14],[7],[19], among others. These works on fashion items mainly target on clothing retrieval [17], [19],
or branded handbag recognition [29], [30], among other applications.
[14] proposes a machine learning system to compose fashion outfits automatically. [7] presents two fashion recommendation systems: one that suggests an
item that matches existing components in a set to form a stylish outfit, and
another that generates an outfit with multimodal (images/text) specifications
from a user.
[19] introduce DeepFashion, a large annotated clothes dataset. Moreover, [19]
proposes a deep learning classification model which learns clothing features by
jointly predicting clothing attributes and landmarks. [17] tackles the problem of
given a human photo captured occasionally on the street, finding similar clothing
from online shops. [17] proposes a solution including two key components, i.e.,
human/clothing parts alignment to handle human pose variation and bridging
cross-scenario discrepancies with an auxiliary daily photo dataset.
[29] proposes a handbag recognition framework. The framework consists of a
proposed CNN detection model trained over a not public handbag dataset. [29]
incorporates in its solution the symmetry property of the handbag for extracting
handbag proposals. Then each proposal is fed into the CNN detection model. [30]
also deals with handbag recognition. It tackles the problem of inter-class style
similarity and the intra-class color variation, i.e., the first challenge means that
different handbag brands can be very similar visually, and the second challenge
means that bags of the same model can present different colors or shape. As
a solution, [30] developed discriminative representations algorithms of handbag
style and color.
The problem tackled in this paper is related to the [29] and [30] problems.
However, our work differs in the deep learning architecture used as a solution
and the smart cropping step presented on the training and test phases.

5

Conclusion

In this work, we investigated the use of Inception V3 as a deep network classifier capable of learning features from different handbags models that belong
to different handbag brands. Our experiments were conducted on a real data
set, and show the accuracy and the performance of our method for handbags
brands/models detection. We also evaluated the effect on the performance and
models’ accuracy by including a smart cropping phase, which is a pre-processing
step that crops the handbag region of interest of the input images before performing the model training or prediction. We concluded that performing smart
cropping phase improves the model’s accuracy and accelerates the classification
time. As future work, we aim at investigating other deep neural networks as
Inception V4 and ResNet. Another future direction is to develop a large scale
handbags dataset.
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Abstract. In this paper, we present a novel, machine learning-based
approach for price prediction to portfolio construction in the context of
multi-period trading. We use a combination of recurrent neural network
(RNN) and a long short-term memory (LSTM) network for predicting
the future prices and to perform constrained optimization on the
portfolio update.
Evaluation using a series of back-test on a number of datasets obtained
from Shanghai Stock Exchange (SSE) and National Association of
Securities Deal Automated Quotations (NASDAQ) sources show that
our proposed approach outperforms the most common conventional
portfolio management technique, namely Robust Median Reversion
strategy, on a number of different metrics. In back-test experiment, our
proposed method offers an average of 148% returns over 360 trading
periods with 100 stocks, compared to 124% returns using conventional
technique, over the same period and number of stocks.
Keywords: Portfolio Management, Recurrent Neural Network, Long
Short-Term Memory

1

Introduction

In financel context, the term “portfolio” refers to any combination of
financial assets such as stocks, bonds and cash which are held by individual
investors or managed by financial professionals, hedge funds, banks and other
financial institutions [30]. Portfolio management is the decision-making process
of allocating a specified amount of fund to a set of different assets, with the
aim of maximizing the return under the same level of risk [5, 9]. This can be
seen as a constrained optimization problem. To this end, the mean-variance
model and the principle of efficient frontier are two most common techniques
used to construct portfolios [30].
Owing to the underlying mathematical model, the mean-variance model is
only suitable for single-period trading, and extending that to update multiple
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periods results in computationally intractable solution. Moreover, nearly all of
the tradings in the stock markets are multi-period [13]. As such, techniques based
on mean-variance model are less useful in the context of multi-period trading.
In the recent past, machine learning-based approaches have become a
popular choice for solving a number of financial, particularly portfolio
management, problems [34], in addition to solving a number of problems from
the signal processing domain [38, 40]. One of the common principles of machine
learning is to supervise the machine to learn by examples — supervised
machine learning. An underpinning aspect of learning here, in conventional
methods, is identifying the features to learn. This process, often referred to as
feature engineering, is central to most of the supervised learning. Among
different machine learning-based approaches, deep learning has become a
popular method for addressing a number of problems. Deep learning methods
rely on neural networks and their variants to learn features themselves along
with the task. As such, deep learning-based techniques have become an
attractive choice for a number of tasks both for classification problems and for
regression problems.
In the context of price prediction, the historical stock prices are treated as
a time series and future prices are predicted by learning from the past. The
novel technique we propose here in this paper combines deep learning method
and constrained optimization for handling the portfolio construction problem
in the context of multi-period trading. In particular, we use a variant of neural
network called Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) along with another variant
called Long Short Term Memory network (RNN-LSTM) to predict the future
price of each asset and to update the concerning portfolio. The combination of
networks we use in our method not only learns the features that are responsible
for the fluctuations in price, but also remembers the past due to its long-term
memory. The key contributions of this paper are two fold:

1. We propose a novel price prediction based on a combination of RNN-LSTM
network that offers far superior results than the conventional Robust Median
Reversion (RMR) method; and
2. We perform a thorough evaluation of our approach and validate its
effectiveness by performing back-test on 100 real-world stocks. We compare
our strategy against other strategies such as Passive Aggressive Median
Reversion (PAMR) and Confidence Weighted Median Reversion Strategy
(CWMR).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The background researches
about portfolio construction is discussed in Section 2. In Section 3, we discuss
our approach in solving portfolio management problem. The results of back-tests
are then discussed in Section 4. Finally, we conclude the paper with directions
for further research in Section 5.
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2
2.1

Background
Problem Statement

For a given financial market, suppose that we are interested in the investment
of d assets for n trading days altogether. At the beginning of tth trading day, our

T
investment for the d assets is denoted by the portfolio vector bt = b1t , . . . , bdt
where bjt ∈ [0, 1] represents the proportion of wealth invested in the asset j ∈
{1, 2, .. . , d} where b1t + b2t + . . . + bdt = 1. Following the investment, let vector
pt = p1t , p2t , . . . , pdt ∈ Rd+ represent the close price of all d assets at the end

T
of tth trading days. The vector xt = x1t , . . . , xdt
∈ Rd+ gives the ratio of
current close price to the previous close price for each asset j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d} at
time t, i.e., xjt = pjt /pjt−1 . At the end of tth trading day, we achieve a period
d
P
bjt xjt . The aim of portfolio management is to design a
return St = bTt xt =
j=1

strategy for determining the portfolio vector bt at the beginning ofQtth trading
n
day so as to maximize the final cumulative portfolio wealth Sn = S0 t=1 (bTt xt )
where S0 is the initial wealth at the beginning of trading. The strategy shall be
measured based on the final cumulative portfolio wealth and other metrics which
are introduced later in this paper.
In this research, we shall assume that the market is in a perfect liquidity,
with zero impact cost situation, and the price of each stock is independent from
one another. These assumptions are not trivial. The first assumption ensures
that we could invest our capital in each asset with any possible proportion. The
second assumption ensures that we could obtain price information immediately
at any time nodes without any cost. The third assumption enables us to predict
future price of each stock independently of others.
2.2

Related work

There are two main mathematical principles in the portfolio management
problem, namely the efficient frontier principle [30] and the Kelly investment
principle [18]. The mean-variance model, which is based on the efficient frontier
principle, trades in the market according to expected return of the stock and risk
(i.e., variance of the price of the stock) [3], is suitable for single-period portfolio
management. The Kelly investment principle, which targets to maximize the
expected return, focuses on multiple-period sequential portfolio management.
Traditional multiple-period sequential portfolio management methods can
be classified into four categories, namely, the Follow-the-winner,
Follow-the-loser, Pattern-Matching and Meta-Learning [24]. The first two
categories are based on existing financial models such as mean reversion model
and exponential gradient model. The Follow-the-winner algorithm is inclined
to invest stocks in a upward trend while the Follow-the-loser algorithm is
inclined to invest stocks in a downward trend. They may also be assisted by
some online learning techniques, e.g., statistical techniques to improve the
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performance [20] and to tune the parameter in them [23] [7]. The performance
of these methods depends on the validity of models on different markets such
as stock markets, futures markets or cryptocurrency markets. The
Pattern-Matching algorithm selects part of historical data similar to the
current situation for optimizing the portfolio based on some assumptions of the
behavior of the market [12]. The last category, the Meta-Learning method,
attempts to combine different categories to achieve better performance [37] [8].
Recently, a novel price prediction based strategy called Robust Median
Reversion (RMR) is proposed [15]. The strategy uses the L1-median-estimate
[15] on historical prices of assets to predict the future prices of assets. This is
followed by an update on the portfolio using these predicted prices. However,
there some factors unaccounted for such as financial crisis which cause the
prices of assets to often fluctuate drastically [22]. As a result, the
L1-median-estimate algorithm may fail to perform satisfactorily. In view of
this, machine learning methods are applied to portfolio management in recent
years.
Deep learning allows a system to automatically discover the representations
needed for feature detection or classification from data [35], has had impressive
performances in several areas such as image classification [38], speech recognition
[40], sentiment analysis [2], machine translation [6], advertising [16] and urban
design [33]. It exceeds 99% accuracy in MINST dataset for image classification
and achieves 95% accuracy for speech recognition. Deep learning methods can
also be applied to help investment managers to manage the portfolio by using
historical market data [14] [28] or predict future price [31] [39]. However, these
existing deep learning methods can only predict the stock price or obtain a
efficient frontier of portfolio for a single time period. They have not been used
in trading directly. In contrast, our research work is novel since we are the first
to propose a strategy which combines price prediction and portfolio updating
so as to output a unique portfolio vector to be directly used for multiple period
trading.

3

Methodology

The RNN-LSTM approach proposed consists of two steps, namely, the price
prediction step and portfolio updating step. In the first step, price prediction is
carried out. It is a form of a regression problem in which historical stock prices are
treated as a observations indexed by time. In our price prediction, the historical
close price of each asset is seen as a time series. This is followed by portfolio
updating in which the portfolio vector is updated based on the predicted price
obtained earlier. Fig 1 gives a flow chart to describe how our strategy is carried
out.
3.1

First Step: Price Prediction

We use RNN-LSTM to predict the close price of daily trading data. Fig 2
gives the architecture of the RNN-LSTM. The input vector of neural network is
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Fig. 1: A schematic description of the proposed RNN-LSTM technique. The first
step of the approach predicts the future price for each single asset, and the
second step updates the portfolio vector according to the predicted price.

h
iT
a moving window pjt = pjt−i+1 pjt−i+2 . . . pjt ∈ Ri+ containing the most recent
i daily close price for the j th single asset. In this research, we shall set i to be
equal to 6 after hyper-parameter tuning. In Fig 2, the output vector hjt is such
h
iT
hjt = p̂jt−i+2 p̂jt−i+3 . . . p̂jt+1 ∈ Ri+ and the element p̂jt+1 is the predicted close
price of the j th single asset at time t + 1 which be used for portfolio updating.
The output window length is also set to 6.
Table 1 contains relevant information regarding the LSTM networks which
is used in the training of a single asset after the parameter tuning. Therefore
we have 100 neural network models for training 100 stocks. Also, to avoid the
problem of over-fitting, the L1 regularization was added in our loss function and
n
m
P
P
2
our loss function is defined as
(ŷi − yi ) +0.01
|ωc | where ŷi is the predicted
i=7
m
P

value, yi is the real value and

c=1

|ωc | represents the sum of the absolute value

c=1

of m weighting parameters for the hidden layer of the neural network.
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Length of window
6
Hidden Unit
8
Learning rate
0.0006
Batch Size
8
Number of iterations
50
Optimizer
ADAM
Period of Training Data
2008/8/6 - 2014/1/9
Period of cross validation Data 2014/1/10 - 2014/8/28
Period of Back-test Data
2014/8/29 - 2016/3/9

Table 1: The parameters of LSTM used in the experiment. These hyperparameters are the same for each training neural network of 100 stocks in total.

3.2

Second Step: Portfolio Updating

In the second step, constrained optimization is used for the portfolio updating
based on the predicted price pjt+1 for single asset j obtained at time t. The price
relative vector

T
x̂t+1 = x̂1t+1 x̂2t+1 . . . x̂dt+1 ∈ Rd+
is a vector contains all d assets at time t + 1 whose j th element is x̂jt+1 =
p̂jt+1

p̂jt+1
pjt

th

in which
is the predicted close price of the j single asset at time t + 1
j
and pt is the close price of the j th single asset at time t, and the parameter d is
the total number of assets used in the experiment. The optimization problem to
obtain the optimal portfolio can be formulated as [25]

 arg min 1 kb − bt k2 , such that bT · x̂t+1 ≥ ε
(1)
bt+1 =
b∈∆d 2

bt ,
otherwise
(2)
where ε denotes the minimal return we wish to obtain in next trading day. In
this research, we select ε to be equal to 1.05. The vector bt is the portfolio
weight vector which represents the(proportion of our capital
) which we invest in
d
P
each single asset in time t, ∆d = b : bj ≥ 0,
bj = 1 and k·k denotes the
j=1

Euclidean norm. The inequality in (1) is used to decide whether we should
update our portfolio vector; if its constraint is satisfied, that is, the expected
return is higher than the expected minimal return (bT · x̂ ≥ ε), then the
resulting portfolio equals to previous portfolio (bt+1 = bt ). However, if the
constraint is not satisfied, then the formulation will update a new portfolio
such that the expected return is higher than the expected minimal return,
while the new portfolio is not far from previous portfolio. Since the proportion
which we invest in any single asset cannot be a negative number, we shall
constrain our portfolio vector to be non-negative. The solution of the
optimization problem is first analytically obtained without considering the
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Fig. 2: The architecture of RNN used in the experiments for each single asset
h
iT
where pjt = pjt−i+1 pjt−i+2 . . . pjt
is the input vector and hjt is such hjt =
h
iT
is the output vector. Each block A here represents
p̂jt−i+2 p̂jt−i+3 . . . p̂jt+1
identical hidden layers of RNN with LSTM block.

non-negatively constraint:
0

bt+1 = bt − αt+1 (x̂t+1 − x̄t+1 1)
where x̄t+1 = d1 (1 · x̂t+1 ) denotes the average predicted price relative, d is the
number of assets and αt+1 is the Lagrangian multiplier due to the inequality in
(1) according to the method of solving the Lagrangian multiplier in a inequality
constraint [27]. The Lagrangian multiplier can be calculated as
(
αt+1 = min 0,

)

bTt · x̂t+1 − ε
2

kx̂t+1 − x̄t+1 1k

.

(3)

By combining (1) and (3), we can update our portfolio vector as follows:
(
0

bt+1 = bt − min 0,

)

bTt · x̂t+1 − ε
2

kx̂t+1 − x̄t+1 1k

(x̂t+1 − x̄t+1 1) .
0

(4)

Note that it is possible that the resulting portfolio vector bt+1 in (4) contains
negative elements since the non-negativity constraint is not considered. Thus,
to ensure that the portfolio is non-negative, the the resulting portfolio vector
0
bt+1 in (4) undergoes Euclidean projection to a non-negative domain [10]. The
resulting portfolio bt+1 of the projection can be proved to be the vector with
0
the shortest Euclidean distance from vector bt+1 in non-negative domain [10].
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4

Results and Discussion

There are 100 stocks in total from Shanghai Stock Exchange (SSE) or
National Association of Securities Dealers Automated Quotations (NASDAQ)
which are used in our experiments. These trading records of stocks can be
downloaded in Yahoo Finance for free. The detailed information of these stocks
are in the appendix. These data are divided into three parts based on time
sequence, the first part is training set which is used to train a RNN-LSTM
network to predict price; the second part is cross validation set which is used to
tune the hyper-parameters of the neural network. The other is test set which is
used in the back-test. For each stock, there are 1620 trading records used to
train the neural network, 180 trading records used to hyper-parameter tuning
and 360 trading records used in the back-test experiment.
4.1

Results of Back-tests

Performance Measures The following financial metrics shall be used to
measure the performance of each portfolio management strategy in this paper.
1. Final Cumulative Portfolio Wealth. Final cumulative portfolio wealth
is the portfolio value in the last time step, it can reflect how much money
will be make or lost in the whole trading period. The higher the final value,
the better the result of the strategy become.
2. Positive Days. Positive days is the proportion of trading periods which
have the positive return ( pt+1
pt > 1).
3. Max Drawdown [29]. The drawdown is the measure of the decline from a
historical peak in some variable (typically the cumulative profit or total open
equity of a financial trading strategy). For example, if X = (X (t) , t > 0) is
a random process with X (0) = 0, the drawdown at time T , denoted D (T ),
is defined as:


D (T ) = max 0, max X (t) − X (T )
t∈(0,T )

The maximum drawdown (MDD) up to time T is the maximum of the
Drawdown over the history of the variable. The formula is:


M (T ) = max
max X (t) − X (τ )
τ ∈(0,T ) t∈(0,τ )

It can be understood as the proportion of money one will lose in the worst
situation during the trading period so the lower the max drawdown, the
better the result of the strategy.
4. Sharpe Ratio [36] [32]. In finance, the Sharpe ratio (also known as the
Sharpe index, the Sharpe measure, and the reward-to-variability ratio) is a
way to examine the performance of an investment by adjusting for its risk.
The ratio measures the excess return (or risk premium) per unit of deviation
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in an investment asset or a trading strategy, typically referred to as risk. The
Sharpe ratio is defined as:
sa =

E [Ra − Rf ]
E [Ra − Rf ]
=p
σa
V ar [Ra − Rf ]

where Ra is the asset return, Rf is the risk-free return. E [Ra − Rf ] is the
expected value of the excess of the asset return over the benchmark return,
and σa is the standard deviation of the asset excess return. The Sharpe ratio
characterizes how well the return of an asset compensates the investor for the
risk taken so the higher value, the better the result of the strategy become.
Results of Back-tests and Discussion The initial value of the bakc-test
experiment is set to be 1000000 and the commission fee is set to be 0.05% in
this experiment. The commission fee is the money which will be cost in each
transaction, 0.05% commission fee means 0.05% amount of transactions should
be paid as commission fee in each transaction. After running the back-test
experiment based on 100 stocks, the performance of RNN-LSTM based
strategy is compared to several well-known or recently published strategies
based on several metrics as discussed in this section. Also, we try to compare
the result of our strategy to the performance of the market. Buy and Hold
strategy, a strategy which spread the total capital equally into the preselected
assets and holding them without making any purchases or selling until the end,
can represents the performance of the market. Also, Uniform Constant
Rebalanced Portfolios, a strategy invest all assets in average in the first time
step and keep the capital in each assets equal in the following trading periods
[21], can represents the performance of the market as well.
Most of the strategies compared in this work were surveyed by Li and Hoi [24]
including Online Moving Average Reversion Strategy (OLMAR) [23], Passive
Aggressive Median Reversion Strategy (PAMR) [26], Online Newton Selection
(ONS) [1], Exponentiated Gradient (EG) and Anticor [4], Kernel-Based Strategy
(BK) [11], Confidence Weighted Median Reversion Strategy (CWMR) [25] except
Robust Median Reversion Strategy (RMR) [15]. Table 2 shows performance of
100 stocks according to the metrics Final Value, Max Drawdown, Positive Days
and Sharpe Ratio of 100 stocks in the back-test with 0.05% commission fee.
Table 2 shows back-test result of 100 stocks according to the metrics Final
Value, Max Drawdown, Positive Days and Sharpe Ratio of 100 stocks in the backtest with 0.05% commission fee. The value which has bold font represents the
best result of these strategies, the value which has underline represents the second
better result of these strategies. The final value of Buy and Hold strategy after
360 trading periods is about 100% which shows the overall trend of the market
is stable relatively. It can be seen that RNN-LSTM strategy has the highest
return (148%) and CWMR strategy obtains the second best return(124%) in
the back-test experiment. RNN-LSTM strategy also achieves the best result in
Sharpe Ratio and achieves the second best result in Max Drawdown. RNNLSTM strategy outperforms than RMR strategy, which is the benchmark in this
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Final value Max Drawdown Sharpe Ratio Positive Days
ANTICOR 106.2414%

0.234585

0.409714

0.51676

BAH

99.9219%

0.199235

0.120446

0.511173

BK

103.0641%

0.147922

0.31184

0.541899

CRP

107.7313%

0.165124

0.96716

0.513966

CWMR

124.6668%

0.21815

1.417289

0.555866

EG

116.6944%

0.125781

1.237309

0.519553

OLMAR

101.4545%

0.415075

0.08132

0.485101

ONS

86.86563%

0.296049

-0.7179

0.472067

PAMR

120.174%

0.227172

1.390486

0.558659

LSTM

148.4522%

0.139873

1.687191

0.527933

RMR

111.3425%

0.178053

0.780039

0.5

UP

108.4251%

0.141192

0.930596

0.519553

Table 2: Performance of our strategy and other strategies in back-test of all 100
stocks with 0.05% commission fee. The performance metrics are Final Portfolio
Value, Max Drawdown, Sharpe Ratio. The other strategies in the table are Buy
and Hold (BAH), Uniform Constant Rebalanced portfolio (CRP) [21], Online
Moving Average Reversion Strategy (OLMAR) [23], Robust Median Reversion
Strategy (RMR) [15], Passive Aggressive Median Reversion Strategy (PAMR)
[26], Online Newton Selection (ONS) [1], Exponentiated Gradient (EG), KernelBased Strategy (BK) [11], Confidence Weighted Median Reversion Strategy
(CWMR) [25] and Anticor [4]. The value which has bold font represents the best
result of these strategies, the value which has underline represents the second
best result of these strategies.

research, in all four metrics. RNN-LSTM strategy does not achieve the best two
result only in the Postive Days metric. It means the stability of RNN-LSTM
strategy may not be remarkable enough.
Figure 3 gives the plot of the change of final value against time of the
RNN-LSTM strategy, Buy and Hold strategy and Uniform Constant
Rebalanced Portfolios. The Buy and Hold strategy and Uniform Constant
Rebalanced Portfolios can represent the performance of the whole market. The
x-axis represents the time t and the y-axis represents the final value of the each
strategy. RNN-LSTM strategy performs better than Buy and Hold strategy
and UCRP strategy in final value throughout the back-tests although it cannot
perform better in every time period. It is because the profitability of our
strategy depends on the accuracy of the price prediction. The price prediction
can not be accurate every time and the money will be lose if the prediction is
not accurate enough in that trading period. However, RNN-LSTM strategy
still obtains a lower value in Max Drawdown than Buy and Hold strategy or
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Fig. 3: Final value of the Back-test for RNN-LSTM strategy Buy, Hold strategy
and Uniform Constant Rebalanced Portfolios in each trading day.

Uniform Constant Rebalanced Portfolios which means that the risk of our
strategy is lower than the average performance of the market in terms of the
whole 360 trading periods.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we propose a novel multiple period on-line portfolio selection
strategy which based on the stock price prediction by Recurrent Neural
Network (RNN) which has Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) block. The
profitability of our strategy surpasses most of common portfolio management
strategies, as demonstrated in the paper by the average result of back-test over
100 stocks in a stock market. In the experiment, RNN-LSTM strategy
outperformed RMR strategy, which is seen as benchmark in this research for
all four metrics. The satisfying performance of our strategy confirm the
effectiveness of prediction of RNN-LSTM. Also, our strategy may can initiate a
new direction of portfolio management research which combines deep learning
method to constraint optimization method.
There are several research directions we may take in the future. The first
is multiple comparisons with the best (MCB) [19]. We can divide these stocks
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into several small datasets and MCB method may be used in these datasets
to obtain a more compelling conclusion in comparison with our strategies and
other strategies. Ranking test can reveal that whether the excellent performance
of our strategy is not due to chance but owed to the strategy principle. Next,
we shall try to upgrade our strategy to control the volatility of the portfolio.
Our strategy do not achieve the best result of Max drawdown and Positive
Days in the back-test experiment which means the stability of our strategy is
not remarkable enough. In additional, we can put risk-free asset such as T-bills
into consideration to avoid the risk which all prices of stocks are falling down.
The volatility of portfolio should also be controlled when risk-free asset is put
into consideration. Lastly, we shall continue to explore the effectiveness of our
strategy in high frequency trading data such as half hour trading data or 5
minutes trading data and compared our strategy with other machine learning
strategy such as the deep reinforcement learning strategy [17] in the future work.
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Appendix

The appendix shows the detailed stock code or logogram of stocks which are
used in the back-test.
1. SSE. There are 50 stocks from SSE, their stock codes are 600000, 600001,
600004, 600015, 600028, 600031, 600060, 600249, 600546, 600848,600104,
600109, 600119, 600485, 600893, 601198, 601377, 601800, 601985,
601998,600016, 600036, 600111, 600519, 600585, 601006, 601088, 601318,
601328, 601601,600048, 600050, 600089, 600104, 600282, 600348, 600547,
601857, 601899, 601939,600019, 600362, 600383, 600489, 600518, 600887,
601600, 601628, 601788, 601766.
2. NASDAQ. There are 50 stocks from NASDAQ, their logograms are CAT,
GE, GS, F, CAH, CCL, CCE, DIS, DUK, HAS, AVP, BXP, D, DFS, DVA,
IFF, MAS, MO, POM, USB, ALL, BDX, C, CNP, EFX, MSI, NWL, S,
TGNA, ZMH, BBT, BBY, BIG, BILL, COP, DRI, GWW, VNO, XEL, XL,
AEP, AIV, AN, BMY, CHRW, CL, DNR, HUM, JPM, MTB.
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Abstract. Artificial Intelligence is increasingly being used by credit and
finance companies and has led to most financial transactions being carried out through electronic systems. As a consequence, there has been
an increase in fraud transactions. Additionally, fraudsters continuously
look for new approaches to commit illegal actions. Frauds usually result
in high economic costs. Improvements in fraud detection systems play
a key role in reducing losses and improve the reliability of electronic
systems. In order to obtain a more effective fraud detection, many researchers have attempted to develop sophisticated anti-fraud approaches
by incorporating artificial intelligence, mainly machine learning, techniques. Machine techniques induce models able to distinguish between
legitimate and illegitimate transactions, supporting fraud detection handling large volumes of highly complex data. A challenge arising from
applying machine-learning techniques to fraud-related datasets is the
high imbalance in the data from the different classes. In these datasets,
which are usually binary, the class of interest, fraud, usually has much
less examples than the non-fraud class. Machine label algorithms based
on ensembles have been successfully applied to imbalanced datasets. Additionally, there is a movement towards increasing transparency and interpretability of artificial intelligence, called explainable artificial intelligence. This paper investigates using machine learning techniques able to
induce interpretable models for fraud detection tasks. Considering this,
algorithms with increasing complexity are applied to three fraud-related
imbalanced datasets, associated with credit card transaction fraud, click
fraud and retail fraud. Finally, to improve the predictive performance, the
parameters of the most complex technique are optimized using two different optimization algorithms. The experimental results show the gains
obtained by this approach.
Keywords: Explainable Artificial Intelligence · Fraud detection · Multiobjective optimization.

1

Introduction

Fraud can be defined as any deceitful activity that leads to obtaining unlawful
advantage by one part over another or causes unlawful losses [14]. Typically, the
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fraudster uses false or misleading representations to disguise his/her activities as
long as possible in order to maximize the effects of his/her fraudulent behavior
[2]. Adverse effects related to fraud have an impact on all business enterprises
[18]. The development of new technologies has also provided further ways in
which criminals may commit fraud. Therefore, fraud detection has become an
important issue in identifying frauds as soon as they have been committed [10].
It is increasing substantially with the expansion of global communication technologies, resulting in considerable business losses [1].
The Internet Crime Complaint Center (IC3), which is a joint operation between the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and the National White Collar
Crime Center (NW3C), summarizes the number of complaints related to internet crimes received and the corresponding dollar losses [2]. Figure 1 shows an
increase from 262,813 complaints in 2013 to 301,580 in 2017, with a corresponding loss from 781.8 million dollars to 1,418.7 million dollars. In 2016, the loss
was 1,450.7 million dollars. Therefore, the costs incurred by fraud transferred
to the society can be observed causing increased inconvenience to customers,
unnecessarily high prices of goods and services, and criminal activities funded
by fraudulent gains. Despite significant advances in fraud detection technologies,
fraud losses continue to be a significant problem in sectors such as telecommunications, banking and finance, insurance, e-commerce, and many others [18].
Fraud detection is a constantly evolving discipline. As soon as a new detection method is designed, criminals adapt their strategies and try new ones. As
new fraudsters are also constantly taking action, they may be barred by fraud
detection methods that have been successful in the past. This means that previous detection methods need to be constantly applied, as well as the latest
developments [21].
The first layer of protection systems is to prevent fraud. Fraud prevention is
the task of preventing fraud from happening in the first place. This can be done
by improving technologies and projects. However, the first tier is not always

IC3 Internet crime affecting victims across the globe

301,580

Losses

298,728

$781.8M

#Complains

$800.5M
288,012
$1,070.7M

$1450.7M

269,422

$1,418.7M

262,813

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Years

Fig. 1. Number and costs of internet crimes across the globe.
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successful and is occasionally penetrated by fraudsters. Fraud detection is the
second layer of defense, and it is responsible for detecting and recognising fraudulent activities as they enter into systems and for reporting them to a system
manager [2].
It is impossible to be absolutely sure about the intent behind a transaction.
However, fraud detection is one of the layers of general fraud control. It automates and helps reduce the manual parts of a verification process to identify a
fraudulent transaction. This area has become one of the most established industrial and governmental data mining applications [13]. Given the reality, the best
cost effective option is to discover possible evidence of fraud from the available
data using automatic algorithms [23].
It is important to mention that there are commercial compromises that have
to be reached between the cost of detecting a fraud and the savings to be made by
detecting it. Additionally, the adverse publicity of a campaign of fraud detection
can be complicated. Revealing that an enterprise is a significant target of fraud,
even though many frauds have been detected, does not inspire confidence, and
accusing an innocent customer who may be suspected of fraud is detrimental
to good customer relations. Thus, a proper fraud detection technique must not
only maximize correct predictions, but also maintain incorrect predictions at an
acceptable level [19].
Once the costs and challenges that may be caused by these illicit activities are
presented, it becomes evident that the development of efficient fraud detection
algorithms is essential to reduce these costs. Fraud detection algorithms can
rely on advanced Machine Learning (ML) techniques to help fraud investigators.
Designing fraud detection algorithms is, however, particularly challenging due
to non-stationary data distributions, highly imbalanced class distributions, and
continuous transaction flows [15].
Therefore, the main contributions of this paper are: (i) investigating the
use of ML techniques for the fraud detection task; (ii) investigating the use of
other areas of successful techniques [24] to deal with fraud detection imbalanced
datasets; (iii) comparing the use of optimization methods (MOPSO and NSGAII) determining the best Cascade Random Forest (CRF) parameters for fraud
detection; and (iv) a comprehensive criterion to choose the best CRF parameters
in case of fraud detection;
The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 presents some aspects of the
datasets used in this research. Section 3 presents the methodology adopted.
Section 4 presents and discusses the results obtained, and Section 5 draws the
main conclusions and points out future work directions.

2

Aspects of Fraud Datasets

In order to evaluate and compare the performance of the ML techniques, three
fraud datasets, covering different fraud problems, were used:
– Credit Card Fraud dataset [20];
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– Click Fraud Dataset [8];
– Retail Fraud Dataset [22].
Although these datasets have been used in previous publications, the authors
did not find any previous work evaluating the performance of different levels of
explainable ML [6] using these datasets. Next, the main aspects of each dataset
are presented.
2.1

Credit Card Fraud Dataset

This dataset was one of those used in the UCSD-FICO Data mining contest
2009, organised by FICO (Fair Isaac Corporation), a provider of analytics and
decision management technology, and the University of California, San Diego
(UCSD). It is a real dataset of e-commerce transactions [20].
The competition provided two files, one labeled (for training) and one unlabeled (to evaluate the submitted solutions). For the experiments in this paper,
we used only the labeled training dataset. It contains 94682 transactions- from
9811 customers in a period of 2002 days. This dataset has 19 predictive attributes
and one target attribute [20], as follows:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

amount - the total amount of the purchase;
hour1 - the hour of the day of the purchase;
state1 - the state of the customer;
zip1 - the zip code of the customer;
field 1,...,5 - five anonymized fields;
indicator 1,2 - two anonymized indicators;
flag - 1,...,4 - four anonymized flags;
Target - the target to be predicted;

The attributes total and amount, as well as hour1 and hour2 are found to
be the same for each transaction, thus we removed the total and hour2. Similarly, state1 and zip1 are also the same information, thus we removed state1. All
other attributes are anonymized and consequently, it was decided to keep them
as they are. Therefore, the final credit card (CCard) dataset contains 16 attributes—amount, hour1, zip1, field1, domain1, field2, flag1, field3, field4, field5,
indicator1, indicator2, flag2, flag3, flag4, flag5 and Target [20].
2.2

Click Fraud Dataset

The click fraud dataset used in the experiments was obtained from the largest
Chinese independent platform of big data services. It covers 70% of active mobile
devices nationwide. The dataset covers approximately 200 million clicks collected
during 4 days [8].
Each row in the click fraud dataset contains a click record, with the following
attributes.
– ip - ip address of the click;
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– app - app id for marketing;
– device - device type id of user mobile phone (e.g., iphone 6 plus, iphone 7,
huawei mate 7, etc.);
– os - os version id of user mobile phone;
– channel - channel id of mobile ad publisher;
– click time - timestamp of click (UTC);
– attributed time - if the user downloads the app after clicking on an ad, this
is the time the app was downloaded;
– is attributed - the target to be predicted, indicating the app has been downloaded.
Table 1 summarises the main information found in the click fraud dataset.
The total amount of transactions, the amount of frauds and genuine transactions,
and the significant information of fraud transaction ratio can be observed. The
click fraud dataset transaction ratio is 1:398. This information demonstrates
the highly imbalanced characteristics of the data. However, it is important to
note that while other fraud detection problems often contain a much larger
number of genuine transactions than fraud transactions, when analysing click
fraud detection problems, this characteristic is reversed. This particular aspect
was identified in the click fraud dataset analysed [8].
2.3

Retail Fraud Dataset

The retail fraud data used is available in [22] and it has been anonymized. Each
of the 401,146 rows of the data table includes information on one report by some
salesman. This information includes an ID, a product ID, and the quantity and
total value reported by the salesman. This data has already gone through some
previous analysis. The result of this analysis is shown in Insp attributes, which
has the result of the inspection of some transactions by the company [22].
The retail fraud dataset used has the following attributes:
–
–
–
–
–

ID - a factor with the ID of the salesman.
Prod - a factor indicating the ID of the sold product.
Quant - the number of reported sold units of the product.
Val - the reported total monetary value of the sale.
Insp - three possible values: “ok” if the transaction was inspected and considered valid by the company, “fraud” if the transaction was found to be
fraudulent, and “unknown”.

In order to evaluate if a transaction is valid or fraud, the unknown reads were
removed to create the final retail fraud dataset used, resulting in a dataset with
15,546 labeled transactions. This settlement were recommended by [22].
2.4

General Aspects of All Datasets

Table 1 presents summarised information about all the datasets used in this research. One important aspect to verify is the high imbalance ratio of all datasets.
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The CRF [24] technique was developed to address this characteristic and this
research optimizes the CRF [24] parameters to obtain better classification results
regarding the majority and minority classes (genuine and fraud).

Table 1. Imbalanced Classification Datasets Used in the Experiments

3

Name

Number of Examples
Total
Genuine Fraud

CCard

94,682

Imb. Ratio

#Features

97.78%

2.22%

44:1

21

Click

3,698,077

0.25%

99.75%

1:398

8

Retail

15,546

92.28%

7.72%

12:1

5

Methods

Genetic algorithms (GA) techniques were recently combined with k-means to
optimize credit card fraud detection. This hybrid technique enhanced the classification performance of the minority instances of credit card fraud in the imbalanced dataset [3]. GA were also combined with fuzzy logic to optimize fuzzy
rules and determine the most dangerous seller in auction fraud detection [25].
It is important to highlight that fuzzy logic is a predictive model that humans
can interpret. Therefore, optimization methods and explainable models have
provided improvements in the subject of fraud detection.
Multi-objective optimization has been applied in many fields of science, including engineering, economics and logistics, where trade-offs between two or
more conflicting objectives is present. Meta-heuristics find a set of solutions in a
search space, which cannot be entirely demonstrated using some forms of stochastic optimisation, where the solution found is conditional on the set of random
variables generated. Meta-heuristics search over a large set of possible solutions
and find excellent solutions with a minor number of attempts than optimisation
algorithms, iterative methods, or simple heuristics. Therefore, meta-heuristics
are useful methods for optimisation problems. NSGA-II [5] and MOPSO [17]
are the well-known meta-heuristic optimisation methods for non-trivial multiobjective optimisation problems in engineering, economics and logistics. Thus,
the objective functions are contradictory, and there are a number of Pareto optimal solutions. In case none of the objective functions can be enhanced in value
without the deterioration of other objective values, the solution is called nondominated Pareto optimal. All Pareto optimal solutions are taken into account
equally. The objective is to find a set of Pareto optimal solutions, and to find a
single solution that satisfies the criterion of a decision maker (DM) [7].
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3.1

3.1 Multi-objective Particle Swarm Optimisation

PSO is a population based method for optimisation [9]. The population of the
potential solution is called a swarm. It is formed by a set of particles. The
particles in the swarm search their best solution based on their own experience
and the other particles of the same swarm. PSO became the most popular swarm
intelligence technique shortly after being introduced, but due to its limitation of
optimisation for only one single objective, a new concept Multi-Objective PSO
(MOPSO) became very popular [17], by which optimisation can be performed for
more than one conflicting objective simultaneously. Instead of a single solution,
a set of solutions is determined, which is also called a Pareto optimal set [7].
3.2

Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm-II

NSGA-II [5] is a useful algorithm, which has an improved mechanism based upon
the crowding distance and performs constraints using an adapted apparatus of
dominance with no penalty functions. At first, a zero level is allocated to all
non-dominated individuals. During the elimination of the individuals from the
population, the lately non-dominated solutions are allocated level one. This procedure is performed until the time in which all the solutions have been allocated
a non-domination level. The NSGA-II uses a binary tournament selection based
on the lesser rank and greater crowding distance. Then an offspring is generated
from the selected population using crossover and mutation operators. Finally,
the present offsprings and population are sorted another time, dependent on the
non-domination and just the population size of the best individuals are selected
[7].
3.3

Cascade Random Forests

The CRF proposed by [24] minimises the negative effect of the data imbalance by
ensembling multiple random forests (RF) [4] in a cascade fashion, where each of
them is trained with a balanced training subset. Thus, each trained RF will not
be biased toward the majority class and the connected RF [4] are intrinsically
an ensemble method, which helps to reduce the negative effects of information
loss caused by random sub-sampling [7].
3.4

Cascade Random Forest Parameter Optimisation

The CRF proposed algorithm was introduced to deal with the imbalance of the
Protein-protein interaction (PPI) problem [24]. The algorithm determines the 4
best parameter values according to the results obtained during the analyses.
The parameters and their best values for PPI are listed as follows:
– L - the number of layers of RF in the trained CRF equal to the imbalance
ratio of the datasets;
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– TPR - Prescribed true positive rate for selecting the threshold of each trained
RF. The value indicated is 0.95;
– nTree - number of trees in each RF equal to 15;
– minLeaf - minimum number of required examples to form a leaf equal to
400;
However, two questions that arise are:
– Can CRF be used in other research areas with imbalanced data?
– – What should the values be of the CRF parameters for imbalanced datasets
from another area of study such as fraud detection?
Therefore, this work implements a cost function based on the CRF algorithm [24], with four parameters (L, TPR, nTree and minLeaf) and compares
the MOPSO and NSGA-II performance. It also determines Pareto optimal sets
in case of tree fraud datasets (credit card, click and retail) to answer these questions. Based on the Pareto optimal sets, the decision maker can choose the best
parameters, as presented in the Results section.

4

Experimental Results

There is a strong movement in ML to have predictive models that humans can
easily interpret [6]. Due to the importance of transparency in ML tasks, we
used ML algorithms that induce explainable models. We used transparent ML
algorithms with three levels of transparency: the C4.5 decision tree induction
algorithm [16], Random Forests (RF) [4], which create an ensemble of decision
trees, and Cascade Random Forests (CRF), which induce a cascade of RFs [24].
The mentioned contributions of the paper are: (i) investigating the use of ML
techniques for the fraud detection task; (ii) investigating the use of successful
techniques in other areas [24] dealing with fraud detection imbalanced datasets;
(iii) comparing the use of optimisation methods (MOPSO and NSGA-II) determining the best Cascade Random Forest (CRF) parameters for fraud detection;
and (iv) a comprehensive criterion to choose the best CRF parameters in case
of fraud detection;
The ML algorithm used in this work model adopted for the work investigation
is the Random Forest [4]. This model was chosen by [24] to be assembled in the
CRF. Therefore, the work investigates the use of this ML tool for the fraud
detection task.
Originally CRF was successfully used to deal with the imbalance PPI problem
[24]. In the case of this work, the proposed method was used for fraud detection
imbalanced datasets. Table 2 presents the classification predictive performance
for C4.5, RF and the standard CRF (CRF with [24] default parameter values:
L=imbalance ratio,TPR=0.95, nTree=15 and minLeaf=400) for fraud dataset
majority (Pos Pred Value - PPV) and minority (Neg Pred Value - NPV) classes.
The good CRF performance of this task can be clearly observed. However, it is
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not possible to ensure if the CRF parameter values used in the PPI problem are
the most appropriate to be used in case of fraud detection.
The metrics chosen for comparison are PPV (ratio of the correct classification
of the majority class) and NPV (ratio of the correct classification of the minority
class) obtained by the confusion matrix of the classification results. In case of
imbalanced datasets, these metrics are a trade-off (the increase in one value
results in the decrease in the other value and vice-versa). Based on this, MOPSO
and NSGA-II multi-objective optimization techniques were chosen to determine
the Pareto optimal solutions for this problem.
Table 2. C4.5, RF and CRF default (10-fold cross-validation) (PPV/NPV).
Datasets

C4.5
PPV

NPV

RF-default
PPV
NPV

CRF-default
PPV
NPV

CCard

0.81 ± 0.01 0.82 ± 0.01 0.84 ± 0.01 0.82 ± 0.01 0.88 ± 0.01 0.88 ± 0.01

Click

0.91 ± 0.01 0.81 ± 0.01 0.91 ± 0.01 0.82 ± 0.01 0.93 ± 0.02 0.82 ± 0.02

Retail

0.89 ± 0.01 0.82 ± 0.02 0.90 ± 0.02 0.85 ± 0.02 0.98 ± 0.01 0.89 ± 0.01

Table 3 presents the model performance based on Balanced Accuracy (BAcc)
and Geometric mean (Gmean) metrics [12]. One can infer that for all fraud
datasets, there is a performance increase from C4.5 to CRF-Default. Additionally, based on the performance results presented in Table 5, it can be concluded
that NSGA-II and MOPSO determined the most appropriate parameters and
achieved better results when compared with the benchmark models.
Table 3. C4.5, RF and CRF default (10-fold cross-validation) (BAcc/Gmean).
Datasets

C4.5
BAcc
GMean

RF-default
BAcc
GMean

CRF-default
BAcc
GMean

CCard

0.83 ± 0.01 0.83 ± 0.01 0.86 ± 0.01 0.86 ± 0.01 0.89 ± 0.01 0.89 ± 0.01

Click

0.91 ± 0.01 0.91 ± 0.01 0.91 ± 0.01 0.91 ± 0.01 0.88 ± 0.02 0.87 ± 0.03

Retail

0.86 ± 0.02 0.85 ± 0.02 0.90 ± 0.01 0.90 ± 0.01 0.94 ± 0.01 0.94 ± 0.01

Tables 4 and 5 present the average and standard deviation calculated over
the Pareto optimal solutions obtained from NSGA-II and MOPSO optimization
techniques. The superiority of MOPSO in this task can be observed for all the
fraud datasets used regarding all the metrics calculated (PPV, NPV, BAcc and
Gmean). Therefore, the work contributes with a comparison between MOPSO
and NSGA-II for CRF optimisation to the task of fraud detection classification.
The MOPSO superiority can also be observed by the graphics of the Pareto
optimal solutions plotted in Figures 2, 3 and 4. The MOPSO (black curve) includes higher values for both PPV and NPV compared to the NSGA-II (blue
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Table 4. Pareto optimal solutions comparison (PPV/NPV).
Datasets

CRF-NSGA-II
PPV
NPV

CRF-MOPSO
PPV
NPV

CCard

0.88 ± 0.03

0.85 ± 0.05

0.89 ± 0.04

0.88 ± 0.05

Click

0.93 ± 0.05

0.80 ± 0.06

0.96 ± 0.04

0.82 ± 0.06

Retail

0.97 ± 0.06

0.86 ± 0.01

0.99 ± 0.01

0.87 ± 0.04

Table 5. Pareto optimal solutions comparison (BAcc/Gmean).
Datasets

CRF-NSGA-II
BAcc
Gmean

CRF-MOPSO
BAcc
Gmean

CCard

0.87 ± 0.04

0.87 ± 0.04

0.89 ± 0.04

0.89 ± 0.04

Click

0.87 ± 0.05

0.86 ± 0.06

0.89 ± 0.05

0.88 ± 0.05

Retail

0.92 ± 0.03

0.92 ± 0.02

0.93 ± 0.02

0.93 ± 0.03

curve). The graphs also present the standard CRF classification value (red circle). The lower performance can be seen in comparison to one possible MOPSO
decision maker choice (green triangle). The decision maker could choose any
MOPSO Pareto optimal solution. Therefore, one question still remains, which is
about the comprehensive criterion to choose the best CRF parameters in case of
fraud detection. Any MOPSO Pareto optimal solution can be chosen. However,
it is important to remember that there are commercial compromises that have
to be reached between detecting a fraud and accusing an innocent customer who
may be suspected of fraud. Therefore, a good balance about the PPV and NPV
are imperative to determine the chosen Pareto optimal solution (green triangle).
Table 6 shows the values of PPV, NPV, BAcc and Gmean in case of CRF
with MOPSO (the best model). The values were chosen based on the Pareto
optimal solution curves (green triangles) in all presented graphs (Figures 2, 3
and 4) and the parameter values associated with them. These results can be
compared with Table 2 and the superior performance of the MOPSO technique
can be seen in comparison with C4.5, RF, standard CRF and NSGA-II.

Table 6. MOPSO best CRF parameters.
Datasets

CRF with MOPSO
minLeaf PPV NPV

L

TPR

nTree

BAcc

Gmean

10

0.92

19

418

0.90

0.90

0.90

0.90

Click

9

0.90

14

403

0.97

0.87

0.92

0.92

Retail

11

0.93

17

428

0.99

0.91

0.95

0.95

CCard
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Credit Card Fraud Detection Dataset

Neg Pred Value

0.90

0.85

MOPSO
NSGA−II
CRF
Decision maker choice

0.80

0.84

0.88

0.92

0.96

Pos Pred Value

Fig. 2. Pareto fronts obtained for credit card fraud dataset.

Click Fraud Detection Dataset
0.90

Neg Pred Value

0.85

0.80

0.75

0.70

0.80

MOPSO
NSGA−II
CRF
Decision maker choice

0.85

0.90

0.95

Pos Pred Value

Fig. 3. Pareto fronts obtained for click fraud dataset.

1.00
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Retail Fraud Detection Dataset

Neg Pred Value

0.90

0.85

0.80

MOPSO
NSGA−II
CRF
Decision maker choice

0.95

0.96

0.97

0.98

0.99

1.00

Pos Pred Value

Fig. 4. Pareto fronts obtained for retail fraud dataset.

It is important to mention that the CRF parameters (number of layers of CRF
(L), prescribed true positive rate (TPR), number of trees in each RF (nTree),
and minimum number of required examples to form a leaf (minLeaf) of each RF)
determine how well the CRF can be adapted for data classification. Therefore,
the superior performance obtained by the CRF with MOPSO is the result of an
efficient optimisation mechanism to find the proper CRF parameters for fraud
detection in the case of the three datasets under analysis.
Additionally, Tables 7, 8 and 9 present the order in which the dataset attributes are the most important for the classification process of all the models
(C4.5, RF, CRF, NSGA-II and MOPSO) analysed. To determine the importance
of the dataset attributes in the case of the decision trees, the ROC curve variable importance was used [11] and, in the case of the random forests the Mean
Decrease in Accuracy method was adopted [11].
With an importance average (ImpAgv) of 291.6, the most important attribute
in case of the credit card dataset is “hour1”, that is, the hour of the day of the
purchase. It can be concluded that the hour of the day when the credit card
purchase is made can determine whether the transaction will be legitimate or
fraudulent.
In the click fraud dataset, the most important attribute (ImpAvg equal to
143.5) is the “app”, that is, the app id for marketing. This means that the application being used to access the online marketing campaigns determine whether
the user will buy the product or just click on the campaign banners without
purchasing anything.
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Table 7. Ranking of the most important attributes of the Credit Card Dataset.

C4.5

RF

CRF

Algorithm
CRF-NSGA-II

CRF-MOPSO

hour1
field1

1
2

1
2

1
2

1
2

1
2

291.6
221.6

field3

3

3

3

3

3

143.4

zip1

5

4

4

4

4

112.8

field4

4

5

5

5

5

102.1

Attribute

ImpAvg

Table 8. Ranking of the most important attributes of the Click Dataset.

C4.5

RF

CRF

Algorithm
CRF-NSGA-II

CRF-MOPSO

app

1

1

1

1

1

143.5

ip
channel

2
3

2
3

3
3

3
2

2
3

75.0
67.6

device

4

4

4

4

4

21.8

hour

5

5

5

5

5

6.9

Attribute

ImpAvg

Table 9. Ranking of the most important attributes of the Retail Dataset.

C4.5

RF

CRF

Algorithm
CRF-NSGA-II

Quant

3

1

1

1

1

246.0

Val

4

2

2

2

2

202.0

Prod
ID

1
2

3
4

3
4

3
4

3
4

131.4
128.0

Attribute

CRF-MOPSO

ImpAvg

In the retail fraud dataset, the random forests’ most important attribute (ImpAvg equal to 246.0) is the “quant” attribute, that is, the number of reported
sold units of the product. In other words, the quantity of products purchased
can be decisive for identifying which purchases are legitimate or fraudulent.

5

Conclusions

This paper examined all the information about the comparison between C4.5,
RF, standard CRF and CRF optimised by the multi-objective techniques NSGAII and MOPSO, for the task of classifying imbalanced fraud datasets. The results
demonstrated the superiority of MOPSO in comparison with NSGA-II for the
task of CRF parameter optimization.
Originally, the CRF was designed to deal with the imbalance in Proteinprotein interactions (PPI) problem datasets and proper parameters were deter-
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mined for this task. However, one issue that arises in the case of CRF applications
in other areas where imbalance datasets are a challenge is which are the most
appropriate parameters to be used.
Therefore, with this work one possible Pareto optimal solution could be chosen by the decision maker based on the importance of correct classification in
both fraud and legitimate transactions. Thus, the CRF most appropriate parameters could be determined and tabulated for all analysed fraud datasets.
Additionally, it is important to have explainable models, mainly when the decision taken using them affects people. We described the models induced by presenting what they considered as the most important attributes in the datasets.
This provides extra information about the attributes that were considered by all
the models to determine the legitimate and fraudulent transactions.
Once all the information about the experiments developed in this work has
been detailed, it can be concluded that methods used in certain problems such
as PPI can be analysed and properly adapted to solve problems in other areas
such as fraud detection.
As future work we plan to describe the explanation provided by the models
induced by different algorithms and compare them. We also intend to increase
the number of fraud-related datasets used.
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Abstract Although nearest neighbor search between data points in a given dataset can be conducted fast in Euclidean space, finding Euclidean minimum
spanning trees in a linear time is not practical for high-dimensional datasets.
Therefore, attention has been paid to the design of efficient minimum spanning
tree algorithms for high-dimensional datasets. In this paper, we propose a new
fast approximate Euclidean minimum spanning tree algorithm designed especially for high-dimensional datasets by reducing the number of distance computations. To do so, a new distance computation scheme is utilized for distance
calculation between two non zero vectors according to the standard inner product formulation. Experiments conducted on sample datasets demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed method.
Keywords: minimum spanning tree, Euclidean distance, Euclidean minimum
spanning tree, approximate Euclidean minimum spanning tree, principal component analysis

1

Introduction

In traditional MST problems, an undirected connected and weighted graph with a set
of V vertices and a set of E edges is given, for which a minimum spanning tree (MST)
is a sub-graph that spans over all the vertices without any cycle and has the minimum
sum of total weights among all such sub-graphs. The first minimum spanning tree
algorithm was proposed by Otakar Boruvka in 1926 [1]. Since then, optimal exact
MST algorithms, fast approximate MST algorithms, distributed MST algorithms [2],
and parallel MST algorithms [3] have been developed. Minimum spanning tree algorithms have so far been broadly applied in image segmentation [4][5], clustering
[6][7][8], classification [9], etc.
In today’s MST tasks, usually, a set of N d-dimensional data points is given and the
problem is commonly solved in the Euclidean setting, giving rise to the so-called
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Euclidean minimum spanning tree (EMST) problem. In this case, for a complete
graph with V = N vertices and E = N(N-1)/2 edges, standard MST algorithms, such as
Kruskal’s [10] and Prim’s [11], have a time complexity roughly equal to O(dN2) and
are practical only for small low dimensional datasets. Thus, the computational cost of
building an EMST for a high-dimensional dataset is often the bottle neck of efficiency
for many practical applications. To solve this problem, fortunately, in many practical
applications, an exact EMST can be generally replaced by an approximate one which
can be computed more efficiently without degrading the quality of the final application.
To find exact EMSTs quickly, especially on a single modern central processing unit,
the goal is to lessen the number of distance computations used to construct an EMST
as much as possible by removing redundant distance calculations between two nonzero vectors. Here by redundant distance computations, we mean those distance calculations which can be figured out from other existing distance values, but with less
computing resources being consumed, and those neighboring edges in an EMST that
can be determined within a much smaller neighborhood instead of a global neighborhood. For the sake of utilizing the Euclidean distance, the proposed method based on
the inner product can deal with high-dimensional data and allow us to save the number of distance computations tremendously. Experiments conducted on sample datasets demonstrate the improvement in efficiency of the proposed approximate EMST
algorithm in comparison to standard MST algorithms while keeping high accuracy.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review some existing
work on MST algorithms. We next present our proposed approach in Section 3. In
Section 4, we verify the efficiency of our methods with experiments. Finally, conclusions are made and future work is discussed in Section 5.

2

Related work

For a given connected and weighted graph G = (E, V), Bor°uvka’s algorithm begins
with each vertex of a graph being a tree, and for each consecutive iteration, it selects
the shortest edge from a tree to another tree and combines them. This process continues until all the trees are combined into one tree [1]. Proposed independently by
Jarn´ık [12], Prim [11] and Dijkstra [13] in 1930, 1957 and 1959, respectively, the
famous Prim’s algorithm first arbitrarily selects a vertex as a tree, and then repeatedly
adds the shortest edge that connects a new vertex to the tree, until all the vertices are
included. Proposed in 1956, Kruskal’s algorithm starts with sorting all the edges by
their weights in a non-decreasing order, treats each vertex as a tree, and iteratively
combines the trees by adding edges in the sorted order excluding those leading to a
cycle until all the trees are combined into one tree [10]. The time complexity of these
classic MST algorithms is O(ElogV).
To construct an MST in the Euclidean setting, standard Prim’s algorithm requires a
quadratic running time. To be more efficient, in 1978, Bentley and Friedman proposed to use a kd-tree in Prim’s algorithm to enhance the search for the next edge to
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add to the tree, which can reach an O(NlogN) running time for most data distributions
[14]. In 1985, Preparata and Shamos gave a lower bound of Θ(NlogN) for the EMST
problem, which has been the tightest known lower bound [15]. In 1993, WellSeparated Pair Decomposition (WSPD) was proposed by Callahan and Kosaraju, and
forms the basis of most recent EMST algorithms [16]. The WSPD partitions data
points into a set of pairs of tree nodes such that the nodes in any pair are farther apart
than the diameter of either node. It can be shown that the WSPD has O(N) pairs of
nodes and that an MST is a subset of the edges formed between the closest pair of
points in each pair of nodes. In 2000, WSPD was applied to compute neighbors of
components for Boruvka’s algorithm to find edges of an MST by Narasimhan et al.
[17]. However, the constant in the O(N) size of the WSPD grows exponentially with
the data dimension and is often very large in practice. In 2010, a new dual-tree algorithm for efficiently computing an EMST [18] was presented by March et al., which is
superficially similar to the method in [17] except that the WSPD is replaced by a new
dual-tree data structure, and referred to in the following as FEMST algorithm. They
used adaptive algorithm analysis to prove the tightest (and possibly optimal) runtime
bound for the EMST problem to-date. Experiments conducted demonstrated the
scalability of their method on large astronomical datasets.
Being an alternate to exact EMST algorithms, approximate EMST (AEMST) algorithms have been also developed. In 1988, Vaidya [19] employed a group of grids to
partition a data set into identical-sized cubical boxes, for each of which, a representative point was determined, and within each of which, points were connected to the
representative. Any two representatives of two cubical boxes were connected if corresponding edge length was between two specific thresholds. In 1993, Callahan and
Kosaraju [16] proposed to utilize WSPD of a data set to extract a sparse graph from
the complete graph and then apply an exact MST algorithm to it. More recently, efficient AEMST algorithms have been developed for clustering. In 2009, Wang et al.
[20] employed a divide-and-conquer scheme for AEMST to detect longest edges in an
EMST at an early stage for clustering. In the same year, Lai et al. proposed a twostage Hilbert curve based AEMST algorithm for clustering [21]. In 2013, Wang et al.
proposed a fast AEMST algorithm, which was superficially similar to the method in
[14] except that an iDistance indexing structure was employed for fast kNN search in
high-dimensional datasets [22]. In 2015, Zhong et, al. proposed a fast two-stage
AEMST algorithm with theoretical time complexity of O(N 1.5) [23] which is referred
to in the following as FAEMST algorithm. In the first stage, K-means was employed
to partition a dataset into N1/2 clusters. Then an exact EMST algorithm was applied to
each cluster to produce N1/2 EMSTs which were connected to form an approximate
EMST. In the second stage, the dataset was repartitioned so that the neighboring
boundaries of a neighboring pair produced in the first stage were put into a cluster.
With these N1/2-1 clusters, another AEMST was constructed. Finally, the two AEMSTs were combined to generate a more accurate AEMST.
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3

The proposed approximate algorithm

In this section, we first propose an algorithm to remove the redundant distance computations involved in the Prim’s EMST algorithms by a more analytical examination
on the Euclidean distance definition. Based on this observation, a new fast approximate EMST algorithm is then developed based on PCA (Principal Component Analysis) transformation.
3.1

A simple idea

Given two data points in d-dimensional space, p=(p1,p2,...,pd) and q=(q1,q2,...,qd), the
standard Euclidean distance from p to q, dist(p , q), or from q to p, dist(q,p), is given
by the following formula,
d

 (q  p )

dist ( p, q)  dist (q, p) 
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The position of a data point in a Euclidean d-space is a Euclidean vector. So, p and q
are Euclidean vectors, starting from the origin of the space, and the Euclidean norm,
Euclidean length, or magnitude of a vector measures the length of the vector as,
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where the last equation involves the dot product. By dot product format, Equation 1
can be rewritten as,
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From Equation 3, it can be seen that, if the Euclidean norm for each data vector is precomputed, the calculation of the Euclidean distance between two vectors can be reduced to the computation of the inner product of two vectors. Further, if at least one
of the vectors is highly sparse as shown in the following figure, a considerate amount
of distance computations can be saved.

Fig. 1. Two sample vectors.
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This observation is promising since, as summarized in Table 1, six benchmark datasets obtained from UCI machine learning repository and extensively used in data
mining applications consist of a large amount of zero values [24].
Table 1. Frequency of Zeros in Five UCI Datasets

Data Name
CorelHistrogram
IPUMS
Covertype
KDDCup1999
USCensus1990

# of Objects/Dimension
68,040/32
88,443/61
581,012/55
4,898,430/42
2,458,285/68

% of 0
17.64%
36.51%
76.58%
67.9%
56.97%

Therefore, for highly sparse vectors where only those dimensions for non-zero values
need to be considered, not only pairwise distance computations can be reduced to the
inner product among a few dimensions, but also the vectors can be represented more
efficiently by only remembering the dimensions for which the attribute values are
nonzeros, which is especially good for highly sparse high-dimensional datasets. For
example, for vector q in Fig.1, only two integers (for the nonzero dimensions) and
two float values can be used to represent it in stead of the original eleven float values.
Then for inner product computation, only the values of the second and the eighth
dimensions of vector p need to be checked since vector q only has nonzero elements
in those two dimensions.
3.2

Principal component analysis

With the fast distance computation scheme explained in previous subsection, reduction of computational complexity and further acceleration are possible if unnecessary
operations in the calculation of the Euclidean distance for every vector dimension can
be eliminated early. However, for high dimensional datasets from other application
domains where data consist of a large number of nonzero values, the curse of high
dimensionality tends to be a major obstacle in the development of efficient EMST
methods. To partially circumvent this problem, we propose a preprocessing method
for such early elimination of unnecessary inner product operations.
To provide early elimination of unnecessary inner product operations as a more efficient means for EMST construction, an orthogonal transformation must be used to
preserve the distances between vectors. There are various orthogonal transformations.
Here we are particularly interested in principal component analysis (PCA, or KL
transform) where a basis for the best representation of multidimensional vector fluctuations can be found [25]. In PCA, the eigenvalue decomposition of a covariance
matrix is performed, and the eigenvectors are made the new basis. The eigenvector
with the largest eigenvalue is called the first principal component, after which comes
the second principal component, and so on. The covariance increases with the eigen-
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values. Early detection of unnecessary operations can be made more practicable by
preliminary transformation of the data so that the coordinates are arranged in the order
of principal components. To explain, d-dimensional vector data qi (i = 1, 2, ..., N) are
arranged by matrix Q:
Q = [q1 q2 ... qN]

(4)

Q is a d × N matrix, with every column representing one data entry. The i-th row of
matrix Q includes the i-th variation of every data entry. In the following, let Qik denote the element, (i, k), of the matrix Q, μi is defined to be the average of the i-th variation for matrix Q,

i 

1 N
 Qik
N k 1

(5)

Then the covariance, sij, of the i-th variation and the j-th variation is defined as follows,

sij 

1 N
 (Qik  i )(Q jk   j )
N k 1

(6)

The matrix S = [sij] whose elements are the covariances, sij, is called the covariance
matrix. The covariance matrix S is a d × d matrix including d sets of eigenvalues λ1,
λ2, ..., λd and eigenvectors u1, u2, ..., ud. The eigenvalues are arranged in descending
order (λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ ... ≥ λn). Now consider the matrix U used to arrange the eigenvectors,
U = [u1 u2 ... ud]

(7)

Vector elements can be arranged in ascending order of variance by representing vector data qi in coordinates whose basis is the eigenvectors u1, u2, ... , ud. Such a representation is equivalent to using the transformed data pi as follows:

pi  U T qi

(8)

Conventional PCA aims at the reduction of the data dimension, and hence the number
of eigenvectors used is smaller than the dimension d of the original data. For our purpose (that is, the early elimination of unnecessary operations in distance calculation),
all the eigenvectors are retained and the obtained data after the PCA transformation
go through a quantization so as to quantize most small numbers in the new dimensions into zeros.
3.3

The proposed approximate EMST algorithm

Suppose we are given a dataset Q consisting of N objects with a dimension of d and
the Euclidean distance in the format of Equation 3 is adopted in the approximate Eu-
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clidean minimum spanning tree algorithm in this study. The proposed algorithm is
composed of the following three steps.
Step 1: (Preprocess the data by performing PCA followed by a scalar quantization)
1. Conduct PCA on a given dataset consisting of N objects, Q, to produce the
KL transformed data QT.
2. Sort the absolute values of all the obtained Nd coefficients in ascending order.
3. Determine a threshold value such that (at least) the first (dN-dN/10) out of all
the obtained dN coefficients can be set to zero.
4. Obtain a preprocessed data, P, by thresholding QT using the value determined
in Step 3.
Step 2: (Construct an EMST on P)
5. Apply standard Prim’s algorithm to construct an EMST on P. The resulted
EMST(P) is contained in two arrays, one for storing the edge weight and the
other for remembering the parent index of each node.
Step 3: (Construct an Approximate EMST on Q)
6. Update the EMST on P obtained in Step 2 by replacing the edge weights in P
with the exact distances between each node and its parent node calculated in
the original Q space to obtain the approximate EMST on Q.
The above algorithm is a local heuristic that runs fast especially for high dimensional
datasets. In Step 1, we employ a preprocessing method for data reduction. This method is simple to implement and tends to compress data considerably to within a few
dimensions in the transformed data. In Step 2, an exact EMST is constructed on P. In
Step 3, with the tree nodes’ relationship being obtained in Step 2, an approximate
EMST on Q is obtained by updating the tree edge weights with the Euclidean distances computed in the original data space. We would like to mention that, for low dimensional datasets, the proposed method may not outperform state-of-the-art fast EMST
algorithms since the saved computations can be marginal.

4

Experiments and results

In this section, we conduct two sets of experiments to compare the effectiveness of
the proposed approximate EMST algorithm with state-of-the-art EMST algorithms,
including the brute force (that is, the O(N2) Prim’s algorithm), the FEMST algorithm
and the FAEMST algorithm, on several real datasets obtained from UCI machine
learning repository [25]. Naturally designed for classification and machine learning
applications, these datasets have been picked in a way so as to result in considerable
variability in terms of the number of attributes.
We implement all the algorithms in C++ and perform all the experiments on a computer with AMD A6-4400M Processor 2.70GHz CPU and 4.00G RAM. The operating system running on this computer is Windows 7. In our evaluation, we focus on the
runtime performances of EMST algorithms on different data sets. We use the timer
utilities defined in the C standard library to report the CPU time. The results show
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that, overall, our proposed algorithm opens a door for superior performance over
state-of-the-art EMST algorithm on high dimensional datasets.
4.1

Experiment I

In this set of experiments, we tested the FEMST and the proposed AEMST on several
relatively low-dimensional but large-sized real datasets, which are briefly summarized
in Table 1. The running time results are shown in Table 2. By performing experiments
on this set of datasets, we would like to show that the FEMST algorithm does a very
good job on large low-dimensional datasets in comparison with our algorithm.
Table 2. Runtime Performances on Five UCI Datasets

Data Name
CorelHistrogram
IPUMS
Covertype
KDDCup1999
USCensus1990

FEMST Method (seconds)
72
8
160
140 723
244

OUR METHOD (seconds)
10 823
16 617
211 918
905 990
725 218

From Table 2, we can see that the FEMST method is very efficient when running on
these five datasets. However, the construction of EMST using our method takes a
much longer time. This is because our proposed method relies on the dimensions of
the dataset and therefore may not be effective for low dimensional data.
4.2

Experiment II

In this subsection, we compare the effectiveness of the proposed approximate EMST
algorithm with state-of-the-art EMST algorithms, including the FEMST algorithm
and the FAEMST algorithm, on two high dimensional datasets. The empirical performance on the two datasets is also compared with the brute force algorithm (that is,
the O(N2) Prim’s algorithm). The two high dimension data sets from UCI are briefly
summarized in Table 3.
Table 3. Description of Datasets

Data Name
ISOLET
MNIST

Data Size
7 797
10 000

Data Dimension
617
784

The ISOLET dataset consists of data extracted from the recorded spoken name of
each letter of the alphabet and contains 7797 instances with 617 attributes. To obtain
the dataset, 150 subjects spoke the name of each letter of the alphabet twice. Hence,
this resulted in 52 training examples from each speaker. The speakers were grouped
into sets of 30 speakers each, and were referred to as isolet1, isolet2, isolet3, isolet4,
and isolet5. The data appears in isolet1+2+3+4.data in sequential order, first the
speakers from isolet1, then from isolet2, and so on. The test set, isolet5, is a separate
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file. Fig. 2 displays the (sorted absolute) value distribution of the ISOLET dataset
consisting of 7797×617 values before and after PCA. The original value range is [-1,
1]. The value range after PCA is [-10.02, 11.63]. From the figure, we can see that, in
comparison with the original dataset, the transformed data has a much wider value
range and most of them are close to zeros.

Fig. 2. Value distribution (upper) before and (lower) after KL transformation for ISOLET data.

The MNIST dataset consists of data extracted from the handwritten digits and contains 10000 instances with 784 attributes. The digits have been size-normalized and
centered in a fixed-size image. It is a subset of a larger set available from NIST. The
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original black and white (bilevel) images from NIST were size normalized to fit in a
20×20 pixel box while preserving their aspect ratio. The resulting images contained
grey levels as a result of the anti-aliasing technique used by the normalization algorithm. The images were centered in a 28×28 image by computing the center of mass
of the pixels, and translating the image so as to position this point at the center of the
28×28 field. Fig. 3 displays the (sorted absolute) value distribution of the MNIST
dataset consisting of 10000×748 values before and after PCA. The original value
range is from 0 to 255. The value range after PCA is [-1423, 2366]. From the figure,
we can see that, in comparison with the original dataset, the transformed data has a
much wider value range and most of them are close to zeros.

Fig. 3. Value distribution (upper) before and (lower) after KL transformation for MNIST data.
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The threshold values for setting (dN-dN/10) and (dN-dN/100) values to zero for both
datasets to obtain 10 times faster and 100 time fast over the brute force Prim’s algorithm are summarized in Table 4. From the table, it can be seen that, with PCA, our
proposed inner product based approach can construct EMST efficiently.
Table 4. Threshold Values from Both Datasets

Data Name
ISOLET (before PCA)
ISOLET (after PCA)
MNIST (before PCA)
MNIST (after PCA)

dN-dN/10
1
0.2231
211
29.7337

dN-dN/100
1
1.2366
254
214.5969

We show in Table 5 the best experimental results of our method in comparison with
Prim’s algorithm, FEMST algorithm and FAEMST algorithm. From the table, it can
be clearly seen that, overall, our method is the only one that performs best. FEMST
performs worse than the Prim’s algorithm for high dimensional data. Therefore, overall, our method performs the best for high dimensional data.
Table 5. Runtime Performances

Algorithms
Prim
FEMST
FAEMST
OUR METHOD
4.3

ISOLET (seconds)
417
519
231
73

MNIST (seconds)
286
1 135
164
51

Time complexity analysis

We note that since the Prim’s algorithm is used for the construction of approximate
EMST in our algorithm, the running time complexity of the proposed method is proportional to the size of the dimensionality of the data (that is, d) in stead of the size of
the data set (that is, N). The bottleneck operation is in the compression of the major
information which is contained in the original data into a few dimensions in the transformed domain. Then in each iteration of the Prim’s algorithm which is applied upon
the data after the PCA, the number of inner products to be computed is proportional to
the size of nonzero dimensions. For this reason, the scalability of the algorithm is
proportional to the reduced dimension size of the data. At the same time, since the
effect of dimension reduction of the PCA algorithm is essentially data dependent over
the data space, it is not possible to propose a reasonably tight estimation of the complexity behavior in closed form.

5

Conclusions

In this paper, we develop a new technique for approximate EMST problems that is
especially suited to very high-dimensional data sets. The method works by removing
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redundant distance computations involved in the inner product calculations of Euclidean distances and can be enhanced easily by a dimension deduction method, that is,
principal component analysis. This technique for approximate EMST has advantages
over simple index based FEMST that works remarkably well for large low dimensional datasets but cannot overcome the effects of the dimensionality curse. Experiments conducted on sample datasets demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed method. In our future work, we would like to extend our work to larger-sized high dimensional data since, for larger-sized data, the PCA may not work as easily as for small to
medium sized data.
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Abstract. Server downtime be it an application server or a web server or a database server is a cause that plagues the applications that it supports. Continuous
availability of servers (in terms of accessibility, recoverability and minimal
downtime) and its related applications is critical, and a negation leads to direct as
well as indirect costs. IT downtime can cost a lot for companies in terms of dollar
as well as productive time. In a typical IT infrastructure environment, all deployed applications across the servers will compete for resources (processor,
memory, storage, etc.). When there are issues in availability of these resources,
CIs/Servers encounter performance issues, which in turn impact performance of
applications running on those CIs/Servers. These kind of performance issues are
also encountered in Cloud Virtualization Infrastructure wherein the virtual machines will make use of the underlying hardware infrastructure capabilities of the
same physical server using the hypervisor. Among many disruptions in today’s
enterprises, failure of servers and its related applications is a high potential hazard
which has direct impacts on company’s production, internal processes, online
sales, customer service, etc. This early alert generation method would help managers or technology analysts detect when the servers might fail or cause critical
incidents and take anticipatory actions that could help avoid any losses to the
business. This research work is not only an exploration of the detection methods
that can be utilized to predict when a Server/Configuration Item in a traditional
or Cloud Infrastructure will fail but is also a readily available framework that is
easily deployable by clients.
Keywords: Prediction, Predictive Analytics, Data Analytics, Configuration
Item, Unsupervised Learning, Supervised Learning, Time Series, Cloud Security, eCloudIDS, iCloudIDM, Cloud Computing Security Taxonomies, Cloud
Security Framework.

1

Introduction

Infrastructure services and IT operations is an untapped area when it comes to the world
of analytics and statistics. With the huge amount of data available, statistical analysis
can come to the rescue of Infrastructure services by truly transforming the way operations are run today. The myriad use cases in network services and journey to cloud can
make the shift from traditional and classical practices to a new data driven and analytics
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infused reality. The Gartner report in Dec 2017 talks about the importance of digital
transformation in Infrastructure operations that requires “IT agility and velocity that
outstrips classical architectures and practices” and a related report in April 2018 that
talks about the importance and necessity of Artificial intelligence for IT operations. In
this light, simple automation tools of the past are not sufficient to drive higher business
impact. As technologies become more complex and data becomes unmanageable, businesses that simply rely on monitoring software or applications will not be able to catch
the bus, detection of problems in advance and providing pro-active automated solutions
is the ask of the day.
On average IT downtime costs businesses $1.55 million every year [1] while 56%
portion of Fortune 500 companies who experience weekly average downtime of at least
1.6 hours [2]. In 2011, Japan's Mizuho Bank [3] suffered a system meltdown that shuttered its massive ATM and Internet banking services for several days and delayed processing of 1.16 million transactions, worth a total of about $10 billion. The company
reimbursed customers in a $2.7 million settlement. While such massive failures influence the revenues directly; minor application disruptions in many organizations reflects
in senior executives getting laid off which can be considered more serious and will
result in indirect losses to companies strategy and business.
Hence, it is highly critical for IT departments to deliberate the consequences of service outages/failures, especially for those servers and applications which are considered
to be highly critical.

2

Related Work

There are some use cases as well as methodology that has been studied and initiate in
the areas of fault prediction and predictive maintenance. Typically, there has been work
in this area which mostly deals with the method of unsupervised algorithms and anomaly detection with log data. There are few problems that can be encountered in this
approach. Firstly, analyzing log data for a diverse range of applications is time consuming because each application will have different layers in addition to the layer specific
to the application and the innumerous log file data analysis along with extraction of
correct data will become a cumbersome process. Also, in this case the analysis needs
to be done for each application separately. In case of analysis done with the server
performance data the methods of anomaly detection though fruitful yet is not devoid of
certain limitations. Firstly, anomaly detection works on the basic premise of what is
normal vs what is aberrant to the norm. Here the definition of what is the norm itself
might be varied and dependent on other exogenous factors like software failures, human
errors, capacity upgradation issues or other business policies. To provide an example:
Normally for server, a CPU utilization of 90% and above would be considered above
normal and an aberration but this might be normal because due to business requirements
some load was increased on this server on a particularly busy day.
In a related paper RK Sahoo et al [4] authors talk about how time series models can
be used to successfully predict system performance parameters. Though several techniques have been proposed, but the large-scale production solution for multiple node
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failures and proactive system management is still a lingering question. Successful prediction of a failure node can help in steering jobs away from the failure node. Such
predictions can also help in keeping at bay unplanned system outages by proper planning of system maintenance activities. They used different algorithms for prediction
and concluded that different algorithms are useful in different scenarios. They used
filtering techniques to reduce the data size by disregarding irrelevant information.
Based on event log, system activity reporting and other parameters with the help of
algorithms like time series, Bayesian and rule-based algorithms. In their future work,
they hint at building a hybrid technique comprising all 3 aspects of analysis, prediction
and probing to include more system related aspects.
When we consider IT infrastructure for applications, then Cloud becomes an integral part of it [5] [6]. When servers are becoming virtual than physical, problems and
failures are scaled to multiple times than ever before. In a logical cloud world, in addition to handling system performance and failures, it also comes with numerous security
issues [7]. Madhan Kumar Srinivasan et al designed a secure cloud framework like
eCloudIDS [8], a hybrid two tier expert engine in a cloud computing environment. The
sub-systems utilize a combination of supervised and unsupervised machine learning
algorithms with an option of selecting a single algorithm or a combination of algorithms. The uX engine [9] identifies parameters/activities allowed in a VM and by infusing a behavior analyzer sends the input to sX engine. The sX engine then uses supervised learning algorithms to detect anomalous behavior. This hybrid approach from
eCloudIDS and its subsystems design [10] [11] was helpful in forming this solution
which uses both unsupervised and supervised machine learning techniques together in
a single system.
Similarly, Alessandro et al [12] present a machine learning based framework for
failure prediction model. They point out that one significant cause of availability and
performance degradation is the accumulation of anomalies of different nature. A large
part of these anomalies is often associated with errors and/or sub-optimal implementations of applications, which may lead to the occurrence of, e.g. memory leaks, unterminated threads, unreleased locks, file fragmentation, etc. and as has been observed these
accounts to about 40% of all the anomalies. The accumulation of these kinds of anomalies can cause exhaustion of system resources over time, and might lead to incremental
loss of performance, or even hang/crash of the hosting system. This model is designed
to be used independently of a specific kind of application and type of anomaly. In fact,
by changing the set of observed system features and defining a proper condition to be
met for considering the system as failed, F2PM can be customized for different systems
and applications.
This is further corroborated by Felix et al [13] that classical reliability theory and
conventional methods do rarely consider the actual state of a system and are therefore
not capable to reflect the dynamics of runtime systems and failure processes. Such
methods are typically useful in design for long term or average behaviour predictions
and comparative analysis. Both industry and academia realized that traditional fault
tolerance mechanisms could not keep pace with the growing complexity, dynamics and
flexibility of new computing architectures and paradigms. They talk about the different
metrics that should be considered along with different algorithms in place. Sreekumar
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Vobugari et al [14] [15] describes the best practices in building performance driven
effective complex enterprise architectures in present large IT organizations. Also, Gill
et al [16] talk about the various reasons for failures in data centres, most common failure
prone devices and network reliability. Revathy P et al [17] [18] [19] work presents the
challenges that are being faced by enterprises in their big data or Hadoop infrastructures.
Rosli et al [20] authors present the framework of fault proneness prediction application. This work describes a requirement model to show components interaction and a
prototype to verify the proposed fault prediction model. The proposed model result
shows that construction of fault proneness prediction using genetic algorithm is feasible, adaptable to object oriented metrics and significant for web applications. The aim
of the proposed design model is to develop an automated tool for software development
group to discover the most likely software modules in web applications to be high problematic in the future.
The problem is explored by Doug et al [21] and they analyze the hardware sensor
data to predict failures in a high-end computer server. Their solution heavily relies on
servers that are equipped with sensors and they try to predict the server failures by using
the classification technique.
Risto Vaarandi [22] talks about how log analysis can help in system and network
management. Log files are an excellent source of determining the health status of the
system and centralized log monitoring infrastructure can help achieve that. Common
log monitoring techniques like fault detection is not able to detect unknown error messages. But the approach of anomaly detection overcomes this by creating a profile of
known system messages and messages outside this profile i.e. unknown messages will
be tagged as anomalous. With this approach and using temporal patterns and association rules, the data mining problem has been approached by many. But in this paper, he
talks about how association rules can cannot be directly applied to log files because log
files do not have a common format. He then presents a new clustering algorithm called
Simple Logfile Clustering Tool using which they detect outliers in log files which can
aid in anomaly detection. In this context of how event logs have become important for
keeping track of operational status of a computing infrastructure, Makanju et al [23]
mentions that the problem of finding frequent event type patterns has become an important topic in the field of automatic log file analysis. This points to the fact that such
algorithms which help in mining event type patterns is in vogue. They present a new
algorithm through iterative partitioning log mining that is able to discover clusters irrespective of how frequently pattern instances appear in the data. They claim that the use
of a pattern support threshold, which is mandatory for other similar algorithms, is optional for IPLoM, running IPLoM without a pattern support threshold provides the possibility that all potential clusters will be found. Murray [24] and others [25] [26] also
talks about different machine learning methods and a comparison of the same in the
context of hard drive failures. They suggest non-parametric methods for detecting rare
events.
Liang et al paper [27] has tackled this challenge by looking at RAS event logs from
BlueGene/L over a period of 100 days and used spatial characteristics and temporal
distribution of failure events. They fund strong correlations between the occurrence of
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a failure and several factors, including the time stamp of other failures, the location of
other failures, and even the occurrence of non-fatal events. Based on these correlations,
three simple yet powerful prediction schemes have been designed, and their effectiveness have been demonstrated through analysis and empirical results.
In all these solutions, few problems that will be encountered is most often the errors
are infrequent and due to insufficient data, the prediction accuracy will be low. Likewise, the cost of making a wrong prediction can also be huge because this would mean
extra effort that needs to be spent to avert failures that might never occur. But the counter argument for this is the aversion activities deployed by engineers would nevertheless
help in improving and preemptive tracking of server health. Because of these challenges, the solutions mostly focus only on the prediction accuracy and various algorithms that can be used for effective prediction. While this is the most critical aspect of
the business problem in hand, we also need to focus on the over-all framework, the
deployment and usage of the solution and the user experience. This paper tries to focus
on all these aspects while also providing an effective solution to the prediction problem.

3

Proposed Solution

In the current scenario, most of the businesses must deal with web applications in their
day to day operations and a mechanism which detects the efficacy of these web applications can be very profitable for the infrastructure team. Customers are also becoming
increasingly empowered, aware and demanding with respect to the quality of service.
In this backdrop, it is extremely critical for any business be it in the technology sector,
financial services, pharma or automobile to be up and running 24/7. For a day to day
business operation, running of the critical applications successfully is of paramount importance. The methodology discussed further in this paper deals with such business
cases and illustrates the example of the failure of a critical business application in the
various sectors and how pro-active actions can help avert any such failures.
In view of the above factors, the approach proposed in this paper attempts to create
a linkage between the upstream system and the downstream system. Here the upstream
is the application layer which is linked with the downstream i.e. the infrastructure layer
and unsupervised learning is superimposed on supervised learning to attain the best
possible results. The gap between the upstream and downstream systems is bridged
with the introduction of configuration items and the linkage map between CI and applications. A new approach has been employed to create a model of early detection of
prediction of issues with configuration items in the Infrastructure layer supporting critical applications. The polling data or the performance data that affects the server performance like CPU utilization, file system usage are collated and specific errors which
can prove blocking for the servers are derived. These errors and their frequencies are
taken as indications of the functioning of the configuration items or servers and in turn
the applications hosted in the servers. The methodology used is a combination of supervised and unsupervised learning algorithms which firstly, identifies the relationships/patterns that exist in the various errors that have been extracted from the performance data of the servers and configuration items and secondly, detect the anomalies
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that are present by using the error information and the relationships that have been observed.
From the analysis of the performance data it was observed that the pattern and the
recurrence of the errors are indicative of the operational capability of the servers and
configuration items. Additionally, another outcome of the model is the lead time generated for the early prediction of the failures in the servers/configuration items. This
model can also be extended to the Cloud Virtualization Infrastructure where the Virtual
machines shares the underlying resources of the physical servers hardware infrastructure through the hypervisor software layer that orchestrates the allocation of resources
in the form of shared tenancy as and when it is required.

4

Server Failure Prediction Framework

The paper would focus on the methodology that was deployed in the context of predicting issues across CIs/servers for all major applications across 5 different infrastructure
services operating groups. These groups cover different sectors like healthcare, e-commerce, automobile, insurance, quality assurance etc. The inclusion of this diverse set
ensures sufficient rationalization and generalization of the data and the underlying correlations. The underlying generic structure between infrastructure and application is
given in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Relation between Infrastructure and Applications

Deployed Analytical Process.
The process started by studying and understanding the Server Topography and the underlying interrelated systems. This helped us to get an overall as well as a detailed view
into the working of various systems and applications. This study is to be restricted at a
level so that we can relate the configuration items/Cloud Infrastructure to the various
applications. An example is given in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2. Distinct Mapping between CI and Applications Fig. 3. Multiple Mapping between CI and
Applications

In case of many-to-one or one-to-many mapping, all the related incidents need to be
considered across CI and across application for 100% capturing of the performance
degradation events. The next steps would be to understand the underlying performance
files for the servers (physical/virtual)/CIs and all data related to it that can affect the
server performance. The data is collected across different domains of infrastructure services operations and then the most representative CIs are considered as targets across
all the different data sources. This is the most critical step because correct identification
of the target CIs will ensure the achievement of scalability to other unknown/new CIs.
Examples of most common representative CI’s are: Windows Servers, Linux Servers,
Wintel Servers, Oracle Databases, Unix/SQL Servers, Switches/Routers, etc. After we
select the target CIs we proceed to the selection of the performance metrics. Three main
attributes are key to the performance of the configuration items i.e. how much the CPU
is utilized, amount of free space available, number of processes that are currently in
progress. 5-8 key performance metrics are selected for these representative target CIs.
Examples of the data elements are: CPU Utilization, File System Space Usage, Disc
Space Usage, Paging File Usage, Committed Bytes Usage, etc. The resource utilization
data will be collated at regular intervals and correlation between these performance
metrics and incidents, if any, will be identified. As an example, more than 90% of CPU
utilization for more than 20 mins will lead to multiple incidents/performance degradation of the CIs and the related applications. The incident data is to be collected and
targets to be created for the time intervals when the incident takes place. An anomaly
detection methodology or similar method will be utilized to identify when the CIs and
their underlying applications might fail using the utilization data and the incident data.
The next critical step is the Master Models Development: Create ~10-20 “master” statistical prediction models, using the data collected from the representative CIs. The
models would use various algorithms as suited for the different data types. Post this we
would create an Automated Model Solution that will take the 10-20 “master” models
and automatically create the 100’s of additional statistical models required to cover all
the CI’s in scope. The model build will be on the top 10 CIs, which will be scalable on
all the CIs (~55,000) and ~22,000 servers. Same kind of drivers (resource utilization
data) will be effective for all the CIs (~55,000) and ~22,000 servers. The overall model
thus will be able to predict the incidents for the individual CIs. There would be
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provision for Re-calibration as well with Continuous Learning Model recalibration
based on emerging trends. This will be an iterative process and will try to incorporate
new emerging patterns and business policies/SME inputs.
Our proposed Server Failure Prediction Framework will rely on 2 key phases:

i. Build Methodology Phase
ii. Deployment Methodology Phase
The build phase in Figure 4 will focus on the methodology for building the framework for Server Failure Prediction using historical data, infusing algorithms and predicting the required output.

Fig. 4. Server Failure Prediction Framework – Build Methodology

The deployment phase will focus on the actual deployment of the solution i.e. Real
time execution of the Server failure prediction framework in a business environment.
This is the phase that also determines the user/ business flow of execution of the solution/framework. The framework for deployment is given in Figure 5.
Let’s illustrate the framework in greater details. The time series data for the different
performance parameters has been considered as the independent variables. In some
cases, univariate time series will fit the data (where only one single performance parameter say CPU utilization will be directly affecting the server performance and be the
main cause of the incidents). While in most cases a single univariate time series will
not work, and we must consider multi-variate time series techniques because multiple
variables like CPU Utilization, Paging File Usage, Committed Bytes in conjunction
will be the cause for the incidents.
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Fig. 5. Server Failure Prediction Framework – Deployment Methodology

Methodology for Target/ Dependent Variable Creation.
The most important part in our analysis is how to relate the downstream application
level incidents with the upstream infrastructure related parameters. As we can see in
Figure 6, there is a direct relationship between the infrastructure level parameters and
the application level incidents. In most cases, the incidents coincide with the time
frame, when abnormalities are being observed in the trend of the performance metrics
for the configuration items.

Fig. 6. Relationship between the infrastructure level parameters and the application level incidents

As can be observed from Fig 5, when combination of parameters like paging file,
processor time and committed bytes cross normal thresholds, incidents are also generated at the same time window in an interval of 1-2 mins. Hence, the application incident
data at 1-2 mins of time interval was chosen as the target variable. Now we will discuss
the methodology for independent variable creation.
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Methodology for Independent Variable Creation.
We will be forecasting the trend of the independent variables with the help of the time
series modelling and these will be the derived independent variables that will be used
later.
The forecasting is achieved by first developing a base forecast curve, then developing a factor as weight for curve stitching, adjusting for business policies to arrive at the
final forecast. The forecasts are developed for different hours of the day, by different
days of the week. The forecasting method is also used to stitch the curve for missing
data. For example, we carried out by using the Nearest Neighbor Average that if 4PM
data is missing for 4th March then replace the missing values with Average of the 4PM
data of 2, 3, 5 & 6th March and for completely missing data, replace with hourly averages computed from the given series of data. Figure 7 is a schematic representation of
the method.

Fig. 7. Methodology for Independent Variable Creation

We considered few time series algorithms like AR, MR, ARIMA, ARMA, Exponential, Double Exponential and Holt Winters models.
There were some pre-criteria for model selection for which the following measures
were considered. Pre-criteria like Akaike Information Criteria (AIC), Bayesian Information Criteria (BIC) and Durbin Watson Test were considered. Post criteria like
Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) and Weighted Mean Absolute Percentage
Error (WMAPE) were used as measures of forecast accuracies.
Automation of Multivariate Time Series.
Create a repository of derived variables with the time series data (actual and forecasted
values). The derived variable creation will be based on different time lags like 10 min,
20 mins, 30 mins, etc. Also, different transformations will be used like log, log-log,
log-inverse, etc. This will help to create a series of different features based on past time
period patterns.
The use of the forecasted values will be made when we will run the module of automated model selector. Based on the data pattern in current and future time period, it
will select the most appropriate model.
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For the analysis on what would be normal behavior vs what will be aberrant behavior, each of the performance metric time series is split up into zones, which we call “normal zone” and “-abnormal zones”. For this the time series data of the independent
variables are split into time intervals of 4, 6, 8 hours etc. We then use dynamic time
warping and hierarchical clustering to compute the distances between the normal and
abnormal zones. This will help us in defining for each time series the abnormalities in
the series. We will do this for each of the derived variables created earlier.
Finally, with the help of the derived variables created and the target variables i.e. the
incident data we will run supervised regression models. This will help to correctly identify whether the abnormal zones in the time series coincide with the incidents actually
happening in the application space.
As an example, one set of master model can be based on Logistic Regression algorithm. For this master model creation, we considered a data period of 1 year and identified the TOP Configuration Items (CIs) causing more number of incidents than other
CIs. Incident data was then mapped to identified CI level data based on the Time Stamp
and then created the Derived Variables by taking the MIN, AVG and MAX of CPU,
Free Space, File System Space, Paging File Usage and Committed Bytes in use for all
the CIs. In this phase, we can also introduce other variables that is SME driven and
specific to the business to enhance the solution. If multiple incidents happened on the
similar hour for multiple CIs, it is considered as single incident to create the Target
Variable as a binary variable with Target defined as 1 if incident has occurred else 0.
The derived CPU, Free Space, File System Space, Paging File Usage and Committed
Bytes in use from the above steps are considered as independent variables. The result
of this example model is given in Fig 12.

Fig. 12. ROC Curve
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5

Conclusion

The use case which is an enigma today as it was yesterday of how to find an effective
and efficient solution for failure prediction of servers and applications has been brought
under the ambit of a simple framework with the use of analytics and machine learning
algorithms. Here the attempt to tackle the problem at the upstream layer is unique in its
concept as is the solution provided. As data captured at the infrastructure layer is generic and standard, the solution is far more scalable and has broad based applicability
than custom application prediction or related solutions. The linkage and the topography
map of configuration item to application is also yet unexplored. Prediction will be done
at the CI level and an incident occurring at CI level will affect all the applications related to the CI will be affected. A completely new server data not encountered earlier
can be categorized in the specific error categories defined in our solution. The models
will be replicated across all the servers based on the issue category they belong to as
issues are specific to CI/Server and therefore impacting specific applications, Custom
models will be built and subsequently scaled up to all servers using automated model
training & implementation methods. Currently, engineers monitor the performance and
take actions on such issues in a reactive manner. Ability to correlate these CI/Server
metrics and predict issues with a lead time has potential to significantly reduce time
spent on incident resolution and improve end user performance. The potential benefits
for this solution is also manifold. It will have the operational benefits of reduction in
ticket volumes (via early identification and elimination of the cause of ticket), reduction
in MTBF (Mean Time Between Failures), increase in MTTR (Mean Time To Resolve),
improved availability of CIs (at the infra level the CI will go down even though the app
may continue to be up if it is highly available in a cluster form) and Improved SLAs
(resolution). In addition to this, there can be strategic and indirect benefits to the businesses as well in the form of Better performance (performance issues when a node goes
down – in a cluster), Better capacity planning and Detection of cases where architecture
is lacking, and customer needs to revamp – could result in consulting revenue. In the
future this work can be extended to consider specific log data of the applications wherever needed and applicable to further enhance the solution.
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Abstract Finding a Euclidean minimum spanning tree for a given dataset is a
fundamental problem with diverse application domains and many efficient
EMST algorithms have been developed. The problem with these algorithms is
that today’s datasets are often too large to fit into the main memory at once.
When working with such massive datasets, memory capacity and, correspondingly, I/O cost, become an important issue. In this paper, we propose a new
CPU-based EMST algorithm which can subsequently be adapted to obtain an
I/O efficient approximate EMST algorithm and lead to considerable runtime
improvements.
Keywords: Minimum spanning tree, Euclidean minimum spanning tree, approximate minimum spanning tree, k nearest neighbors, approximate k nearest
neighbors.

1

Introduction

Given an undirected and weighted graph, the problem of minimum spanning tree
(MST) is to find a spanning tree such that the total sum of weights is minimized. Being a compact data representation, MST can roughly reflect the intrinsic structure of a
data set and has been extensively used in image segmentation [1][2], cluster analysis
[3][4][5], classification [6], and manifold learning [7]. Two well-known properties
associated with edges in an MST are the cut property and the cycle property. The cut
property states that the edge with the smallest weight crossing any 2 partitions of the
vertex set must belong to an MST. The cycle property states that the edge with the
largest weight in any cycle in a graph can not be in an MST. The first MST algorithm
was proposed by Otakar Bor°uvka in 1926 [8]. Since then, optimal exact MST algorithms, fast and approximate MST algorithms, distributed MST algorithms
[9][10][11][12][13][14], and parallel MST algorithms [15][16][17] have been developed.
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In today’s MST tasks, usually, a set of N d-dimensional data points is given and the
problem is commonly solved in the Euclidean setting, giving rise to the so-called
Euclidean minimum spanning tree (EMST) problem. In this case, standard MST algorithms, such as Kruskal’s [18] and Prim’s [19], have a time complexity roughly equal
to O(N2) for a complete graph with V = N vertices and E = N(N-1)/2 edges. Thus, the
computational cost of building an EMST for a large data set is often the bottle neck of
efficiency for many practical applications. Further, for large data sets which can not
be loaded into the main memory, external memory-based EMST algorithms have to
be developed.
To apply MST-based techniques to large data sets which do not fit into memory, the
minimization of the I/O cost is a major concern in the algorithm design. Even though
a large number of I/O-efficient graph algorithms have been developed in recent years,
they are mainly for MSTs of a given weighted graph. For I/O efficient EMST algorithms where a set of N d-dimensional data points is given, a number of important
problems still remain open. In this paper, we present a new CPU-based EMST algorithm. Using the methodology from this in-memory EMST algorithm, we can efficiently compute the longest edges in an EMST for data sets which can not be loaded
into the main memory at once, thus overcoming the bottleneck of most external
EMST methods. Our objective is to discover all the longest edges with I/O overhead
linear to the database size. Throughout this paper, without loss of generality, we assume that no two edges in an EMST have the same weight. To summarize, our first
contribution in this paper is a newly proposed CPU-based algorithm for EMST problem. Another important contribution is a new CPU-efficient EMST algorithm with the
aid of some indexing structure. A third important contribution is a new I/O efficient
approximate EMST algorithm as an adaptation of the proposed in-memory EMST
algorithm to cases where datasets can not be loaded into the main memory.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review some existing
work on MST algorithms. We next present our proposed approaches in Section 3. In
Section 4, an approximate version of the proposed algorithm is developed as an adaptation to cases where datasets can not be loaded into the main memory at once. Finally, conclusions are made and future work is discussed in Section 5.

2

Related Work

2.1

Classic MST Algorithms

Given a connected and weighted graph G = (E, V), Bor°uvka’s MST algorithm begins
with each vertex of a graph being a tree. For each consecutive iteration, it selects the
shortest edge from a tree to another tree and combines them until all the trees are
combined into one tree. The famous Prim’s MST algorithm was proposed independently by Jarn´ık [20], Prim [19] and Dijkstra [21] in 1930, 1957 and 1959, respectively. It first arbitrarily selects a vertex as a tree, and then repeatedly adds the
shortest edge that connects a new vertex to the tree, until all the vertices are included.
Proposed in 1956, Kruskal’s algorithm starts with sorting all the edges by their
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weights in a non-decreasing order, treats each vertex as a tree, and iteratively combines the trees by adding edges in the sorted order excluding those leading to a cycle
until all the trees are combined into one tree [18]. The time complexity of these classic MST algorithms is O(ElogV). If efficient data structures (e.g., Fibonnaci heaps
[22] and soft heaps [23], etc.) are employed for searching the shortest edges, the computational time can be further reduced.
2.2

Euclidean MST Algorithms

Given a set of N d-dimensional data points, standard Prim’s EMST algorithm requires
a quadratic running time. To be more efficient, in 1978, Bentley and Friedman
proposed to use a kd-tree in Prim’s algorithm to enhance the search for the next edge to
add to the tree [24]. While their method lacks a formally rigorous bound, it can reach
an O(NlogN) running time for most data distributions. In 1985, Preparata and Shamos
gave a lower bound for the EMST problem of Θ(NlogN), which has been the tightest
known lower bound [25]. In 1991, Agarwal et al. related the running time of EMST to
the bichromatic closest pair (BCP) problem. Given a set of red points and a set of blue
points, the bichromatic closest pair is a red point r and a blue point b such that the
distance between them is minimized among all such pairs. In 1993, Callahan and
Kosaraju proposed Well-Separated Pair Decomposition (WSPD) [26] which forms the
basis of most recent EMST algorithms. The WSPD partitions data points into a set of
pairs of tree nodes such that the nodes in any pair are farther apart than the diameter of
either node. It can be shown that the WSPD has O(N) pairs of nodes, and that the MST
is a subset of the edges formed between the closest pair of points in each pair of nodes.
In [27], the authors applied WSPD to compute neighbors of components for Boruvka’s
algorithm by identifying a list of pairs in the WSPD, for which bichromatic closest pair
computations are performed to find edges of the MST. However, the constant in the
O(N) size of the WSPD grows exponentially with the data dimension and is often very
large in practice. In 2010, March et al. presented a new dual-tree algorithm for
efficiently computing the EMST [28], which is superficially similar to the method in
[26] except that the WSPD is replaced by a new tree data structure. They used adaptive
algorithm analysis to prove the tightest (and possibly optimal) runtime bound for the
EMST problem to-date. Experiments conducted demonstrated the scalability of their
method on astronomical data sets. In 2014, Wang et al. proposed a kNN based fast
EMST algorithm [29], which is superficially similar to the method in [26] except that
the k-d-tree is replaced by an iDistance indexing structure for kNN search in highdimensional datasets. The authors argue that the algorithm has an expected O(NlogN)
running time, but do not prove this rigorously.
2.3

Approximate EMST algorithms

In addition to exact EMST problem, approximate EMST algorithms have been also
proposed. In 1988, Vaidya [30] employed a group of grids to partition a data set into
cubical boxes of identical size. For each box, a representative point was determined.
Within a cubical box, points were connected to the representative. Any two represent-
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atives of two cubical boxes were connected if corresponding edge length was between
two specific thresholds. In 1993, Callahan and Kosaraju [26] proposed to utilize wellseparated pair decomposition of the data set to extract a sparse graph from the complete graph and then apply an exact MST algorithm to it. More recently, in 2009,
Wang et al. [31] employed a divide-and-conquer scheme to construct an approximate
EMST, which is superficially similar to WSPD method. Their goal was to detect
longest edges in MST at an early stage for clustering. In the same year, Lai et al. [32]
proposed another Hilbert curve based approximate EMST algorithm for clustering,
which consists of two stages. In the first stage, an approximate MST of a given data
set is constructed with Hilbert curve. In the second stage, the data set is partitioned
into subsets by measuring the densities of points along the approximate MST with a
specified density threshold. In 2015, Zhong et, al. proposed a fast two-stage minimum
spanning tree algorithm which employs a divide-and-conquer scheme to produce an
approximate EMST with theoretical time complexity of O(N1.5) [33]. In the first stage,
K-means is employed to partition a dataset into N1/2 clusters. Then an exact MST
algorithm is applied to each cluster and the produced N1/2 MSTs are connected to
form an approximate MST. In the second stage, the clusters produced in the first stage
form N1/2-1 neighboring pairs, and the dataset is repartitioned so that the neighboring
boundaries of a neighboring pair are put into a cluster. With these N 1/2-1 clusters,
another approximate MST is constructed. Finally, the two approximate MSTs are
combined into a graph from which a more accurate MST is generated.
2.4

I/O-efficient MST algorithms

When working with massive graphs, the I/O-efficiency is often the bottleneck. Designing efficient external memory MST algorithms for such graph problems that can
thus lead to considerable runtime improvements have received considerable attention.
For a general undirected weighted graph G = (V, E), Arge et al. developed an improved I/O-efficient MST algorithm using an efficient contraction algorithm to reduce
the number of supervertices to E/B (B is the number of vertices/edges per disk
block/page) through Θ(log(VB/E)) contraction phases [34].
However, these general I/O-efficient MST algorithms designed for massive graphs are
insufficient for large metric problems. To this end, Govindarajan et al. presented an
external-memory algorithm to compute a well-separated pair decomposition (WSPD)
of a given point set S in Rd in O(sort(N)) I/Os, where N is the number of points in S
and sort(N) denotes the I/O-complexity of sorting N items [35]. The algorithm started
by constructing a fair split tree T upon data points recursively. Thereafter, they simulated the internal memory algorithm of Callahan and Kosaraju [26] for constructing
pairs in external memory by applying the time-forward processing technique [36].
Unfortunately, they did not directly give I/O efficient solutions to EMST algorithm in
their paper.
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3

The proposed approach

3.1

An in-memory EMST algorithm

Our CPU-based EMST algorithm follows an observation on the famous Prim’s
algorithm. To repeat, given a dataset, the Prim’s algorithm first arbitrarily selects a
vertex as the tree root node, and then repeatedly adds the shortest edge that connects a
new vertex to the tree until all the vertices become the tree nodes. Physically, two
arrays are used, one to store the index of a data point’s parent in the tree and another to
store the corresponding edge weight. In other words, for a given dataset of size N, the
Prim’s algorithm finds an exact EMST by computing the N(N-1)/2 number of
distances (i.e., distances between every pair of data points) in a forward manner. By
the forward manner, we mean that the algorithm takes the first data point in the order
they are read into the memory and calculates its distances with the rest of data points
not-in-tree yet, and repeat the same process for the next newly selected data point to be
in-Tree until the end of dataset is reached.
The Prim’s algorithm is simple and elegant given all the data points can be loaded into
the memory. However, it has no clue for external memory solutions except that it
satisfies the cut and the cycle properties. By contrast, to find N(N-1)/2 pairwise
distances, there is also a backward manner which forms the core of our proposed
algorithm. To illustrate this backward algorithm, we use the sample dataset shown in
Fig.1, which consists of 9 data points.

Fig.1. A sample dataset illustrating our new EMST algorithm.
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Without loss of generality, our algorithm starts with the first data point in the data
sequence, i.e., data point O1. Then, for the second data point in the sequence, i.e., O2,
we calculate its distance with O1. They two form a tree with two vertices and one edge,
which is denoted by E21. For the third data point in the sequence, i.e., O3, we first
calculate its distance with O1, and a spanning tree is formed. When we next calculate
its distance with O2, a cycle is formed. By the cycle property of the MST, the longest
edge, i.e., E32, should be removed to form a minimum spanning tree. For the fourth
data point in the sequence, i.e., O4, we calculate its distances with the previous three
data points. We first calculate its distances with O1, and a spanning tree is formed. We
next calculate its distance with O2. With the edge E42 being added, a cycle is formed
upon these three edges i.e., E21, E41 and E42, among which E21 is the longest edge and
should be removed. Finally, we calculate its distance with O3. With the edge E43 being
added, another cycle is formed upon these three edges i.e., E31, E41 and E43, among
which E31 is the longest edge and should be removed by the cycle property of the MST
to form a minimum spanning tree. For the fifth data point in the sequence, i.e., O5, we
first calculate its distances with the previous four data points and form four new edges,
E51, E52, E53 and E54. Being a little different from the previous four data points, E51 is
not the shortest edge. To deal with this situation, we first calculate its distances with all
the previous data points and sort them in a non-decreasing order. We next add the edge
with the smallest distance, which is E52 in this case, connecting O5 to the current
minimum spanning tree constructed this far, and no cycle is formed. If the rest edges
are added one at a time in the sorted order to the tree, a cycle will always be formed. In
each of these cycles, the longest edge should be removed to break the cycle until all
edges from O5 have been added, or the weight of the next edge from O5 to be added is
larger than that of the longest edge currently in the spanning tree. This process
continues until the end of the data sequence is reached. By this way, all N(N-1)/2
number of distances would be calculated and, by removing the longest edges to avoid
the cycles, this process can produce an EMST.
Correspondingly, in comparison to the Prim’s EMST algorithm in a forward fashion,
there can be a new MST algorithm constructed in this backward fashion. Based on this
observation, our backward MST algorithm can be summarized in the following:
1.

start with the second data point in the sequence;

2.

for each data point i (1≤i≤N-1), calculate its distances with all its predecessors,
that is, with 0,…,i-1, and sort them in a non-decreasing order;

3.

according to the cut property, add the edge with the smallest distance to the
MST. For the other edges of the newly calculated i-1 ones, if it is added, a
cycle is formed. According to the cycle property, the longest edge in the cycle
should be removed;

4.

i++, if i < N-1, go to Step 2; otherwise, stop.

The time complexity of our MST algorithm just presented is O(N2).
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4

An I/O Efficient Approximate EMST Algorithm

The above ways of constructing EMSTs are solutions developed for databases which
can reside in the main memory as a whole. For today’s real-world databases which
typically have billions of items with many thousands of fields, resulting in data that
range in size into terabytes, it is usually impossible to load them into the main memory
at once. Our discussion in this section focuses on large databases that do not fit in
memory for which I/O cost becomes a major concern in the algorithm design. To
improve the I/O efficiency of solutions of EMST problems, an intuitive way is to
reduce the unnecessary scans over the datasets.
The design of a more I/O efficient scheme is motivated by the following observations.
According to the working principle of the EMST-based clustering algorithms, a
database can be split into partitions by identifying and removing the longest
inconsistent edges in the tree. As a result, MST algorithms can be more efficient if the
longest edges of an MST can be identified quickly before most of the shorter ones are
found. This is because, if the longest edges can be found quickly, the Prim’s algorithm
can be more efficiently applied to each individual size-reduced cluster. For cases where
the number of the longest edges that separate the potential clusters can be much fewer
than the number of the shorter edges, this divide-and-conquer scheme will allow us to
save the unnecessary scans over the datasets tremendously.
Our objective is to discover all the well-separated clusters with I/O overhead linear to
the database size. For datasets too large to fit in main memory, some fetched point
should be discarded immediately if its edge weight to some data point is small enough
to release some memory space for the rest data points to be read in. Then the question
becomes how to define “small enough”. Without loss of generality, we assume that the
data points should have been stored in a random order, as can be easily achieved by a
simple randomization process, and data points form clusters that are well separated. By
well separated, we mean the intra-cluster distances are much smaller than inter-cluster
distances.
Assuming that each disk page can accommodate b data points, and that the memory
has a pages, to start our analysis, let us randomly sample s=b·a data points from the
database. In particular, since data points are stored in a random order, we just read in
the first s= b·a data points encountered in the scan and construct an EMST using the
algorithm presented in Section III. In this local MST, these s-1 edges provide the upper
bounds for their true s-1 edges in the exact true MST on the whole dataset. Among the
s data points currently in the main memory, the data points to be discarded should
satisfy the following conditions:
A.

the discarding should proceed from the largest cluster through to the smallest
cluster so that the small clusters will not be under represented;

B.

they should be discarded in a non-decreasing order of their edge weights;

C.

if the data point to be discarded next is connected to a data point just
discarded before loading the next new page of data points and the consecutive
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discardings will not result in an edge weight loss that is larger than the b-th
smallest discarded edge weight.
As long as s is large enough, b of the s data points currently in the main memory can
be discarded to release memory for new b data points to come in, however, without
altering the cluster-belonging they are supposed to.
With these observations in mind, we can intuitively think of employing a divide-and
conquer technique to achieve the improvement. Typically, a divide-and-conquer
paradigm generally consists of three steps:
1.

Divide step. The problem is divided into a collection of subproblems that are
similar to the original problem in type but smaller in size.

2.

Conquer step. The subproblems are addressed separately, and corresponding
subresults are produced.

3.

Combine step. The subresults are combined to form the final result of the
problem.

In the light of the above divide-and-conquer paradigm, given a loose estimate of
minimum and maximum numbers of data items in each cluster, we devise an I/O
efficient approximate EMST method as follows:
1.

read s=b·a data points from the database in and construct an EMST using the
method presented in Section III;

2.

discard b data points according to Conditions A、B and C;

3.

read another b data points in;

4.

for each newly loaded data point i (0≤i≤b-1), calculate its distances with all
the data points currently in the memory, and sort them in a non-decreasing
order;

5.

according to the cut property, add the edge with the smallest distance to the
approximate MST. For the rest edges of the newly calculated ones, if it is
added, a cycle is formed. According to the cycle property, the longest edge in
the cycle should be removed;

6.

i++, if i < b-1, go to Step 4; if i == b-1, go to Step 7;

7.

discard b data points according to Conditions A, B and C; if the end of file is
reached, go to Step 8, otherwise, go to Step 3;

8.

according to the approximate EMST just constructed, the longest edges can be
identified, if the database is scanned at least twice and the weights of these
longest edges do not change, go to Step 9, otherwise, go to Step 1.

9.

the longest edges are removed to form partitions; then if needed, our
algorithm can be more efficiently applied to each individual size-reduced
cluster.

Essentially, given a data set, in the first scan, our algorithm starts with s randomly
data points loaded into the main memory, creates an EMST composed with these s
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data points. As each page of data object is discarded from and loaded into the main
memory in the scanning process, b objects associated with the shortest edges and
satisfying Conditions A、B and C are discarded to provide space for another b data
points to be loaded into the main memory, our I/O efficient algorithm continues the
spanning tree growing process until the end of dataset. In the second scan, each of the
s data points retained in the main memory can be updated with a smaller value by a
data point it does not meet in the first scan. Such a strategy ensures that points that are
close to each other in space are likely to meet with a higher possibility directly depending on the memory size. However, because any data point is closer to its knearest neighbors in the main memory (which may not be its true k-nearest neighbors),
they can produce false longest edges. Fortunately, such possibilities can be greatly
reduced by multiple scans of the database. The upper bound of the expected number
of scans through the database to locate longest edges is closely related to the main
memory size s and the page size b. Now the memory size represents the possibility
that the data points find their approximate nearest neighbors.
For our purpose, after the initial scan, a spanning tree is constructed and each data
item in the tree has already had a distance. During the subsequent process, the data
items associated with longest edges will have distance computations over multiple
scans. Further, we would be more interested in those data points whose distance upper
bounds are potential longest edge candidates than those whose distance upper bounds
are too small to be given any further consideration. Therefore, after the initialization,
we can compute the mean and the standard deviation of the edge weights and use their
sum as a threshold value. Then in each step of the spanning tree updates by discarding
a page of data points and loading another page, before we calculate a data item to
further reduce its nearest neighbor edge weight, if its current distance upper bound is
smaller than the threshold, we can ignore it so as to save some spaces. Only when the
distance upper bound is larger than the threshold, do we carry out a distance computation to classify it to its closer nearest neighbor and make the corresponding update. In
other words, we give the potential longest edge candidates more attention. However,
this will give the potential longest edge candidates more opportunities to have a
smaller distance upper bound. Only when all the current largest distance values converge to the same value at the same location and have edge weights significantly larger than the average edge weights of two neighboring edges can the procedure stop as
completing the verification of the current longest edge candidate. Such a procedure is
an efficient method to implement the cycle property. To summarize, we believe that
the advantage of our algorithm is that, after multiple scans, by our greedy strategy,
each point will be very close to its true nearest neighbor in the data set.

5

Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a new CPU-based EMST algorithm which can subsequently
be adapted to obtain an I/O efficient approximate EMST algorithm, which is designed
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particularly for datasets that can not be loaded into main memory at once. The CPUbased EMST algorithm works by utilizing the cut and the cycle properties of the MST.
The I/O efficient approximate EMST algorithm works by identifying and removing
data points associated with smallest edge weights from the main memory so as to
release memory space for data points associated with the relatively few largest edge
weights to retain in the memory. Our solution is general and can be applied to large
high-dimensional datasets. In our future work, we would like to conduct experiments
on larger-sized high dimensional datasets to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed
method.
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Analysis of Linear and Non-Linear Classifiers in
Imbalanced Data to Predict Diabetes Induced
Complications
Tahsinur Rahman, Aniqa Zaida Khanom, Sheikh Mastura Farzana, Sharowar Md.
Shahriar Khan and Dr. Md. Ashraful Alam

Abstract. This paper presents a comparison of linear and non-linear
classifiers and their results in predicting health complications of the Kidney and Heart induced by Diabetes Mellitus based on an imbalanced
dataset. Over time Diabetes damages various organs in the body- primarily Kidney, Eyes, Heart and Brain. The onset of these complications
can be hard to prevent unless a person is monitored closely. This proposed model uses a time series data of one year that contains 164 features
of 779 T2DM patients to predict the risk of Nephropathy and Cardiovascular disease. Methods such as Logistic Regression, Support Vector
Machines, Naı̈ve Bayes, Decision Tree and Random Forest have been
used to predict the probability of developing the complications. Random
Forest produces the best results with 85 trees for Nephropathy with F1
score 0.75. Logistic Regression without oversampling gives the best results for Cardiovascular disease when C is 0.3, F1 score is 0.54.
Keywords: Imbalanced dataset · Complications prediction · Logistic
Regression · Random Forest · Oversampling.

1

Introduction

Clinical databases store large amounts of information about patients and their
medical conditions that can be used to discover relationships and patterns among
clinical and pathological data using data mining techniques [1]. These can be
used for early diagnosis by understanding the progression and features of the
disease. In most clinical databases, disease cases are fairly rare as compared
with the normal populations, hence creating an imbalance. Diabetes Mellitus
is one such example of health condition. Several Machine Learning based models exist that deal with Diabetes Mellitus [2]. However, most of these systems
only predict the probability of a person having Diabetes in the near future.
According to IDF Atlas published in 2017, there are around 424.9 million Diabetes patients around the world aged from 20-79 years, of whom 95% suffer from
Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus (T2DM). It is predicted that the number will increase
to 628.6 million by 2045 [3]. Diabetes Mellitus can induce other complications
like Nephropathy, Cardiovascular disease, Retinopathy and Diabetic Foot disease [4]. In 2017 alone, 4 million people died all around the world due to Diabetes
related complications. This paper proposes a prediction model built using linear
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and non-linear classifiers that can predict the probability of Nephropathy and
Cardiovascular disease onset in T2DM patients. An embedded pipeline has been
applied upon an imbalanced dataset containing pathological test results of 779
patients, exploring the effects of imbalance of data in prediction models. Additionally, it is different to the conventional Diabetes predicting systems since
it emphasizes on predicting Diabetes related complications. There is a scope to
introduce a complete system that can correctly predict onset of complications
caused by T2DM using Machine Learning techniques.

2

Related Work

Researchers have found various new aspects in past years discussing the factors
which assist Diabetes development and its impact on health that causes different types of complications [5]. Recent development in Deep Learning systems
have made it possible to develop a system that diagnoses retinal diseases [6]. AI
and Machine Learning are assets that has the ability to help doctors overcome
their limitations by improving prediction and diagnosis of diseases [7]. In July
2018, an AI system beat 15 Chinese doctors in a tumor detection competition
which is the latest among several similar examples [8]. In several papers, it is
described how in the case of diseases like Cancer, Mental health and Cardiovascular conditions, scientists are applying predictive algorithms with satisfactory
accuracy [9]. Abundance of Machine Learning models exist that can diagnose
if a person has Diabetes or is prone to develop Diabetes [10]. However, models
that can predict onset of Diabetes induced health complications are rarer. One
such model used a data mining pipeline to predict T2DM related complications
using Electronic Health Record data [11]. Dagliati et al. (2018) predicted complications such as Neuropathy, Nephropathy and Retinopathy with an accuracy
of up to 0.83 [11]. The researchers used few features to conduct the research
which reduced complexity of the model. Furthermore, the model did not predict the complication of Cardiovascular diseases. A recently conducted research
presented a new data-driven approach to predict diabetic complications [12].
Another notable work, done by BH Cho et al. in 2008 explains a model which
used feature selection to predict diabetic Nephropathy [13]. Tanaka et al. (2013)
used a statistical model called Cox regression model to predict the risk of various
diabetic complications including Cardiovascular diseases [14]. Nonetheless, apart
from these researches, there isn’t any significant work that has previously been
done regarding the prediction of Diabetes induced Cardiovascular diseases especially using Machine Learning. One of the conceivable reasons might be the lack
of information and proper variables since heart complications are related to a lot
of other factors and variables of the human body [15]. Another major problem
is the presence of imbalanced data in different domains of machine learning and
data mining especially in medical science [1, 16]. Mazurowski (2008) presented
a paper showing that the classifier performance may deteriorate even with a
modest class imbalance in the training data [17]. Even in the field of Diabetes
Complication prediction, class imbalance is a concerning issue [11]. To solve the
class imbalance problem, data level and algorithm level approaches are usually
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taken [18]. Learning from imbalanced data has been a focus of intense research
and continuous development for more than two decades. With the expansion of
machine learning and data mining, a deeper insight into the nature of imbalanced
learning has been gained, adding to the new emerging challenges as well [19]. So
even though considering all of these variables can increase the complexity of the
model, doing so is very difficult. Regardless, in this paper, these limitations were
addressed and focus was put on the imbalance of the dataset in the prediction
of risk of Cardiovascular disease alongside Nephropathy.

3

Methodology of Work

The work presented in this paper can be broadly divided into four sections; i)
Dataset Collection, ii) Data Pre-processing, iii) Training and Testing Model and
iv) Improving the best ML classifier. In dataset collection section, an open source
dataset was used. Data imputation, Feature Scaling and Categorical Variable
Conversion were done in Data pre-processing. A set of six algorithms were then
implemented to find the best possible outcome. After obtaining the best classifier for Nephropathy and Cardiovascular disease, they were further improved
by changing a few parameters. Additionally, in case of Cardiovascular disease,
oversampling was also implemented in a particular set of experiments discussed
later in the paper. Figure 1 represents the methodology of the work done in
this paper. LR, SVM, NB, DT and RF stands for Logistic Regression, Support
Vector Machines, Naı̈ve Bayes, Decision Tree and Random Forest respectively.
3.1

Dataset

The dataset used in the model is from an open-label, central registration, multicenter, prospective observational study that was conducted at the Tokyo Women‘s
Medical University Hospital in collaboration with 69 other institutions in Japan
[20]. It was retrieved from a loyalty free dataset sharing platform and consisted
of 779 instances and 164 variables. Out of the 164 variables, 24 were categorical
variables and the rest were numerical variables. Many features are time series
data of 1 year at several time differences.
Target Variable Although the dataset contains many features there were
no feature that could be used to determine if a patient is actually at risk of
developing either Nephropathy or Cardiovascular disease. Additionally, target
variables are needed to measure model performance. Hence, target variables,
Risk of Nephropathy and Risk of Cardiovascular Disease have been synthesized. Methods used by former medical researchers have been re applied for
both variables. For the case of Risk of Nephropathy, the conditions (i) Urinary
albumin/creatinine ratio greater than 30, (ii) No history of previous renal complication and (iii) GFR less than 60 mL.min-1 have been considered and positive
in all of them has been labeled as ’1’ [21, 22]. On the other hand, for Risk of
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Fig. 1: Methodology of Work

Cardiovascular Disease, (i) History of Diabetes Mellitus, (ii) History of Hypertension, (iii) Hypertriglyceridemia and (iv) History of Dyslipidemia have been
considered and positive in all of them has been labeled as ’1’ [23].
Data Imbalance One of the highlighted features of the above mentioned
dataset is that it does not have uniform positive and negative class distribution.
For Nephropathy, approximately 25% patients of the dataset were identified as
Kidney patients which is an imbalance ratio of 1:4. However, in the case of Cardiovascular disease, the patients having the disease were only about 10% of the
set which is an imbalance ratio of 1:10. According to Wong (2009), a ratio as low
as 1: 10 can be tough to deal with and is inadequate for building a good model in
most cases [1]. To overcome the issue of imbalance, two different approaches are
usually used: Data-level approach and Algorithm-level approach. For data-level
approach, oversampling was applied on the dataset for Cardiovascular Disease
prediction and the performance of the algorithms were compared for balanced
and imbalanced dataset. For algorithm-level approach, several classifiers were
used including ensemble methods like AdaBoost and Random Forest. The parameters of these classifiers were also tweaked to improve the algorithm and find
out the best combination for the imbalanced dataset. Oversampling was implemented by applying the SMOTE algorithm on the training set to make the class
ratio 50:50 [25].
3.2

Data Pre-processing

Data Imputation The dataset had values missing at random (MAR) so the
missing value of a variable can be predicted from the other variables making
it suitable for imputation. Overall, the maximum number of missing columns
for a particular instance was 145 and the minimum was 0. Even though traditional methods of imputation like replacing with mean, replacing with 0 and
deleting entire instances were considered, they were found to be inadequate. Instead imputation was done using an algorithm called missForest with 100 trees
[24]. The model yields an out-of-bag (OOB) imputation error estimate which
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consists of the NRMSE (Normalized Root Mean Squared Error) for the continuous numeric variables and PFC (Proportion of Falsely Classified) for categorical
variables. NRMSE in this case was 17.89% and PFC was 12.19%.
Feature Scaling and Categorical Variable Conversion Standardization
was used as the feature scaling technique. It is particularly important since
some classification algorithms like SVM and Logistic Regression do not perform
well on unscaled data since variables with higher and lower scale are going to be
treated differently. Another important part of the model is the conversion of the
categorical variables to their numerical counterparts to avoid misinterpretation
of information from the data. This is implemented by creating dummy variables
for each class present in every categorical variable. To avoid the occurrence
of Dummy Variable Trap, n-1 dummy variables were created for a categorical
variable with n different values.
3.3

Algorithms and Evaluation Metrics

In this paper, several classification algorithms were used for comparison, in order
to find the best one for each problem. The linear algorithms Logistic Regression,
Support Vectors Machines and Naı̈ve Bayes along with non-linear classifiers Decision Tree and Random Forest were implemented. Additionally, AdaBoost was
used for boosting. The primary parameter for logistic regression was L2 regularization with the inverse of regularization strength(C) value being 1. On the
other hand for SVM, the RBF kernel was used with the penalty parameter C of
the error term being 1. Gaussian Naı̈ve Bayes is the specific algorithm that was
applied in the case of Naı̈ve Bayes. CART was the Decision Tree and was utilized
with the split criterion based on Gini impurity as one of the non-linear classifiers. Furthermore, AdaBoost was employed using the SAMME.R real boosting
algorithm with maximum number of estimators being 50. Finally, the Random
Forest Classifier had 80 trees as the primary number of estimators. The data
is imbalanced for both cases, with a prevalence (π) of disease being 0.249 for
nephropathy and 0.096 for cardiovascular disease. Hence, accuracy is a poor
evaluation metric in this case [26]. For the performance evaluation of classifiers,
AUC score, Average Precision (AP) and F1 Score are usually better metrics.
Since it can sort models by overall performance, the AUC is considered more in
model assessments. However, AUC score masks poor performance if the dataset
is imbalanced [27]. This is especially the case when the value of π is less than 0.1
[28]. Yuan et al. (2015) have shown this by demonstrating a drastic difference
between the AUC and AP score when π changes from 0.5 to 0.1 and less [28].
Therefore, while AUC is a good metric for Nephropathy, it does not work well
in case of Cardiovascular Disease. F1 score takes both precision and recall into
account by taking their harmonic mean with a high score indicating that the
model performs better on the positive class [29]. F1 Score was prioritized in this
paper to evaluate the performance of the algorithms with individual considerations to the precision and recall also. In some medical papers, Average Precision
(AP) is considered to evaluate results.
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3.4

Training

Dataset
In this paper, cross-validation was done by splitting the overall dataset into
training and test set with a ratio of 70:30. For Nephropathy, the test set consisted of 216 instances, 162 belonging to the false class (does not have Kidney
complications) and 54 belonging to the true class (has Kidney complications).
In the case of Cardiovascular disease, the test set consisted of 234 instances with
211 belonging to the false class (does not have Cardiovascular complications)
and 23 belonging to the true class (has Cardiovascular complications).

4

Results

The linear classifiers used were Logistic Regression (LR), Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Naı̈ve Bayes (NB) and the non-linear classifiers used were Decision Tree and Random Forest were implemented. AdaBoost was used since it is
capable of handling the class imbalance problem. Oversampling using SMOTE
was applied on Cardiovascular Disease. This paper discusses all the models experimented in three subsections: i. Nephropathy, ii. Cardiovascular without Oversampling and iii. Cardiovascular with Oversampling. Each results table contain
Accuracy, Precision, Recall, Average Precision (AP), F1 Score and AUC Score
in regard of all algorithms that are being applied.
4.1

Nephropathy

Table 1 shows scores of different performance metrics for all the algorithms for
Nephropathy.
Table 1: Nephropathy Scores
Logistic
Support
Naı̈ve Decision
Decision
Random
Regression
Vector
Bayes
Tree
Tree with
Forest
(LR)
Machines(SVM) (NB)
(DT)
AdaBoost(Ada)
(RF)
Accuracy
0.79
0.83
0.81
0.84
0.82
0.88
Precision
0.56
0.91
0.61
0.66
0.61
0.87
Recall
0.67
0.35
0.61
0.74
0.80
0.63
AP
0.63
0.75
0.61
0.55
0.54
0.86
F1 Score
0.61
0.51
0.61
0.69
0.69
0.73
AUC
0.77
0.87
0.83
0.81
0.82
0.92

Figure 2(a) is the graphical representation of the values of different algorithms’ recall, precision, AP and F1 score. The difference of a specific metric for
each algorithm can be signified. Additionally, Figure 2(b) represents the AUC
scores for each algorithm, showing the best and the worst algorithms based on
AUC score.
Linear Classifiers: Even though LR and SVM are both linear classifiers, a significant difference can be observed in the performance metrics. The precision is
higher in SVM, while the recall and F1 Score is better for LR. So while SVM
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(a) Performance Metrics

(b) ROC curves and AUC scores

Fig. 2: Prediction of Nephropathy (Kidney Disease)

has a higher AUC score of 0.87, it is disregarded. Hence, between these two algorithms, for the prediction of Nephropathy, Logistic Regression is a better option
with recall of 0.67 and F1 Score 0.61 since it classifies the positive class better.
Naı̈ve Bayes has a result with the same precision and recall, 0.61. Hence, the
AP and F1 Score are also 0.61. Further, it can be noticed that the AUC score
of NB are 0.83, which is also quite high. However, comparing to LR and SVM,
the performance of NB cannot be said to be significantly better as none of the
results are better than the former algorithms.
Non-linear Classifiers: Decision Tree was used in two ways; with and without
the boosting. AdaBoost was used as the booster. The scores in both these cases
are similar, with the accuracy, precision and AP falling slightly for AdaBoost.
However, the recall increases to 0.80 for boosted DT while F1 score remains
the same at 0.69. Comparing to the linear classifiers, DT has a better overall
performance. On the other hand, among all the algorithms, Random Forest has
the best AP (0.86), F1 score (0.73) and AUC score (0.92). For disease prediction,
recall is an important metric. In this case, the recall is not so high, which is 0.63.
However, the accuracy and precision scores of RF is also above 0.85.
For Nephropathy the best result was given by Random Forest(RF) when taking
into account all the performance metrics. Oversampling was not considered for
Nephropathy since the data was only slightly imbalanced with 25% belonging
to the positive class. This imbalance is countered by RF by aggregating several
decision trees together. Hence, satisfactory results were obtained without the
introduction of oversampling. Finally it can be observed that for Nephropathy,
non-linear classifiers work better than linear classifiers as DT, DT AdaBoost and
RF gives better F1 Score than LR, SVM and NB. Since the classes are divided by
a non-linear boundary, linear classifiers fail to perform as well as their non-linear
counterparts.
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4.2

Cardiovascular without Oversampling

Table 2 shows scores of different performance metrics for all the algorithms for
Cardiovascular Disease. Figure 3(a) represents the values of different algorithms’
performance metrics and Figure 3(b) represents the AUC scores for each algorithm.
Table 2: Cardiovascular Disease Scores (Without Oversampling)
Logistic
Support
Naı̈ve Decision
Decision
Random
Regression
Vector
Bayes
Tree
Tree with
Forest
(LR)
Machines(SVM) (NB)
(DT)
AdaBoost(Ada)
(RF)
Accuracy
0.91
0.90
0.81
0.89
0.89
0.91
Precision
0.55
NaN
0.29
0.42
0.42
1.00
Recall
0.48
0.00
0.65
0.48
0.35
0.04
AP
0.50
0.55
0.40
0.25
0.21
0.48
F1 Score
0.51
0.00
0.41
0.45
0.38
0.08
AUC
0.82
0.83
0.84
0.70
0.65
0.79

(a) Performance Metrics

(b) ROC curves and AUC scores

Fig. 3: Prediction of Cardiovascular(Heart) Disease

Linear Classifiers: In the prediction of Cardiovascular disease, LR has a high
accuracy of 0.91 and AUC score of 0.82, while having average values for precision
(0.55), AP (0.5), recall (0.48) and F1 score (0.51). The results of SVM though
are much unexpected as the accuracy and AUC score are high. While on the
other hand, the recall is zero and the precision is undefined. Usually, SVM works
well for moderate imbalance and performance decreases when it goes towards
high imbalance but this concept can vary with the nature of the dataset [30, 1].
However, for this particular dataset, even though it is moderately imbalanced, F1
score is zero which means SVM completely fails to predict the positive class. The
aforementioned values of recall and precision corresponds to only one particular
threshold. For other thresholds values, however, the precision and recall are
defined giving SVM an average precision of 0.55. Comparing, in this case, LR is
clearly the better algorithm. Compared to LR, Naı̈ve Bayes has a higher recall of
0.65 but a lower F1 score of 0.41. Moreover, all the other linear evaluators have
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lower value of F1 Score than that of LR. Hence, among all the linear classifiers,
Logistic Regression gives the best prediction model.
Non-linear Classifiers: Similar to Nephropathy, DT was implemented in two
ways; with and without AdaBoost. The scores in both these cases are similar,
though a fall of recall, AP, F1 score and AUC score can be noticed. There is no
increase in any of the metrics and the accuracy and precision is same for both
cases being 0.89 and 0.42 respectively. Comparing to LR, unlike in Nephropathy,
all the evaluators have a poorer score, with a steep decrease in AP and F1 score.
In case of RF, it can be noticed that the accuracy is very high (0.91). However,
the recall and F1 score is very low with only 0.04 and 0.08 respectively. Therefore,
even though the precision is 1, it is a very bad predictor for this case.
However, even though LR is the best predictor for Cardiovascular disease,
the precision, recall, AP and F1 score are all very low being close to 0.5 in all
cases. The recall is of particular interest in this paper since all the patients who
have a chance of developing complications needs to be predicted correctly.The
recall in most cases are poor since the prevalence of heart patients is less in the
dataset. Further, it is seen that the AUC score is not a suitable metric when the
prevalence of positive class is extremely low [28]. So in the comparison of the
classifiers for this case, more importance was given to the AP score than AUC
score. To overcome these issues, oversampling has been used, and the results are
discussed in the next subsection.
4.3

Cardiovascular with Oversampling

Table 3 shows scores of different performance metrics for all the algorithms for
Cardiovascular Disease. Figure 4(a) represents the values of different algorithms’
performance metrics and Figure 4(b) represents the AUC scores for each algorithm.
Table 3: Cardiovascular Disease Scores (With Oversampling)
Logistic
Support
Naı̈ve Decision
Decision
Random
Regression
Vector
Bayes
Tree
Tree with
Forest
(LR)
Machines(SVM) (NB)
(DT)
AdaBoost(Ada)
(RF)
Accuracy
0.58
0.91
0.78
0.87
0.87
0.91
Precision
0.31
0.66
0.28
0.36
0.37
0.56
Recall
0.47
0.17
0.78
0.44
0.44
0.22
AP
0.48
0.52
0.49
0.21
0.22
0.40
F1 Score
0.38
0.28
0.41
0.39
0.40
0.31
AUC
0.80
0.85
0.86
0.68
0.68
0.85

Linear Classifiers: Oversampling the data leads to a decrease in performance
for LR shown by a decrease in value of all the metrics. However in case of SVM,
there is an increase in the value of precision and recall which increases from zero
and hence the F1 score also increases. Since oversampling leads to the prevalence
being close to 0.5, the AUC can be considered to measure performance. However,
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(a) Performance Metrics

(b) ROC curves and AUC scores

Fig. 4: Prediction of Cardiovascular (Heart) Disease with Oversampled Dataset

even though SVM has a better accuracy and AUC score than LR, its recall is
still lower. The precision is higher for SVM but a low recall leads to a F1 score
of 0.28 which is lower than LR’s F1 score of 0.38. Hence, even in this case LR
is a better algorithm than SVM. As mentioned before, the performance of SVM
degrades as class imbalance increases. Hence when oversampling is applied SVM
performs better as class imbalance problem is resolved. For NB oversampling
gives a better performance since AP score increases while keeping the F1 score
same. The main observation is that the recall increases significantly to 0.78
which is highest across all combinations for Cardiovascular disease. Since NB
has a better AUC and F1 score than LR, it is considered to be better of the two
and hence the best linear classifier after oversampling.
Non-linear Classifiers: Just like without oversampling, in oversampling the scores
for both DT and Boosted DT are similar. Though Boosted DT has a F1 score
which is 0.01 greater than DT, making it slightly better. Overall, oversampling
improves the performance of Boosted DT with F1 score increasing from 0.38 to
0.40. For DT, the opposite happens with the performance deteriorating when
oversampled. The F1 score decreases from 0.45 to 0.39. Hence it can be deduced
that oversampling works for AdaBoosted DT but not DT. The AP score is still
poor for both and since AP is a better measure for the Cardiovascular case, it
can be deduced that both classifiers fail. This is due to the linear characteristic
of the data for Cardiovascular Disease. Again for RF with oversampling, the accuracy and AUC are very high with both being 0.85 and 0.91 respectively. The
recall (0.22) and F1 score (0.31) though are very low. Even though oversampling
improves the values from 0.04 and 0.08, the overall performance is still same.
Therefore, after taking all the performance scores into account, Naive Bayes is
the best classifier for the prediction of Heart diseases after oversampling.
To sum up, after comparing both with and without oversampling, Logistic Regression can be considered the best algorithm for classification of Cardiovascular
Disease. Despite Naive Bayes with oversampling having better recall scores, NB’s
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precision is lower, leading to a F1 score of 0.41 which is much lower than LR’s F1
score of 0.51. For Cardiovascular Disease, the decision boundary between classes
is much more linear with the classes being less well-separated. This leads to poor
results of non-linear classifiers due overfitting of the data.
4.4

Improving Prediction Model

Fig. 5: Improved Nephropathy scores for Fig. 6: Improved Cardiovascular Disease
Random Forest
scores for Logistic Regression

Nephropathy For Nephropathy the best performance in terms of F1 score
and recall was given by Random Forest with 80 trees. It is possible to obtain a
good balance between performance, processing time, and memory usage when
the number of trees in a forest is between 64 and 128 [31].The Random Forest
algorithm was implemented on a variable number of trees within the range of
60 to 130 to find which one maximizes the performance. It can be seen from
Figure 5 that best performance is given by 85 trees with the F1 score, recall,
precision and AP being 0.75, 0.65, 0.89 and 0.86 respectively. In general it can
be observed from Figure 5 that the value of the metrics’ fluctuates up and down
until it reaches 100 trees and then for all metrics, the values stabilizes.
Cardiovascular Disease In the case of Cardiovascular Disease the best performance in terms of both F1 score and recall was given by Logistic Regression
without oversampling. The inverse of regularization strength(C) in this case was
1. As regularization strength increases, the model generalizes better by taking
slightly useful features into account. Since C is the inverse of the regularization
strength, as C decreases regularization increases. Hence by changing the value
of C, performance of the Logistic Regression model can be improved. To test
this, Logistic Regression algorithm was applied with C values ranging from 0.01
to 2. From Figure 6 it can be seen that the best performance when considering
all metrics comes when the value of C is 0.3. At this point, the F1 score, recall,
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precision and AP are 0.54, 0.48, 0.61 and 0.53 respectively. Even though recall
remains same, the value of the other metrics’ increases. The greatest change is in
precision which increases by 0.06. Overall, it can be seen from Fig. 8 that with
a C value close to 0, the precision is very high and the recall is very low, leading
to a poor F1 score. However as the C value is increased the F1 score increases,
maximizing at around 0.3, which is where both recall and precision Scores are
acceptable. Increasing C even further leads to the value of all the metrics either
stabilizing or decreasing even more.

5

Discussion

In this paper, the best classifier for Nephropathy in terms of F1 Score and AUC
is Random Forest with 85 trees. Furthermore, in the case of Cardiovascular Disease, Logistic Regression is the best classifier without oversampling in terms of
F1 Score and AUC. Among all the classifiers applied, SVM showed high precision
and Decision tree had the best recall score for predicting the risk of Nephropathy.
However, Random Forest provided the highest AUC and F1 Score so it is more
logical to select RF as the best classifier for prediction of Nephropathy onset.
For Nephropathy, the dataset had an imbalance of ratio 1:4. From the results,
it is evident that this data imbalance did not degrade the performance of the
classifiers. Moreover, the best result was given by Random Forest, an ensemble
method which is better at handling imbalanced data since it runs several Decision
Tree classifiers and aggregates the result. On the other hand, in the case of Cardiovascular Disease prediction the imbalance ratio was 1:10, hence oversampling
was used. The best result was obtained without applying Oversampling: Logistic
Regression with the highest F1 score. Again the Recall score was not very high
owing to less prevalence of patients in the dataset. Cardiovascular Disease onset
prediction was further explored with the addition of oversampling. Nevertheless,
oversampling failed to provide much improvement to the result. This was due to
overfitting the data when the minority class was oversampled. Also the optimal
class distribution is not known, in this paper it was assumed to be 50:50 which
is not the case. SVM showed extremely low F1 Score of only 0.28 but the precision was higher than that of Logistic Regression without oversampling. Even
though SVM had higher AUC score after oversampling, it was disregarded since
AUC score can be misleading in cases of low prevalence. So, although AUC is
a good metric for Nephropathy, it does not work well in case of Cardiovascular
Disease. It is noticed that nonlinear classifiers perform better while predicting
Nephropathy onset in comparison with Cardiovascular Disease prediction. Furthermore, in the later portion of the paper, Random Forest (for Nephropathy)
and Logistic Regression without Oversampling (for Cardiovascular Disease) were
further tuned to improve the results more. In the case of Random Forest, different number of estimators within the range of 60 to 130 trees was applied to
find which one maximizes the performance. It has been observed that 85 trees
maximizes Recall, Precision and F1 Score. On the other hand, for Cardiovascular
disease prediction, the initial value of the inverse of regularization strength(C)
was 1. C values ranging from 0.01 to 2 was exercised and the best results are
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obtained when the value is 0.3. Value of both F1 Score and Recall increases and
highest increment is observed in Precision which increases by 0.06. It can be
seen from Figure 4 and Figure 5 that the performance metrics become horizontal lines after a certain value of C (for Logistic Regression) and specific number
of trees (for Random Forest). Couple of interesting observations can be made
from this research. Firstly, the model worked better for Nephropathy than it
did for Cardiovascular Disease, even though the same dataset is used for both.
This implies, the variables in the dataset is more inclined towards Nephropathy
than Cardiovascular Disease. Further, the prevalence of the disease also played a
significant part in the results. Since Nephropathy had 25% positive cases while
Cardiovascular Disease had a mere 10%, the results were better for Nephropathy. The class imbalance led to the introduction of oversampling to in order to
enhance the performance. Secondly, although the dataset had 164 features, it
had only 779 instances to begin with, the model gave encouraging results.

6

Conclusion

This paper explains how Machine Learning based linear and non-linear classifiers
can be adopted in clinical diagnostics to create systems that uses patient-specific
information to predict the probability of Diabetes induced complications. A total of five classifiers have been applied here on an imbalance dataset and the
results have been measured using various performance metrics. Random Forest
and Logistic Regression provided best results for the prediction of Nephropathy
and Cardiovascular Diseases respectively. Furthermore, Random Forest has been
applied multiple times, each time with different number of estimators and the
classifier works best with 85 trees. Similarly, Logistic Regression delivers best
result when inverse of regularization strength, C, is 0.3 amongst all separate values that were tried. This research work was quite challenging owing to various
facts. A major obstruction was the missing values present in the current dataset.
Although the missing data were imputed using one of the best data imputation
algorithms available, nevertheless, accuracy of all the imputed missing values
may not be completely correct, according to medical aspect. Regardless of that,
the model can satisfactorily predict onset of diabetes induced Nephropathy and
Cardiovascular Disease. This paper also reflects how the clinical data, which are
usually imbalanced, affects the prediction system. It is certain that in the foreseeable future a predictive model like this can be successfully used for prognosis,
diagnosis and treatment planning of patients within clinical information systems.
Since prevention or cure of Diabetes is yet to be found, it is vital to come up
with systems that can aid in providing a better lifestyle to the ever increasing
Diabetic population.
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Abstract. Several bio-inspired evolutionary based feature selection algorithms for microarray data classification have been proposed in the
literature and show a good performance. In this research we proposed
a wrapper feature selection algorithm for classifying cancer microarray
gene expression profile that uses FireFly algorithm along with SVM
classifier named FF-SVM. Support vector machine SVM classifier with
leave-one-out cross validation LOOCV are used to measure the classification accuracy for the selected gene subset. Five benchmark microarray
datasets of binary and multi class are used to evaluate FF-SVM algorithm. To validate the result of the proposed algorithm we compare it
with other related state-of-the-art algorithms. The experiment proves
that the FF-SVM show high classification accuracy using small number
of selected genes.
Keywords: Gene Selection, Cancer Classification, Microarray, Gene Expression Profile, FireFly, SVM.

1

Introduction

DNA Microarray technology is a powerful tool that helps researchers monitor the
gene expression level in an organism. Microarray data analysis is used to determine which genes are being differentially expressed. Differently expressed genes
can be used in cancer diagnosing to differentiate between infected and uninfected
tissues. Microarray data analysis provides valuable results which contribute towards solving gene expression profile problems. One the most important applications of Microarray data analysis is cancer classification. Classifying microarray
data is challenging and considered as (NP)-Hard problem due to the high dimensionality found in a small sample size of gene expression data [1]. Also, gene
expression data has a high complexity; genes are directly or indirectly correlated
to each other [2].
Hence, most practical method to overcome these challenges is therefore a feature selection technique. The main idea behind the feature selection method is
selecting the most informative and significant genes for the prediction (classification) problem. Several gene selection algorithms have been reported in the
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literature, fall in three categories filter, wrapper and hybrid. Many filter approach statistical algorithms have been used for dimension reduction to remove
redundant and irrelevant genes without using any learning algorithms, e.g. Mutual Information [3, 4]. In addition to these filter approaches, several wrapper
algorithms and machine learning algorithms have been applied [5, 6]. Wrapper
methods have achieved better performance than filter methods [7]. The hybrid
approach is also adopted in order to utilize the advantages of both the filter and
wrapper approaches [6, 8–10].
The aim of this study is to identify the most informative genes that contribute
to cancer diagnosis. Therefore, we developed a new wrapper feature selection
method for Microarray gene expression profiles to select the most informative
genes that cause cancer. The proposed method consists of two phases: gene selections phase and classification phase. In the gene selection phase, the Firefly
wrapper method was employed to find the optimal gene subset. In the classification phase, this optimal gene subset is tested based on a Support Vector Machine
(SVM) classifier and the classification accuracy is obtained using leave-one-out
cross validation (LOOCV). Five Microarray benchmark datasets of different cancer types was used to evaluate the proposed model. To validate the effectiveness
of the proposed algorithm we compare it with other state-of-the-art algorithms.
The experiment result shows the improvement in term of classification accuracy
and the number of selected genes.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we briefly present
background about FireFly algorithm and SVM classifier. This is followed by
an explanation of our proposed FF-SVM algorithm in Section 3. Subsequently,
Section 4 outlines the experimental setup and provides results. Finally, Section
5 draws conclusions of this paper.

2

Background

In this section, we briefly present a general background about FireFly algorithm
(FFA) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) classification method.
2.1

FireFly Algorithm (FFA)

Firefly algorithm is bio-inspired global optimization method inspired by the
flashing light patterns and behaviour of firefly insects thus it simulates the attraction behaviour of fireflies [11]. Fireflies use their flashing pattern to attract
other fireflies (from the opposite sex). Though, firefly algorithms development
was based on three idealised rules: first, being the assumption that all fireflies
are attracted to each other, regardless of their sex. Second, their attractiveness is based on their brightness ability, thus their attractiveness will decrease
as the distance between them increases. As a result, it will always be the less
bright fireflies that move towards the brighter ones. Third, a fireflys brightness
is determined or affected by the objective functions form. Firefly algorithm is
metaheuristic population based where each firefly represents a possible solution
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in the search space. This section presents the main behavior of artificial firefly
algorithm. Two issues can be considered with the Firefly algorithm and they
are; the variation of the brightness intensity, as well as how attractiveness is
formulated. In the standard Firefly algorithm attractiveness is basically determined by brightness, which is associated with the objective function. Therefore,
the brightness of firefly I at specific location x can be presented as I(x) f (x).
Attractiveness β is also relative, in that it varies with the distance rij between
firefly i and j. Thus, it differs from one firefly to the next, purely based on
distance. Thus, the light intensity can be formulated in Equation 1.
2

I = I0 e−γrij

(1)

Where the I0 is the light intensity at the beginning. The Attractiveness β of
the firefly is determined by the brightness. The attractiveness can be measured
as shown in Equation 2 :
2

β = β0 e−γrij

(2)

where β0 is the attractiveness of the firefly at r = 0. γ is light absorption
coefficient, which is fixed as 1.0 in FA. The distance between any two fireflies i
and j at xi and xj is calculated in Equation 3 as Cartesian distance:
q
rij = ||xi − xj || = (xi − xj )2 + (yi − yj )2
(3)

The movement of the firefly i towards more attractive firefly j calculated
using Equation 4 , as bellow:.
2

xi = xi + β0 e−γrij (xj − xi )2 + α(rand − 0.5)
(4)

In the Equation 4 the second term refer to the attraction, and the third term
is the randomize term with ? as randomization parameter, α ∈ [0, 1]. β0 is always
set to 1 and rand is a random number between [0, 1]. In firefly the ? is set to
allow the variation in the solution. The value of γ characterizes the variation of
the attractiveness, in many applications the value of γ varies from 0.01 to 100.
2.2

Support Vector Machine (SVM) Classifier

SVM is a supervised machine learning algorithm, which is typically used for classification purposes, based on statistical learning theory proposed by Vapnik [12].
The SVM has been used widely in many applications related to bioinformatic
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and show good performance. Moreover, SVM has been extensively used to classify microarray data and it improved the classification accuracy. Main advantage
for using SVM to classify microarray data, it works well when classifying high
dimensional data [13]. In addition, it works well when the number of features
is greater than the number of samples. SVM is centred around searching for a
hyperplane that optimally divides the tuples, from one class to another. The
hyperplane is found using the support vector and the margin. The support vector is calculated from the vectors (data points) that define the hyperplane. The
margin is the shortest distance between the hyperplane and the nearest point
(on two sides).
In order to evaluate the performance of the SVM classifier we apply leaveone-out cross validation (LOOCV). LOOCV is a model evaluation method, it
is equal to K-fold cross validation based on it logic where K equal to N , the
number of sample in the dataset. LOOCV is work as follows, takes one sample
as validation data (testing data) and the remaining as training. The process
is repeated such that each sample in the dataset is used once as testing data.
The aim of using LOOCV in our proposed algorithm is that it can prevent the
problem of overfitting [14]. On the other hand, from the computational point of
view LOOCV is considered as very expensive since the many time the training
process is repeated.

3

Proposed Algorithm (FF-SVM)

In this section, the proposed FF-SVM algorithm will be described. The aim of
FF-SVM algorithm is to find the most informative genes that maximize the SVM
classifier performance. The basic concept of the proposed method is to compare
each firefly on the swarm to every other firefly and based on the brightness (fitness value) one best firefly will be chosen. The steps of FF-SVM algorithm can
be described as follows:
Step 1: Swarm Initialization The firefly algorithm first initiates a population of n fireflies xi ,i = 1, 2, 3, .., n where n is the swarms size. The fireflies
are positioned randomly in the search space. Every firefly xi in the population
represent a set of predefined number of features(genes) i.e. a possible solution to
gene selection problem.
Step 2: Calculate the Fitness Function After the initialization step, the
light intensity of the initial swarm that associated with the fitness function f (xi )
. Figure 1 represent a sample of the initial population. Where the xi represent
a firefly i.e. one possible solution with its fitness f (xi ). Each firefly contains D
number of genes.
Step 3: Find the Best Firefly In this step the algorithm finds the best
firefly that maximize the classification accuracy while keep the minimum number
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of selected genes. The idea behind this step is to compare each firefly in the
population with every other firefly.
Given a fixed number of generation (iteration), the proposed algorithm starts
the comparison. If the fitness of the firefly i is less than the fitness of the firefly j,
then firefly i will move toward firefly j. The movement of the firefly is done using
Equation 4. Because of the position of the firefly i is updated its fitness must
also updated. Then the algorithm follows the same procedure for subsequent
iteration.

Fig. 1. The FireFly population sample. Where x1 to xn in the population represent
a candidate solution that contain set of predefined number of genes D. The f (x1 ) to
f (xn ) is the fitness function for each firefly xi , i = 1, 2, ....n
.

Step 4: Ranking the Result Ranking the fireflies that resulting from the
comparison step and return the best firefly. Figure 2 show the proposed algorithm flow chart.
The fitness function for the FF-SVM is to maximize classification performance i.e. classification accuracy while keeping minimum number of selected
features. The classification accuracy is obtained using Leave One Out Cross Validation LOOCV. In Algorithm 1, we present pseudo code for FF-SVM algorithm.

4

Experimental Result

In this section the datasets used to test the proposed algorithm as well as the
experiment setup and experiment result are explained.
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Fig. 2. Proposed (FF-SVM) algorithm flow chart.

4.1

Microarray Dataset

In order to evaluate the proposed algorithm Five bunch mark microarray dataset
have been used. The used datasets are of binary and multi class namely, SRBCT,
Lung, Colon, Leukemia1 and Leukemia2. Table 1 present a detailed description
of these datasets.
4.2

Experement Setup

The proposed algorithm is written in Python development environment. All the
experiments are performed in iMac desktop computer 4 GHs processor and 8
GB of RAM memory. In the experiment different parameter need to be set, the
number of iteration, number of population and the number of run. The number
of population set to be 70 fireflies i.e. 70 possible solution. One iteration gives
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Algorithm 1 FF-SVM Algorithm
Input:
Microarray dataset
Size of firefly i.e. number of features or genes, D.
Define light absorption coefficient, γ ∈ [0.01, 100].
Define randomization parameter, α = 1.
Define attractiveness parameter, β0 = 1.
Set maximum number of iteration, MaxGeneration=25.
Output:
The best firefly and its fitness
Algorithm:
Generate initial population of n fireflies randomly xi , i = 1, 2, 3, .., n;
Evaluate the fitness each firefly using objective function f (x);
while (t < M axGeneration) do
for i = 1 to n do
for j = 1 to n do
if (f (xi ) < f (xj )) then
Move firefly i towards j using
Calculate the distance r
Calculate the new position xi of the firefly i
Update the fitness of firefly i
end if
Evaluate new solutions and update light intensity
end for
end for
end while
Rank the fireflies and find best firefly

possibilities to get the best firefly in one generation. Therefore, multiple iteration
(generation) is give the possibilities to get the optimal feature set (firefly). Thus,
the number of generation is set to 25. In order to make the result more accurate
and statistically valid, the experiment is repeated 20 times for each dataset. The
best, worst and average of the classification accuracy is calculated. The accuracy
is obtained using SVM classifier with Leave One Out Cross Validation LOOCV.
4.3

Results and Analysis

In this section we present and analyze the result obtained from proposed algorithm. In addition, we will compare our result with other relevant algorithms
Experiment Result The objective of feature selection is to maximize the classification performance while minimizing the number of selected features. For
each dataset we implement the algorithm on different number of features. For
example, we implement the FF-SVM in the Lung dataset using 2,5 and 10 number of genes (feature). The result of different experiments is presented in this
section.
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Table 1. Description of Microarray Datasets.

Data set

No.
No.
No.
No. sample
classes sample genes in
each
class
Leukemia2 3
72
7129
28 AML, 24
[15]
ALL, and 20
MLL
SRBCT
4
83
2308
29 EWS, 18
[16]
NB, 11 BL,
and 25 RMS
Lung [17] 2
96
7129
86
cancer and 10
normal
Leukemia1 2
72
7129
25 AML and
[2]
47 ALL
Colon [18] 2
62
2000
40
cancer and 22
normal
Table 2. Colon dataset result

No. Genes Average Best Worst
10
92.9% 95.2% 90.3%
15
92.7% 95.3% 90.3%
17
92.6% 98.4% 90.3%
19
93.5% 98.4% 90.3%

Table 2 show the best, worst and average classification accuracy of applying
FF-SVM algorithm in Colon dataset. We can notice that the best average accuracy is obtained when the number of genes is 19. The other number of selected
gene does not improve the classification accuracy.
Table 3 show the best, worst and average classification accuracy of applying
FF-SVM algorithm in Leukemia1 dataset. The result show that in all targeted
number of genes the best accuracy achieves 100%. The highest average accuracy
is obtained when the number of selected genes is 11 with 99.5%.
Table 4 show the best, worst and average classification accuracy of applying
FF-SVM algorithm in Lung dataset. The result shows that in all different number
of selected genes the average accuracy is 100%.
Table 5 show the best, worst and average classification accuracy of applying
FF-SVM algorithm in SRBCT dataset. The highest accuracy obtained when the
number of selected gene is 12 and 14. For the other number of selected genes the
average accuracy is higher than 92.5%.
Table 6 show the best, worst and average classification accuracy of applying
FF-SVM algorithm in Leukemia2 dataset. the highest accuracy obtained when
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Table 3. Leukemia1 dataset result

No. Genes Average Best Worst
3
98.7% 100% 97.2%
5
97.8% 100% 94%
8
99.1% 100% 97.2%
10
98.9% 100% 97.1%
11
99.5% 100% 98.6%

Table 4. Lung dataset result

No. Genes Average Best Worst
2
100% 100% 100%
5
100% 100% 100%
10
100% 100% 100%

the number of selected genes is 19. For the other numbers of selected gene, the
accuracy is less than 91%.

Comparison Result To validate effectiveness of the FF-SVM algorithm we
compare it with other wrapper-based and hybrid-based state-of-the-art algorithms. The algorithms used in the comparison employed evolutionary based
wrapper algorithm for the feature selection. The comparison results are presented
in Table 7 in term of classification accuracy and number of selected genes.
According to Table 7 the proposed method improved the classification accuracy and reduced the search spacy complexity. When comparing the result to
wrapper approach the FF-SVM outperforms the other reported wrapper methods in four out of five datasets with small number of selected genes. However, the
proposed method achieves more than 92.5% in all dataset and selects less than
22 genes. In leukemia2 dataset the PSO-SVM [5] gets 95.83% which is higher
than the proposed algorithm but selects 61 genes which is relatively high number
of selected genes compare to 19 gene in our proposed algorithm. For the Colon
dataset the FF-SVM achieve the second-best performance. In the Leukemia1,
lung and SRBCT datasets the FF-SVM obtained the highest accuracy with
smallest number of selected genes.
However, when compared the result to hybrid approach the FF-SVM achieve
better performance in Lung dataset. for the rest of the datasets the proposed
algorithm obtained lower performance. Comparing to the other wrapper-based
algorithm the FF-SVM achieve good performance in terms of the accuracy and
the number of selected genes.
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Table 5. SRBCT dataset result

No. Genes Average Best Worst
5
92.6% 95.2% 90.3%
7
94.3% 95.2% 92.3%
10
96.7% 98.8% 95.1%
12
97.5% 98.8% 96.4%
14
97.5% 98.8% 96.4%
Table 6. Leukemia2 dataset result

No. Genes Average Best Worst
5
81.33% 83.3% 79.2%
10
88.38% 97.2% 84.5%
13
90.55% 95.8% 87.5%
15
90.94% 94% 88.9%
19
92.58% 95.8% 90.3%
Table 7. Comparison of the classification accuracy of our proposed algorithm (FFSVM) with more recent state-of-the-art gene selection algorithms with regard to five
of the microarray datasets (The number between parentheses represents the number
of selected genes).

Hyprid Approche

Wrapper Approche

Gene Selection Algorithms
FF-SVM
PSO-SVM [5]
GA-SVM [5]
ABC-SVM [5]
ACO-SVM [19]
GA-SVM [19]
MOBBA-LS [9]
HS-GA [20]
BPSO-CGA [21]
HPSO-LS [22]
IDGA [23]
IG/SGA [24]
CLA-ACO [8]
RFR-BBHA-Bagging [25]
ICA+ABC [10]
SU-HSA [26]
mRMR-ABC [27]
MIMAGA [6]

Binary Class Datase
Colon
Lung Leukemia1
92.7(22)
100(2)
99.5(11)
93.55(78) 94.79(65) 95.83(53)
93.55(83) 95.83(62) 91.99(51)
92.44(20) 93.7(8) 92.5 (14)
91.5(8)
84.6(8)
91.5(5)
95.9(20)
97.5(20)
99.964(214)
84.38 (60)
89.28(100)
100(15)
85.48 (60) 100(9) 97.06 (3)
95.95(3)
91.93(3)
98.14(16)
98.68(12)
87.53(9)
100(26)
96.77 (15) 100 (8) 100 (14)
83.41(202)
-

Multi Class Datase
SRBCT Leukemia2
97.5(14)
92.6(19)
93.97(68) 95.83(61)
92.77(74) 94.44(57)
91.5(10)
93.1(20)
85(6)
100(196)
100(18)
97.33(15)
99.89(37)
100(24)
100 (10)
100 (20)
88 .64 (207)
-
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5

Conclusion

In this research we proposed FF-SVM feature selection algorithm for microarray
gene expression profile. The proposed algorithm was combined with SVM classifier. Experiment result show that the proposed method achieved higher accuracy
with smaller number of selected genes than other wrapper-based algorithm reported in the literature. On the other hand, when compare the algorithm to
hybrid algorithms, the hybrid algorithms outperform the proposed algorithm in
terms of the classification accuracy and the number of selected genes. Thus, as
future work we will add filter phase to the proposed algorithm so that it will
the microarray dataset will be filtered. Then, the filtered data will input to the
FF-SVM algorithm in order to obtain higher performance.
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Abstract Clustering is an interesting and important problem which is relevant
for a wide variety of applications, including multimedia information retrieval,
data mining, and pattern recognition. As a result, many techniques have been
developed for it. Being one of the most popular clustering methods, K-means
algorithm is very efficient for massive datasets but is very prone to the effects
of outliers. To improve, K-medoids algorithm has been proposed as a better alternative. Unfortunately, the scalability to large datasets tends to be a major obstacle in the development of efficient K-medoids algorithms. To partially circumvent this drawback, in this paper, we propose a fast version of INCK, a
state-of-the-art K-medoids clustering algorithm, which eliminates unnecessary
distance computations in the medoid initialization and updates by way of triangle inequality. Experimental results indicate that our scheme scales well for
large sizes of data.
Keywords: clustering; Partitioning based clustering; K-means algorithm; Kmedoids algorithm; Triangle inequality.

1

Introduction

The goal of modern clustering algorithms is to group data points into clusters with
identical characteristics and to generate patterns and knowledge that can be exploited
further [1]. Over the past two decades, clustering has drawn considerable attention
within the data mining research community and, as a result, much progress has been
realized. Being one of the most popular clustering techniques, K-means clustering
algorithm was proposed by James MacQueen in 1967 [2] and works as a simple centroid-based method which, for a given data set, iteratively finds k centroids and assigns every object to the nearest centroid until no change happens in the cluster membership [3]. In spite of its being very efficient in terms of the computational time for
large datasets, K-means algorithm is known to be sensitive to outliers. As a better
alternate in this respect, K-medoids clustering algorithm was proposed where representative objects called medoids (i.e., the most centrally located object in a cluster)
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are considered instead of centroids [4]. Because it is less sensitive to outliers and the
dimensionality of a dataset in comparison with the K-means clustering, K-medoids
algorithms have been applied to various fields [5-8]. Among many algorithms proposed for K-medoids clustering, a simple and fast algorithm (referred to as FastK in
the following) proposed by Park and Jun in 2009 is known to be the most popular
improved one [9]. However, the initial medoids optimized by the FastK algorithm
usually appear in the same cluster, resulting in degraded final clustering performance.
To overcome this drawback, recently in 2018, Yu et al. proposed a more effective
algorithm called INCK [10]. Unfortunately, both methods require all pairwise distances be computed beforehand and maintained in the main memory, and therefore,
work inefficiently for large data sets due to their high time and space complexities.
In this study, we propose a fast K-medoids clustering algorithm by modification of
the basic INCK method. The proposed algorithm aims at faster processing by skipping unnecessary distance computations in the initialization and updates of medoids.
More specifically, a favorable property of INCK algorithm is that the sum of distances of a data point to all others in a cluster is a monotonic nondecreasing function of
the porition of the dataset already explored. To this end, we also propose the use of
triangle inequality that allows early detection of such unnecessary operations in the
medoid selection and updates. The most important contribution of the proposed method is its significant tempo and spatial efficiency for large data sets in the sense that
our method does not require to hold in main memory all the pairwise distances among
data points, which is otherwise seldom feasible when memory is limited. To be as
general as possible, our algorithm has no specific requirements on the size of data sets
and explores the applications to clustering in large multi-dimensional data sets. Experiments conducted demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed approach in comparison with the INCK clustering algorithm.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We briefly introduce the INCK algorithm in Section 2. In Section 3, the proposed fast INCK (FINCK) method is presented. In Section 4, experiments are conducted to demonstrate the efficiency of FINCK.
Finally, conclusions are made in Section 5.

2

Related work

In the INCK algorithm, a dataset consisting of n d-dimensional objects, D = {x1,
x2, …, xn}, and the number of clusters, k, are given, and the output is a set of clusters,
C = {C1, C2, …, Ck}, formed based on the minimization of the total cost, E, as,
k

E    dist (ok , x) 2

(1)

i 1 xCi

where {o1, o2, …, ok} denotes the set of k medoids, and the Euclidean distance between object i and object j is used,
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d

(x

dist ( xi , x j ) 

m1

im

 x jm ) 2

i, j  1,, n

(2)

To exclude some objects that are not suitable to act as medoids, INCK first defines a
candidate medoids subset Sm based on two definitions, the centroid (i.e., the object
mean) and the variance of D as,

x

1 n
 xi
n i 1



1 n
 dist ( xi , x ) 2
n  1 i 1

(3)

The variance for all the data objects is defined to be,

i 

1 n
dist ( xi , x j ) 2 ， i  1,..., n

n  1 j 1

(4)

Based on Eq.(3) and Eq.(4), the candidate medoids subset Sm can be defined to be,
Sm = {xi | σi ≤ λσ, i = 1, …, n}

(5)

where λ is a stretch factor. The distance, di, of object xi is defined to be,
n

d i   dist ( xi  x j） i, j  1,, n

(6)

j1

The INCK algorithm starts with two initial medoids, then increases the number of
medoids in a step-wise fashion, ending at k medoids. The first medoid o1 is determined according to the following condition,

o1  arg min{d i | i  1,..., n}

(7)

xi S m

The two initial medoids should be as far away from each other as possible. The second medoid o2 is determined as,

o2  arg max{dist ( xi , o1 ) | i  1,..., n}
xi S m

(8)
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To select the rest medoids, a candidate medoid set O’ = {o’1, o’2, …, o’i} is determined as,

oi'  arg max{dist ( xl , oi ) | l  1,..., n}

(9)

xl Ci  S m

A new medoid, oi+1, i+1 ≤ k, can be selected as,

oi 1  arg max{dist (o j , o 'j ) | j  1,..., i}

(10)

xl O '

This process continues until all k initial medoids are selected. The whole clustering
process of INCK algorithm flow is presented in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. The INCK algorithm

3

The proposed approach

From the previous section, it can be seen that standard INCK algorithm relies on the
precomputation of all pairwise distances. In d-dimensional space, for a dataset of size
n, the tempo and spatial complexities of a dissimilarity (i.e., distance) matrix are both
O(n2), which limits its use to modern large datasets. Fortunately, this may not be necessary. In this part, an efficient K-medoids algorithm is developed.
3.1

A simple idea

The fast INCK algorithm proposed in this study attempts to achieve greater speed by
skipping unnecessary distance calculations. In terms of reducing computational complexity, our basic approach is based on the following property.
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Property 1. The sum of distances of a data point to all other data points in a cluster is
a monotonic nondecreasing function of the portion of the dataset already explored.
To explain the main idea of Property 1, a 2-dimensional sample dataset of size 6 is
shown in Fig. 2. Suppose that data point 4 is the medoid candidate whose total sum of
distances to other 5 data points is 8, which can be used as a threshold, and that data
point 1 is furthest to the rest data points whose partial sum of distances to data points
5 and 6 is already 9. Since the total sum of distances of data point 1 to other 5 data
points is larger than 9, there is no need to further calculate its distances with the rest
data points, i.e., data points 2, 3 and 4.

Fig. 2. An illustration of Property 1

Motivated by this property, to modify INCK for our purpose, the proposed algorithm
is based on the following observations.
First of all, for early detection of unnecessary distance calculations, a threshold value
should be provided as tight as possible. In the medoid initialization, according Eq. (3),
(4) and (5), a threshold can be determined to start the search for the candidate medoids subset. For the first medoid selection and in the subsequent medoid updating, a
centroid is first calculated from all the data points in the database or in a cluster. Next
the data point closest to the centroid can be found to be the medoid candidate and its
sum of distances to all other data points in the database or in the cluster can be used as
a threshold. For the latter case, the threshold is not fixed but can be updated with a
smaller value if such value happens during the search process thereafter.
Secondly, with the threshold being set, it is true that the search for medoid candidates
can be conducted in any order starting with any data points in the database (or a cluster). According to Eq. (6), in a linear fashion, a data point is compared sequentially
with all the data points in the database (or in a cluster) and the number of distance
calculations increases monotonically with the number of data points to be searched
through. In other words, the computational complexity increases directly with the
database size. This is neither efficient nor necessary, because, if a data point is associated with the largest distance span over the whole database (or a cluster), say data
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point 1 and data point 6 in Fig.2, a small number of distance computations to its furthest data point at the other end of the whole database (or the cluster) can quickly
make its partial sum of distances larger than the threshold and prune it from further
consideration. Therefore, for this effect to be utilized, the search for medoid update
should proceed in some order so that the data involved in the search can be diminished. In other words, data points with the largest distance spans over the whole dataset (or the cluster) should be located and given highest priority to begin the search
process. To do so, with no a priori assumptions on the distribution model underlying
the data, for simplicity, we randomly select a data point, say the first data point encountered, and calculate its distances to the rest of the database (or the cluster). The
data point with the largest distance is selected and its distances to all other data points
are computed. By doing so, a larger (if not the largest) distance span of the data distribution can be resulted and the partial distance sums can be used to pruning the distance computations efficiently. When such a data point is located, say data point 1 in
Fig. 2, to generate the search order, its distances to all other data points in the database (or the cluster) are ordered in a non-decreasing order, and the data points in its
local nearest neighborhood (i.e., starting from the nearest end), that is, data point 3,
can be pruned by calculating its distances with the furthest points of data point 1 (i.e.,
starting from the furthest end), that is, data points 5 and 6, if the partial sum is larger
than the threshold, 8.

Fig. 3. An illustration of triangle inequality.

Thirdly, to further reduce the number of distance computations and enhance the development of early detection of unnecessary operations, the use of triangle inequality
can be of some help. With triangle inequality, reduction of computational complexity
and further acceleration are possible if unnecessary operations in the calculation of
the cumulative distance sum for every point can be detected early. An illustration for
this mechanism using the sample data in Fig.2 is shown in Fig. 3. In the figure, data
points 1, 3 and 6 form a triangle with edges being a, b and c. According to triangle
inequality, b - a ≤ c ≤ b + a. Therefore, the distance between data point 3 and data
point 6 (the furthest point of data point 1) is upper bounded by b + a and lower
bounded by b – a. With large data spans, the upper bound and the lower bound are
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very close and the lower bound can be used as an approximation for c. In other words,
one arithmetic operation will save one distance computation. And data point 3 can
retire from further considerations by only one distance computation with data point 1
and several arithmetic operations instead of multi-dimensional distance computations
with all those data points in the database (or the cluster).
Finally, as we process data points away from data point 1 in the order of sorted distances, the difference between the upper and lower bound gradually become larger
and larger, say for data point 2, the approximation is not very accurate and multidimensional distance computations become necessary, which can make the search
rather inefficient. In other words, when most data points residing in local neighborhood close to the data points corresponding to the largest distance span are excluded
from the further consideration, the attempts to find data points with larger partial sum
of distances over all other data points so as to be terminated at an early stage do not
have much gains. For a large number of boundary points to be pruned from search as
much as possible, when the lower bound and the upper bound have a certain large
difference, the data points processed so far can then retire, data distribution may
change and another largest span structure can be constructed to replace the current
one so that the search process can continue and be more effective. An illustration of
such strategy is given in Fig.4, when data points 1 and 3 retire, data points 2 and 6
will form the next largest span for early detection of unnecessary distance computations. By this way, the average number of multi-dimensional distance computations
can be further reduced.

Fig. 4. An illustration of reconstructed search.
Therefore, in our search process, first thresholds are determined, next, a search order
should be established, then data points can be processed and some can retire on the
flying if satisfying the requirement, and, after certain number of data points retire, the
search structure can be updated with a new one. Based on these ideas, a fast INCK
(FINCK) algorithm is developed in the following.
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3.2

Fast INCK algorithm

Suppose that n objects having d variables each should be grouped into K (K < n) clusters, where K is assumed to be given. The Euclidean distance is used as a dissimilarity
measure in this study. The proposed algorithm is composed of the following steps.
1. Calculate the data set D’s variance σ using Eq.(3) and then determine the candidate medoids subset Sm using Eq.(5) which determines its threshold, threshold_1.
2. To find the first medoid candidate, calculate the mean (i.e., the centroid) of all
objects in the whole database. Then search for data point with the smallest distance value to the mean, and calculate its sum of distances according to Eq.(7),
which determines its threshold, threshold_2.
3. Calculate the distances of a randomly chosen data point to all other data points
and remember the data point with the largest distance, say data point xi. Calculate the distances of data point xi to all other data points, vj, 1≤j≤n. Sort vj’s in
ascending order and construct the first search structure. Next, starting from the
first object having the smallest vj value, do an arithmetic calculation using triangle inequality to find its accumulated partial sum. If the accumulated partial
sum is larger than threshold_1, it is removed from further consideration. If the
accumulated partial sum is larger than threshold_2 but smaller than threshold_1, it is removed from further consideration of being the first candidate
medoid but is retained for the consideration of being a member of the candidate medoids subset. If the accumulated partial sum is smaller than threshold_2, it is retained for further consideration of being the first candidate medoids and threshold_2 could be updated. After a predefined number, m, objects
are checked such that the upper bound and lower bound have a large difference, a new search structure is constructed. This process continues until all the
data points are checked, at which time, the first medoid and the medoids candidate subset are discovered.
4. Select two initial medoids O = {o1, o2} using Eq.(7) and Eq.(8) .
5. Assign each object to the nearest medoid and calculate the total cluster cost E
using Eq. (1).
6. for k from 2 to K
7. Calculate the new increased medoids ok+1 using Eq.(10) and generate a new
medoids set O ← O ∪ {o k + 1}.
8. Repeat
9. Assign each object to the nearest medoid based on the nearest distance principle.
10. Update the medoid of each cluster by our pruning rules. Calculate the distances of a data point to all other data points in a cluster based on the chosen dissimilarity measure and remember the data point with the largest distance, say
data point xi. Calculate the distances of data point xi to all other data points in
the cluster. Sort the distances in ascending order and construct the first search
structure. Next, starting from the first object having the smallest distance value,
do an arithmetic calculation using triangle inequality to find its accumulated
partial sum. If the accumulated partial sum is larger than threshold_2 (determined by step 2 with the whole database being changed to the cluster), it is
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removed from further consideration. If the sum of the distances of the data
point to the rest of points in the cluster is smaller than threshold_2, threshold_2 could be updated. After a predefined number, m, objects are checked
such that the upper bound and lower bound have a large difference, a new
search structure is constructed. This process continues until all the data points
in the cluster are checked, at which time, the medoids candidate for the cluster
is updated.
11. Calculate the total cluster cost E using Eq. (1).
12. until the total cluster cost E no longer changes.
13. end for
Table 1 and Table 2 present the medoid candidate subset initialization using the pruning rule and the search structure construction in terms of pseudo-code, respectively.
Table 1. Initialization using pruning rules to find Medoids Subsets and the first medoid
Input:

D, a set of samples; n, the number of samples in D; k, the number of medoids; m-block, the
number of samples in process using Triangle Inequality

Output:

O, an initialized medoids candidate subset, and Medoid, the first medoid.

Let maxdist(Y, DONE) return the two data points with the maximum distance span of examples in Y.
Let Closest(x, Y ,m-block, DONE) return the m-block closest examples in Y to x obtained by
maxdist(Y,Done).
Let Centroid(Y) return the centroid of examples in Y.
Let Distance(x,y) return the distance between samples x, y in Y.
Begin:
1:

DONE ← false; thred_1 ← λδ;// set the cutoff for pruning to λδ according to Eq.(5)

2:

CENTROID ← Centroid(D); x ← Closest( CENTROID , D, 1); DONE[x] = true;

3:

thred_2 = 0; for (j=0; j<n; j+ +) { thred_2 = thred_2 + Distance(x,xj); }

4:

O ← Ø ; // initialize to the empty medoids set

5:

for (i=0; i<n; i=i+ m-block) {

6:

(a,b) ← maxdist(D, done);
Neighbors(a) ← Closest(a,D,m-block, DONE);
Neighbors(b) ← Closest(b,D,m-block, DONE)
upper_bound = 0; lower_bound = 0;

7:

for each c in Neighbors(a) and the same for each d in Neighbors(b) {
upper_bound = upper_bound + fabs(Distance(c,a) + Distance(a,b));
lower_bound = lower_bound + fabs(Distance(c,a) - Distance(a,b));

8:
9:

if (lower_bound>thred_1) {break; DONE[c] = true;}

10:

if ((upper_bound<thred_1) || ((upper_bound>thred_1) & (lower_bound<thred_1))) {

11:

sum_dist = 0; for (j=0; j<n; j+ +) { sum_dist = sum_dist + Distance(c,xj); }

12:

if (sum_dist < thred_1) { O = [O, c]; DONE[c] = true; }

13:
14:

if (sum_dist < thred_2) {thred_2 = sum_dist; medoid = c; DONE[c] = true; }}}}
return O and Medoid

End
Lower case variables represent scalar values and upper case variables represents sets.
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Table 2. Search structure construction by maxdist(Y, DONE).
Input:

Y, a set of samples; n, the number of samples in Y; m-block, the number of samples in process
using Triangle Inequality; Done, the Boolean array remembering the data points not processed
yet.

Output:

a; b; //two furthest points whose Boolean labels in DONE are false, that is, not processed yet.
dist_array_a; index_array_a; dist_array_b; index_array_b;//their search structures of sorted
distance arrays

Let Distance(x,y) return the distance between samples x, y in Y.
Begin:
1:

maxdist ← 0.0;

2:

if ( DONE[x0] == false) { f ← x0; }

3:

for (i=1; i<n; i++) { if (done[xi] == true) { continue; }

4:

temp_dist = Distance (f,xi);

5:

if (temp_dist > maxdist) { maxdist = temp_dist; f = i; }}

6:

maxdist ← 0.0; dist_array_a = []; index_array_a = [];

7:

for (i=0; i< n; i++) { if ( DONE[xi] == true) { continue; }

8:

temp_dist = Distance (f,xi);

9:

dist_array_a = [dist_array_a; temp_dist]; index_array_b = [index_array_a; i];

10:

if (temp_dist > maxdist) { maxdist = temp_dist; a = i; }}

11:

maxdist ← 0.0; dist_array_b = []; index_array_b = [];

12:

for (i=0; i< n; i++) { if ( DONEe[xi] == true) { continue; }

13:

temp_dist = Distance (a,xi);

14:

dist_array_b = [dist_array_b,temp_dist]; index_array_b = [index_array_b;i];

15:

if (temp_dist > maxdist) { maxdist = temp_dist; b = i; }}

16:

sort(dist_array_a; index_array_a); sort(dist_array_b; index_array_b);

17:

return a; b; dist_array_a; index_array_a; dist_array_b; index_array_b;

End
Lower case variables represent scalar values and upper case variables represents sets.

4

A performance study

In this section, we present the results of an experimental study performed to evaluate
the proposed fast INCK (FINCK) algorithm. We evaluate the running time performance of the proposed FINCK algorithm on several large real data sets from UCI
machine learning repository to check the technical soundness of this study. All the
data sets used in the experiments are briefly summarized in Table 3.
We implemented all the algorithms in C++. All the experiments were performed on a
computer with Intel Core i7 2.3GHz CPU and 8GB RAM. The operating system
running on this computer is Ubuntu Linux. We use the timer utilities defined in the C
standard library to report the CPU time. In our evaluation, the total execution time in
seconds accounts for all the phases of the proposed FINCK algorithm and the original
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INCK algorithm. The results show the superiority of the proposed FINCK algorithm
over INCK in running time performance.
Table 3. Descriptions of all datasets

Data Name
Localization
MiniBooNE
Skin
Pokerhand

4.1

Data Size

Dimension
164,860
129,595
245,057
1,000,000

# of Classes
3
50
3
10

11
2
2
10

Running time performance on large datasets

INCK is one of popular state-of-the-art K-medoids clustering algorithms. The main
challenges of INCK reside in its high time and space complexity for large datasets. In
this subsection, we compare its actual computational time with the proposed approach
on four UCI real datasets as summarized in Table 3. These data sets span a range of
problems and have very different types of features. Particularly, in this experiment,
we would like to show how the running time of FINCK scales with the number of
data points for large data sets so as to show the impact of the proposed pruning rules
on the run time performance of INCK algorithm. The results in seconds are shown in
Table 4 with m = 1000 for the first three UCI datasets, m = 500 for the pokerhand
dataset, respectively. The stretch factor is set to 1.5 for all the datasets. From the table
we can see that the proposed FINCK algorithm runs significantly faster than the
INCK algorithm on these datasets.
Table 4. The run time performance for four different real datasets

Data Name
Localization
MiniBooNE
Skin
Pokerhand

INCK
3619
26620
11192
281772

FINCK
451
862
924
14899

m
1000
1000
1000
500

In addition, we are also interested in understanding how the running time scales with
m, the number of data points to be processed at each construction of the search structure. As a result, we examine the total running time scalability of the proposed
FINCK by varying m from 50 to 5000, and the results for the four datasets are shown
in Fig. 5.
Presented in upper plot of Fig. 5 are the running times of the FINCK algorithm on the
first three datasets when m is changed from 100 to 5000. Presented in lower plot of
Fig. 5 are the running times of the FINCK algorithm on the pokerhand datasets when
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m is changed from 500 to 5000. From the plots, it can be seen that the running time
first decreases and then increases with m, that is, the number of search structures constructed. This is because the main term that contributes to complexity are O ((N/m)N),
and, generally, when m is a small integer, the time complexity is near O(N2). When m
becomes larger, searching structure works and the pruning mechanism using triangle
inequality takes effects, and therefore, the computational time of FINCK is significant
less than INCK. This is one reason that its computational efficiency is lower. However, for larger m, the running time increases eventually because distance computations
dominate again.

Fig. 5. Run time performance with varying m’s (upper) for the first three datasets
(middle) for the pokerhand dataset (lower) for the two image datasets.
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The two plots in Fig.5 demonstrate a similar change trend in seconds for different data
sets. Compared with the INCK algorithms, the FINCK algorithm showed better running time performance in all data sets.

5

Conclusions

Applying K-medoids algorithms to clustering large scale datasets, it can be difficult
for reasons such as high time and space complexity. In this paper, we present an efficient alternative to perform INCK clustering on large scale datasets based on triangle
inequality. The proposed approach provides a better run time performance which is
extremely useful for modern large datasets. The key innovations of the proposed approach are the use of triangle inequality in the search of the initial medoids candidate
subsets and medoids’ updating. Therefore, in contrast to INCK, the proposed approach is less computationally intensive, and particularly suitable for large datasets.
Future work aims at how to further improve the classification accuracy of the INCK
algorithm.
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Abstract. This research introduces deep neural network based new intrusion detection method in order to improve existing security systems’ performance and
the web service vulnerability. We described web application attack techniques
and related detection methods proposed in the previous studies. We also discuss
the recent trends in the area of machine learning and the detection of security
threats based on deep neural networks. In order to conduct research, this paper
collected real-time network traffic from Korea’s nation-wide web server farm,
and introduced an intrusion detection method by various deep neural network
techniques for a web applications to identify security threats that bypass the existing intrusion detection method such as the signature-based security model.
Keywords: web application threat detection, CNN, LSTM, C-LSTM

Introduction
As web services are frequently used as the places for new malware or ransomware to
be spread, the resulting damage is increasing worldwide. Recently, due to the impact
of cloud and mobile environments, the rate of web service attacks to the total number
of cybersecurity threats more than doubled [1]. Signature-based intrusion detection
(General intrusion detection) methods for responding to various cyber threats are divided into misuse detection models and anomaly detection models according to the detection strategy for intrusion [2]. The Signature-based intrusion detection (misuse detection) model is currently used in many security systems. By analyzing known attack
types it identifies and formalizes rules about signatures or patterns specific to a packet
to detect them.
However, this approach has two disadvantages; it has a low detection capability for
new types of attacks and only detects attacks exceeding certain thresholds in order to
reduce false-positive errors. Meanwhile, the anomaly detection model is a method of
detecting an attack by judging the data deviating greatly from a rule for a predetermined
normal behavior as an anomaly behavior. Although this is an effective method for detecting new types of attacks, it cannot manage to identify detailed types of attacks [3].
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In recent years, although research on intrusion detection using the deep neural network
in this field is still in an early stage, studies to apply deep neural network or deep learning have also been conducted [4-6]. However, a review of studies reveals that it is difficult to obtain high-quality big sample data for learning, and that the data attacks are
concentrated on the specific types of attacks, such as Distributed Denial of Service
(DDoS) or information system scanning, which occurs mainly in a network in the lower
layer of the TCP/IP model or a transportation layer.
Therefore, the purpose of this research is to study intrusion detection algorithms based
on deep neural networks to deal with the cyber threats that are currently difficult to
detect in the form of the complex syntax of Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), a web
service protocol which is an upper layer or application layer of the TCP/IP model.
In this idea, we collected network traffic in real-time from one of the biggest nationwide
web service server farm switches in Korea. We propose an intrusion detection method
for a web application to identify security threats that can bypass or slip through the
detection methods of signature-based security systems with this dataset by utilizing
various deep neural network techniques.

Fig. 1. The number of world-wide-web application attacks (2016~2017)

Fig. 2. The number of world-wide-web application attacks by categorization
(2014~2017)
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Literature Review
The deep neural network was inspired how the human brain is configured, and it performs classification by training the algorithm with a data set in multiple layers in a
hierarchical network [7]. Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) and Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) are the representative methods of the Deep Neural Network.
In traditional neural networks, it is assumed that the input and output are independent
of each other. However, in the case of RNN, the same activation function is applied to
every element of a sequence, and thus an output result is influenced by the previous
calculation result. However, when RNN is actually implemented, it has a limitation that
it handles only relatively short sequences effectively. This drawback is referred to as
the problem of Long-Term Dependencies. In order to overcome this problem, Long
Short-Term Memory (LSTM), a modified algorithm of RNN, has been proposed. It
differs from the basic RNN structure in that it has input, forget, and output gates on
each path to calculate the data. Each gate controls the flow of information in the LSTM.
The input gate determines the input rate, and the forget gate decides whether to discard
or remember the previous information. The output gate determines whether to pass the
output of the memory cell. The problem of Long-Term Dependencies has been partially
resolved by storing each state value in the memory and reducing unnecessary operations
and errors by adjusting the gate part that contacts the data [8]. Kim et al. applied the
LSTM architecture to the RNN and trained the intrusion detection system using the
Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining (KDD) Cup’99 datasets (Kim et al., 2016).
Compared to other intrusion detection classifiers, LSTM-RNN achieved an accuracy of
96.93% and a detection rate of 98.99%.
CNN is a neural network developed to imitate how visual information is processed in
humans and animals. The middle and lower layers of CNN consist of a convolution
layer and a max-pooling layer. They first extract and abstract features. Then, they gradually extract higher-level features. The final result is calculated from the extracted highlevel features. The convolution layer and the max pooling layer are composed of a plurality of feature maps, and each feature map has a structure in which multiple nodes are
two-dimensionally arranged. Each node of a max-pooling layer is connected to the input nodes in the window located at a specific coordinate among the connected input
feature maps, and selects the maximum value among the values of the nodes to fetch
the value as its own value. The top layers of the CNN are fully-connected layers, which
determine the final recognition result from higher-level features extracted from lower
layers. Each node of fully-connected layers is connected to all nodes of the lower layers.
Since CNN extracts high-level features through convolution layers and max-pooling
layers, which are very effective for feature extraction, it has recently been reported to
show high performance not only in image recognition but also in sentence classification.[9].
As mentioned above, AI-based intrusion detection systems have attracted considerable
interest both commercially and in the research community. Especially, RNN (LSTM)
and CNN, which are classified as deep neural network models, exhibit excellent classification performance for the classification of unstructured data, such as the classification of images and sentences. As the data size increases, the intrusion detection system
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must possess high accuracy and processing capability for noisy data, and a deep neural
network has been found to have much better performance in the detection of cyberattacks.
A recent study by Arnaldo et al. compared the network intrusion detection performances of Feedforward neural network (FFNN), RNN (LSTM), and CNN techniques
by training them with the log data collected from a corporate security system. However,
their study was still focused on network intrusion detection through the attributes of
lower layers (IP address, etc.) of the TCP/IP model [10]. Therefore, with respect to
research on the intrusion detection for web applications of syntax structures composed
of unstructured letters and numbers of application (or presentation layer) in the higher
layers of the TCP/IP model, it is meaningful to compare and analyze the intrusion detection performances of deep neural network models, such as RNN (LSTM) and CNN,
in terms of unstructured data classification.

Research Model
Dataset
The data used for the analysis were gathered by a random sampling of the raw data that
flowed into the homepage server farm on April 5, 2017. The data sets were divided into
the model training set and the test set. Of 14,215 data records in total, 13,942 records
were classified as normal behaviors and 273 records as attacks. After 90% of the dataset
was extracted as the learning set along with the label data, and the remaining 10% was
extracted as the validation set with the label data. An evaluation was conducted every
100 steps.
Research Model Structure
In the dataset in the presentation (or application) layer in the Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) model constructed through data preprocessing, the
syntax of the text format (HTTP header message information) was converted into vector values. After the vector values were used as the inputs passed through the three
models of ①LSTM-RNN, ②CNN, and ③C-LSTM which is a model developed by
combining CNN and LSTM, the results were compared with each other. The comparison of the models with other machine learning models such as Decision Tree, Support
Vector Machine (SVM), and K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) was excluded because the
input variables to learn are variable. For example, each time input data has a different
length of the phrase or the number of words. However, it is a reasonable approach to
compare deep neural network models such as CNN or RNN because the value of an
input variable is not meaningful but the whole meaning of the phrase consisting of
words must be understood. Fig 3 is a simplified representation of each structure of the
research model
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Fig. 3. Research Model Structure

First, words are extracted from the content attribute of the data set by word embedding
and they are indexed to construct a lookup table. Embedding refers to mapping words
to vector values of a specific dimension and the converted vector values are updated
through weighting during learning for the association and distinction of meanings
among words.
In the convolution layer used in CNN and C-LSTM, three convolution filters with the
sizes of 3, 4, and 5 are used, and there are 128 filters. The feature map is generated by
extracting the local information while sliding the filter by 1 pixel at a time (stride=1)
and by extracting as many features like the number of filters. While the max-pooling
process is performed after feature map creation in the CNN model, the max-pooling
process is omitted in the C-LSTM model. If max pooling is performed, it is possible to
conduct a sampling of the input value by taking the maximum value in each feature
map to map it as the output of a fixed dimension and reduce the dimensions. However,
in C-LSTM, the information extracted from the feature map is concatenated without
dimension fixation or reduction in that the output value is used as the next input to
LSTM.
The LSTM model is comprised of two cells, with 128 hidden units per LSTM cell.
Finally, the analysis is as follows: The values obtained from the LSTM are passed
through the fully-connected layer, and the score corresponding to each class (0, 1) is
calculated. Then, intrusion detection classification is performed, followed by error
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backpropagation for the results, and weights and other parameters are updated. Table 1
shows a summary of the hyper-parameters of the proposed model.

Model

Table 1. Performance Test Result for Research Models
Precision

Recall

Accuracy

F1 score

LSTM-RNN

0.838

0.966

0.997

0.898

CNN

0.899

0.888

0.995

0.893

C-LSTM

0.787

0.793

0.988

0.790

The analysis results were obtained by proceeding with training by dividing a total of
14,215 data records into the sets of 256 input records (batch size = 256) to be learned
at a time. This process was repeated 20 times (epoch = 20) and the results of each step
(the total number of steps = 989) were averaged. As shown by the results, the LSTMRNN model showed better overall performance than the other models, with a recall of
0.966, an accuracy of 0.997, and an F1 score of 0.898. In terms of precision, the CNN
model showed excellent performance with 0.899 precision. On the other hand, the overall performance of C-LSTM in recall, accuracy, and precision was lower compared to
other models. Table 2 shows the ROC curve, which represents the accuracy and loss of
each step for each model.
Model

LSTMRNN

Table 2. ROC curve for Research Models
Accuracy

Loss
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CNN

CLSTM

Conclusion
The construction of an AI-based intrusion detection system is needed to detect anomalous symptoms of large-volume traffic in real time. It is difficult for humans to analyze
and to detect better than the intrusion detection systems currently being used.
In this study, it was confirmed that it is possible to conduct the simultaneous collection
and analysis of a large amount of traffic data in real-time without delays even in the
case of classification of protocols. In addition, it was also shown that the deep neural
network technique, which has a good performance in the classification of images or
sentences, also shows an excellent performance for the detection of web application
intrusions which are not detected by signature-based intrusion detection systems. In
addition, due to the nature of the HTTP protocol, which is a representative web service
protocol, the length and pattern of HTTP header messages used in attacks are limited
and thus there is no need to stack multiple layers, so the burden of processing performance makes it possible to implement an intrusion detection system with excellent performance.
In order to protect key assets safely from evolving cyber threats and to secure competitiveness in the global information security market, changes in the perspective of special
institutions for information security and security companies are urgently needed. Further efforts are required to form public and social consensus along with the revision of
related laws and regulations are urgently needed. In future research, we plan to conduct
a study on AI-based intrusion detection model suitable for the domestic situation
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through a case study of overseas cases of constructing an intrusion detection system in
the cloud environment as well as technologies and related laws and systems of foreign
countries in comparison with the domestic situation.
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Abstract. Community detection is an emerging and significant research area that
plays a key role in detecting patterns in various real-world networks such as social
networks, user-item networks, web-log networks and terrorist networks. Many algorithms have been developed for community detection in the recent years. All
the existing algorithms perform well when the community structure is well defined. However, when the boundaries between the communities are fuzzy, the
existing algorithms show variations in their performances. In this paper, we consider the problem of community detection in networks which have fuzzy boundaries between the communities. We define an objective function motivated from
the concept of social harmony of the society and the structure of signed networks.
In our work, we propose a method that measures the density of edges against the
non-edges using the matrix (A − λAc ) which performs better than other considered state-of-the-art algorithms to identify fuzzy boundaries of community structures. Moreover, we conduct various experiments on bench marked datasets and
compare the performance with the existing state-of-the-art algorithms.
Keywords: Fuzzy community structure, Social harmony, Signed representation.

1

Introduction

Due to the rapid growth of social networks, citation networks, web log networks, the
research topics relevant to network science have got much significance [2], [5], [27]
in the area of complex networks. The study of networks is associated with many disciplines including biology, physics, computer science, sociology, etc, [6], [25], [27].
Networked systems including Internet [6], transportation networks [3], communication
networks [23], social networks [9], power transmission networks [1], and biological
networks [25] have been examined under the paradigm of network science using the
network measures such as degree distribution, average path length, centrality measures,
modularity and clustering to find out informative structural patterns [2], [5], [13], [19].
Most of the real-world networks have modular structure [10] and the distribution of
edges in the networks are not uniform. Real-world networks have sub-graphs with high
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edge density than it-selves. In general, more connections will occur among the nodes of
the same sub-graph and less in between the nodes of different sub-graphs. Hence, the
densely connected sub-graph of nodes is known as a community [10]. Philosophically,
a community is a group of similar nodes in a network. The measure of similarity between nodes could be contextual such as functional similarity, structural similarity or attribute based predefined similarities. A community structure is obtained by the division
of nodes into groups that consists of dense connections inside and sparse connections
outside the groups in a network [17]. Most of the real-world networks exhibit community structure which affect the behaviour of underlying networked systems. Community
detection is a problem of paramount interest to understand and control the diffusion
dynamics in real-world networks. Propagating information through online social networks, disease spreading due to the migration of humans and birds, failure cascading
prediction in power-grid-networks, scheduling of jobs in parallel computing are some
of the examples in real life relevant to information diffusion. To partition a network
into communities various algorithms have been proposed in the literature that follows
one of the two strategies, namely divide or clustering. The algorithms based on divide
approach works on bisecting a network recursively [17], whereas the algorithms adopt
clustering strategy do amalgamation of smaller group of nodes into larger groups [4]
to improve or optimize a given quality function. Some of the widely used quality measures are as k-cut [24], Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) [7] and modularity index
Q [17]. Modularity index measures the aggregate gap between the density of existing
edges against the expected edges in the groups of nodes in a given network. Most of the
existing algorithms of community detection are not able to detect clear boundary line
between communities when the ratio of the internal degree to external degree of the
nodes is less than a threshold [21], [12]. Such community structure is called as fuzzy
community structure.
In this work, we adopt two different approaches to partition a given network. The
first one is inspired by minimization of social conflict in a society (Social Harmony
based fuzzy community detection (SHCD)), and the second is based on separation
transformation of data points in n-dimensional space (Space Reduction of cliques and
Separation Transformation based community detection (SRSTCD)). In Social Harmony
based community detection (SHCD), we consider the spectral decomposition of the matrix (A − λAc ), where A is the adjacency matrix corresponding to the network G and
Ac is the adjacency matrix corresponding to complement of the network. The benefit of
considering the matrix (A − λAc ) for spectral decomposition is that it bisects the network from where the gap between edges to non-edges is more. Considerating the matrix
ki kj
, ki (kj ) is the degree of the node i (j), and m is
Ac in place of P (where Pi,j = 2m
the number of edges in the network) in (A − λAc ) sharpens fuzzy boundaries between
communities in the network. In Space Reduction of cliques and Separation Transformation based community detection (SRSTCD), we consider the connection vector of
the node i including self loop (ith column or ith row vector of the adjacency matrix A
including 10 s in diagonal) as a data point in n dimensional vector space, where n is the
size of the matrix A. Next, apply separation transformation on the data points so that
distance between the points from different communities will increase to improve the
visibility of fuzzy boundaries between the communities in the network. Again, com-
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pute the similarity between each pair of vectors corresponding to data points and obtain
a similarity matrix. Now apply the spectral decomposition over the similarity matrix
to identify communities in the network. Performances of the proposed community detection algorithms are compared by using community reconstruction capability of the
algorithms. We compute the percentage of the nodes which are detected in the wrong
communities. It is observed that our proposed algorithms are able to identify fuzzy
community structures more accurately when compared to the existing algorithm such
as Louvain algorithm [4].

2

Related work

The existing literature on community detection can be divided into two main streams
[10]. The first approach is top-down approach in which a network is divided into smaller
parts and find out relatively dense graphs known as communities. The second method
is bottom-up approach, in which small parts of a network are merged for the same.
Modularity index Q is the quality function proposed by Newman [17] that represents
the strength of edge connections which causes to separate modules or groups of nodes.
Mathematically, the modularity measure is given as


ki kj
1 X
Aij −
δ(ci , cj ),
Q=
2m i,j
2m
where Ai,j is the ijth entry of the adjacency matrix A, ci is the community in which
the node i lie and m is the number of edges in the network. In recent time, most of the
community detection methods are developed to maximize the modularity metric. Newman and Girvan proposed a community detection algorithm (GNA) using betweenness
centrality of the edges in a network [17]. GNA has gained much attention because of
good accuracy but its computation complexity is expensive. Jordi Duch and Alex Arenas [8] proposed a novel algorithm (DA) that optimizes the modularity index Q using a
heuristic search based on extremal optimization which provides better results compared
to Newman’s “fast community detection algorithm” (Fast-Newman) [14]. Scott White
and Padhraic Smyth proposed a community detection algorithm (WS) based on spectral
clustering [31]. They compared the algorithm with Fast-Newman [14] algorithm. Further, Jianhua Ruan and Weixiong Zhang proposed another modified spectral clustering
algorithm (K-cut) [24] and compared with Newman’s method of community detection
and WS algorithms. They have obtained good reasonable results. Moreover, Newman
proposed a new method based on spectral partitioning of modularity matrix Bcalled as
QN ewman [15], [16] and achieved better results than Newman’s previous methods and
DA algorithm [8], [16]. Su, J., Havens, T.C.: Further, Su J et al. [28] developed fuzzy
community detection methods by defining a single node in a network can have membership of multiple communities. An extension of modularity which is the combination
of Hamiltonian and modularity is proposed to measure the quality of fuzzy community detection [18], [26], [30]. Several extensions of modularity have been proposed for
fuzzy community identification in [28], [29], [32]. In this paper, we consider each node
in a network has a single and unique membership in communities but the boundaries
between the communities are fuzzy.
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3

Community Detection Algorithms

In this section, we propose two algorithms for community detection based on the notion of spectral clustering concepts. We now explain the proposed work based on the
concepts of conflict minimization and social harmony that play a significant role in the
decomposition of a network.
3.1

Social Harmony based community detection Approach (SHCD)

Let A be the adjacency matrix of a social network N in which each entry aij represents
the relation between node i and node j. If xi and xj are the actions taken by nodes i
and j then the social harmony in the network is defined as
X
χ=
xi aij xj = XT AX.
(1)
i,j

where XT = [x1 , x2 , ..., xn ] is an action vector. To maximize χ, vector X should be
parallel to leading eigenvector v corresponding to the matrix A, which means that according to sign of the entries of the vector v, the network can be divided into two groups
of actions of opposite nature that minimize social conflict or maximize social harmony.
The process of bisecting a network can be applied to each sub-network recursively until
the algorithm meets the termination condition. Now, consider
χ = XT AX = XT A+ X − XT A− X.

(2)

where A+ and A− are the adjacency matrices of the social network which have positive
relations and negative relations respectively. If A is a positive matrix then there will
be no network decomposition on the basis of social conflict theory. Hence, to make
this algorithm applicable to the unsigned networks, we use complement network of the
given unsigned network that is defined as
Ac = O − A − I,

(3)

where Ac is the adjacency matrix of the complement network of the given unsigned
network, O is a all-one matrix (matrix of ones) and I is an identity matrix of appropriate
size. Now
χ=


1 T
1  T
X AX − λXT Ac X =
X BX,
2m
2m

B = A − λAc ,

(4)

where λ is a positive constant and m is the number of positive edges in the network.
In the function χ, free parameter λ tunes the level of bisection of the network. If we
require clique level decomposition of a network, then the value of λ should be large
enough. As the value of λ increases from zero to n (size of the network), partition level
of the network reaches up to the cliques of the network. During the decomposition, if
a subgraph contains two cliques of different sizes, it preserves the structure of bigger
clique. Let s and (s − 1) be the sizes of two cliques in a network of size (s + 1). There is
a single negative link in the network. In that link, participating nodes are from different
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cliques and all other nodes are common in both the cliques. If the value of λ is large
enough, then the node which is connected with the negative link and is the part of the
smaller clique separates from the network to maximize χ. In Fig. 1, we consider an
example of 5 nodes in which nodes 2, 3, 4, 5 are the part of the bigger clique and 1, 4, 5
are the part of the smaller clique. There exists a negative edge between nodes 1 and 2.
For the suitable value of the parameter λ, separation of node 1 happens to maximize χ.

Fig. 1: An example network of 5 nodes.

Algorithm 1 Social Harmony based community detection (SHCD)
Input: Given a network G (V, E).
Output: Set of communities C.
Initialize G ∈ C.
For (each network/sub-graph G0 ∈ C)
Find the adjacency matrix A corresponding to G0 .
Compute Ac = O − A − I, B = A − λAc , where λ =

1T A1
.
1T Ac 1

If (max eig(B)>0)
Let v be the eigenvector corresponding to the maximum positive eigenvalue of the matrix B.
Divide the network/sub-graph G0 into two sub-graphs G01 and G02 such that node i ∈ G01 if
v(i) ≥ S
0 else i ∈ G02 .
C ← C {G01 , G02 }.
C ← C \ {G0 }.
End(If)
End(For)
Let a pair G01 , G02 ∈ C, merge them in a single community if modularity index Q gets increased
(repeat until no more merging is possible).

Now, we discuss another method to define community detection algorithm known
as SRSTCD algorithm.
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3.2

Space Reduction and Separation Transformation approach (SRST)

In this approach, we consider the nodes of a network as data points in a vector space
represented by their connection vectors in Rn . A row or column of an adjacency matrix
is the connection vector of the corresponding node. Consider an example network which
has two isolated triangles and the adjacency matrix of the network is as follows






111000
111000
011000
1 1 1 0 0 0
1 1 1 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 0 0






1 1 1 0 0 0
1 1 1 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 0






A=
 , A = 0 0 0 1 1 1 , Θ = 0 0 0 1 1 1




0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 1 0 1
000111
000111
000110
The matrix A has 6 different columns which are in different directions but the example network has only two communities (cliques). If we put 10 s in the diagonal of the
matrix, we get only two vectors that are perpendicular.
Two representative vectors corresponding to cliques can be visualized. In the network, the diagonal elements of A are unit elements which represents generating self
loops. This process is named as space reduction of cliques or rank reduction of vector
space. Now, we compute the cosine of the angles between nodes i and j (vectors) that
is given by
Ai,: A:,j
Θi,j =
.
||Ai,: ||||A:,j ||
We have a matrix Θ which represents the cosine of angles between any two nodes in n
dimensional vector space.
The matrix Θ has all positive entries, because all the nodes (vectors) are in the
space such that the cosine of the angles between a pair of vectors is positive (less than
or equal to perpendicular). The Θ matrix has the same problem as adjacency matrix,
because both of them have positive leading eigenvectors. To handle this problem, we
move one step back in the process. We modify the adjacency matrix of the network
to obtain space matrix A in which the two vectors corresponding to two cliques are
perpendicular. Now in A, we replace zeros by −1 and get new matrix M which still has
two vectors that are anti-parallel to each other. This time, separation between points is
maximum and the process is called as a separation transformation.




1 1 1 −1 −1 −1
1 1 1 −1 −1 −1
 1 1 1 −1 −1 −1
 1 1 1 −1 −1 −1




 1 1 1 −1 −1 −1


 , Θ =  1 1 1 −1 −1 −1
M =
−1 −1 −1 1 1 1 
−1 −1 −1 1 1 1 




−1 −1 −1 1 1 1 
−1 −1 −1 1 1 1 
−1 −1 −1 1 1 1
−1 −1 −1 1 1 1
Again, we compute cosine of angles between nodes (vectors) in space represented by
the column vectors of matrix M that is given by
Θi,j =

Mi,: M:,j
.
||Mi,: ||||M:,j ||
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Now in this case the matrix Θ is more informative and spectral decomposition of
the matrix Θ provides the clear separation of two cliques of the network.
We now generalize this process for any network. Let A be the adjacency matrix
of a network without self loop. Now, Matrix M is defined by M = A + I − αAc ,
where α is a positive constant which is used to tune the separation between communities
1T (A + I)1
. Also, we
of the network in the space. In our work, we consider α =
1T Ac 1
compute the matrix Θ and apply spectral decomposition over the matrix Θ for detecting
communities.
One of the issue faced by community detection algorithms based on modularity
maximization is resolution limit that is discussed in the next section.
3.3

Resolution limit problem

Consider a network which has m edges and two isolated cliques that are the parts of
4
. If m is large enough then δ → 0 and the structure of the
the network. Let δ = 2m
modularity matrix for the isolated cliques is given as

 

011000
−δ 1 − δ 1 − δ −δ −δ −δ
1 − δ −δ 1 − δ −δ −δ −δ  1 0 1 0 0 0

 

1 − δ 1 − δ −δ −δ −δ −δ  1 1 0 0 0 0
 = A6 .



Q6 = 

≈
 −δ −δ −δ −δ 1 − δ 1 − δ  0 0 0 0 1 1
 −δ −δ −δ 1 − δ −δ 1 − δ  0 0 0 1 0 1
000110
−δ −δ −δ 1 − δ 1 − δ −δ
This does not show any significant improvement in modularity measure Q after
the division of network into small groups. The resolution limit [11] depends on the
number edges of the network that has O(n) as the lower bound. As the size of the
network increases, resolution of the community detection decreases. In the next section,
we discuss our defined objective function, social harmony χ, and do comparison with
modularity index.

4

Social harmony (χ) for network decomposition

In this section, we compare the well-known quality function Q to the function χ defined
in Section 3. One of the drawback of the modularity measure is resolution limit and we
have already discussed about the resolution limit of the modularity index in Section 3.3.
Initially, we introduce the concept of perfect community/module.
Definition 1. An isolated clique or complete network is considered as a perfect community/module.
Modularity measure does not consider a complete graph as a perfect graph. The
value of quality function
 Q for a complete network is zero. The modularity of Collection
of C cliques 1 − C1 depends on the number of cliques. According to the definition of
perfect module, collection of two cliques is as modular as collection of multiple cliques.
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Fig. 2: Example of a caveman network.

If we have two networks in which, one is the combination of two independent cliques,
and other has two independent modules of almost perfect cliques, then both have same
value of modularity function Q which is not able to detect the structural differences of
these two networks. In an example of community detection in caveman networks, in
Fig. 2, decomposition of the network based on modularity maximization considers two
cliques in the same community. Modularity maximization detects three communities in
the considered example of caveman network as shown in Fig. 2, but it is a collection of
six communities. These drawbacks restrict the applicability of the modularity index.
To improve the resolution limit of the algorithms, based on Q index [22], researchers
modified the modularity function by introducing a parameter λ such that


1 X
ki kj
Q=
Aij − λ1
δ(ci , cj ).
2m i,j
2m
An important observation is that in modularity matrix B = A − P , where Pi,j =
ki kj
, the dispersion of the negative values is more (over the positive links also) when
2m
compared to proposed defined matrix χ, which considers the dispersion of negative
values over non-links. Also, which improves the visibility and sharpens the boundaries
between communities.
Community detection based on χ has more advantage over modularity matrix for
the above mentioned drawbacks. However, it can detect cliques at the lowest level of
decomposition. In caveman network, each clique represents as a community. A complete network or the collection of cliques has maximum χ value 1. In case of unsigned
networks, for the function chi, the penalty part comes from the non-existing links that
are to be replaced by negative links. Unlike in modularity matrix B, the function χ
represents the weighted difference in positive and negative edges inside the community. An example of two isolated triangles has same decomposition irrespective of the
structure of the network that contains it. In Eq. (4), the parameter λ increase the utility
of the function χ. It can be tuned accordingly to increase the level of decomposition
up to cliques. λ can be used to identify dense sub-graphs inside a network along with
community detection application. We now conduct various experiments based on our
proposed algorithms and compare with some of the state-of-the-art community detection algorithms.
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5

Simulation and Results

In the previous sections, we have discussed the importance and applicability of χ in realworld problems and the limitations of modularity function in detecting the communities
of a network. We now conduct various experiments particularly for the networks, where
the accuracy of community detection is more important than computational complexity. Two important measures are used to compare the quality of community detection
algorithms. These are modularity index Q and percentage of wrong identification of
nodes inside the communities. We use computer-generated benchmark networks and
real-world networks that are already used in literature to measure the accuracy of the
existing algorithms for community detection.
We compare the performance of the proposed methods with the well-known stateof-the-art algorithms using modularity index Q. In this analysis, we consider GirvanNewman algorithm (GNA) which detects communities using dynamic betweenness of
edges of the network. Also, we use the fast algorithm of Clauset et al. (CNM) which
is a greedy approach to find out the community structure, algorithm based on external
optimization given by Duch and Arenas (DA), Newman’s Modularity (Q) maximization
algorithm (QN ewman ) and fast algorithm for community detection by Newman (FastNewman). We also compare some cases with the algorithms proposed by White et al.
(WS) and Jianhua Ruan et al. (K-cut). In each case, we compare Social Harmony based
community detection (SHCD) and SRSTCD against the best performing community
detection algorithm from the above mentioned (GNA,Fast-Newman,WS) algorithms.
5.1

GN benchmark networks

GN benchmark networks are used to evaluate the performance of community detection
algorithms. GN networks are fixed size networks with 128 nodes and 4 communities
with same size. Let pin be the probability of link formation between the nodes of same
community and pout be the probability of connection formation between the nodes of
different communities. The total degree of a GN benchmark network is a fixed value
16. Now, pin and pout can be changed and the ratio of external degree of a node to
its total degree is known as mixing parameter µ. For lower values of µ almost all the
algorithms are accurate. As the value of µ increases beyond µ > 6/16, the accuracy of
these algorithms changes, significantly. They are not able to detect clear boundary of
communities. We compare our methods SHCD and SRSTCD with the algorithms that
are louvain, Fast-Newman, Girvan-Newman in the following subsections.
We observed that the methods SHCD and SRSTCD defined in this paper can compute community structure better than Louvain algorithm (see 1) and the error in reconstruction of the community structure is negatively correlated with the modularity index
in the considered networks. Each value is averaged over 100 networks for each mixing
parameter µ. When µ = 8/16, the error of community reconstruction is almost half
in case of our methods when compared to Louvain algorithm. There is a non-linear
relation between the error in community reconstruction and the modularity index, but
the modularity index has negative correlation with the error. In other examples we use
that observation and compute modularity index only to show the performance of the
methods considered in this paper.
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µ
6/16
7/16
8/16
9/16

SHCD, Er (Q)
0 (0.3934)
1.25 (0.3311)
23.76 (0.2568)
52.17 (0.2241)

SRSTCD, Er (Q)
0 (0.3934)
0.77 (0.3317 )
22.35 (0.2574 )
53.20 (0.2240)

Louvain, Er (Q)
0.42 (0.3914 )
5.85 (0.3176)
40.35 (0.2361)
60.45 (0.2127 )

Table 1: Error (Er) in community reconstruction [20] and modularity (Q) in GN benchmark networks.

5.2

Zachary’s karate club network:

This is a real-world network of 34 nodes. Zachary observed the interaction between
the member of a karate club around 1970 and constructed a network. Unfortunately,
later on the club is divided into two small clubs due to disputes between administrator
and principal instructor. One group centred around administrator and the other around
instructor that are node 1 and node 33, respectively as shown in Fig.3. Here a natural
division is present. Now using our algorithm (SHCD), we got four groups for the network. There is no wrong selections. Fig. 3 shows red and green coloured nodes are in
small club of instructor, while purple and blue coloured nodes belong to second small
club. Therefore, SHCD got the maximum modularity index among the other considered
algorithms.

Fig. 3: Division of karate network using SHCD. It divides the whole network in 4 groups. There
is no conflict between the natural division of karate-club and network partition using SHCD.

Apart from karate club network there are other examples that are used as experimental data for community detection algorithms. Largest component of a network of
collaborations between physicists who conduct research on networks (CbN), social network of dolphins, network of web pages (WebN), football network, the network of
interactions between major characters in the novel Les Misérables (Lesmis) by Victor
Hugo.
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5.3

Collaboration Network (CbN):

Collaboration network is the network between physicists who are working on networks.
Nodes represent the physicists and two nodes are connected if they are the co-authors of
atleast one paper in networks [17]. GNA optimizes 0.72 modularity value of the network
partitions with 13 communities. SHCD achieved 0.7427 modularity with 10 community
(in Fig. 4). In this case the performance of Fast-Newman is poor (Q = 0.7011).

Fig. 4: Community structure of collaboration network of physicists who conduct research on
networks. The large component of the network has 145 nodes. SHCD achieved 0.7427 modularity
index.

5.4

Network of web pages (WebN):

Web network is an example of a non-social network. It is a network of 180 web pages
from the web site of a large corporation [17] and hyper links represent the edges between them. GNA achieves 0.65 modularity of for the network with 8 communities [17].
Also, SHCD achieves 0.6550 modularity with 7 communities. However, SRSTCD is
better than SHCD with 8 communities with 0.6592 modularity index. The performance
of Fast-Newman is better than GNA. Fast-Newman does partition of the network with
0.6548 modularity which is closer to SHCD.
5.5

Lesmis Network (lesmis):

Lesmis is the network between the characters in the novel Les Misérables (lesmis) by
Victor Hugo. Using the list of character appearances by scene compiled by Knuth [17],
the network is constructed in which the vertices represent characters and an edge between two vertices represents co-appearance of the corresponding characters in one
or more scenes. Optimum modularity value is 0.54 while community detection is performed by GNA. It detectes 11 communities. Here also, Fast-Newman is not performing
well. SHCD achieves 0.5596 modularity and detected 7 communities (in Fig. 5), while
SRSTCD find out 6 communities and 0.56 modularity value.
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Fig. 5: Community structure of the network of the characters in the novel Les Misérables (Lesmis)
by Victor Hugo. SHCD achieved 0.55960 modularity index.

5.6

Social network of bottlenose dolphins of Doubtful Sound (dolphins):

The Social network of dolphins is a non-human social network with 62 nodes. A node
represents a dolphin and two nodes are linked if dolphins associated with nodes have
significant frequent association. The network splits naturally into two groups. GNA
splits the network into five groups with 0.52 modularity index. Fast-Newman divides
the network into four parts with 0.4955 modularity index. SHCD achieves 0.5213 modularity index with five groups (see Fig. 6) and SRSTCD partition the network in to four
parts and achieves 0.5224 modularity index.
The Modularity of partition of dolphins’ network becomes 0.5269 if node 8 and
20 get shifted to the module in which nodes 2 and 28 lie naturally. This observation
encourage us for further optimization. But shifting of multiple nodes in a single step
increases the computational complexity. The shift done in case of dolphins’ network
has a noticeable point. Shifted nodes 8 and 20 are directly connected ( In Fig. 6 nodes
inside the red circle) and belong to the same community. To make the optimization
practically feasible, we adopt the shifting of links (two directly connected nodes) from
one community to another.
In Fig. 6, the black vertical line shows the natural separation of the network. It is
observed that the modularity maximization is still supported the natural division. For
sparse graph, further optimization can be obtained using the edge shift.
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Fig. 6: Community structure in the bottlenose dolphins of Doubtful Sound using SHCD. It divides
the whole network in 5 groups.

5.7

American college football network (football):

This network consists of 115 football players [17] and 12 ground truth communities.
Many community detection algorithms have been tested over this network. WS algorithm performs well among the considered algorithms in this paper. WS detected 11
communities with 0.602 modularity index. k-cut achieved 0.6 modularity value. Our
proposed SHCD method is better than others by detecting 10 communities with highest
modularity value 0.6046.
5.8

Krebs’ network of books on American politics (polbooks):

This network consists of 105 books on American politics bought by on-line buyers from
Amazon.com. In this graph, nodes represent the books and two nodes are connected
if these books are frequently purchased by same buyer. Books are divided into three
groups, liberal (l) conservative (c) and neutral (n). We have applied SHCD in this network and found the community structure given in Fig. 7. We have applied QN ewman
[15] over the same network that places the circled node as shown in Fig. 7 in liberal
community. SHCD is able to identify the circled node in Fig. 7 in right community.

6

Conclusion

Community detection is a significant research area due to the rapid growth of online social networks, biological networks, transportation networks and various kinds of graph
based networks. In this paper, we presented simple yet effective ideas to sharpen the
fuzzy boundaries between the communities in networks and proposed two algorithms
for community detection known as SHCD and SRSTCD. The algorithms SHCD and
SRSTCD performs better than the fundamental community detection algorithms. Also,
maximization of the proposed objective function leads to maximization of modularity
index. We have used the concept of social harmony, space reduction and space transformation, and complement network for a given network in identify the fuzzy boundaries
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Fig. 7: Community structure of the network of 105 books (polbooks). SHCD divided the network
into 4 groups.

between the communities more accurately. Implementing distributed approach of the
proposed algorithms using efficient data structures such as edge list, and multi-hop
neighborhoods over large networks is a future problem relevant to our work.
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Abstract. This paper presents analytical techniques to improve redundancy and
relevance assessment for precise selection of features in practical multi-class raw
datasets. We propose a matrix-rank based k-medoids algorithm that guarantees to
output all independent medoids. The new algorithm uses matrix rank as a robust
indicator, while a traditional k-medoids algorithm depends on specific datasets
and how the distance between any of two features is defined. Another advantage
is that the total number of operations in the nested loops is bounded, different
from some k-medoids algorithms that involve random search. Sparse regression
is an efficient tool for feature relevance analysis, but its outcome can depend on
what labeled datasets are employed. A compensation method is introduced in
this paper to handle the unequality of class-occurrence in a practical raw dataset.
To assess the proposed techniques quantitatively, an existing Industrial Control
System (ICS) dataset is used to perform intrusion detection. The numerical results
generated from this case study validate the effectiveness and necessity of the
proposed analytical framework.
Keywords: Feature selection · k-medoids clustering · l2,1 -norm minimization ·
Industrial Control Systems (ICSs) · intrusion detection.

1

Introduction

Accurate selection of the features in an experimental dataset is the key to successful
classification. To use the features wisely, it is necessary to identify the “right” features
that can lead to reduction in run time and/or improvement of classification performance.
The process of selecting a subset of relevant features from a large set of features is called
feature selection which can often times yield an efficient learning model [1]. As mentioned in [2], feature selection can be used in data from various fields to create a fast and
efficient learning model, for example to quickly discover key genes from a large number of candidate genes in biomedical problems [3], to investigate representative features
that describe the dynamic business environment [1], to identify key terms like words or
phrases in text mining [4], and to choose and construct important visual compositions
like shape, texture, pixel and color in image analysis [5]. Similarly, feature selection
can be used to build efficient intrusion detection system by selecting most important
features [6].
?
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Features can be categorized into three groups: relevant features, irrelevant features
and redundant features, note that a relevant feature can be redundant as well. It is desirable to identify and eliminate redundant and irrelevant features in a dataset of interest.
In general, these issues are related to “feature selection” [1, 7–27]. Feature selection
enables development of simpler and faster learning algorithms by saving memory and
eliminating irrelevant features. The removal or selection of such relevant yet redundant
features may lead to sub-optimal or optimal feature subset, making feature selection
a tricky task [2]. There are many existing feature selection methods, and they can be
categorized into filters, wrappers, embedded and others [20, 24]. However, filter and
wrapper based techniques are the two representative approaches to feature selection [2].
The wrapper approach includes a classification/learning algorithm in the feature subset evaluation step which is used to evaluate the goodness of the selected features.
Whereas, the filter approach is not dependent on any classification algorithm. Generally, filter approaches tend to be computationally less expensive compared to wrapper
approaches [8, 28, 29]. Our technique is a filter based feature selection approach which
is suitable for effective and efficient dimensionality reduction in a high dimensional
dataset. It needs to be pointed out that in literature the two issues related to feature
selection, redundancy and relevance, may not be handled at the same time. In [19, 30]
both relevance and redundancy are taken into account in spectral feature selection at
relatively high computation. In this paper we consider supervised feature selection and
deal with the problem by conducting two separated tasks: redundancy analysis and relevance analysis.
The fundamental idea for redundancy analysis is distance (or similarity) based clustering. In general, k-medoids clustering with predefined distance measure can partition
features into clusters based on the distances between them [12–14, 31–33]. However,
the performance of k-medoids clustering depends on what specific dataset is used and
how a distance measure is defined [14, 34]. In addition, the number (k) of clusters is a
critical predetermined parameter to most clustering algorithms, but it is not straightforward to determine its value. Simplified Silhouette Filter (SSF) [9, 12, 14] is a clustering
method that does not need to know the number of clusters in prior. However, it is found
that this method is computationally expensive and not quite robust. In this paper we
propose an alternative clustering technique that relies on measuring matrix rank thus is
more robust. The proposed feature matrix rank based k-medoids clustering algorithm
does not need an exhaustive search to determine parameter k. Moreover, the algorithm
has a bounded complexity.
A feature, even if it is not redundant, could be irrelevant to a classification task.
Evaluating feature relevance is as important as assessing feature redundancy in feature
selection. Recently, sparse regression based feature relevance analysis has drawn attention [15–17, 22, 25, 26]. Algorithms in this subset belong to embedded feature selection
category and typically exhibit both efficiency and tractability. For a given dataset with
labels, one hidden parameter is the class occurrence, i.e., the number of instants that
are associated with a particular class. As verified by experiment, class occurrences do
affect analysis result. We introduce a compensation method that can be integrated with
existing sparse regression framework for relevance analysis.
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Industrial Control Systems (ICSs) of the past have been shielded from network intrusions by means of an “air gap” separating the system from the open internet. However, this protection is no longer universally present in modern networked ICSs. There
has been a growing demand for designing protection mechanisms against various attacks on the ICSs, and intrusion detection is one of such mechanisms. The proposed
feature selection techniques are examined by using a case study of ICS intrusion detection.
Major Contributions in this work include:
1. Proposal of a matrix-rank-preserving k-medoids algorithm which is more robust
and has a bounded complexity;
2. Proposal of a class-occurrence compensation technique integrated with the l2,1 norm minimization framework to ensure fairness of feature relevance analysis.
3. Experimental validation of the proposed techniques.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The feature redundancy analysis including a matrix-rank-preserving k-medoids algorithm is provided in the next section.
Section III introduces the compensation for fair assessment with the sparse regression
based feature relevance analysis. A case study of ICS intrusion detection is given in
Section IV to generate numerical results and validate the proposed techniques. Section
V summarizes our work and presents some remarks.

Fig. 1. Eigen spectrum of the water storage tank dataset [35].

2

Matrix-Rank Based Redundant Feature Identification

In this paper we propose an alternative clustering technique that relies on measuring
matrix rank thus is more robust and accurate. In the analysis below a given dataset is
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represented as either an m × n matrix F = (f 1 , f 2 , · · · , f m ) ∈ Rm×n or an mmember set F = {f 1 , f 2 , · · · , f m }, where each member represents a feature, m is the
number of features and n is the number of instants. The rank of matrix F F T /n (the
sample covariance matrix of the feature dataset) tells how many significant eigen modes
F contains. For instance, from the eigenvalue spectrum (shown in Fig.1) of the water
tank data matrix we can say that all the information embedded in the feature matrix can
possibly be represented by as less as 13 independent features.
Algorithm 1 Matrix-rank-preserving k-medoids algorithm
Inputs: data matrix F .
Initialization: C1 = C2 = · · · = Cm = Φ; F0 = 0; S = F ; k = 0.
Result: k clusters and k medoids.
Phase-1: Find all k clusters Cj , j = 1, 2, 3, · · · , k.
while S is not empty do
k ⇐ k + 1;
remove one row from S and denote it by s0 ;
add s0 to cluster Ck ;
F0 ⇐ F0  s0 ;
i ⇐ 1;
len ⇐ number of row in S;
for r = 1 to len do
take one row from S and denote it by si ;
if rank(F0 ) = rank(F0  si ) then
add si to cluster Ck ;
remove one row from S;
else
i ⇐ i + 1;
end if
end for
end while
Phase-2: Determine k medoids.
for j = 1 to k do
if |Cj | ≥ 3 then
choose a member from Cj as the cluster medoid such that the sum of its distances to its
neighbors is minimal;
else
if |Cj | = 2 then
randomly choose one of the two members in Cj as the cluster medoid;
else
the sole member of Cj is the cluster medoid;
end if
end if
end for
* Symbol “” represents attaching a row to a matrix.

The proposed algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1 and it relies on the following
facts. Let F̃ be a p × n matrix that contains p(< m, n) rows, and F̃ (i) be a (p + 1) × n
matrix that contains all rows of F̃ and an additional row f i . Condition rank(F̃ ) =
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rank(F̃ (i) ) is satisfied, if and only if f i depends on any of rows in F̃ . The algorithm
does not require the parameter k to be set in advance. Another advantage of this algorithm is that the total number of operations in the nested loops is bounded, while many
k-medoids algorithms do not have bounded complexities because of random search.
The bound of loop operations in Phase-1 is (m−1)+(m−1)+· · ·+1 = m(m−1)/2 ∼
O(m2 ).
The medoid selection method (Phase-2) used in the algorithm is based on a distance
metric defined as the total distance from a reference feature to all its neighbors, though
there can be other criteria for medoid selection. Other than the medoids that have been
recognized, all the rest of features are redundant.

3

Feature Relevance Analysis For Practical Datasets

Among many feature relevance analysis techniques are those based on sparse regression which are attractive in terms of computation and traceability [15–17, 22, 25, 26]. In
particular, the techniques using joint l2,1 -norms minimization [15] are especially interesting to us for its simplicity and efficiency.
3.1

Measuring Feature Relevance Based On l2,1 -norm Minimization

The goal is to find a weighting matrix W in a supervised learning manner. We adopt
the framework used in [15] and the problem is formulated as follows.
T
Let c be the number of classes. Define the weighting matrix W = (w1 , w2 , · · · , wm ) ∈
m×c
d×c
R
and its extended version Ŵ ∈ R ,


W
,
(1)
Ŵ =
ŵd,1 , · · · , ŵd,c
with d = m + 1. The value of Ŵ will be determined later. Extend the data matrix F
into X = (x1 , x2 , · · · , xn ) ∈ Rd×n by adding an all-one row at the bottom of F ,


F
X=
,
(2)
1, · · · , 1
Assume the dataset comes with n label samples denoted by a1 , a2 , · · · , an ∈ {1, 2, · · · , c}.
Denote the class label matrix by Y = y a1 , y a2 , · · · , y an ∈ Rc×n , where a column
vector y j = (0, · · · , 0, 1, 0, · · · , 0)T contains c − 1 zero-valued entries and a sole onevalued entry at the j-th position associated with the class j. To find Ŵ , the regression
(minimization) problem is
min
Ŵ

n
X
i=1

T

Ŵ xi − y i

+γ
2

d
X

||ŵj ||2

(3)

j=1

Pd
where ŵj is the j-th row of Ŵ , i=j ||ŵj ||2 is the regularization term, and γ is a
constant for tuning the regularization’s influence. The problem (3) can be efficiently
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solved using the algorithm described in [15] (refer to the reference for the analysis and
proof). The first m rows of Ŵ , i.e., W , is the outcome we expect. Each of m · c entries
of W reflects how relevant a feature is to a class.
With W we can also evaluate how important an individual feature is to the overall
classification. By adopting the way used in [16], the total relevance of the j-th feature
can be calculated by
w̄j = ||wj ||2 , j = 1, 2, · · · , m
3.2

(4)

Class-Occurrence Compensation

The relevance analysis method presented in the last subsection will not work well if
no proper compensation for class occurrence is made. Let nl be the number of instants
associated with class l, l = 1, 2, 3, · · · , c. Consider an ideal case that nl = n/c, l =
1, 2, 3, · · · , c, i.e., equal occurrence for all c classes, we first apply Z-score normalization to the feature dataset and then calculate the weighting matrix W . In this process all
classes are represented equally, which is necessary for a fair analysis. However, equal
occurrence does not hold in general, thus certain compensations are needed in order to
obtain an unbiased analysis result.
In dataset normalization phase, we need to determine the mean µj and standard
deviation σj for each feature in Z-score normalization: fj,i ⇐ (fj,i − µj )/σj , j =
1, 2, · · · , m, i = 1, 2, · · · , n. µj and σj are given by
µj =
σj =

c
n
1X 1 X
1l (fj,i )fj,i ,
c
nl i=1

1
c

l=1
c
X
l=1

(5)

n
1 X
1l (fj,i )(fj,i − µj )2 ,
nl i=1

(6)

j = 1, 2, · · · , m
where 1l (fj,i ) is an indicator function defined as

1, if fj,i belongs to class l,
1l (fj,i ) =
0, if fj,i does not belongs to class l,
j = 1, 2, · · · , m, l = 1, 2, · · · , c, i = 1, 2, · · · , n

(7)

Certain compensation needs to be made in the phase of l2,1 -norm minimization as
well, and (3) can be extended into the following format:
min
Ŵ

c
n
T
nX 1 X
1l (xi ) Ŵ xi − y i
c
nl i=1
l=1

+γ
2

d
X

||ŵj ||2

(8)

j=1

To use the algorithm developed in [15], we can convert xi and y i into x̃i and ỹ i ,
respectively, using the following formulas:
n
xi , if 1l (xi ) = 1,
x̃i =
cnl
n
ỹ i =
y , if 1l (y i ) = 1,
(9)
cnl i
l = 1, 2, · · · , c, i = 1, 2, · · · , n
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Table 1. 18 effective features in two categories.
Feature
Description
Network Payload Physical
1. command address Device ID in command packet
X
2. response address Device ID in response packet
X
Memory start position in response
3. response memory
X
packet
4. command memory Number of memory bytes for
X
count
R/W command
5. response memory Number of memory bytes for
X
count
R/W response
6. comm write fun Value of command function code
X
7. response write fun Value of response function code
X
Value of sub-function code in
8. sub function
X
the command/response
9. response length
Total length of response packet
X
10. HH
Value of HH setpoint
X
11. H
Value of H setpoint
X
12. L
Value of L setpoint
X
13. LL
Value of LL setpoint
X
14. control mode
Automatic, manual or shutdown
X
15. pump state
Compressor/pump state
X
X
16. crc rate
CRC error rate
X
17. measurement
Water level
X
X
18. time
Time interval between two packets
X

By combining (8) and (9), we reach the following optimization which has the same
format as (3):
min
Ŵ

4

n
X
i=1

T

Ŵ x̃i − ỹ i

+γ
2

d
X

||ŵj ||2

(10)

j=1

Case Study Of ICS Intrusion Detection

Precise feature selection can benefit design and evaluation of an Intrusion Detection
System (IDS). In this section we use ICS intrusion detection as an example to examine
the proposed techniques. Specifically, the water storage tank dataset provided by Morris’s group [35] is employed to generate numerical results. The dataset includes class
0 for normal situation and classes 1 to 7 representing seven different types of attacks.
Intrusion detection is actually multi-class classification and we use partial decision tree
based PART classifier in Weka [36, 37] to perform the job. After removal of a few constant (zero-variance) features, the remaining 18 features are used for analysis. As shown
in Table 1, these 18 features belong to three categories, and six of payload features are
directly related to physical parameters.
After performing the proposed k-medoids algorithm, k = 13 medoids (primary
features) are found. As mentioned above, the matrix rank analysis indicates that this
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Fig. 2. Individual relevance.
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dataset contains 13 effective eigen modes (refer to Fig.1), which implies that, for this
particular dataset, each primary feature corresponds to an effective eigen mode, and
all the 13 primary features are independent of each other. The algorithm generates 11
singleton clusters {1}, {6}, {8}, {10}, {11}, {12}, {13}, {14}, {15}, {17} and {18}
along with two non-singleton clusters {16, 4} and {2, 3, 5, 7, 9} with medoids 4 and
3, respectively. In Fig.2 each data points represents a relevance level of an individual
feature with respect to a class, and Fig.3 shows overall impact of each feature on all of
the classes, where class-occurrence compensation has been performed prior to relevance
calculation.

Fig. 3. Total relevance of each feature.

It can be seen in Fig.3 that the features belonging to the same cluster exhibit the
same relevance level. In practice it is reasonable not to use redundant features, so we
should only measure the relevance levels of the 13 independent features that are fed to
the classifier. The total relevance of these selected features is shown in Fig.4.
Table. 2 shows classification performance for using different feature sets. As expected, it is found that removal of redundant features does not degrade classification
performance, and it is even beneficial to eliminate some bad (low-relevance-score) features (e.g., features 4, 13, 14, 16 and 18). It can also be verified that removal of independent and important (high-relevance-score) features can degrade the performance. The
8-feature result shown in the Table 2 suggests that feature 17 is critical to the classification of the first 3 classes. These observations validate the correctness of the redundancy
and relevance analysis.
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Fig. 4. Total relevance of each feature (only consider 13 independent features).

Table 2. Classification results for (a) all 18 features; (b) 13 features–eliminating 5 redundant
features (2, 5, 7, 9, 16); (c) 9 features–eliminating redundant & bad features (2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 13, 14,
16, 18); (d) 8 features–eliminating feature 17 and 9 redundant & bad features.
Class

18 features
TP FP
0.988 0.014
0.977 0.000
0.946 0.009
0.971 0.000
0.990 0.000
1.000 0.000
1.000 0.000
1.000 0.000

13 features
TP FP
0.988 0.014
0.977 0.000
0.946 0.009
0.971 0.000
0.990 0.000
1.000 0.000
1.000 0.000
1.000 0.000

9 features
TP FP
0.990 0.014
0.978 0.000
0.946 0.007
0.971 0.000
0.990 0.000
1.000 0.000
1.000 0.000
1.000 0.000

8 features
TP FP
1.000 0.346
0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000
0.971 0.000
0.990 0.000
1.000 0.000
1.000 0.000
1.000 0.000

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Weighted
0.987 0.010 0.987 0.010 0.989 0.010 0.902 0.248
Average
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The necessity of class-occurrence compensation can be confirmed experimentally
as well. Different from what is shown in Fig.3, a relevance distribution obtained based
on the raw dataset without pre-compensation is shown in Fig.5. It can be verified that
removal of the “bad” features (e.g., features 15 and 17 are, in fact, very important)
suggested by this incomplete analysis can be harmful to the classification task.

Fig. 5. Total relevance based on raw dataset without pre-compensation.

It has been seen that, without sacrificing detection accuracy, the intrusion detection
complexity can be reduced by using only 9 independent and relevant features. In general, we can have a simpler classifier that uses fewer features with some performance
penalties. However, the performance penalties on different classes are not equal. For
example, classification result in Table 3 is obtained by using only 6 features, and the
corresponding performance for detecting attacks 1, 2, 3, 4 and 7 is as good as that
when more independent and relevant features are utilized. If the attacks corresponding
to classes 5 and 6 were not of our interest, we could have designed a light-weight IDS
that would have relied only on the 6 features.
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Table 3. Classification results when using 6 features (1, 3, 10, 11 15, 17).
Class
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Weighted
Average

5

TP
0.992
0.978
0.946
0.967
0.990
0.000
0.719
1.000

FP
0.039
0.000
0.006
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.983 0.028

Conclusions

In this work we have proposed a set of analytical techniques for selecting features efficiently. The matrix rank of feature data is used as a robust indicator for feature clustering. To assess the feature relevance fairly, the unequality of class-occurrence in a
practical raw dataset is compensated prior to applying relevance analysis. The compensation idea can be applied to different regression based methods. The effectiveness and
necessity of the proposed methods are examined using an existing ICS dataset. One
interesting observation from examining the water tank dataset is that some physical
features (e.g., features 10, 11,12, 15, 17) can be more important than other types of
features. This might be because they are directly related to the physical entities (say,
the water level) of interest, suggesting that we could add more sensors to monitor an
ICS in order to further improve intrusion detection. Our proposed framework for precise feature selection can help reduce computation of classifiers and guide the design of
efficient classification systems, such as an IDS.
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Abstract. Data clustering techniques have been well-studied for several
decades. Traditional data clustering focuses on finding groups of transactions
based on their attribute values, while attribute clustering focuses on grouping
attribute values based on their transactions instead. Attribute clustering considers two attribute values similar if they appear in a similar set of transactions. Attribute clustering not only detects groups of similar attribute values, but it can
also be used to reduce the number of attribute values needed to represent the
whole dataset. When similar attributes have been grouped, the whole dataset
will be easier to understand. Then, related attributes and outlier attributes will
be discovered. In this paper, we proposed a new method to improve the bestknown parameter free attribute clustering algorithm. The results on 23 realworld datasets demonstrate that our proposed method is not only faster but also
achieves higher quality clusters compared to the best-known parameter-free attribute clustering method.
Keywords: attribute reduction; data summarization; minimum description
length;

1

Introduction

Nowadays, big data are all around us and are important for our daily life. However,
because of their complicated and large size, their processing and analysis become
extremely difficult. One resolution to overcome these difficult problems is to summarize them into a more compact, but still informative version of the entire data. The
main objective of data summarization techniques is to produce a good quality of
summaries that require less storage and extremely shorten the time needed to process
and analyze. For example, a whole book can be summarized into just title and abstract, which will provide a good first impression of what to expect from it.
Many techniques have been proposed for data summarization such as Error! Reference source not found.[4][5]. Attribute clustering [1] is an efficient data summarization technique for transactional or categorical data in which a summary is given in
terms of sets of attributes, which are highly correlated to each other. By showing
which attributes are highly correlated or interact most strongly, the summary is able to
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provide data insight and good first impression of the original entire data. An example
of summary forms can be a set of frequent or closed itemsets which are representative
of the original datasets [5]. These descriptive frequent patterns can be used as a surrogate to understand and get the insight into the original data.
Many attribute clustering techniques have been proposed to find a good summary
of transactional or categorical data [1][2]. The standard approach is to find the frequent patterns first [2]; the result of which quickly grows up too many times of the
size of the original dataset. Further, these techniques do not consider interactions
between attributes in the data. Several works have been proposed to find the interactions between attributes via the clustering mechanism [1][2]. The output is a set of
clusters of attributes that strongly interreact or correlated each other Mampaey and
Vreeken [1] proposed the best-known parameter-free algorithm to find the best attribute grouping using Minimum Description Length (MDL). During each merging step,
the most two similar attributes will be selected. MDL will be also used to consider
when the algorithm would be terminated. This algorithm processes all pairs of attributes, so it may take a long time to find the best grouping and it seems to be too fit to
the training data.
The objective of this paper is to improve the performance of the best-known parameter-free attribute clustering proposed in [1]. The attribute selection mechanism of
[1] is to select the best pair of attributes to combine by the smallest description length.
entropy-based method improves the core selection briefly by finding the most robust
candidate attribute, then merge this attribute to one of the best attributes from the rest.
As a result, high-quality pairs of attributes have been selected by the entropy-based
method and the clustering can achieve higher performance w.r.t classification measurements such as precision, recall, f-measure, area under the ROC curve. The entropy-based method can also lower the new compression data size. The experiments
show that our entropy-based attribute clustering algorithm generates a smaller number
of clusters, gives better compression ratio, and achieves higher accuracy compared to
the best-known attribute clustering. Moreover, our entropy-based method is faster
than the best-known algorithm.
The roadmap of this paper is as follows. In Section II, we introduce the best-known
attribute clustering algorithm. Then, we introduce our entropy-based attribute clustering algorithm in Section III. In Section IV, we show the experimental results of our
proposed algorithm compared to the best-known algorithm. The conclusion and the
discussion are in the last section.

2

The Best-known Attribute Clustering

Several methods for attribute clustering have been proposed during the last decades. Although the minimum description length is intractable because of Kolmogorov
Complexity Error! Reference source not found., its idea has been widely used to
remove parameters from the algorithm. The data description length of a given data
can be defined as the length of code (i.e., numbers of bits) needed to describe the data.
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In this section, we introduce the basic idea of attribute clustering, including its preliminary definitions. Attribute clustering methods [1][6][5] returns groups of
attributes, which lead us to achieve more understanding of the data and can be used to
summarize the data.
2.1

Basic Definitions

A dataset D is a set of transactions, D={𝑇1 , 𝑇2 , … , 𝑇|𝐷| }. ℐ be a set of all categorical
items in the database, ℐ = {𝐼1 , 𝐼2 , … , 𝐼𝑛 }. In a transactional-dataset, a transaction 𝑇 is a
set of items, 𝑇 ⊆ ℐ. However, in relational-dataset, a transaction is a set of values of
attributes. Hence, in this paper, “attribute” will be used interchangeably as “item”. To
do clustering, all items in ℐ can be partitioned into smaller groups, called attribute
clusters. The attribute cluster 𝐴 is a set of items (i.e., attributes), 𝐴 = {𝐼1 , 𝐼2 , … , 𝐼|𝐴| }.
Definition 1: An attribute clustering 𝓒 is a group of attribute clusters, 𝓒 =
{𝐴1 , 𝐴2 , … , 𝐴|𝓒| }. All items in ℐ must be included once and only in an attribute cluster. Then, ℐ = ⋃𝑖 𝐴𝑖 ∀ and i≠j:ai∩aj.∅=
The minimum description length (MDL) is used as a measurement to select the
best pair of clusters to merge. MDL of a cluster 𝐴 is the minimum number of bits
need to reproduce the cluster 𝐴, defined as 𝐿(𝐴), and MDL of the whole dataset D is
the minimum number of bits need to reproduce all members in clusters and the clustering structure. However, MDL is intractable to calculate as it is hard as Kolmogorov
complexity [1]. Then, description length has been used in our paper, instead of MDL.
Definition 2: Description length of an attribute cluster 𝐴 is calculated as entropy of
the attribute cluster.
𝐿(𝐴) = − ∑

𝑃(𝐼) 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑃(𝐼)
𝐼∈𝐴

where 𝑃(𝐼) is the probability that item I appear in the dataset. This entropy has
been used to identify the good attribute clusters.
Definition 3: Description length of an attribute clustering 𝒞 is the summation of the
description length of all clusters in the clustering.
𝐿(𝒞) = ∑

𝐿(𝐴) + 𝜀
𝐴∈𝒞

where 𝜀 is the number of bits needed to represent elements (i.e., attribute clusters)
in the clustering. As we defined in [1], 𝜀 = log n + 𝑛 log |𝒞| − log |𝒞|! where 𝑛 is the
number of items (i.e., attributes) in the dataset.
Definition 4: Description length of the dataset is depended on the attribute clustering. Hence, the description length of the dataset, 𝐿(𝐷, 𝒞), is defined as:
𝐿(𝐷, 𝒞) = 𝐿(𝐷|𝒞) + 𝐿(𝒞)
Definition 5: The description length of the dataset 𝐷 encoding by attribute clustering 𝒞, 𝐿(𝐷|𝒞), is calculated by the summation of description length of all items in
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each transaction. Each item can be encoded as an index of the attribute cluster in the
clustering, so it needs only log|𝒞| bits to represent. Moreover, the summation can be
calculated from all attribute clusters, instead of the summation from all transactions.
Hence, 𝐿(𝐷|𝒞) can be formally defined as:
𝐿(𝐷|𝒞) = ∑

log|𝒞| = |𝐷| ∗ ∑

∑
𝑇∈𝐷

𝐴∋𝐼 ∧ 𝐼∈𝑇

𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞(A) ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔|𝒞|
𝐴∈𝒞

where 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞(𝐴) is the total frequency of any attribute (i.e., item) in an attribute
cluster A appeared in the whole dataset.

3

MV Algorithm for Attribute Clustering

In this section, we describe the idea of Mampaey and Vreeken algorithm [1], called
MV algorithm for short, as the best-known parameter-free attribute clustering algorithm. This agglomerative clustering algorithm starts by many clusters containing
only one attribute. Then, the algorithm will grow each cluster to cover a larger set of
attributes. The MDL concept has been applied in [10] to select the best pair of clusters
(i.e., groups of attributes) to merge. The key idea of the algorithm is to calculate the
description length of the clustering after merging any possible pair. Then, the pair of
clusters with the smallest description length will be selected to be merged. This process will continue until the description length of the clustering after merging is larger
than the description length of the clustering without merging.
Table 1. MV algorithm
Algorithm: MV Algorithm for attribute clustering
Input: Transactional dataset D, Set of All Attributes
Output: The best minimum attribute clustering 𝒞
1. 𝒞 ← All Attributes
2. while |𝒞| > 1 do
3. min_sim = ∞
4.
𝒞min = 𝒞
5.
for i = 1 to |𝒞|
6.
for j = i+1 to |𝒞|
7.
𝒞min ← 𝒞 − {𝐴i , 𝐴j } ∪ {𝐴i ∪ 𝐴j }
8.
if L(𝐷, 𝒞min ) <
min_sim
9.
min_sim = L(𝐷, 𝒞min )
10.
𝒞min ← 𝒞min
11.
end if
12
end for
13.
end for
if L(𝐷, 𝒞) ≤ min_sim
14.
15.
break;
16.
end if
𝒞 ← 𝒞min
17.
18. end while
19. return 𝒞
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As shown in Table 1, The MV algorithm is the summarizing data by using description length to select the best attribute clustering. Here we show the process. First, the
attribute clustering 𝒞 will be initialized by setting every single attribute as an attribute
cluster (line 1). Then, two clusters will be merged to create a larger cluster until there
is only one cluster left (line 2). In this process, all possible pairs of clusters will be
temporarily merged (line 7) and the description length of the clustering which contains the new cluster will be calculated (line 8). After trying all possible pairs to
merge, the best pair will be selected and merged before starting the next iteration (line
17). If the description length after merging cannot decrease any further, the algorithm
will be terminated (line 14-15).
The running time to select the best pair of attribute clusters in each iteration is
large as 𝑂(𝑛2 ) time, where n is the number of attributes. Moreover, selecting the best
pair is not only time-consuming but also seems to be too fit to the training data.

4

Entropy-based Attribute Clustering

In this section, we propose a new algorithm for attribute clustering. An entropybased method can achieve higher performance in term of smaller execution time and
higher accuracy compared to the best-known algorithm.
Table 2. Entropy-based attribute clustering algorithm.
Algorithm :Entropy-based Attribute Clustering
Input :A transactional dataset 𝐷, Set of All Attributes
Output :The best minimum attribute clustering 𝒞min .
1. 𝒞 ← All Attributes
2. max_entropy =−∞
3. while |𝒞| > 1 do
4.
for i=1 to |𝒞|
5.
if L(𝐴i ) > max_entropy
6.
max_entropy = L(𝐴i )
7.
𝐴𝑠 = 𝐴i
8.
end if
9.
end for
10.
min_sim =∞
11.
𝒞min = 𝒞
12.
for j=1 to |𝒞|
13.
𝒞min ← 𝒞 − {𝐴𝑠 , 𝐴j } ∪ {𝐴s ∪ 𝐴j }
14.
if L(𝐷, 𝒞′) <
min_sim
15.
min_sim = L(𝐷, 𝒞′)
16.
𝒞min ← 𝒞min
17.
end if
18.
end for
19.
if L(𝐷, 𝒞)) ≤ min_sim
20.
break;
21.
end if
22.
𝒞 ← 𝒞min
23. end while
24. return 𝒞
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Entropy-based attribute clustering algorithm, named Entropy-based Attribute Clustering, will be brief as the following steps. First, we select the attribute cluster that has
the finest entropy among all attribute clusters, called the selected attribute cluster.
Then we use this selected attribute cluster to pair with another attribute cluster to
minimize the description length after merge.
Our entropy-based attribute clustering algorithm is shown in Table 2, First, as in
[1], each attribute will be treated as an attribute cluster in the clustering 𝒞 (line 1).
Then, the most robust cluster among all clusters in 𝒞 will be selected (line 4-9). In this
step, the entropy of each attribute cluster will be calculated and the attribute with
maximum entropy will be selected (line 5-6).
After the most robust cluster, 𝐴s , has been selected, all other clusters will be temporally paired with the selected cluster (line 13) and the description length after merging these two attribute clusters will be calculated (line 14). The cluster that achieves
the smallest description length after pairing to 𝐴s will be selected and merged together
in the next iteration (line 15-16). The algorithm will be terminated when the whole
clustering contains only one cluster (line 3) or when merging the best pair of clusters
cannot decrease the description length any further (line 19-21).
The running time of our entropy-based method to select the best pair reduces from
O(n2) comparisons in the previous algorithm to O(n) comparisons. Moreover, because
the cluster selection has been modified our proposed algorithm seems to select the
more robust attributes to merge.

5

Experimental Results

In this section, we demonstrate the results on 23 real-world datasets in term of execution time and clustering quality. Two algorithms which are the best-known attribute clustering algorithm [1], called MV algorithm, and our proposed algorithm, called
Entropy-based Attribute Clustering, have been compared.
5.1

Experimental Setup.

The algorithms have been written in C++ on Ubuntu. The experiments are measured on 2.6 GHz Intel Core i5 with 8GB of memory. Table 3 shows the characteristics of all 23 datasets used in our experiments. The performance will be given in terms
of compression rate and accuracy.
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Table 3. Characteristics of datasets
Dataset
adult
anneal
auto
breast
car
connect4
cylBands
ecoli
flare
glass
heart
hepatitis
horseColic
ionosphere
iris
mushroom
nursery
pageBlocks
pima
soybean-large
tic-tac-toe
wine
zoo

5.2

# Attributes

# Rows

# Class

97
71
135
17
25
129
122
34
38
46
50
52
83
157
19
90
32
44
38
118
29
68
42

48842
989
205
699
1728
67557
540
336
1389
214
303
155
368
351
150
8124
12960
5473
768
683
958
178
101

2
5
6
2
4
3
2
8
8
6
6
2
2
2
3
2
5
5
2
19
2
3
7

Quality in terms of Compression Rate

In Table 4, the preliminary results have been proposed in [17]. Hence, both algorithms, MV algorithm and our Entropy-based Attribute Clustering, have been compared in term of execution time and compression ratio (CPR). CPR represents the size
of original data (i.e., numbers of attributes) before summarization compared to the
size of the summarized data (i.e., number of clusters). The higher CPR, the better
compression algorithm.
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Table 4. Quality in terms of compression rate
MV algorithm
Dataset
adult
anneal
auto
breast
car
connect4
cylBands
ecoli
flare
glass
heart
hepatitis
horseColic
ionosphere
iris
mushroom
nursery
pageBlocks
pima
soybean
tic-tac-toe
wine
zoo

| 𝓒 | Time (s)
9
32.65
12
0.20
22
0.20
3
0.01
5
0.04
7
84.32
22
0.35
6
0.02
6
0.07
10
0.03
14
0.04
14
0.03
21
0.11
30
0.37
4
0.01
5
5.16
6
0.63
7
0.27
8
0.03
9
0.43
9
0.03
12
0.05
9
0.02

CPR
10.78
5.92
6.14
5.67
5.00
18.43
5.55
5.67
6.33
4.60
3.57
3.71
3.95
5.23
4.75
18.00
5.33
6.29
4.75
13.11
3.22
5.67
4.67

Entropy-based attribute
clustering algorithm
| 𝓒 | Time (s) CPR
5
12.38
19.40
6
0.08
11.83
19
0.12
7.11
2
0.01
8.50
5
0.02
5.00
7
44.76
18.43
25
0.16
4.88
3
0.02
11.33
5
0.04
7.60
10
0.02
4.60
8
0.03
6.25
13
0.02
4.00
19
0.07
4.37
33
0.23
4.75
3
0.01
6.33
3
1.94
30.00
7
0.44
4.57
6
0.18
7.33
7
0.02
5.43
11
0.21
10.73
9
0.03
3.22
13
0.04
5.23
8
0.02
5.25

From Table 4, our proposed algorithm can achieve smaller CPRs on 14 out of 23
datasets. The experiments demonstrate that the proposed attribute process can select
better pairs of attributes to merge. Moreover, because in each selection process, the
number of comparison reduce from 𝑂(𝑛2 ) to 𝑂(𝑛), our proposed methods can run
twice faster than MV algorithm.
5.3

Quality in terms of accuracy

In this section, we compare the performance between our Entropy-based attributing
clustering algorithm and MV algorithm in term of f-Measure, precision, recall and
ROC. Different from traditional data clustering, attribute clustering focus on grouping
attributes instead of grouping transactions. Hence, decision tree classification has
been used to test the model accuracy .The results show that entropy-based attribute
clustering algorithm obtains higher accuracy on 10 datasets, comparable accuracy for
13 datasets, and with no loss. Entropy-based attribute clustering algorithm has been
resolving the process of selection for grouping the attribute clusters. This result of
accuracy shows that the entropy-based attribute clustering algorithm can achieve the
better results of attribute clustering as shown in Table 5.
.
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Table 5. Quality in terms of Accuracy
Entropy-based attribute
clustering algorithm

MV algorithm

0.50
0.70
0.75
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.61
0.47
0.50
0.47
0.47
0.47
0.44
0.82
0.75
0.72
0.56
0.50
0.50
0.77
0.50
0.69
0.44
Win

0.66
0.88
0.53
0.52
0.58
0.52
0.60
0.25
0.77
0.20
0.38
0.70
0.48
0.82
0.56
0.93
0.48
0.85
0.71
0.31
0.52
0.69
0.56

0.58 0.76
0.86 0.90
0.54 0.55
0.43 0.66
0.50 0.70
0.43 0.66
0.76 0.67
0.18 0.43
0.71 0.84
0.16 0.36
0.29 0.54
0.63 0.79
0.42 0.60
0.83 0.82
0.50 0.67
0.94 0.93
0.55 0.53
0.81 0.90
0.75 0.74
0.32 0.38
0.43 0.65
0.69 0.69
0.54 0.64
10 datasets

Equal

13 datasets

Lose

0 datasets

ROC

0.76
0.79
0.50
0.66
0.70
0.66
0.67
0.43
0.84
0.36
0.54
0.79
0.59
0.82
0.63
0.73
0.40
0.90
0.65
0.34
0.65
0.59
0.41

Recall

0.58
0.69
0.49
0.43
0.50
0.43
0.76
0.18
0.71
0.13
0.29
0.63
0.43
0.83
0.46
0.82
0.36
0.81
0.42
0.20
0.43
0.45
0.17

Precision

ROC

0.66
0.73
0.49
0.52
0.58
0.52
0.60
0.25
0.77
0.19
0.38
0.70
0.48
0.82
0.52
0.71
0.32
0.85
0.51
0.24
0.52
0.50
0.23

F-Measure

Recall

6

Precision

adult
anneal
auto
breast
car
connect4
cylBands
ecoli
flare
glass
heart
hepatitis
horseColic
ionosphere
iris
mushroom
nursery
pageBlocks
pima
soybean
tic-tac-toe
wine
zoo

F-Measure

Dataset

0.50
0.84
0.80
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.61
0.47
0.50
0.49
0.47
0.60
0.45
0.75
0.83
0.93
0.68
0.50
0.63
0.81
0.50
0.76
0.73

Conclusions

In this paper, a new parameter-free algorithm for attribute clustering has been proposed. Similar to the best-known attribute clustering algorithm proposed in [1], our
entropy-based attribute clustering algorithm is an agglomerative clustering, and the
MDL concept has been applied to make the algorithm parameter-free. In contrast, our
proposed algorithm has improved the process of selecting the best pairs of attribute
clusters to merge. This improvement not only reduces the running time but also increases the quality of the clustering.
Our intensive experiments on 23 real-world datasets demonstrate that our proposed
algorithm is better than the best-known algorithm in term of accuracy, evaluated by
precision, recall, f-measure, and ROC. Our proposed algorithm is about twice faster
than the best-known algorithm. Higher compression ratio shows that entropy-based
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attribute clustering algorithm will return a smaller number of clusters while obtaining
the higher accuracy, compared to the best-known algorithm.
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Seq2SQL - Evaluating Different Deep Learning
Architectures Using Word Embeddings
Kevin Stowers1 and Dirk Krechel1
RheinMain University of Applied Sciences, Wiesbaden, Germany

Abstract. Having access to relational databases, which carry an enormous amount of today’s knowledge, requires an understanding and application of SQL1 . Learning and utilizing this language can be difficult
in addition to requiring a significant amount of time. In order to make
this information accessible without having to learn SQL this paper proposes and evaluates different deep learning architectures, which translate
questions into SQL statements, using word embedding. These neural networks are trained via supervised learning.
In order to train and evaluate the architectures the dataset WikiSQL[20]2
is used. It contains 80654 examples and matching SQL queries as well as
an SQLite database with 24241 tables.
Throughout this paper three different base models with different parameters are tested and evaluated regarding their efficiency and accuracy.
The result will show which base models and parameters show the most
promising results in terms of efficiency and accuracy.
Also this paper introduces Token Selector Encoding as a way of encoding
queries using word embeddings, which is closely related to the way [20]
encodes and shows promising results.
Keywords: Machine Learning · Deep Learning · Natural Language Processing

1

Introduction

A large amount of today’s knowledge is stored in relational databases around
the globe. In order to retrieve the stored information it is necessary to use a
query language such as SQL. Understanding and using these query languages
can be very difficult and takes a lot of time. In order to make this knowledge
available without having to learn a query language researchers all over the world
try to automate the information retrieving process using different machine learning techniques. During this process deep learning has shown promising results.
So trying to find an efficient deep neural network model, which translates natural
language into SQL statements, has become a popular topic for natural language
researchers as well as machine learning researchers.
1
2

Structured Query Language
https://github.com/salesforce/WikiSQL
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In order to contribute to the process of finding a promising architecture different deep learning networks are tested and evaluated throughout this paper.
These architectures range between simple multilayer perceptrons[4] and complex
LSTM networks[16]3 .
The data set [20], which is used, contains 80654 different questions, the related
SQL statements and an SQLite database. Despite being released 2017 the data
set is viewed as the standard data set for generating SQL queries from natural
language, because of its size and diversity. Table 1 compares all papers, which
have been published using the data set. [22] has the highest accuracy of these
models with 98.6 %. It combines different models ([22] and [21]), which have had
competitive results.

Model
Training accuracy
SQLova + Execution-Guided Decoding [22] 90.2 %
IncSQL + Execution-Guided Decoding [17] 87.2 %
Execution-Guided Decoding [21]
84.0 %
SQLova [22]
87.2 %
IncSQL [17]
84.0 %
MQAN (unordered) [13]
82.0 %
MQAN (ordered) [13]
82.0 %
Coarse2Fine[5]
79.0 %
Execution-Guided Decoding[1]
78.5 %
TypeSQL[25]
74.5 %
PT-MAML[9]
68.3 %
SQLNet[23]
69.8 %
[2]
67.1 %
Seq2SQL[20]
60.8 %
Baseline[20]
37.0 %
Table 1. Tested settings

Test accuracy
89.6 %
87.1 %
83.8 %
86.2 %
83.7 %
81.4 %
81.4 %
78.5 %
78.3 %
73.5 %
68.0 %
68.0 %
66.8 %
59.4 %
35.9 %

The process of understanding words and its surroundings is difficult. The shortness of questions makes this task even harder. During the process of parsing
questions information can be lost or the word can be misinterpreted by parsing
one world isolated to the neighboring words. In order to avoid this loss of information this paper proposes using word embeddings. By this approach there are
two major advantages. Firstly, the words are set into a context. This idea derives
from the distributional hypothesis [27]. This is a major advantage of using word
embeddings. Basic words can have a lot of different meanings in different contexts, therefore considering the surroundings of a word is appropriate. Secondly,
words, which are important for the query language, are mapped into a similar
area. Which means that questions have a similar vector due to the common
structure of a question. By training the neural network learns this structure and
3

long short-term memory networks
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understands signal words and their meaning. In addition to that [18] proves that
using word2vec [19], which is utilized in this paper, leads to improved accuracy
at much lower computational costs.
So the process of transforming natural language questions into SQL statements
is divided into two steps. Firstly the words of the question are mapped to a
vector. Therefore the right vector is extracted from the vector space generated
by word2vec. Secondly the sentence is given to the deep neural network, which
transforms these vectors into an encoded SQL statement. This process is shown
in figure 1 and further elaborated in Section 3.

Fig. 1. Process overview example

2

Referenced Work

The data set WikiSQL was released in 2017 by [20]. The data set contains 80654 hand-annotated natural language questions, the corresponding SQL
queries and 24241 tables from Wikipedia4 . To this date WikiSQL is the larges
4

https://www.wikipedia.org
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data set and viewed as the standard data set for the task of creating SQL queries
from natural language. The tables as well as the questions exist in raw JSON
format. The data set also comes with an SQLite database, which can be used to
validate the queries. Additionally [20] proposes a sophisticated way of encoding
and decoding SQL queries, which is closely related to the Token Selector Encoding (Section 3), which is introduced by this paper.
The process of creating vectors from words can be difficult. Valuable information
can be lost during the process of transforming words to vectors. In order to keep
the loss of information as little as possible this paper proposes using word embeddings. Therefore word2vec, which was developed by researchers at Google5 ,
is used. [19] introduces word2vec as an autoencoder [15], which transforms words
to vectors according to their surrounding by using a skip-gram model. Skip-gram
models are robust and often produce state-of-the-art results [8]. Even with sparse
sentences this creates word vectors, which contain a lot of information.
By combining both approaches an architecture is created, which creates SQL
statements from natural language through word embeddings.

3

Token Selector Encoding

This paper proposes a new way of query encoding, which is closely related to
the way [20] encodes queries. Below an JSON-object of the data set is shown.

{”phase”: 2, ”table-id”: ”2-1226335-1”, ”question”: ”What year did Elf
Team Tyrrell have 39 points and a Tyrrell 007 Chassis”, ”sql”: {”sel”:
0, ”conds”: [[1, 0, ”elf team tyrrell”], [4, 0, ”39”], [2, 0, ”tyrrell 007”]],
”agg”: 4}}
Since the goal is to transform a question to the fitting SQL statement, the JSONobject’s important keys are question and sql. The process of data engineering
starts with dividing a question’s words into word tokens. Afterwards each token
is fitted to the corresponding word embedding v. These word embeddings have
the shape m x 1. m is the predefined dimensionality of the vector space created
by word2vec. All question’s word embeddings are concatenated and a matrix
W of the size —v— x n, which represents the question, is created. Where n is
the maximal amount of words a question can have6 . This matrix is fed into the
neural network. Representations of v and W are shown in Equation 1 and 2.

5
6

https://www.google.com
in the dataset [20] n is 44
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x1
 x2 
 
v= . 
 .. 

∀xi ∈ R, i, m ∈ N

(1)

xm


x1,1 x1,2

 x2,1 . . .
W = [v1 ; v2 ; · · · ; vm ] = 
 . .
..
 ..
xm,1 · · ·


· · · x1,n
. 
..
. .. 

. 
..
. .. 
· · · xm,n

∀xi,j ∈ R, i, j, m, n ∈ N

(2)

The target vector, which represents the JSON-object’s sql, is a fourteen-dimensional
vector sel, which is shown in Equation 3.



a
 s1 
 
 c1 
 
 s2 
 
 
sel = cq1 
 .. 
 . 
 
 c4 
 
 s5 
cq4

∀a, si , cj , cqk , i, j, k ∈ N

(3)

A := {, M AX, M IN, COU N T, SU M, AV G}
(4)
S := {x ∈ N|0 < x ≤ n} n ∈ N n is the amount of columns
(5)
C := {=, >, <, OP }
(6)
Cq := {x ∈ N|0 < x ≤ w} w ∈ N w: amount of word tokens in question
(7)
The target vector’s values are connected to sets, which represent different features. a corresponds to the set A (Equation 4), s to S (Equation 5), c to C
(Equation 6) and cq to Cq (Equation 7). So a and c represent the index of an
element from A and C. Every s describes the index of a column of the table,
which is searched and every cq represents the index of the word token of the
question. So cq creates a connection between matrix W and vector sel. Since the
question’s word tokens are used in order to find the right query, it is important
to find an algorithm, which parses the word tokens correctly. The proposed algorithm parses all entries of the database and matches them with the questions.
Therefore the tokenizer recognizes if two or more words of a question are one
database entry and puts them into one token.
The process of en- and decoding is shown in figure 3. This approach is suitable
for word embeddings and sparse information sources. Since questions are sparse
and have a more or less common structure, the neural network recognizes the
sentence structure, which helps finding the correct query.
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Fig. 2. Encoding process. Step one: tokenization. Step two: Tokens to vectors. Step
three: Calculation of query vector. Step four: Query vector to query

4

Comparing the different models

This part of the paper is going to elaborate on the comparison of different
architectures. Firstly, the different base models are going to be described. The
models will be referred to as base models since they are going to serve as templates. These templates will get different parameters on which they are going
to get evaluated. Secondly, the different investigated evaluation parameters and
their usefulness are going to be explained.
4.1

Investigated Base Models

The different models were chosen based on complexity and simplicity. In order to combine both premises a multilayer perceptron[4], a convolutional neural
network[24] and an LSTM[16] were chosen.
These three base models illustrate a rising complexity. The least complex base
model is the multilayer perceptron7 . A convolutional neural network8 is more
complex. Apart from these two an LSTM is even more complex. Even though the
base models show a rising complexity in themselves, they are basic and therefore
modifiable in terms of their depth and used optimization algorithms.
In order to keep the analysis as general as possible two optimization algorithms
and two depths were chosen. They were picked based on pre-selection. During
7
8

in the following referred to as MLP
in the following referred to as cnet
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the process of pre-selection one thousand samples of the training set and three
hundred samples of the testing set were taken into consideration and evaluated
on.
The tested optimization algorithms included a stochastic gradient descent optimizer[10], RMSprop optimizer [7], Adagrad optimizer[11], Adadelta optimizer[26],
Adam optimizer[12], Adamax[12] and Nesterov Adam optimizer[6]. The algorithms, which showed the most promising learning results, are Adadelta and
RMSProp. But since Adadelta and RMSProp are very similar Adagrad is chosen instead of Adadelta. Another adjustable parameter, which comes hand in
hand with the optimization algorithms, is the learning rate.
In order to preselect the depths of the models, depths of three, five, seven, nine
and eleven were tested. In every model one of the layers is always a Dropout
layer[14] in order to prevent the neural networks from overfitting. The base
models with three and five hidden layers showed the most interesting results.
Therefore they will be taken into consideration.
The fourth parameter, which is taken into account, is the loss function. In order
to find the most interesting loss functions a preselection of five different loss functions was investigated. Those evaluated loss functions are mean squared error9 ,
mean absolute error, mean absolute percentage error, mean squared logarithmic
error, mean square logarithmic error10 and logcosh. The results indicated that
MSE and MSLE showed the most promising and interesting results. Therefore
these two loss functions are taken into consideration.

4.2

Conclusion Of Parametric Choices

Since three base models with seven different settings will be tested and evaluated 24 different settings are possible. In order to be able to find a conclusion
and evaluate the different base models, the settings are reduced to twelve. The
evaluated settings are shown in table 2. The evaluation will refer to the settings
by the numbers in table 2.

4.3

Evaluation Parameters

In order to judge the performance of the different settings, several metrics
are taken into account, such as training and evaluation accuracy, training and
evaluation time and efficiency.
Efficiency is calculated through Equation 8. This linear Equation describes a subjective perception of the importance of evaluation accuracy (etime) and training
time (ttime). The greater r the more important the evaluation accuracy, the
lower r the more important training time. In the following r is considered to be
9
10

in the following referred to as MSE
in the following referred to as MSLE
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Setting
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Base model
MLP
cnet
LSTM
MLP
cnet
LSTM
MLP
cnet
LSTM
MLP
cnet
LSTM

Optimizer Learning rate Hidden layers
Adagrad 0.01
three
Adagrad 0.01
three
Adagrad 0.01
three
Adagrad 0.005
five
Adagrad 0.005
five
Adagrad 0.005
five
RMSProp 0.01
three
RMSProp 0.01
three
RMSProp 0.01
three
RMSProp 0.005
five
RMSProp 0.005
five
RMSProp 0.005
five
Table 2. Evaluated settings

Loss function
MSE
MSE
MSE
MSLE
MSLE
MSLE
MSLE
MSLE
MSLE
MSE
MSE
MSE

Setting
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Training Acc Evaluation Acc Training time Evaluation time Efficiency
69.25 %
66.44 %
11.51
12.94
320.69
71.53 %
69.53 %
1
1
346.65
91.50 %
77.94 %
53.17
99.90
336.53
69.12 %
67.00 %
11.78
13.15
323.22
70.71 %
68.81 %
1.42
1.37
342.63
86.80 %
77.91 %
52.73
107.81
336.82
7.34 %
20.22 %
13.10
13.03
88
1.94 %
1.69 %
1.05
1.08
7.4
3.20 %
0.15 %
52.50
132.53
-51.75
9.03 %
6.81 %
13.68
13.44
20.37
64.60 %
64.58 %
1.30
1.36
321.6
80.40 %
69,50 %
30.09
80.50
317.41
Table 3. Evaluation results
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five.
X := {all evaluated nets}
ef f (x) = eacc(x) ∗ r − ttime(x)

x ∈ X, eff(x), r, eacc(x), traintime(x) ∈ R
(8)

The times, which are evaluated, are relative times. They are brought into relations and therefore in relative values. This is shown in Equations 9 to 11.
The advantage is that the times are not dependent on the hardware. The only
parameter relative times depend on are calculation steps.
Txtime := {xtimeabs (x)} x ∈ X, xtimeabs ∈ {etimeabs , ttimeabs }
minxtime = min(Txtime )
xtime =

xtimeabs (x)
minxt ime

(9)
(10)
(11)

The evaluation result is shown in table 3 and figure 3.

5

Evaluation

The evaluation focuses on finding a relation between all the results. Therefore
all five Parameters are evaluated and examined regarding the settings
During evaluation the dimensionality of the word embeddings is 50. Since the
training and testing data set contains 61022 different words, this was considered
to be a reasonable choice.
The graph in figure 3 illustrates table 3. The graph gives enhances the un-

Fig. 3. Illustrated results
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derstanding of the parameter combinations. The table indicates that cnets and
LSTMs are the preferred base models for the task of transforming natural language to SQL queries. Since a sentence is a sequential information base models,
which operate on sequential information are naturally more advanced.
Looking at the evaluation accuracy and the optimization algorithms shows that
the accuracy decreases with the use of RMSProp and a high initial learning
rate. Both investigated optimization functions, Adagrad and RMSProp, are recommended to be used with data sets larger than 10,000 single cases [7]. Yet both
show very different results. Adagrad seems to be working well with MLPs, cnets
and LSTMs. Independent from the loss function and learning rate it shows robust results throughout the six different models. On the other hand, RMSProp
shows diverse and inconsistent results and seems to be depending on the loss
function, the learning rate as well as the base model. For further investigation it
is reviewed whether these unstable results are a result of the learning rate or the
loss function. Therefore four different settings are tested and evaluated. These
settings differ in learning rate and depth. Table 5 illustrates the result.
Comparing setting 8 and setting 1a shows that lowering the learning rate from

Setting
1a
2a
3a
4a

Model Optimizer Learning rate Hidden layers Loss Accuracy
cnet RMSProp 0.001
three
MSLE 70.80 %
cnet RMSProp 0.001
five
MSLE 69.99 %
cnet RMSProp 0.005
three
MSLE 65.89 %
cnet RMSProp 0.005
five
MSLE 60.08 %
Table 4. Further investigation on RMS prop and its unstable results

0.01 to 0.001 increases the accuracy by 68.30 %. This proves that RMSProp
needs to have a low initial learning rate, since lowering the learning rate leads to
better accuracy. This means that the initial results in table 3 are impacted by
the high learning rate. High learning rates can lead to overshooting and therefore
unlearning the learnt [3]. [7] even suggests using an initial learning rate of 0.001
for RMSProp.
Additionally table 3 shows that depth does barely impact the models, which use
Adagrad as optimization function 11 . Results vary in its decimal places. E. g.
setting 1 has an evaluation accuracy of 66.44 % and setting 4 an accuracy of
67.00 %. For further analysis eight neural networks ranging from two to nine
hidden layers are examined analyzed. The results of this analysis are displayed
in table 5.
The results show that the accuracy does improve significantly by using four hidden layers. Using more than four layers does not improve the accuracy notably.
Using nine or more hidden layers even decreases the accuracy.
Overall table 3 shows that the accuracy is impacted by the base models, which
are used. Depth, learning rate and optimizer have a minor influence on the accu11

setting one to six
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Setting
1b
2b
3b
4b
5b
6b
7b
8b

Model Optimizer Learning rate Hidden layers Loss Accuracy
cnet Adagrad 0.01
two
MSE 68.41 %
cnet Adagrad 0.01
three
MSE 70.86 %
cnet Adagrad 0.01
four
MSE 72.27 %
cnet Adagrad 0.01
five
MSE 72.40 %
cnet Adagrad 0.01
six
MSE 72.71 %
cnet Adagrad 0.01
seven
MSE 72.34 %
cnet Adagrad 0.01
eight
MSE 72.68 %
cnet Adagrad 0.01
nine
MSE 71.92 %
Table 5. Further investigation on depth not being an impact

racy. On the one hand LSTMs show the most promising accuracy while dealing
with long training and evaluation times, because of the complexity of the calculations. On the other hand cnets and MLPs have a similar accuracy and low
evaluation time. This is due to their simplicity.

6

Conclusion

This paper has two major contributions in finding a neural network, which
helps encoding natural language to SQL queries. On the one hand it presents
Token Selector Encoding or TSE - a new, promising and simple looking way of
encoding queries using word embeddings. TSE works by taking the structure of
a question into account. The results in table 3 show that it is a sophisticated yet
simple way of encoding queries. On the other hand it compares different standard
neural networks and shows their value to the task of finding the optimal neural
network for this task.
Looking forward we would like to continue our work in the direction of finding
an architecture, which transforms natural language questions to SQL queries.
Therefore we would like to combine our contributions regarding neural networks
with the successful and accurate models [22], [17] and [21]. Since the data set
WikiSQL is not as diverse as questions by humans are, we would like to test the
models with real world data. Overall there are a lot of contributions yet to be
made in order to find a solution, which can be applied in real world scenarios.
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Abstract. Automated identification of target classes within images is the
principle aim of supervised computer vision, a key motivation for which is the
reduction of human input into the recognition process. An alternative strategy,
however, is to exploit the human pattern-recognition within the context of an
EEG-based brain-computer interface in such a way as to minimize (or accelerate) the required human input. Observation of target/non-target images usually
evokes a differential neural response in trained observers on a 300ms timescale,
enabling EEG-based classification of brain signals in response to Rapid Serial
Visual Presentation (RSVP) of target/non-target images. RSVP can hence significantly accelerate the recognition process, constituting a two-class problem
with regard to the classification of multimodal EEG potentials (i.e. the problem
of detecting whether the registered EEG signal contains a response to a target
image or not).
In this paper, we propose two types of regularization procedure particularly
applicable to SVM-based classification of RSVP event-related potentials that
supplement the standard SVM formulation by automatically sparsely selecting
the most informative features on the basis of neighborhood proximity.
The effectiveness of the proposed approaches is demonstrated with respect
to recognition of mammograms with potential tumor pathology in an RSVP
context. We obtain a recognition accuracy of 0.936 on the target data set, significantly improving the previous best result.
Keywords: EEG signals, brain-computer interface, RSVP, ERP-potentials
recognition, mammograms with pathology recognition, SVM, regularization,
feature selection.
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1

Introduction

EEG (Electroencephalogram) signals denote the electrical activity of the brain [1, 2].
Analyzing EEG signals has been key in both supporting the diagnosis of brain diseases and for contributing to a better understanding of cognitive processes. Furthermore,
it is actively used as the basis for building systems with a brain-computer interface
(BCI) [3]. For instance, BCI is often used to restore sensory and motor functions in
patients with motor disabilities. EEG-based BCI, however, extends across many application fields [4]. Recently, the possibility of using BCIs for identifying targets
within different image types has emerged [5-7]. In particular, the use of BCI has been
proposed in the medical domain as a novel high throughput screening method for
mammographic diagnosis [7]. It thereby aims utilize the advanced recognition capacity of the human visual system, which has been found to be able to identify and classify image content as being either target or non-target with a frequency of more than 10
Hz [7]. This problem setting will be the focus of the current paper.
EEG-based BCIs typically operate based on the principle of evoking and detecting
event-related potentials (ERPs) – i.e. the neural response of an observer associated
with the presentation of certain stimuli or events [8]. Of the numerous methods of
eliciting ERPs in BCI applications, in recent years, the rapid serial visual presentation
(RSVP) paradigm has been among the most frequently employed. RSVP involves
presenting the observer with a series of visual stimuli at a very fast rate (far more
rapidly than would be typical for diagnosis), with stimuli being sequentially presented
images or image-subcomponents presented in the center of the visual field [9, 10]. Of
these stimuli, the ones that are of interest to the subject (depending on the task to be
performed) are called the target stimuli. The subject’s cognitive response as the target
content is flashed up on the screen typically correlates with the enhancement or generation of specific ERP components in the EEG signal, with a much less prominent
response in relation to the non-targets. Consequently, when using RSVP, the associated machine learning problem typically reduces to that of binary discrimination i.e.
deciding whether the presented stimulus belongs to the target or non-target class via
analysis of the EEG signal/detection the target ERP components.
However, the use of ERP detection for efficient detection and target-stimulus
recognition in RSVP remains a difficult problem, requiring efficient signal processing
and machine learning techniques; this is an active research area [11].
One of the difficulties consists in forming an appropriate feature space (which must
naturally satisfy the compactness hypothesis [12] underlying any machine learning
technique). Various approaches have sought to directly extract intelligent timedomain features from multiple electrodes [13-15]; however the majority of approaches use finite-length multiple EEG electrode samples as feature-vectors [16]. This
involves a potentially large number of samples (as a rule, ~1000) and a significant
number of electrodes (for example, 66 in [7]) with a consequent potential for model
over-fitting. Non-redundant features are typically extracted by Principal Component
Analysis [18], Independent Component Analysis [19], spatial filtering for maximizing
the signal-to-signal-plus-noise ratio between target/non-target stimuli classes [20],
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determination of the optimal linear combination of data from different electrodes [11]
and so on [16]. All are applied before learning.
In this paper, event-related RSVP potential recognition is based on a modified
Support Vector Machine (SVM) [20] strategy. To overcome over-fitting we propose
two classes of regularization strategy, each expressing particular a priori preferences
about the decision rule in such as a way as to enable the SVM to automatically select
the most informative features. Jointly with our approach to preprocessing of EEG
signals, such regularization will allow a substantially increased quality of target/nontarget signal recognition.

2

Classification of image-evoked EEG potentials as a two class
pattern recognition problem

Farwell and Donchin [17] reported the first use of a P300- based brain computer interface, centered on the detection of a positive potential in the EEG about 300 msec after
presentation of target images. A key benefit of this method is that images can be presented at high temporal rates (~10 per second), faster than that required for fully conscious detection, facilitating a high throughput of image material (even state-of-the-art
computer vision approaches are unable to analyze and understand imagery as successfully as humans in complex domains such as breast cancer mammography). In a typical P300 experiment, participants must classify a series of stimuli which fall into one
of two classes: targets and non-target, with targets appear more infrequently than nontargets. Assuming a differential neural response in the observer, the classification of
EEG potentials consists in detection whether the registered EEG signal is a response
to a target image or non-target; this is consequently a two-class pattern recognition
problem.
We represent a single-electrode EEG signal as a real-valued discrete signal
; for multiple electrodes we concatenate the respective signals
such that the signal's feature representation remains a vector. We hence use the same
notation for signals from single and multiple electrodes.
, which
Let ( X , Y ) = {x j , y j }, j = 1,..., N be a training set of EEG signals
are accompanied by a class label

. y j = +1 indicates that a target im-

age was shown to a participant when EEG signal x j was registered;

indi-

cates that it was not presented.
The aim of training is to form a decision function yˆ(x) such that for any new EEG
it determines whether x contains a response to a target image
signals
( yˆ(x) = +1 ) or not ( yˆ(x) = -1 ).
We consider here three methods for classification of joint EEG signals: first, we
use the standard Support Vector Machine approach as a baseline. We then incorporate
various types of a priori information regarding the form of EEG signals in order to
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make classification more robust. We then include a regularization strategy within the
SVM criterion in order to pick-out those components of EEG signals important for
target image classification. We also apply various preprocessing methods to the EEG
signal in order to increase the signal-to-noise ratio.

3

Methodologies for two-class EEG potentials recognition

3.1

Baseline Support Vector Machine (SVM) method

The Support Vector Machine (SVM) method [21] is a well-established disseminative
method for making decisions in a linear (potentially kernelized) feature space.
In this case, the decision rule obtains a linear hyperplane
d (x; a, b) = aT x + b

{³< 00  yyˆˆ((xx)) == -+1,1,

which is completely defined by the direction element a = [a1 ,..., am ]T and a bias b . It
hence separates objects of positive and negative classes, but supposes misclassifications d j for some training objects x j :
 m ai2  С  N  j  min(a, b, δ),
j 1
 i 1
m
 y j ( ai xij  b)  1   j , j  1,..., N ,
i 1

(1)
 j  0, j  1,..., N .
where the parameter C defines a degree of influence of training objects misclassifications on a hyperplane.

3.2

Regularized SVM with decision-rule smoothness constraint

It is evident that in the problem of recognition of image-evoked EEG potentials there
are order relations between object features. In this connection, it is natural to prefer a
decision rule formulated such that its coefficients correspond to neighborhood feature-proximity, i.e. that the decision rule be a smooth one. The introduction of prior
information regarding the sought hyperplane should consequently allow us to arrive at
a more reliable decision, increasing its generalizing ability.
This requirement corresponds to form of regularization initially proposed the authors in [22]. To supplement the SVM with the potential to choose a smoothed decision rule, we add a specific regularization term

å

m
i=2

(ai - ai-1 ) 2 into the optimiza-

tion criterion in (1). Consequently, the modified SVM problem, incorporating the
respective regularization may be formulated as:
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ìï m a 2 + g m (a - a ) 2 + С N d  min(a, b, δ),
ïïå i =1 i
å i-2 i i-1
å j=1 j
ï
í y j (å m ai xij - b) ³ 1-d j , j = 1, ..., N ,
ïï
i =1
ïïd j ³ 0, j = 1, ..., N ,
ïî

(2)

where g > 0 is the smoothness coefficient, which determines the degree of influence
of the respective regularization member. The decision outcome of problem (2) can be
easily found by the gradient descent method.
This order-dominated approach is hence very naturally suited to the recognition of
image-evoked EEG potentials.
Regularized SVM with selectivity of informative EEG elements

3.3

Due to spatial and temporal signal localization, not all information from multiple
electrodes is expected to be useful for making a decision about the presence or absence of a specific EEG potential. So, to increase recognition quality, it would be
useful to have an instrument for automatic selection of the most informative features.
For this purpose we introduce a second type of regularization within the SVM optimization.
We thus apply a specific instance of the generalized probabilistic formulation of
the SVM initially proposed by the authors [24] for the case of multimodal recognition, wherein each modality is represented by some kernel function, and which was
successfully applied to membrane protein prediction [25]. In this paper, we reformulate this approach for the case of recognition in a linear feature space and label it Supervised Selective Feature Support Vector Machines (SFSVM).
The training optimization criterion for the considered type of regularization can be
written as follows:
m
N
ìï J
ïï SFSVM (a1 ,..., am , b, d1 , ..., d N , C , m ) = å i=1 q (ai | m )+ C å j =1 d j  min(a, b, δ),
ïï
ïì2m | ai | if | ai |£ m,
ïï
íq(ai | m ) =ïí 2
ïïîm + ai2 if | ai |> m,
ïï
ï
T
ï
ï
ï y j a x j +b ³1-d j , d j ³0, j=1,..., N .
ï
î

(

)

(3)
The proposed training criterion is thus a generalized version of the classical SVM
that implements the principle of feature selection.
The threshold μ is named here a ”selectivity” parameter because it regulates the
ability of the criterion to enact the selection of features. When μ is equal to 0, the
criterion is equivalent to the classical SVM (1) with the minimal ability to select features; values much greater than zero are equivalent to the Lasso SVM [26], with increasing selectivity as  grows up to full suppression of all features.
The solution of problem (3) is equivalent to the solution
(xˆ i ³ 0, i Î I = {1,..., m}, lˆ j ³ 0, j = 1,..., N ) of the dual problem
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ì
N
ï
x
ï
ï
L (l1 , ..., l N | C , m ) = å l j - å i  max(l1 ,..., l N , x1 ,..., x N ),
ï
ï
2
ï
j =1
iÎI
ï
ï
N
N
ï
ï x ³ 0, x ³
í i
å å y j yl xij xil l j ll -m 2 , iÎI ={1, ..., m},
i
ï
ï
j =1 l =1
ï
ï
N
ï
C
ï
ï
y j l j = 0, 0 £ l j £ , j = 1,..., N ,
å
ï
2
ï j =1
ï
î
and can be expressed in the form
ìï aˆ =
ˆ
ïï i å j:lˆ j >0 y j l j xi (w j ),
ïï
N
N
ïï
iÎI + = iÎI : å j =1 å l =1 y j yl xij xil lˆ j lˆ l > m 2 ,
ïï
ïï aˆ =hˆ
ˆ
í i i å j:lˆ j >0 y j l j xi (w j ),
ïï
N
N
ïï
iÎI 0 = iÎI : å j =1 å l =1 y j yl xij xil lˆ j lˆ l = m 2 ,
ïï
ïï
N
N
ïï aˆi =0, iÎI - = iÎI : å å y j yl xij xil lˆ j lˆ l < m 2 ,
j =1
l =1
ïî

{

}

{
{

}
}

where {0³hi ³1, iÎI 0 } are additionally computed coefficients.
It should be noted that criterion (3), in contrast to other criteria of feature selection
[26,27], explicitly splits the entire set of features into two subsets: “support” features
I + È I 0 (which will participate in the resulting discriminant hyperplane) and excluded features I - .
As a result, the optimal discriminant hyperplane, which is defined by the solution
of the SFSVM training problem (3), can be expressed as

å j:l >0 y j l j (å iÎI
j

+

)

xij xi + å iÎI 0 h i xij xi + b  0,

where the numerical parameters {0£hi £1, iÎI 0 ; b} are solutions of the linear programming problem:
N
ìï 2
ïï2m
h
+
C
å0 i å d j  min(hi , i Î I 0 ; b; d1 ,¼ , d N ),
ïï
iÎI
l =1
ïï
ïí æ N
ö÷
æN
ö÷
ïï å çççå y j yl xij xil l l ÷÷ hi + y j b+d j ³1-å çççå y j yl xij xil l l ÷÷,
÷
÷
ïïiÎI 0 çè l =1
ç
ø÷
ø÷
iÎI + è l =1
ïï
ïïd j ³ 0, j = 1, ¼ , N , 0 £ hi £ 1, i Î I 0 .
î

Consequently, the proposed approach has a very significant qualitative advantage
over the other methods – it explicitly indicates a discrete subset of support features
within the combination, in contrast to other methods that assign some positive (if
small) weight to each feature and, so, require significantly greater amount of memory,
and run the risk of overfitting.
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4

High throughput mammographic recognition of imageevoked EEG potentials

4.1

Data description

We seek to demonstrate that the proposed regularization techniques allow for improved recognition quality of image-evoked EEG potentials with respect to high
throughput screening for mammography. For this study, we use the same EEG data as
in 7 (which contains details of the RSVP methodology). We hence use fragments of
EEG signals that were collected from mammography experts while watching a series
of RSVP-presented mammograms using 66 electrodes.
For each of the 66 electrodes, EEG fragments have following characteristics:
1) Each EEG fragment is a 1100 ms signal corresponding to the presentation of 11
mammograms (100 ms per mammogram).
2) For fragments of the target class (target objects) one of the 11 mammograms
(randomly from 4 to 7 fragments) contains some pathology.
3) For fragments of the non-target class (non-target objects) all of 11 mammograms are free of pathology.
Before separation into fragments, initial EEG signals from each electrode are filtered with a cutoff frequency of 40 Hz. The full set of obtained 755 objects was randomly split into train set (98 target and 98 non target objects) and test set (275 target
and 284 non target objects).
4.2

EEG fragment preprocessing

In this work, to improve the speed and quality of recognition we apply 2 types of
preprocessing for each fragment of EEG signal: thinning and moving average filtering
in a window.
Let x = ( xi Î R, i = 1,.., m), m = 1100 be the initial EEG fragment.
In accordance with the Kotelnikov's theorem [28] initial EEG fragments are redundant, and can be thinned up to 12.5 times without losing information. In this connection, we thin-out each initial EEG fragment in step = 11 times. As a result we obtain
100-length EEG fragments instead of 1100-length ones: x ¢ = ( xi¢ Î R, i = 1,.., m ¢) ,
m ¢ = m / step = 1100 / 11 = 100 . Thinning allows us to reduce the dimensionality of
the feature space, the amount of required memory, and a number of computation required.
To decrease influence of the noise component, we filter signals by moving average
filtering with window size w = 11 :
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4.3

Experimental results

First of all, we constructed decision rules for each of electrodes separately for 4
modes: with filtering and without filtering, taking into account the decision rule
smoothness and not taking this into account. The quality of obtained decision rules
was estimated by the area under ROC-curve (AUC) for the test set.
The choice of smoothness coefficient
for the smoothness regularization was
made automatically for each electrode using the leave-one-out procedure for the training set.
The respective results are presented in table 1. The best result for each electrode is
displayed in bold font.
As may be seen from table 1, in most cases the best result is obtained when we use
moving average filtering in combination with decision-rule smoothness regularization. It should be noted that, in cases when the best quality is observed for modes
without moving average filtering and(or) without regularization, the decision rule
quality, as a rule, is small - i.e. such situations tend to occur for electrodes that do not
contain much useful information. In other cases, such effects may be accounted for by
an inappropriate smoothing window width (which was equal to 11 in all cases, and
not specifically chosen for each electrode).
Table 1. AUC-values for different electrodes and different training modes
Smoothing
smoothness of
the decision rule

+

+
-

+

smoothing

-

-

+

+

+

smoothness of
the decision rule

-

+

-

+

34

2

0,6858 0,6855 0,657 0,6985
0,6431 0,6192 0,6009 0,6611

35

0,5012 0,5036 0,4781 0,4944
0,5012 0,576 0,5493 0,5558

3

0,6644 0,6758 0,6308 0,6901

36

0,6348 0,6711 0,63 0,6985

4

0,6683 0,6473 0,6411 0,689
0,6582 0,6174 0,6124 0,6167
0,6425 0,6791 0,6292 0,6806
0,6091 0,5954 0,5827 0,5816

37

0,7203 0,8257 0,7364 0,8451
0,6085 0,696 0,6259 0,6997
0,7062 0,6931 0,6811 0,7431

5
6

Electrode's number

-

-

7
8
9
10

0,6766 0,6778 0,6242 0,6873
0,5714 0,6161 0,5782 0,6267

12

0,6053 0,555 0,5384 0,5746
0,5509 0,5613 0,5724 0,576
0,5929 0,5478 0,5504 0,5593

13

0,5368 0,5254 0,5541 0,5589

14

0,5295 0,5405 0,5226 0,5397
0,5595 0,6175 0,5876 0,5891
0,5191 0,5157 0,5171 0,5119

11

15
16
17
18
19

0,5756 0,5609 0,563 0,5891
0,5844 0,5601 0,5798 0,6629
0,6222 0,5994 0,5969 0,6692

38
39
40
Electrode's number

1

-

41
42
43

0,5897 0,5857 0,5464 0,547
0,6088 0,655 0,6291 0,6742
0,7708 0,8584 0,7815 0,8672

45

0,5378 0,5366 0,5268 0,5518
0,545 0,5642 0,5664 0,5735
0,5924 0,6715 0,6281 0,6961

46

0,6428 0,7447 0,6951 0,7671

47

0,5491 0,6056 0,5669 0,5759
0,5628 0,6101 0,5775 0,5869

44

48
49
50
51
52

0,5713 0,5866 0,5371 0,5455
0,4918 0,5419 0,5268 0,5388
0,5852 0,603 0,575 0,6005
0,5622 0,5515 0,5829 0,5787

363

20

0,5214 0,6301 0,5672 0,6316

53

0,6943 0,7688 0,7287 0,7855

21

0,6377 0,6699 0,6202 0,6944
0,5103 0,508 0,5191 0,5108

54

0,5702 0,6184 0,5608 0,5666
0,5238 0,5485 0,5354 0,5248

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
all

55

0,5471 0,5877 0,5473 0,5952
0,616 0,6358 0,585 0,6594

56

0,488 0,4853 0,5191
0,4931 0,4864 0,5142
0,748 0,8083 0,7277
0,7385 0,8305 0,7112
0,6363 0,6808 0,6716
0,7717 0,8177 0,7439
0,5568 0,5786 0,5422
0,6661 0,6812 0,644
0,7652 0,8308 0,7312
0,764 0,805 0,815

0,5177

58

0,5072
0,8289
0,8351
0,663
0,8252
0,5428
0,7248
0,8518
0,811

59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

57

0,6548 0,6617 0,6275 0,6805
0,6458 0,6638 0,6382 0,6146
0,7606 0,7137
0,7382 0,7115
0,7493 0,7234
0,5537 0,5049
0,6219 0,6625
0,7336 0,7465
0,6066 0,6001
0,4933 0,4814
0,6191 0,6232

0,6748 0,7351
0,6733
0,6854
0,5399
0,5983
0,7009
0,5831
0,5129
0,5492

0,6547
0,7472
0,5127
0,6011
0,7453
0,5783
0,5021
0,5475

In addition, table 1 contains results for simultaneous use of all 66 electrodes. As
anticipated, the quality of the decision rule for all electrodes is worse than the quality
of decision rules for a specific subset of separate electrodes. This confirms the existence of overfitting in RSVP and the necessity of reducing the dimensionality of the
feature space.
For the next stage of experiments, we choose 7 electrodes with the highest recognition quality. These are electrodes 27, 28, 30, 33, 37, 42 and 53. We combined the
signals from these electrodes, used the moving average filtering and applied the SVM
with decision rule smoothness regularization. Under these assumptions
an
AUC=0,906 was achieved for the test set. This value exceeds the result for all electrodes and for each individual electrode. It confirms again the overfitting problem and
its amelioration by selectively decreasing the number of electrodes and, respectively
the number of features.
Finally, we apply the sparse regularization proposed in (section 3.3) for smart dimensionality reduction of the feature space.
In this experiment 13 electrodes were utilized, showing a differential recognition
quality (low and high) in accordance with Table 1; the respective electrode numbers
can be seen in Figure 1. For this set of electrodes, the training was in accordance with
the proposed SFSVM method (section 3.3), and was conducted a number of times for
different selectivity values.
For each selectivity value given in Figure 1 the achieved AUC value is presented.
Features that remained after training are shown as blue bars.
Figure 1 hence shows that an increase of selectivity value leads to discarding of
features at the start and end positions of the EEG fragments. This seems to be because
the features are uninformative due to smoothing by the sliding window. We observe
that (up to a threshold) an increase of selectivity value leads to an increase in the
AUC.
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Figure 1. The results of informative feature selection in accordance
with SFSVM for different selectivity values
The best recognition quality in this case is 0.936, which significantly improves on
results obtained in previous experiments. It should be noted that results for both types
of regularization essentially improves on the best result obtained in [7] for joint training with multiple electrodes, which for the considered data was 0.88.

5

Conclusion

In this paper we proposed a specific strategy for preprocessing of EEG signals in a
RSVP context, along with two types of regularization for SVMs in order to improve
the speed and quality of recognition of image-evoked EEG potentials.
The effectiveness of the proposed approaches was demonstrated on the example of
recognition of mammograms with pathology using a brain-computer interface. The
best recognition quality obtained on the data set is 0.936, which significantly improves on the best result reported in previous work for joint training with a number of
electrodes.
The work supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research, projects 1807-01087, 17-07-00993, 17-07-00436. This work was also supported by the EU 2020
project Dreams4Cars, grant number 731593.
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Abstract. A user’s demographic traits such as age, ethnicity and education levels are valuable information for various online services. We
consider the problem of predicting these traits from a collection of tweets
generated by online users. Our experiments showed that deep neural networks (DNNs) do not necessarily perform better than traditional models for such prediction, despite their wide success in other text-mining
tasks. The trait prediction has some unique characteristics: It is a multiinstance learning scenario, where each user is associated with a bag of
tweets and the bags are labeled but the individual tweets are not. Furthermore, tweets are often highly unstructured and noisy (i.e., not all
tweets are relevant to the target trait). To deal with the noisy multiinstance learning situation, we propose a deep neural network with a
neural-attention mechanism. Similar to other DNNs, our model is capable of learning text patterns of different sizes and complexities automatically. On the other hand, it also has advantage over existing DNNs in
that it can learn the relevance of each individual tweet and make a prediction based on the selected relevant information. Experiment results
on real-world datasets showed that our model outperforms not only traditional text classification methods such as SVM but also other deep
neural-networks such as LSTMs and CNNs.
Keywords: User demographic traits · Deep learning · Multi-instance
learning.

1

Introduction

User demographic traits such as age, gender and ethnicity information are important attributes for various online services such as personalized recommendation,
marketing, public health and social study. Most online applications may explicitly solicit user demographics through user registration. However, online users
do not always provide such information due to privacy concern [1]. On the other
hand, user interactions such as tweets or comments may provide an alternative
way to infer demographic information. We consider the problem of predicting
demographic traits from a collection of user tweets.
The prediction problem is usually tackled by learning a model using tweets
from annotated users. In previous approaches, the aggregation of each user’s
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tweets is converted into a bag-of-words (BoW) feature vector and a model, for
example, Support Vector Machine (SVM) or logistic regression, based on this
representation is trained to make predictions [23, 24]. In recent years, deep neural
networks (DNNs) have been shown to achieve the state of the art performance
in many text-mining tasks such as sentiment analysis [6, 10, 26]. It is natural
to consider DNNs for the trait prediction problem. Along this direction, we
applied two widely used deep neural networks for text classification, the 1-d
convolutional neural network (CNN) and the long short-term memory network
(LSTM), to predict traits. However, in most cases, the performance of the DNNs
were on par or slightly better than that of the traditional SVM, different from
many other application scenarios where DNNs outperform traditional models
significantly. This leads us to ask the question whether the DNNs can be further
improved for trait prediction to show clear advantage over the traditional models.
On a close look at the prediction problem, we notice that the problem is a
multi-instance learning (MIL) problem [4]. In MIL, an entity is described by a
bag of multiple instances of information (e.g., multiple tweets) and the task is to
learn a model that can predict the class label (e.g. some trait) of the entity based
on the instances. Only the label of the whole bag is known. There is no label
for individual instances (individual tweets). We also noticed that our problem
is highly noisy in the sense that not all instances are relevant to the prediction
of a label. For example, among the tweets we collected from a user, some may
carry the information about the user’s age but most may be completely ageirrelevant. To make an accurate prediction, it is important to select and focus
on the relevant instances (tweets) while ignoring the ones not related.
In this paper, we propose a novel neural attention mechanism for better
multi-instance prediction using deep neural networks. One of the reasons that
make deep neural networks powerful is feature learning. We view the classification done by a deep neural network as a two-step process: the network first
extracts learned features from the input data and then makes a prediction based
on these features. For the user-trait prediction problem, we use a deep neural
network to extract features from each tweet. The neural attention mechanism
then determines how relevant each tweet is with respect to the prediction target based on these features. We aggregate the features from a bag of tweets
by summation, in which each feature vector is weighted by the relevance of the
corresponding tweet. (Effectively, the network pays more attention to features
from relevant tweets and less to those irrelevant.) Because a final prediction is
made using the aggregation of the weighted features, the attention mechanism
ensures that the decision is rooted on the (selected) features from the relevant
tweets. Additionally, in our neural network design, the attention mechanism (an
attention network) is an integrated part of the deep neural-network architecture.
It is not hand-coded. Rather it is trained together with the whole deep network
architecture in an end-to-end fashion. We further remark that although attention mechanism is not new with deep neural networks, to our best knowledge,
ours is the first that deals with multi-instance learning for text with high noise.
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We conducted a set of experiments to evaluate the proposed model and compare it to existing BoW-based approaches and DNNs for text classification. The
results show that our model renders the best performance to most prediction
tasks on multiple measures. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we discuss related work. We present the details of our model in Section 3
and the results of our experiments in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2
2.1

Related Work
Multi-Instance Learning

Multi-instance learning [4] (MIL) tackles the problem where each training example is regarded as a bag containing multiple instances and associated with
one class label. Zhou and Zhang addressed a scene classification problem in MIL
method by generating multiple patches as instances from an image as a bag, labelled each instance with the class of the bag, and achieved high performance on
image classification by aggregating the classification scores of patches [29]. Dong
et al. proposed a CNN-based neural network model to classify images [5]. In this
study features from each group of CNN layers were treated as instances, and
the image was classified based on the concatenation of the features. Our work
tackles text processing and utilizes a neural attention mechanism to weight the
relevance of the tweets before fusing tweets features together instead of pure
concatenation.
2.2

Demographics Inference

Extensive studies have focused on demographic inference from various online
human activities. Studies including [7, 14, 15] demonstrate that it is possible to
infer private user attributes from online social networks given a small fraction
of users who are willing to provide their private attributes such as locations and
interests. Predicting demographic attributes from the content of user writings is
often formulated as a classification problem [2, 17–19]. Most of the approaches
adopt shallow models with traditional text feature representations such as BoW.
For example, Volkova and Bachrach transformed tweets into feature vectors using BoW, and employed SVM to classify the tweets into different emotional tones
[24]. However, massive tweets posted by online users are usually highly unstructured and noisy, which makes text analysis with traditional feature engineering
inapplicable in this application scenario.
2.3

Deep Learning for Text Processing

Deep learning has also been successfully applied in text classification tasks[6,
10, 13, 26, 28]. The application of deep learning in demographic inference in microblogging system, however, is more challenging. Riemer et al. proposed a deep
learning network to extract tweets representations, and achieved better accuracy
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for age prediction compared with N-gram based techniques [20]. Liu and Inkpen
trained stacked denoising autoencoders for predicting the locations of Twitter
users such as their regions, states, and geographical coordinates based merely
on the users’ tweets [12]. These works first converted the original texts into feature vectors by bag-of-words or by paragraph vector techniques and then fed
the feature vectors into neural networks, which is different from our approach.
We obtain the feature vectors from the original texts directly through the neural network. Our framework also discovers text patterns of different sizes and
complexities automatically, and learns the relevance of each individual tweet.

3
3.1

Neural-Attention Multi-Instance Learning
Problem Definition

We have a set of N users and for each user u, we have a collection of k tweets
(u)
(u)
(u)
Γu = {T1 , T2 , . . . , Tk } that the user tweeted in the past. A tweet is a
sequence of words T = w1 w2 . . . where the words (wi ) are from a fixed dictionary.
A user is also associated with a demographic class (e.g., ethnicity class, income
class, etc). Let yu be the class label of the user u. We would like to construct a
model F that given the collection of tweets Γu , predicts the class label yu , i.e.,
F(Γu ) → yu .
Since tweets are the input to our model, we describe first the representation
of the raw tweets. A matrix is used to represent a tweet. The matrix has the
same number of rows as the number of words in the tweet and each row is a
one-hot vector for the corresponding word. A one-hot vector for a word is an
all-zero vector except at the entry corresponding to the index of the word in the
dictionary, where it has a value one. (Hence, the length of the vector is the same
as the size of the dictionary.) The matrix representing the tweet has a dimension
of l × D where D is the size of the dictionary and l is the length of the tweet
in words. To represent multiple tweets in a uniform fashion, we make all tweets
the same length by padding the shorter ones with a null word, whose one-hot
vector is all zero. We call such matrix representation of a tweet one-hot matrix
(u)
and denote by Ti ∈ Rl×D the one-hot matrix for the i-th tweet from user u.
The collection of one-hot matrices for the user is referred to as Γu .
3.2

Background

Besides the attention-assisted feature fusion, our model also employs components that performs feature extraction and final decision making. In particular,
an inception-like module [21] is used for feature extraction and a max-margin
classifier is used for final prediction. We introduce these components in this
subsection. We’d like to remark that although our model consists of several
modules/components, one does not need to train them separately. The model is
an end-to-end solution. There is no intermediate information to calculate and
the parameters of the model can be trained simultaneously, given the tweets and
the user labels.
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Max-Margin Classifier We focus on two-class classification here. Let X =
{x1 , x2 , . . . , xN } be the feature vectors representing N data points and Y =
{y1 , y2 , . . . , yN }, yi ∈ {−1, 1} be the corresponding labels of the data points. A
(linear) max-margin classifier (i.e., SVM) labels a data point x as class ”1” if
wx + b > 0 and class ”-1” otherwise. w and b are the parameters of the classifier
that are obtained by training using the following optimization:
1 X
[1 − yi · (wxi + b)]+ + λ||w||2 ,
(1)
min
w,b N
i
where [·]+ is the hinge loss function, i.e.,
(
x if x > 0
[x]+ =
0 otherwise

(2)

and λ is the tradeoff parameter between the hinge loss and the L2-regularization
term.
Inception-like CNN We use convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to extract
features from the tweets. Although CNNs are often utilized for image features,
there has been work applying CNN on text data [9, 11] that showed the effectiveness of the CNNs.
Our inference is based on a set of tweets. We first describe the convolutional
operation for a single tweet. For a set of tweets, we repeat the same operation on
each of them. Let Z ∈ Rl×d be the input to a convolutional layer. In the scenario
of a tweet, the input to the first convolutional layer is the embedding matrix of
the tweet, i.e., l is the length of the tweet and d is the length of the embedding
vector. (The detail of the embedding process is given in the next section.) The
input to the successive convolutional layers is the output from the previous layer
0
(Z0 ∈ Rl×d ). In this case, l is still the length of the tweet and d0 is the number
of convolution filters. (We use padding on the boundaries to make the output
of the convolution operation the same length as that of the input. Hence l stays
the same across layers.)
With text data, the convolution is 1-dimensional, i.e., convolving along the
word sequence of the tweet. Given a window size s, we denote by Z(t) the local
window at location t, i.e., Z(t) ∈ Rs×d is a part of the matrix Z starting from
row t and spanning s rows. Let Z0 (t, i) be the corresponding unit on the feature
map of the i-th filter. We have
Z0 (t, i) = relu(W(i)

Z(t) + bi ),

(3)

where relu is the rectified linear function. Wi ∈ Rs×d is the i-th filter’s parameter matrix and bi is the
is an operator that takes two matrices
P filter’s bias.
U and V and outputs i,j Ui,j · Vi,j . With padding, the feature map from each
filter is a vector of length l. When d0 filters are used, the collection of feature
maps form a matrix of size l × d0 . The feature maps then serve as the input to
the next convolutional layer.
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Fig. 1: CNN module used in the model.
A set of convolutional layers are used in our model. Fig. 1 shows the structure
of the module that uses these layers. The structure is similar to the inception
module in the GoogleNet [21]. It consists of a few stacks of k convolutional layers,
with k ranging from 1 to 3. Although the window size is the same for all the
filters in the convolutional layers, the neurons in different stacks have effective
receptive fields of different sizes. Furthermore, such a structure allows extracting
features at different depths and thus can be of different complexities. This is the
reason that we choose it as our CNN module.
Prediction Model

Max-margin
classiﬁer

3.3

sum pool

avg pool

x

……
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x
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CNN

CNN

CNN
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“a great day!”

“playing golf now“

“pic of grandchild”

Fig. 2: Model architecture with CNN, attention net and max-margin classifier.
Overall, our model consists of two main stages: at the first stage, using DNNs,
we map tweets (the observable) to features (hidden variables). At the second
stage, using a max-margin classifier, we decide the label of a user based on
the features. This is a discriminative approach. Fig. 2 shows the architecture of
the model. The first step in processing a tweet is word embedding. It converts
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words in the tweet into embedding vectors. Let E be the embedding matrix. The
process is a linear transformation, i.e., given a one-hot matrix T of a tweet, the
embedding generates: Z = T·E. Note that the matrix E is one of the parameters
of the model whose value will be obtained through training.
The result of embedding/linear transformation is forwarded to the CNN module that performs feature extraction. All the CNN components in Fig. 2 are
identical and have the same structure as depicted in Fig. 1. As described in the
previous section, the output of the CNN module for a tweet is a collection of
feature maps with each feature map being a vector of the same length as the
tweet. (The collection forms a matrix.) We collapse a feature map into a single
value by (average) pooling globally over the whole feature map (the pooling layer
in Fig. 2 for each tweet). After this, a tweet is represented by a (aggregated)
feature vector whose length is equal to the number of feature maps. We refer to
the feature vector of the i-th tweet from the user u as zu,i .
Attention Mechanism For each user, we have a collection of tweets and hence
a collection of feature vectors representing the tweets. The goal of the attention
mechanism is to learn the relevance of a tweet with respect to the classification.
Note that in our scenario, the tweets may not be related to each other in most
cases. Hence, relevance (attention) calculation is independent across the tweets,
i.e., we compute the relevance (attention) weight for a particular tweet using that
tweet only, without considering other tweets from the same user. This is different
from many attention mechanisms used with DNNs where attention calculation
for an item involves other items related to it [16, 22, 27]. (For example, in these
scenarios, attention for a location on an image may be determined by both the
content at the location and the content at the neighborhood of the location.
Attention for a word in a sentence may be determined by both the word and the
words before and after it. This is not the case with our scenario.)
We use a regular multi-layer neural network to learn and compute attention
weight. It takes as input the feature vector corresponding to a tweet and output
a single attention weight for that tweet. Let A be the attention network and
au,i be the weight for the i-th tweet from user u. The un-normalized attention
weight is computed as A(zu,i ). The weights for all the tweets from the same user
is normalized to sum to 1. We perform such normalization by softmax, i.e.,
eA(zu,i )
au,i = P A(z ) .
u,j
je

(4)

We combine feature vectors from all the tweets for the user u by weighted averaging:
X
xu =
au,i zu,i ,
(5)
i

which produces the final feature vector xu for the user. A max-margin classifier
is applied on this vector to obtain the user’s demographic class label.
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3.4

Model Training

We denote by N the overall feature computation performed by the DNNs (i.e., all
the components in Fig. 2 except the max-margin classifier). Hence xu = N (Γu , θ)
is the feature vector representing the user that is computed by N . We use θ as
an umbrella term that refers to the collection of parameters used in the DNNs,
i.e., the embedding matrix, the filter weights and bias of the CNNs, and the
weights of the attention neural network.
Putting DNN features into Eq. 1, the loss of our model is:
L=

1 X
[δ − yu (w · N (Γu , θ) + b)]+ + λ||w||2 ,
N u

(6)

where 1 ≥ δ > 0 is a small constant number. Eq. 6 is a generalized version of
Eq. 1 while Eq. 1 sets δ to be 1.
We can perform an end-to-end training to simultaneously train θ, w, and b
using Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD). For the hinge function in Eq. 2, we
have the derivative:
(
1 if x > 0
d[x]+
=
(7)
dx
0 otherwise.
Following this, the gradients for the parameters are:
∂L
1 X
=
−yu · N (Γu , θ) + 2λw,
∂w
N

(8)

∂L
1 X
=
−yu ,
∂b
N

(9)


∂L
1 X
∂N (Γu , θ) 
=
−yu w ·
,
∂θ
N
∂θ

(10)

u∈U+

u∈U+

and

u∈U+

where U+ = {u|δ − yu (w · N (Γu , θ) + b) > 0} is the set of of users, each u
satisfying δ − yu (w · N (Γu , θ) + b) > 0. Using these gradients, one can update
the parameters θ, w, and b together in a gradient-descent fashion to minimize
the loss in Eq. 6. When updating is performed in a batched fashion, the set U+
is limited to only those users in the batch. In Eq. 10, ∂N (Γu , θ)/∂θ refers to
the gradients of the outputs of the DNN with respect to the parameters of the
DNN. The gradient for each individual parameter in the DNN can be derived in
a way similar to backpropagation.
Note that if xu = N (Γu , θ) is given, the optimization to minimize Eq. 6 is the
same as the objective function of SVM. Hence it can be written as a quadratic
optimization and the optimal solution can be found using a solver for quadratic
programming. In other words, if we know xu , SGD is not needed to get the
optimal values for w and b. It is the training of θ that requires SGD. From this
observation, an alternating method for the optimization arises naturally: given
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xu , one can obtain w and b by solving a quadratic programming problem. And
given w and b, one can train θ by SGD following Eq. 10 (with values of w and
b fixed as given). We can randomly initialize θ and use it to compute a value
for xu . The value in turn allows us to optimize w and b. We can then alternate
between the optimization of w, b and the optimization of θ.
However, there is a problem with this alternating method, namely, overcommitment. Suppose we start with a random choice of θ and compute xu
accordingly. At this moment, xu is very likely a random vector, far from the
useful features we want. Optimizing w and b based on the random vector will
not lead to a good model. In the case of end-to-end training using SGD, w and
b are updated slightly at each step. They and θ evolve together. If we optimize
using quadratic programming from the beginning, we may commit w and b to the
global optimal with respect to a random vector, which is not desirable. Hence,
the alternating method may be applied only when we have learned a sensible
feature vector xu , i.e., at the late stage of end-to-end SGD training. At that
time, we may use the alternating method to speed up training or to make a
final optimization for w and b. In our experiments, we did not see significant
improvement using the alternating method. Hence we report only the results
from end-to-end training.

4

Experiment Results

We evaluated the proposed approach on a Twitter dataset and the results demonstrated the effectiveness of the approach for predicting 5 different types of demographics including gender, age, ethnicity, income and education.
4.1

Dataset and Evaluation Criteria

Voldova and Bachrach released 5,000 Twitter user profiles annotated via crowdsourcing[23]. We used a subset of these users. Each user has a unique Twitter
user ID, and 10 demographic attributes: gender, age, political preference, ethnicity, and so forth. In the study, we considered 5 demographics: age, ethnicity,
education, gender and income. Using the Twitter API, we collected the most
recent 200 tweets per each user. After removal of users who tweet in languages
other than English, and deletion of tweets which simply contain URL, we have
a total of 4,551 user profiles and 150 tweets from each user. We deleted punctuations, URLs and emojis from the tweets, and found that 99% tweets are less
than 20 words. Therefore, we limited the length of the tweets to 20 words.
Not all of the 4,551 users have 5 attributes annotated. Hence, for different
attributes, we have different number of users. For the gender attribute, the ratio
of female user is 57.0%. In the task of age prediction, we followed the convention
and set 25 as the threshold. People who below the bar were labeled as young,
and the others were labeled as old. The ratio of the young people is 58.2%. For
education prediction, we let people who own college degrees and above be in high
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education group, and those people only with high school diploma be in low education group. The ratio of low education group is 67.5%. To determine ethnicity
classes, we choose Caucasian people as one class, and the rest as the other class.
In income classification, we set $35k (annual income) as the threshold. People
who are under this point were labeled as low income group, and the rest people
were in high income group. The details of the dataset are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Dataset description.
Attribute
Class description
Age
Below 25 (58%), Above 25
Education High School (67%), College degree
Ethnicity
Caucasian (48%), Others
Gender
Female (57%), Male
Income
Below $35K (65%), Over $35K

Users
4,224
4,551
4,414
4,351
4,551

For deep models, we split the dataset into 3 parts: training set (75%), validation set (5%), and test set (20%). For regular models (logistic regression and
SVM), we only have training set (80%) and test set (20%). To evaluate, we adopt
5-fold cross validation to estimate the performance. In each fold, we withheld
the ground truth labels in the test data and measured the classification accuracy using f-score and accuracy. In addition, we measured the f-score in each
demographic category.
4.2

Models Used in the Experiments

We use 4 baseline models. We list them together with our proposed model:
LOG: This is the logistic regression model using bag of words as the representation of the tweets. It is a simple yet effective model in text categorization [25].
SVC: This is linear SVM using bag of words representation, another effective
model for text classification.
CNN: Convolutional neural network for text classification. We use a model
that consists of one convolutional layers, each with 256 neurons. Word embedding
is used before the convolutional layer. We use an embedding dimension of 50
and the weights from tweet2vec [3] to initialize the embedding matrix. Since
each tweet is fed into the model individually, we average the output of the
convolutional layer for each user. The last layer is a single sigmoid neuron that
computes the class probability.
LSTM: LSTM network. We use a bidirectional LSTM network with 256
neurons. Similar to CNN, we average the output of the bidirectional LSTM
layer for each user because we use individual tweet as input. Afterwards, a single
sigmoid neuron is used to compute the class probability.
NAMIL: This is our model described in Section 3. We call it NeuralAttention Multi-Instance Learning, and hence the acronym NAMIL. We provide
the implementation details of the model here. We use the same embedding matrix as in the CNN and the LSTM models. Each convolution layer in NAMIL’s
CNN module uses a window size of 3 words and has 40 filters. The attention
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network is a two-layer regular neural network. The first layer has 10 neurons and
they use relu activation. The second layer consists of a single linear neuron. We
also apply L2 regularization on the weights of the neurons in both layers of the
attention network. The tradeoff parameter λ for the max-margin classifier is set
to 0.01.
4.3

Results

Table 2 lists the performance results of the five models. First of all, comparing
the performance measures, we can see that our model consistently outperformed
others in inferring most types of demographic information. The LOG model
performed the worst, while SVC performed comparable to CNN/LSTM.
Table 2: The average performance and per-group Fscore for multiple methods inferring
different types of user demographics.
Data

Gender

Age

Ethnicity

Income

Education

Metrics
Fscore
Accuracy
Female-Fscore
Male-Fscore
Fscore
Accuracy
Young-Fscore
Old-Fscore
Fscore
Accuracy
Group1-Fscore
Group2-Fscore
Fscore
Accuracy
Low-Fscore
High-Fscore
Fscore
Accuracy
Low-Fscore
High-Fscore

LOG
0.8226
0.8235
0.8334
0.8104
0.6753
0.6905
0.6800
0.6418
0.7892
0.8022
0.7944
0.7723
0.6639
0.6797
0.6868
0.6104
0.7135
0.7185
0.7244
0.7004

SVC
0.8459
0.8491
0.8302
0.8375
0.7331
0.7291
0.7322
0.7275
0.8228
0.8249
0.8322
0.8129
0.7252
0.7142
0.7322
0.7575
0.7450
0.7367
0.7322
0.7505

Methods
CNN LSTM
0.8530 0.8500
0.8548 0.8518
0.8620 0.8368
0.8441 0.8559
0.7002 0.7252
0.7116 0.7314
0.7120 0.7331
0.7111 0.7007
0.8270 0.8408
0.8326 0.8392
0.8320 0.8368
0.8241 0.8359
0.7030 0.7398
0.7108 0.7276
0.7320 0.7368
0.7241 0.7259
0.7284 0.7730
0.7390 0.7660
0.7320 0.7868
0.7241 0.7559

NAMIL
0.8612
0.8602
0.8726
0.8626
0.7426
0.7544
0.7550
0.7333
0.8426
0.8462
0.8526
0.8316
0.7486
0.7512
0.7526
0.7426
0.7862
0.7870
0.7926
0.7726

Some types of demographics are easier to predict than others. For gender
prediction task, all methods achieve more than 82% accuracy and ours is the
best with an accuracy of 86%. The ethnicity prediction task comes second. The
accuracies from all the methods are beyond 80%. For education prediction task,
the methods do reasonably well, but are not as accurate as the previous two
types of demographic predictions. Finally, the hardest tasks are age and income
predictions. For age, one of the reasons is that 75% of the users are in 20s. It
is difficult to differentiate the words written by the early 20s from the late 20s.
Nevertheless, across the attributes of different levels of prediction difficulties,
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our model consistently outperformed the others on most of the performance
measures.
Max-Margin v.s. Sigmoid Probability To show that the max-margin classifier can improve model performance, we compare NAMIL with a variant in
which the max-margin classifier was replaced by a sigmoid neuron that outputs
the class probability. The variant model was trained by minimizing the negative log likelihood (NLL) of the data. (We call it the NLL-Variant.) Fig. 3 gives
the accuracy performance of these two models for each demographics. It shows
that NAMIL significantly outperformed the NLL-Variant, indicating that maxmargin classifier is a better choice for the final layer/classifier than a sigmoid
neuron. This observation agrees with the results from a previous work [8], which
also showed that max-margin classifier can lead to better performance.
Attention v.s. No Attention To check that our attention mechanism improves model performance, we compare the performance of NAMIL with and
without attention. For the no-attention case, the features from each tweet are
combined through averaging. Fig. 3 shows that using attention significantly improves the model performance as we expected.
Feature Fusion v.s. Instance Fusion In instance fusion, each instance in a
bag is given the label of that bag. A model is trained for the individual instances.
The class of a bag is determined by merging the predictions for each instance
in the bag. NAMIL is feature fusion since it makes the prediction based on
the global information from the bag. We conducted experiments to compare
NAMIL with a instance fusion model. The instance fusion model uses the same
Inception-CNN architecture as the NAMIL for classifying the instances. And
it decides the label of the bag by the majority of the predicted classes of its
instances. Fig. 3 shows the accuracy of the instance fusion model and NAMIL
for each demographics. The performance improvement of feature fusion can be
clearly observed.
4.4

Case Study

To gain a better insight into the attention mechanism, we list in Table 3 a few
example tweets that are assigned high attention weights. We select some tweets
for the prediction of age and some for the prediction of gender. We observe that
there is a great level of diversity in style and topics. For age prediction, one
example that gets high attention weight is about health savings account, a topic
that may be of more concern to older persons than the young ones. Another
example for age prediction carries very little semantic information. It is the style
of writing that serves as an indicator for the prediction. In fact, we observe that
although acronym is quite common across different classes, the tendency to use
acronyms (e.g., idk) excessively is often stronger in young people than the older
ones.
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Fig. 3: Comparison of Accuracy between NAMIL and its variants
For the prediction of gender, we observe that a lot of attention is paid to
sport-related tweets for the male class. Among the top 100 tweets that get highest
attention for this class, a majority is about sports. In the examples in Table 3,
we see that there may be a baseball fan who is very excited to go to Fenway
Park. For the female class, the tweets that get high attention have quite diverse
topics. There are a few tweets about sports too but they are of a much smaller
percentage.
Table 3: Example of tweets that were assigned high attention weight for inferring
demographic classes.
Trait Class
> 25
> 25
Age
≤ 25
≤ 25
M
M
Gender
F
F

5

Example Tweets
health save account awesomeness example #2
turkey w/ spicy herb mayo pickle onion - grill ’em
dude like idk . . kinda thirsty
that’s dress rental site great !
worse call nfl history pete carroll never recover
fenway fenway fenway fenway fenway fenway
whatchu know bout english muffin !
don’t fight relationship / friendship anymore

Conclusion

We have proposed a neural-attention multi-instance learning for predicting user
demographic attributes from tweets. The model engages a unique combination
of 3 components to deal with the challenges in the particular prediction scenario:
an inception-like CNN for feature extraction, an attention mechanism for selecting relevant tweets, and a max-margin classification for regularized model. Our
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experiment results show that across different tasks and different performance
measures, the proposed model gives the best results in most cases. As future
work, we would like to extend our model to predictions of other user attributes
and to the multi-instance multi-label scenario where a classifier may be trained
to predict multiple traits together.
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Abstract. Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) is an emerging topic
that aims to provide, for the users of a learning agent, the means for them
to understand the process behind its reasoning with minimal impact
on performance or predictive power. One of its possible applications is
analyzing the weight that factors, or combinations thereof, have towards
the model’s outcome, which allows for prioritizing the efforts towards
their optimization. This paper applies such an explainable model, with
roots in game theory, for the prediction of match outcomes in association
football (soccer), able to be further inspected by interested parties such
as managers, coaches, and players for the improvement of their tactics
and training sessions.

Keywords: Explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) · Shapley Additive Explanations (SHAP) · Machine learning · Association football · Match analysis

1

Introduction

The demand for interpretability in a machine learning model can be justified
by the dissonance between its end goals and the mechanisms for evaluation that
are available for it [8]. Recent studies on this topic are motivated by concerns
regarding the fairness of the resulting criteria applied by these models when they
are responsible for significant social consequences [8, 14], in particular given
the acknowledgment of several instances where they reproduced the systemic
discrimination present in the historical data used as inputs [10, 2]. Another
motivation for the development of this area is the introduction of the right to
explanation for citizens of the European Union with the enactment of the General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), which guarantees them the right not to
be subject to an entirely automated decision with significant (legal or otherwise)
consequences without being given an explanation for how it was reached [7].
Meanwhile, there has been a significant increase in the availability of event
data from association football matches, which opened a vast array of research
opportunities [15]. However, although statistical studies aimed towards finding
significant factories behind match outcomes have found success [21, 20], the use
of machine learning for building predictive models has been mostly restricted
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to search for inefficiencies in the betting market [5, 19, 4] and as an exercise
for testing specific techniques [24, 18, 1]. One possible reason is the limited
knowledge that can be extracted since better accuracy requires more complex
models of very limited comprehension [9].
This study combines the use of black-box machine learning techniques with
local surrogate models, which are an interpretability mechanism designed to
explain the weights of factors on the outcome of specific test cases [17]. The
benefits are twofold: they provide a high-level overview which allows for an easy
replacement of the underlying predictive model if desirable [16], and they allow
the study of specific matches, such as recent defeats from the team analyzing
them or those from the upcoming adversaries and top performers. For that,
we build a Shapley Additive Explanations (SHAP) model, which can efficiently
show the contribution made by each specific feature on the outcome of either one
particular input or any subset of the data [11]. This allows for easier analysis of
the trends behind match outcomes with any criteria by a non-technical interested
party.

2

Explainable Artificial Intelligence

Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) can be described as an agent with the
ability to present, on a human-friendly format, the underlying causes behind the
decision-making process of itself or an external agent it acts as a surrogate for.
This makes it a human-agent interaction problem, which is on the intersection
between artificial intelligence, social science, and human-computer interaction
[12].
As an incipient topic, XAI suffers from a series of unaddressed issues: the lack
of a clear definition for interpretability is a major concern, with specific aims and
taxonomies remaining an open issue [6]. Also, despite the acknowledgment of the
importance of disciplines such as human-computer interaction and psychology
on the matter, the development of the models themselves remains dominated
by computer scientists who prioritize raw output generation without considering
the issue of how third parties, many of them non-technical, will consume them
and extract their knowledge. Since many of the concerns that motivated the
emergence of XAI as a discipline are known issues in the social sciences, they
accumulated a significant body of work regarding the treatment of explanations
by humans that was presented as a possible inspiration [12].
2.1

Model-agnostic methods

As an alternative to the limited array of inherently explainable models, whose
necessary simplicity can have a significant impact on accuracy or performance,
mechanisms for the interpretation of predictive systems that do not make assumptions about their functioning, called model-agnostic methods, have been
developed. The main advantage brought by this visualization paradigm is flexibility; since they act as a high-level abstraction for any kind of predictive model,
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they present a consistent interface for end users while the underlying black box
can be easily replaced whenever circumstances make it desirable or necessary to
[16].
The explanations brought by model-agnostic methods can be categorized
into two broad groups: local explanations, which focus on a small region of the
feature space centered around a particular input, with the goal of explaining that
specific input, and global explanations, which summarize the general behavior
of the predictive model. The latter is harder to achieve since it requires a much
more robust approximation method, and is farther from the more common goal
of explaining individual predictions.
2.2

Shapley Additive Explanations

Among the most popular approaches for prediction model interpretability in
recent literature are the additive feature attribution methods, which generate
explanation models for individual predictions that consist of linear functions of
a simplified mapping of their features [11]. This includes the Local Interpretable
Model-agnostic Explanation (LIME), which generates a surrogate model trained
with mutations of the input of interest, weighted by their distance to it [17],
and estimations of Shapley values, a game theory concept designed to find the
individual contribution from each player of a cooperative game towards a payout
outcome [22].
The latter option, however, suffers from an exponential computational complexity, because it needs to generate 2k values for k features. Some approximations were proposed, such as the Shapley sampling values model, which applies
a heuristic based on Monte Carlo sampling and other inputs used for training
the original model [25].
The Shapley Additive Explanations (SHAP) framework was designed as a
combination of both methods, by applying the LIME algorithm with parameters designed to approximate the Shapley values of the features, thus benefiting
from the former’s performance while getting closer to the latter’s desirable mathematical properties [11].

3

Experiments

In this section, we investigate the applicability of SHAP values as a mechanism
to identify patterns behind the contributions made by distinct factors to the
outcome of association football matches. This experiment compares 10 different
supervised learning models, calculates the SHAP values from the presented data
and discusses some of the trends evidenced by them.
3.1

Data preprocessing

The data set used is provided by data provider StatsBomb in the form of a
GitHub repository, which is publicly available for non-commercial use [23]. It
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includes comprehensive event data on 170 matches across three tournaments: the
2018 edition of the FIFA World Cup, the 2018 season of the National Women’s
Soccer League, in the United States, and the 2018—19 season of the FA Women’s
Super League, in England. It’s the first open data set of association football
matches with such granularity, which lowers the entry barrier for any future
research in the field and makes results much easier to reproduce.
Table 1. Matches included in the StatsBomb database
Championship

Region

Gender

Season

# of matches

FIFA World Cup

Worldwide

Male

2018

64

National Women’s Soccer League

United States

Female

2018

34

FA Women’s Super League

England

Female

2018-19

72

From this raw data, every match yielded two rows, one per team, with a set
of features (presented in tables 2 and 3) to be evaluated and the outcome of that
match (win, draw or loss). The home.advantage feature was set to ”No” for all
World Cup matches, as they were played on neutral ground.
Table 2. Quantitative features
Variable name

Minimum

Median

Mean

Maximum

shots

0

12.5

13.659

43

6.731

expulsions

0

0

0.024

1

0.152

corners

0

4

4.471

20

2.922

fouls

2

11

11.756

26

4.741

224

456

468.150

1157

130.937

passes

St. dev.

passes.success.rate

0.533

0.915

0.890

0.989

0.083

avg.recovery.time

8.884

29.824

31.332

66.876

10.246

avg.player.possession

0.627

1.342

1.348

2.298

0.246

avg.team.possession

0.404

0.503

0.521

0.757

0.067

From this input, 8 different classification models were built based on 6 different approaches: support vector machine, naive Bayes (both Gaussian and
complement variants), random forest (one with the traditional algorithm and
another with Extra-Trees), AdaBoost.SAMME, logistic regression and gradient
boosting. These models were then trained, following a 70-30 split between training and test sets, and evaluated according to five metrics: rank probability score
(RPS), Cohen’s kappa, logarithmic loss, accuracy, and macro-averaged F1 score.
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Table 3. Qualitative features
Variable name

# of categories

Distribution

home.advantage

2

Yes: 106; No: 234

gender

2

Male: 128; Female: 212

The RPS was chosen as the primary metric because it presents desirable properties for evaluating probability forecasts where the order of target variables
matters [13]; in our case, both wins and losses are closer from draws than from
each other [3].
Table 4. Performance of the evaluated classifiers
Classifier

RPS

Kappa

Log loss

F1

Accuracy

RF (original)

0.166263

0.442026

0.827025

0.559661

0.661765

Gradient boosting

0.170575

0.390899

0.864263

0.537901

0.632353

RF (Extra-Trees)

0.181417

0.376376

0.886403

0.461806

0.632353

Logistic regression

0.193022

0.415054

0.901471

0.518864

0.647059

Support vector machine

0.211455

0.245796

0.948650

0.441383

0.544118

AdaBoost-SAMME

0.240604

0.434707

1.075846

0.569092

0.647059

Naive Bayes (Gaussian)

0.277561

0.335745

3.304775

0.448029

0.602941

Naive Bayes (complement)

0.388902

0.180424

8.213246

0.376344

0.514706

3.2

Analysis

The analysis of SHAP values uncovered some interesting patterns that warrant
further investigation.
Figure 1 shows that the model established a threshold of nearly 20 shots
for a positive impact on avoiding defeat. Also, somewhat counterintuitively, the
probability for achieving a draw decreases when there are larger disparities in
ball possession.
Meanwhile, figure 2 presents a very distinct pattern regarding the number
of passes performed by a team, the resulting number of shots and the ultimate
match outcome. Exchanging less passes overall has a significantly higher impact
on the winning probabilities, even though these passes present lower success
rates; this indicates that the model favors teams employing the long ball strategy. On higher amounts, a local minimum for the SHAP values in a win scenario
appears, while draw chances show a consistent upward trend. One possible interpretation is that this affirms the common wisdom about the straightforwardness
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Fig. 1. SHAP values per number of shots

of direct play in contrast to high-possession tactics such as the tiki-taka, which
has a ”sweet spot” for optimal performance and can stall the game when overdone.
On the other hand, according to figure 3, a high rate of success for passes
(somewhere above 90%) has a significant impact on positive outcomes, regardless
of factors such as ball possession and defensive pressure, but anything lower
makes little, if any, difference. This highlights the popular dichotomy between
the passing game and long ball; one is not inherently superior to the other, but
it helps to make a choice and commit to it.
The analysis of the SHAP patterns for ball possession in figure 4 reveal a
sharply declining trend for both wins and draws below the 50% mark; afterward,
the impact on drawing chances, although positive, presents a very high variance,
while the influence on winning past the 50-55% range experiences a significant
rise before peaking at 60%. This points towards a target rate for possession after
which no significant gains are achievable.
Finally, defensive pressure, represented in figure 5 by the average ball recovery
time, manifests as a positive factor on victory chances when reduced to under
30 seconds, which increases the lower it gets.

4

Conclusions

As a very recent area of study, XAI presents a vast array of unexplored or
underexplored applications, such as sports analytics. By combining the predictive
power of complex black box models with the flexibility and consistency of modelagnostic abstractions, it’s a powerful mechanism for presenting knowledge from
an efficient learner to any parties interested in finding ways to guide towards
the desired outcome. The imminent report from DARPA about the first stage of
the program of the same name is very promising in this regard since it reveals
preliminary results from a large body of research.
Since the field remains far from maturity, several issues remain on the initial stages of research and have not been addressed properly yet. The lack of
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Fig. 2. SHAP values per number of passes

Fig. 3. SHAP values per success rate of passes
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Fig. 4. SHAP values per ball possession

Fig. 5. SHAP values per defensive reaction time
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proper metrics for evaluating interpretability is one of them, and models are
developed mostly in an ad hoc fashion, despite its interdisciplinary nature and
the acknowledgment of the importance of fields such as psychology and humancomputer interaction in addressing their ultimate goals.
The temporal aspect of the sport was not explored by the generated models,
which only used aggregate match-wise metrics, despite the raw event data allowing for that. One interesting approach could be to calculate a set of metrics
for player abilities such as passing, acceleration, and fitness, similar to what is
done by video game franchises such as FIFA and Football Manager. Then, similar predictive models could be applied to all sorts of match events for posterior
interpretation.
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Abstract. It is well known that older adults are more prone to falls due to their
cognitive decline with the ageing process. Falls and the consequences of falls can
have a huge impact on older adults and their families. Identification and communication of such fall risks must involve the individual, their families and health
professionals. This paper explores the use of machine learning algorithms to predict if multiple risk factors including previous falling can lead to recurrent falls.
The approach is based on the data collected by The Irish Longitudinal Study on
Ageing. Initial results shows that certain risk factors do in fact contribute to older
adults falling such as overall health, mental and long-term health as well as blackouts and joint replacements.
Keywords: Falls, Machine Learning, Risk Factors.

1

Introduction

Falling can happen to any of us. However people of 65 years old and over are defined
as a vulnerable group of adults prone to falls [1]. Falling can be overlooked but can
cause serious injury and unfortunately there are psychological and social consequences
that follow, which may have just as high an impact as the fall itself [2]. According to
the National Health Service (NHS) in the UK, around one in three adults whom are
over the age of 65 and live at home will fall at least once each a year [3]. It is estimated
that in the United Kingdom by 2030, every one in five people will be 65 years or older
[4]. For an older adult, falling can lead to distress, significant pain and injury, loss of
confidence and loss of independence [5]. The risk of falling not only affects the individual but may also have an impact on the family, caregivers at home and health and
social care professionals. Decisions made about an individual, depending on how a fall
has affected them, should ideally be a shared decision about the future of the individual
affected to ensure that the best, safe care package is put in place for the older adult [6].
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Falling not only impacts the health and quality of life of the patient; health and social
care costs related to falls are estimated to cost the NHS in England £2.3 bn per year [5].
There are many causes of falls such as medication, poor eyesight, poor balance, low
blood pressure, blackouts due to dizziness, lack of exercise or inactivity, cognitive impairment such as dementia and other medical and mental health issues [3]. There are
many potential consequences for older adults if they fall. Falling is known as a ‘vicious
circle’; once you have one fall you are more likely to have recurrent falls [8]. Figure 1,
illustrates the psychosocial process by which one fall can lead to further falls due to a
person’s loss of confidence and inactivity due to the fear of falling.

Falls
Recurrent
falls occur

Become less
confident and
loss
independence

Older adults
can become
weaker and
inactive

Mobility and
movement
declines

Figure 1: ‘Vicious Circle’ of Falls

Within the health and social care sector, machine learning is beginning to be used to
predict adverse outcomes. Big data analytics is permitting the identification of hidden
patterns and correlations within large datasets by mining large volumes of data. The
smaller, more meaningful pieces of information extracted might be used to assist with
the decision-making process for health and social care professionals, by helping to improve care and reduce costs [9].
This paper presents the use of machine learning algorithms to predict the likelihood
of falls in older adults and is organized as follows: in Section 2 the dataset used is
presented; the methodology and results for this study are described in Section 3; and
the paper is concluded in Section 4 with future work proposed.

2

Data Collection

The Irish Longitudinal Study on Ageing (TILDA) dataset was used for this study, comprising data on community-dwelling participants. The dataset collected information
from 8000 adults over the age of fifty in the Republic of Ireland (RoI). TILDA collected
data in waves every two years. There are three waves in total, Wave One was collected
between 2009 to 2011; Wave Two was collected between 2012 and 2013; and Wave
Three was collected between 2015 and 2016. The two waves examined in this study
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were based on a period of time from 2009 to 2013 which includes Wave One and Wave
Two. Wave One consists of a random sample of participants who become part of the
framework for the study, Wave Two consisted of a questionnaire and a face to face
computer assisted interview using the same random sample of people from Wave One.
TILDA collected information from participants about their health and care, mobility,
previous education, employment and housing.
Previously, the TILDA dataset has been used to study whether depression correlated
with falls in older adults, with the risk of unexplained falls significantly increasing
among those with depression [10]. One published study has been identified that examined the performance of machine learning models on the TILDA dataset [11]. In predicting the risk of falls against health risk factors, the Classification via Regression
method performed best of those studied, although accuracy between the different models did not vary greatly [11].

3

Methodology

For this study, Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) was used to
enable a range of machine learning algorithms to be readily applied to the TILDA dataset. The machine learning algorithms were trained to predict if older adults were likely
to fall in the next year depending on the number of falls they had previously. The input
data for each of the models was taken from the TILDA dataset and included participant
characteristics such as Overall Health Description, Emotional Mental Health, LongTerm Health Issues, Previous Blackout or Fainting, Joint Replacements and the Number of Times Fallen. Participants in the study were asked “Have you fallen in the last
12 months?”; this became the target variable to predict if they would have a fall in the
future based on data collated prior to that 12 month period. The number of times fallen
ranged from zero falls up a maximum of ten falls. For this study, all non-fallers were
removed and only those individuals recording one fall to ten falls were used. This allowed for the model to predict based on current fallers having recurrent falls.

4

Results

The dataset used was split into a training and testing set including 90% training samples and 10% testing. Ten-fold cross validation was used to ensure model accuracy
throughout. The results from different machine learning algorithms are presented in
Table 1, where the models with the highest performance are highlighted in orange for
both Wave One and Wave Two. Machine learning algorithms where used with the
health risk factors as inputs to predict the likelihood of recurrent falls based on if they
had fallen before. Using these health risk factors are important to help aid health and
social care professionals to mitigate the risk factors that older adults have to live with
in their everyday lives.
A number of different classification algorithms were used including the following.
Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) which trains a Support Vector Classifier and
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transforms nominal attributes into binary ones. Another approach, PART, builds a partial decision tree in each iteration and makes the best leaf into a rule. The Random
Forest classifier constructs a forest of random trees used for classification and regression. Decision Tree or sometimes known as J48 in WEKA is used to generate a pruned
or unpruned decision tree. Bayes Net is a statistical model that represents a set of variables and their dependencies. The Logistic model is used for building and using a multinominal logistic regression model with a ridge estimator. Multilayer Perceptron uses
backpropagation to learn a multi-layer perceptron to classify instances. Simple Logistic
builds linear logistic regression models and Classification-via-Regression is a class for
doing classification using regression methods. The class is binarized and one regression
model is built for each class value. Each algorithm used in this study was tested to
determine which approach provided the best accuracy result based on the input data.
Algorithms such as the Decision Trees, Logistic Model, and Sequential Minimal
Optimization have all predicted a fall with an accuracy of 90% in Wave One and 77%
in Wave Two. Both waves provided different accuracy results based on the data collected in the two different years, due to the potential difference in numbers of people
fallen in the first wave and the second. In Wave One there were 139 falls compared to
Wave Two there were 230 extra falls with a total of 369 falls which may have impacted
on the difference in the algorithmic results. However, the machine learning algorithms
that provided the best result were the same in both waves. These results are promising
and demonstrate that machine learning can be used with real health and care data in
order to predict the risk of falling.

Table 1 Wave 1 machine learning algorithm results

Weka Classifier

Wave One
Correctly Classified
%
87.90

Wave Two
Correctly Classified
%
75.79

SMO

90.02

77.26

PART

89.73

75.91

Random Forest

88.44

74.31

Decision Tree

90.02

77.26

Bayes Net

89.37

76.03

Logistic

90.02

77.14

Multilayer Perceptron

88.15

75.35

Simple Logistic

90.02

77.26

Classification via Regression

89.80

77.26

Naïve Bayes
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5

Conclusion

This study has examined the relationship between health and social care risk factors for
older people who had a fall to explore if having a previous fall correlated with having
further falls. Data from the longitudinal TILDA study were used with several machine
learning algorithms, and proved useful for the task. The Decision Tree, Simple Logistic
and Sequential Minimal Optimization models performed best in both waves of data.
The other models tested gave slightly less accurate results. The results using Wave One
data have proven to be more accurate than those using Wave Two data, and we propose
this is due to the variation in the number of people that have fallen in the first wave than
compared to the second wave. For future research, the English Longitudinal Study of
Ageing (ELSA) will be used for similar risk analyses to identify correlations between
risk factors and the health and well-being of older adults across different jurisdictions.
This study successfully used data collected from health and care risk studies with machine learning algorithms to predict recurrent falls in older adults.
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Abstract. Clustering continues to be an important tool for data engineering and analysis. While advances in deep learning tend to be at
the forefront of machine learning, it is only useful for the supervised
classification of data sets. Clustering is an essential tool for problems
where labeling data sets is either too labor intensive or where there is
no agreed upon ground truth. The well studied k-means problem partitions groups of similar vectors into k clusters by iteratively updating
the cluster assignment such that it minimizes the within cluster sum of
squares metric. Unfortunately k-means can become prohibitive for very
large high dimensional data sets as iterative methods often rely on random access to, or multiple passes over, the data set — a requirement that
is not often possible for large and potentially unbounded data sets. In
this work we explore an randomized, approximate method for clustering
called Tree-Walk Random Projection Clustering (TWRP) that is a fast,
memory efficient method for finding cluster embedding in high dimensional spaces. TWRP combines random projection with a tree based partitioner to achieve a clustering method that forgoes storing the exhaustive representation of all vectors in the data space and instead performs
a bounded search over the implied cluster bifurcation tree represented as
approximate vector and count values. The TWRP algorithm is described
and experimentally evaluated for scalability and accuracy in the presence
of noise against several other well-known algorithms.
Keywords: Clustering · machine learning · dimensional reduction · locality sensitive hashing.

1

Introduction

The expanding needs for analysis on large data sets has increased as the amount
and availability of data continues to grow. Concepts such as the Internet of
Things (IoT), social media, digitized medical records, and the aggregation of
complex high volume scientific measurements further exacerbated this need. The
size and format of this data makes manual analysis infeasible and has motivated
the drive for automated methods such as data clustering.
?
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Meanwhile big data solutions often find their greatest success on large fast
moving data sets. By virtue of the sheer volume of these datasets, supervised
labeling is often not possible. Unsupervised learning fills this gap by sacrificing
a desired optimization based on a set of ground truths for a solution that, in the
case of clustering, tries to optimize the co-similarity of objects in a partition or
dissimilarity of object between partitions. Clustering is the process of partitioning data into grouping of related items. It is one of the most fundamental modes
of learning and understanding data [21]. Clustering is an intuitive, data analysis
method that can provide clear insights into the underlying structure and trends
of a dataset. Given its interpretability at high applicability, clustering has been
used in a wide variety of disciplines ranging from medical diagnostics and epidemiology to financial prediction and credit fraud detection. As the number of
sources and volume of these types of datasets grow deeper insights are desired.
Among the most commonly used clustering algorithms, k-means has been
proven as one of the most popular choices that delivers acceptable results in
reasonable time [21]. k-means has proven to be statistically efficient and easy
to implement. While k-means is widely used for clustering streaming data, it
has performance issues when it comes to robustness with noise, parallelism, and
working with very large, high-dimensional data sets. In particular, k-Means (and
other conventional techniques) for data clustering do not parallelize or scale well
with the increasing dimensionality of data.
This paper introduces and evaluates an approximate method for clustering
called Tree-Walk Random Projection Clustering (TWRP) that is a fast, memory
efficient method for finding clusters in high dimensional spaces. TWRP is a tree
based clustering method that forgoes storing the exhaustive representation of all
vectors of the data space and instead performs a bounded search over the implied
cluster bifurcation tree represented as approximate vector and count values.
Big data clustering algorithms are not new; in fact many classic algorithms are
reasonably well suited to operate on big data with only minor pre-clustering
tweaks [26]. Although successful, most methods optimize over the entire data
embedding, while TWRP finds not only dense regions in the full embedding,
but also allows for the identification of dense low-rank embeddings.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides some
background information. Section 3 surveys related work to develop solutions for
high-performance big-data clustering. Section 4 describes the Tree Walk Random
Projection (TWRP) cluster method and the original RPHash algorithm [8] (on
which TWRP is based). Section 5 contains experimental results of our proposed
solution against other common clustering methods. Finally, Section 6 gives a
summary of our results and findings.

2

Preliminaries

An important tool for overcoming the Curse of Dimensionality COD is dimensional reduction. In the case of very large datasets, more robust data aware
dimensional reduction techniques such as t-SNE and PCA begin to dominate
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the computational complexity. For ill-posed problems such as clustering, the
optimal subspace embedding that is based on minimizing either the L2 -norm
or Kullback-Leibler divergence is somewhat overkill. Instead, approximate dimensional reduction technique such as Random Projection using the method of
Database Friendly Projection by Achlioptas [1] is sufficient.
The JL-Lemma [32] states that the error bound for low dimensional embeddings, is exponentially proportional to the number of objects in the dataset. For
large datasets, such as those we are interested in, this bound is still somewhat
prohibitive, calling for subspace embeddings on the order of thousands. Thus
for 1 −  = .90, and n > 109 , the reduced dimension D is bounded below by
D > Ω( log(n)
2 ).
Locality Sensitive Hash (LSH) functions are employed as probabilistic representation of vector locality to improve the prohibitive subspace embedding
dimensionality requirement of the JL-Lemma. An LSH function is any hash
function with the property that hashed records with more similar components
are more likely to be hashed to the same bucket than records with more fewer
similarities. Formally:
Definition 1 (Locality Sensitive Hash Function [11]). let H = {h : S →
U } is (r1 , r2 , p1 , p2 )− sensitive if for any u, v ∈ S, where h is the hash function
belonging to the hash family H that maps from the element set S to U and d is
the distance metric. Thus, an LSH function operates so that:
if d(u, v) ≤ r1 then P rH [h(u) = h(v)] ≥ p1 , and
if d(u, v) > r2 then P rH [h(u) = h(v)] ≤ p2 .
While LSH functions are interesting approaches to quickly compute vector locality, they tend to have some difficulties separating distinct communities of vector
data, especially when the vector data is not uniformly distributed throughout
the subspace. While considerable work has gone into finding better and near
optimal [4] functions for optimizing the signal to noise ratio for locality sensitive
hash functions, the best solutions often require multiple passes over the data to
build data aware functions.
To switch from the continuous spaces of random projections, discrete space
partitioning lattices are also considered. The data space must be partitioned as
evenly as possible for an optimal implementation of the clustering. Also to avoid
expensive interprocess communication overhead, a universally generative naming
scheme must be established. For many known datasets, the Voronoi partitioning
[22] can be generated in Θ(nlog(n))-time [16] for 2D space and produces perfect
partitions. However as the dimension increases this algorithm have less favorable run time complexities [17], making them inefficient for partitioning higher
dimensional data sets.

3

Related Work

In this section we present related work on clustering large scale datasets. A
variety of clustering methods have been proposed in the past that take advantage
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of estimation techniques for machine learning, namely: tree based clustering,
dimensional reduction, and locality sensitive hashing (LSH).
The DBScan [13], Clique [3], and CLARANS [28] algorithms represent a
successful progression of density scanning techniques. Although density scan algorithms are often scalable, they often show weaknesses in accuracy when scaling
the number of dimensions.
Proclus [2] explored random projection for clustering. The merits of random
projection are discussed in [10]. They suggest that random projection not only
compresses sparse data sets, making them computationally more tractable, but
also may help overall accuracy by alleviated round-off issues caused by nonhomoscedastic variance. This occurs because random projection generates more
spherical clusters in a more dense subspace. In addition to Proclus, various other
methods and analysis have been proposed for clustering with random projections
that provide bounds on the convergence and limits of random projection clustering. Florescu provides bounds on the scaling and convergence of projected
clustering [15]. Their results closely follow the logic of Urruty [31] who find that
the number of orthogonal projections required is logarithmic in n (where n is
the number of vectors to be clustered). Following that, the probability of a random projection plane offering a good partitioning increases exponentially as the
number of dimensions in the projected subspace increases. Bingham et al provide examples of projected clustering well below the JL bound [7] and Bartal
et al make these assertions mathematically rigorous showing that the projected
subspace is independent of the data’s original dimensionality [6].

4

Tree-Walk RPHash

RPHash [8] is an algorithm for dense region and microcluster identification suitable as a precursor to more robust clustering algorithms like k-Means and agglomerative hierarchical clustering or as a standalone approximate clustering
algorithm. In RPHash, both approximate and randomized techniques are employed to provide a stochastic element to the clustering algorithm. Due to this
nature it has the tendency to produces some variation in its outputs. The Tree
Walk RPHash (TWRP) extension attempts to mitigate this instability and provide stability to the results.
The basis of the Tree Walk RPHash (TWRP) algorithm is the RPHash clustering algorithm which has capacity to be amenable to distributed and steaming
settings [9]. The RPHash algorithm arose from a realization that the degenerative cases for LSH k-nearest neighbor search is a useful method for identifying
candidate cluster centers. A problem arises in the query step in which a particular LSH hash is disproportionately over represented. The result is that the
algorithm must linearly scan and order all members of that hash bucket, to decide which are the nearest neighbors of the query vector. While bad for LSH
K-NN, RPHash uses these outlier buckets as candidates for cluster centers. The
original RPHash algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. Here xk is a vector form
the dataset X. This vector is projected multiple times by a projection matrix p
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taken form the larger set P . Then the vector is mapped to a region or bucket
following the LSH scheme and the bucket counts are recorded. In the second
pass over the data (the second forall statement) only those vectors assigned to
the buckets with high counts are considered as the probable candidate cluster
centroids (ci ).
In the original RPHash description, the LSH function is often chosen to be
some generative function that uniformly covers a desired subspace. Ideally, an
LSH function distributes vectors into buckets such that the underlying dense and
sparse structures of the dataset are identifiable. One way to achieve this is to
scale size of the LSH regions (often by the overall data’s variance, and cardinality
of the LSH mapping) to balance it between the two extremes: too dense or too
sparse. To address this issue, a data aware LSH function was developed, called
adaptive LSH (Algorithm 2), that attempts to optimize the distribution of hash
buckets over the data-space. Adaptive LSH proceeds by taking a simple LSH
function similar to the p-stable distribution LSH [20]. A key attribute to this
particular type of LSH function is the immediate relationship between adjacent
depths of the hash that we used in this algorithm. Composeable LSH allow us
to balance the hash ID allocation.
Algorithm 1: 2-Pass RPHash
forall xk ∈ X do
forall pi ∈
pP do
|
x˜k ← m
d pi xk
t = H(x˜k )
L[k][i] = t
C.add(t)
forall xk ∈ X do
forall ci ∈ C.top(K) do
if L[k] ∩ M [i][0] 6= 0 then
∆ = xk − M [k]
M [k] =
M [k] + ∆/count
L[k].add(M [i][0])

Algorithm 2: Adaptive
LSH
i=1
ct, ct prev =

C Hi+1 (x) , C Hi (x)
while i < n and
2ct > ct prev do
ct prev, i = ct, i + 1
ct = C Hi (x)
Result: Hi (x)

Result: Candidate Centroids
Definition 2 (LSH Composability). An LSH function Hn (x) that maps x ∈
n−1
Rn → Zn2 , is composable if there is a related function HS
(xn−1 ) that
 maps
n−1
n−1
n−1
n
xn−1 ∈ R
→ Z2
where H
(xn−1 ) = H (x) + 1
Hn (x) + 0 for all
xn ∈ Rn
Although a variety of metrics are feasible, one of the simplest is to continue
to extend the hash depth, so long as the subsequent hash count is greater than
half of the parent hash count. This method comprises the adaptive LSH function
(Algorithm 2).
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We use the simple LSH function proposed in Indyk and Motwani’s original
work on LSH for approximate near neighbor search [20]. We apply the hamming
space LSH function to projected euclidean space by observing the signs of the
projected vectors with respect to the P
origin. Formally, a Signed Based Projected
LSH function is defined as: H(X) = sign(P (X))2n .
The TWRP method begins with the standard RPHash algorithm, but instead
of only updating buckets, TWRP also increments the counts of all sub-hashes
as well. This bares a slight resemblance to Liu et al [23] while adapting their
algorithm to work in a streaming and distributed setting and without using any
supervised learning. TWRP can use a variety of metrics for the tree splitting
condition. Unlike Liu et al TWRP does not concern itself with the more complicated calculation to compute C4.5 entropy method. TWRP avoids the splitting
of clusters with random hyperplanes by the virtue of its application to high
dimensional data that is, the probability of splitting a cluster goes to zero as
the dimensionality grows. The theorem below is a consequence of the curse of
dimensionality.
Theorem 1. (Hyperrectangle Splitting) The probability of splitting a hyperrectangular region into two equal mass clusters where subsequent dimensional
cuts contain the smaller of the two induced regions region approaches 0 exponentially in d.
lim

d→∞

V ol(R) − V olremoved (R)
= 0, R Rectangle ∈ Rd .
V ol(R)

(1)

Proof.
Let X s.t. xj = [0...c...0] ∈ Rd is orthogonal, c ∈ [0, 1),

n
P
xi = P, is a plane in
i

Rd , and V ol(R) = 1
Let: S1 (p) be the volume of the projection of R on xp Restrict S1 (p)+ S˜1 (p) = 1,
S1 (p) ≤ S˜1 (p) for all p
n
Q
V (Rs(X) ) = S1 (p) where S1 (p) ∈ U [0, 12 )
p

V (Rs(X) ) ≤ 2−n for all n, lim 2−n = 0
n→∞

⇒ V (RS(X) ) + V (R̃S(X) ) = V (s), V (R̃S(X) ) = V (s) as d → ∞



Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4 are the core elements of TWRP. The algorithm
is linear in the input vector size x. For each vector TWRP must compute the
projection and update the counter (Algorithm 3). This algorithm introduces two
operations the + to mean population weighted addition, and  for the bit shift
operation. Projection using the approach of Achlioptas [1] can be performed in
dm/3 operations where d is the original dimensionality and m is the projection
sub-dimension. As each vector comes in it is projected onto the new lower dimension which the user inputs at runtime. There are m levels of hashing and as each
level there are 2level of buckets. Each projected vector is hashed onto a vector
using the LSH scheme for every level. Thus all the vectors are present at all levels. We bound the memory as we only store a single vector in each bucket. This
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is done by storing only the mean of the vectors coming into a specific bucket.
We also store the count for each bucket. Whenever a vector is to be inserted
into a bucket, we update its vector using weighted merge and increase the count
by one. It is to be remembered that at this point we store the vector means in
their original dimension. Thus we diminish the dimension only to determine in
which bucket each vector goes in and then store the vector means in its original
dimension into the buckets.
Algorithm 4: Offline Tree
Algorithm 3: Online Tree
Search
Generation
forall H ∈ sort(C.ids) do
forall xp
∈ X do
if 2C[H] < C[H  1] then
m |
x̃ =
d p x h := H(x̃)
C[H  1] = 0
while h > 0 do
L = []
h=h1
forall h ∈ sort(C.counts) do
x0 = C[h] + x
L ← medoid(C[H])
C.add(h, x0 )
return L
The offline step consists of exploring and updating the count records (Algorithm 4). In general it follows a depth first search traversal for candidate clusters
with a worse case complexity of exploring all non-leaf nodes, θ(2m−1 ). This is
done by comparing the counts of each bucket at all levels. The hash values form
a binary tree with each level having 2level nodes. We compare the count of parent
and child nodes/buckets and look for the possible centroids. We also remove the
buckets with a threshold count value assuming these are possible noise. Thus
only the dense part of the tree are kept for possible centroid values. We then
return a overestimate of our weighted candidate centroids and use standard clustering algorithms such as k-means or Hierarchical Agglomerative to reduce these
overestimated centroids to the desired number.

5

Experimental Results

TWRP has multiple configuration parameters, namely: projection distance, offline clustering algorithm, and sizes of the overestimated candidate cluster set.
During preliminary testing of the TWRP, approximately 800 different configurations were evaluated using synthetically generated labeled data sets. Based on
this testing, the best configuration that provided the consistently “best” WCSS
result was selected. In particular, a configuration that projects data to 16 dimensions, using the offline k-means clusterer, and an overestimated centroid count of
10×k (where k is the number of clusters desired) was selected. This configuration
is used to collect all the data reported in this section. Because of the stochastic
nature of TWRP, the TWRP algorithm is configured to be run six times and
the result with the best WCSS value is reported. The hardware used for testing
is a 16 core Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2670 @ 2.6GHz, supporting 32 threads with
64GB of RAM.
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5.1

Data Sets

The initial testing was performed with synthetic data generated as 10,000 vectors
from dimensions 100 to 7,000. Each generated data set has 10 Gaussian clusters
with labels recorded for all points. An accompanying noise test with synthetic
data was performed. In particular, a 10,000 vector data set at dimension 1,000
was generated. We then replaced a percentage of vectors with randomly generated vectors but keeping the original label attached to the noise data. The noise
was injected in percentages of 5-40 percent in steps of 5 percent. Finally, a set
of scalability of the TWRP algorithm was performed also using synthetic data.
In particular, we generated 8 synthetic datasets with 10 clusters and of 1,000
dimensions but varying the total number of vectors from 30,000 to 1,000,000.
Finally We used six real world datasets all available at the UCI machine
learning repository. The Human Activity Recognition Using Smartphones (HAR)
dataset is taken from the [5]. This dataset consists of 10,299 vectors containing
561 features consisting of 6 clusters. The Smartphone Dataset for Human Activity
Recognition (HAR) in Ambient Assisted Living (HARAAL) dataset is taken from
[12]. This data has 5744 vectors and 561 features. It has 6 clusters. The gene
expression cancer RNA-Seq Data Set (RNASEQ) dataset is taken from [14]. This
data has 801 vectors and 20531 features and 4 clusters. The Smartphone-Based
Recognition of Human Activities and Postural Transitions Data Set (HAPT)
dataset is taken from [29]. This data has 10929 vectors and 561 features. This
dataset has 12 cluster groups. The Indoor Location Data (INLOC) dataset is
taken from [30]. This data has 21048 vectors and 529 features. It consists of 3
clusters. The Gas Sensor Array Drift (GSAD) dataset is taken from [33]. This
data has 13910 vectors and 128 features. It is composed of 6 clusters.
5.2

Algorithms Used for Comparison

We compared the performance of TWRP against six standard well known algorithms, specifically:
– k-Means: This is the algorithm of Hartigan and Wong [18] implemented with
the function k-means in R [24].
– Four methods of Agglomerative Hierarchical clustering, namely: Single Linkage, Complete Linkage, Average Linkage and Ward’s minimum variance
method. At every stage the inter-cluster distances are recomputed by the
Lance-Williams dissimilarity update formula according to the particular clustering method that is being used. For Ward’s [27]) clustering method,the
dissimilarities are squared before updating the cluster. We have used the
function hclust in R for implementing these algorithms.
– Self-organizing Tree Algorithm (SOTA): This is relatively new algorithm
based on neural network. It is implemented using the sota function in R
(found in package clValid) [24].
These algorithms are selected due of their importance, popularity and availability
in R statistical computing framework. These algorithms use FORTRAN, C and
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C++ subroutines from R to make them run faster. The implementation language
of TWRP is Java.
5.3

Comparison with Other Algorithms

The clustering performance and runtime for TWRP is compared to the six other
algorithms described in Section 5.2. The clustering accuracy of TWRP is evaluated using 2 external clustering validation measures: Adjusted Rand Index (ARI)
and Cluster Purity. We also use the internal measure WCSS for evaluation. ARI
[19] measures the extent to which points from the same ground-truth partition
appear in the same cluster, and the extent to which points from different groundtruth partitions are grouped in different clusters. ARI eliminates the chance of
misjudging clustering outputs in cases where the output labels could be switched
even if the clusters are well identified. The value of ARI lies between -1 and 1;
an ARI of 1 denotes a perfect agreement between two partitions (and therefore
a perfect clustering). Cluster purity [25] measures how many data points were
correctly assigned to its original cluster. WCSS (also called WCSSE or SSE) is
the within cluster sum of squared error. A lower value of WCSS indicates better clustering performance. It is basically the objective function that k-means
algorithm tries to minimize in order to find suitable clusters.
The measured ARI, PURITY and WCSS for the synthetic datasets are plotted in Figure 1. The TWRP algorithm produces results on all measures are
always better than that of k-means algorithm. TWRP has the value of 1 for
ARI and PURITY for all these datasets,indicating perfect clustering. TWRP’s
WCSS also matches the baseline WCSS (i.e., the actual WCSS for a dataset)
for these synthetic data.
For the noise injected data, ARI, and WCSS are plotted in Figure2. The
WCSS of TWRP are much lower than single, average and complete linkage and
SOTA algorithms. The performance of k-means and TWRP are comparable.
We see as the noise grows to 40 percent (when the signal itself is poor) all the
algorithms tend to perform poorly. This is because we randomly generated noise
vectors and kept the original label.
The results for the real world datasets are summarized in Table 3. The results show that TWRP, k-means, and Wards algorithm have a very similar performance. In contrast, single link perform poorly.
Scalability results are shown in Table 1 using synthetically generated data
sets at a range of dimensions between 100 to 7000. TWRP outperforms the other
algorithms by a large margin. TWRP is almost 56 faster than k-means and 358
times faster than Agglomerative Hierarchical for synthetic datasets having 7000
dimensions and 10,000 vectors. TWRP shows very little runtime performance
degradation as the dimension increases. The same cannot be said of the other
algorithms. The runtime at a fixed dimension as the number of vectors was
increased of was also studied. In particular Table 2 shows scalabilty of TWRP
on a data set of 1,000 features as the number of vectors is varied between 30K to
1M. This shows a growth in the runtimes that is linear to the number of vectors.
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ARI
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0.3270
AL
0.3321
Ward’s
0.4909
SOTA
0.3143
TWRP
0.5125
k-means
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0.0001
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TWRP
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0.0000
Ward’s
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0.0281
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0.2040
k-means
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SL
0.0007
RNASEQ CL
−0.0124
AL
0.0007
Ward’s
0.5955
SOTA
0.3205
TWRP
0.5944

Purity
0.6002
0.1890
0.3770
0.3588
0.6597
0.3966
0.5849
0.6498
0.1821
0.2505
0.2046
0.6624
0.3848
0.6257
0.4240
0.1964
0.2002
0.1972
0.3929
0.3785
0.4076
0.8122
0.4637
0.8413
0.4637
0.8469
0.7149
0.7873
0.4427
0.2165
0.3474
0.2865
0.4378
0.3435
0.4709
0.8402
0.3783
0.3758
0.3783
0.8202
0.6317
0.8077

WCSS
182 169
556 519
222 044
236 143
191 441
210 490
188 552
2 498 381
6 023 519
4 584 352
5 491 388
2 617 769
2 990 195
2 593 802
1 618 089
3 166 056
3 043 579
3 097 976
1 653 179
1 814 593
1 636 495
9 001 974 483
10 823 661 183
9 257 876 517
10 816 420 807
9 040 839 873
9 296 280 113
9 055 103 257
27 714 236 160 297
192 076 751 899 323
47 050 045 285 192
75 622 509 139 114
31 162 058 051 998
46 727 103 818 336
31 000 000 000 000
12 834 131
16 007 266
15 692 260
16 007 266
12 916 461
13 632 923
20 357 469

Fig. 3. Performance for real data sets

Time
66.33
493.95
494.47
494.21
494.64
23.63
2.82
182.90
601.98
602.42
602.04
602.68
31.13
6.54
23.55
148.43
148.53
148.45
148.58
12.30
2.64
47.45
2266.78
2268.77
2267.82
2269.25
35.10
3.72
9.05
42.61
42.57
42.45
42.87
11.93
1.86
180.32
97.10
97.10
97.08
97.09
87.72
7.45
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Dimension k-means
100
300
500
700
900
1000
1500
2000
2500
3000
3500
4000
4500
5000
5500
6000
6500
7000

3.9656
13.3796
32.92
77.7298
117.3675
142.2341
237.0007
366.0743
431.5876
542.0223
631.8423
741.915
811.3911
909.223
975.2703
1076.882
1187.6062
1340.8115

Average SOTA
Link
47.46
13.758
194.121
23.797
454.777
36.046
672.759
48.963
929.6
61.759
1064.178
68.86
1789.142
96.795
2450.813 127.972
3108.654 155.968
3771.886 185.23
4435.349 220.562
5080.802 248.669
5725.061 274.983
6362.574 301.314
7006.91
324.314
7645.155 359.911
8278.964 400.767
8520.85
428.15

TWRP
1.5930
2.2386
2.7942
3.7974
4.2552
4.6368
6.3204
7.9176
9.6270
11.1174
12.9984
14.3292
15.3030
17.2584
19.3518
20.2080
21.4596
23.7648

Table 1. Scalability with respect to Dimension(seconds)

size
30K
TWRP 10.62

50K
16.53

70K
21.17

90K 100K 300K 600K
27.20 31.52 84.53 157.58

1M
278.29

Table 2. Scalability with respect to size of dataset (seconds)
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Conclusions

In this work we introduced the Tree-Walk Random Projection (TWRP) algorithm for clustering large high dimensional datasets with log-linear processing
complexity. We applied the TWRP algorithm to real data and found that it
performs comparably to other commonly used clustering methods. In tests with
synthetic data, where clusters are well defined and spherical, we find that TWRP
accuracy outperforms k-means and is equivalent to other standard techniques.
In addition, TWRP performance is at par with k-means and Ward’s algorithm
for noise injected into a dataset. We suspect this is a result of our simplified clustering metric favoring higher support partitions which is unable to distinguish a
partition of noise from the true cluster ground truth. We believe choosing a different clustering metric such as C4.5 or within cluster sum of squared error, for
the cluster tree bifurcation could potentially extend the effectiveness of TWRP
to noisier data sets, however with an additional cost in computation and storage.
The complexity analysis of our method finds that it scales very well both in
time and space complexity. The overall scalability is predictable and does not
hide large constants.
As TWRP was designed to process very large high dimensional clustering
problems, a key requirement is that it be fast. The results show quite clearly
that TWRP achieves this goal by comprehensively beating other well known
algorithm in its running time and scalability.
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Abstract. We consider the problems of regression estimation and SVM-based
pattern recognition jointly as two particular problems of supervised dependence
estimation in linear feature spaces under a complex of additional assumptions.
First, it is assumed that the number of available features is huge, whereas that of
training examples is moderate, and, thus, the search for a tiny subset in the universe of all the features is absolutely inevitable. As a consequence of this assumption, the computational complexity of the training algorithm has to be linear relative to the number of features, but it may remain polynomial with respect to that of training samples. Second, feature vectors of real-world objects
concentrate, as a rule, closely to some small-dimensional feature subspace,
which is expected to conserve the variety of objects’ regressands or class indexes. Utilization of the latter property by due regularization of the training procedure would essentially improve the generalization performance of the inferred
decision rule. We propose a new class of regularization functions and sparse
training techniques of linear computational complexity relative to a large number of features, which naturally results from the combination of both abovementioned assumptions on the nature of the data source.
Keywords: Sparse feature-based dependence estimation from empirical data,
computational complexity of the regularized empirical risk minimization, conditions of the linear complexity in the large number of features.

1 Introduction
Supervised regression analysis and pattern recognition are two most typical cases of
dependence estimation from empirical data [1]. In both problems it is required to recover the unknown dependence of a hidden variable y∈ associated with any real-world
object from the observable vector of its numerical features
=
x (x1 xn )T ∈ n . The only
difference between regression and pattern recognition is that in regression the target is
an arbitrary real number y∈ =
 , whereas in recognition it is categorical, for instance,
one of two real numbers y∈ =−
{ 1,1} . The commonly adopted approach to these problems implies finding a linear decision rule, respectively,
T
(a) yˆ(x|a, b) =aT x + b :  n →  =
or (b) yˆ(x|a, b) 1, a T x + b > 0 :  n → {−1,1} , (1)
−1, a x + b < 0
which would be applicable to any real-world object represented by its feature vector
x ∈  n and estimate the actual value of the hidden variable y (x):  n →  .

(

)
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These are two particular cases of John Nelder’s Generalized Linear Model of dependencies [2,3], in which the goal variable of any kind y ∈  is related to the linear
regression via the so-called link function:
 z (x|a, b) = aT x + b :  n →  
− Generalized Linear Model of the dependence,
(2)

+
q
y
z
(
,
)
:
link
function.

×

→


−

The link function (loss function, in Vladimir Vapnik’s terminology [4]) is to be chosen by the observer and is meant to express his/her suggestion on how the Nature
would penalize the estimate of unknown y for an object x ∈  n represented by its
generalized numerical linear feature z (x|a, b) .
Since the link function is chosen, the hyperplane parameters (a, b) completely define the decision rule:
(3)
yˆ(x | a, b) = arg min q ( y, z (x | a, b) ) .
y∈

Particular dependence estimation problems differ from each other only in the choice
of the link function, specifically:
(4)
• for regression, q( y, z=) ( y − z )2 , yˆ(x | a, b=) aT x+ b ;

{

T
q ( y, z ) max(0, 1 − yz ) , yˆ(x | a, b) = 1, a T x + b ≥1, (5)
• for SVM pattern recognition, =
−1, a x + b < 1.

From the viewpoint of the Generalized Linear Approach to dependence estimation,
the quality of the hyperplane parameters (a, b) is the average value of the loss
q ( y, aT x + b) over all real-world objects (x, y ) ∈  n ×  , which is usually called the
average risk of error, let it be denoted as Av R(a, b) . However, average risk minimization Av R(a, b) → min(a, b) is problematic because the properties of the hypothetical
universe may be inexhaustibly complex.
Instead, it is commonly adopted to approximately estimate the average risk from a
finite training set of real-world objects
 x1T 
 y1 
{(x j , y j ), j =1,..., N } , X =(x1  x N ) = T  (n × N ), x j ∈ n , xi ∈ N , y =  ∈ N . (6)
 yN 
 xn 
The estimate is arithmetic mean of the conditional loss values at all the objects of the
training set, which is well known as Empirical Risk, let it be denoted as EmpR(a, b) .
This is the famous criterion of Empirical Risk minimization [4], which in our terms
has the form
N
(7)
=
EmpR(a, b) (1 N )∑ j =1 q ( y j , aT x j + b) → min ( a ∈  n , b ∈  ) .
The optimization problem is convex, if the link function q ( y, z ) is chosen as convex
with respect to z , as it is just the case with regression (4) and SVM pattern recognition (5).
When the practical problem originates from a medical or industrial domain, the
available amount of data N is usually limited, whereas the observer tries to take into
account as many features n as possible in fear of losing important outward exhibitions
of entities. Therefore, the amount of features often far dominates that of training objects
n  N . If so, the problem of empirical risk minimization (7) becomes ill posed – there
exist a continuum of models (a, b) that totally approximate the training data:

aT x j + b = z j = arg min z∈ q ( y j , z ), j = 1,..., N , in particular,

y j − (aT x j + b) =
0 for regression (4) and 1 − y j (aT x j + b) < 0 for SVM (5).
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Learning as naive minimization (aˆ , bˆ) = arg min R (a, b) has bad generalization performance, this effect is well-known as overfitting [4].
Thus, it is absolutely necessary to reduce the freedom of the model (a, b) so as to
align it with the amount of information contained in the training set. The commonly
adopted way of enhancing the generalization performance is the additional requirement to minimize a real-valued regularization function V (a) → min meant as penalty
on model complexity, and consider it along with (7) as a combined two-criteria optimization problem. Therefore, the learning problem is usually considered as that of
regularized empirical risk minimization
N
αV (a | X, µ) + EmpR(a, b) =αV (a | X, µ) + ∑ j =1 q ( y j , aT x j + b) → min ( a ∈  n , b ∈  ) . (8)

Even if both link function q ( y, z ) (2) and regularization function V (a | X, µ) are convex piecewise smooth functions of a ∈  n , the computational complexity of straightforward minimization of (8) cannot be lower than polynomial relative to the number
of features n . But this is absolutely unacceptable if n is large.
The paper aims to show that there exists a way of solving the problem of regularization empirical risk minimization in linear time relative to n > N for a class of regularization functions, which is adequate to the majority of practical situations.
The new class of data-dependent regularization functions V (a | X, µ) we propose
endows the learning process with abilities that are, in our opinion, extremely useful
for many practical problems of dependence estimation.
(a) The regularization function V (a | X, µ) enables the minimum point of the criterion (8) to indicate a subset of most relevant features ˆ ⊂  =
{1,..., n} . The preset
selectivity parameter µ ≥ 0 controls the size of the selected subset from absence of
selectivity | ˆ | = n if µ =0 to complete suppression of all features | ˆ | = 0 if µ → ∞ .
The regularized criterion (10) possesses the oracle property [5], i.e., it is equivalent to
the “pure” original criterion (7) with truncated direction vector =
a (ai , i ∈ ˆ ⊂  ) .
(b) Another parameter of the regularization function V (a | X, µ) is matrix X =
(x1  x N ) (n × N ) of all the feature vectors in the training set (6). It is an inherent
property of Nature that real-world objects concentrate in the feature space, as a rule,
closely to some low-dimensional subspace. The constellation of the training-set feature vectors in  n suggests a priori preferred orientation of the sought-for direction
vector of the generalized data model (2), and the regularization coefficient α ≥ 0
controls the insistency of this preference.
(c) We propose two kinds of problem-oriented regularization functions V (a | X, µ)
aimed at two different purposes of learning: to obtain a good estimator of the hidden variable yˆ(x):  n →  or to estimate the actual hidden parameter of the data source a ∈  n .
(d) The iterative algorithm of selective empirical risk minimization has linear
computational complexity of a single iteration relative to the number of features n
and polynomial computational complexity with respect to the size of the training set
N . The algorithm converges in a final number of steps n .
The advantages of this methodology are illustrated by experiments on real-world
data that originate from two practical problems of stock market data analysis (regression) and evoked EEG potential classification (pattern recognition).
The proofs of the theorems formulated in the paper are available in [6].
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2 Selective empirical risk minimization

2.1 Selective ridge regularization
Let’s focus first on the very need of regularization. As to the idea of data-dependent
regularization V (a | X, µ) (8), we will return to it in Section 3.
The idea of regularization goes back to Tikhonov’s mathematical methodology of
solving incorrectly formulated problems [7,8,9]. It turned out to be exceptionally useful
in mathematical statistics, primarily, for the estimation of regression dependences from
noisy data. The simplest kind of quadratic regularization is well known under the name
n
of ridge regularization
=
aT a ∑ i =1 ai2 → min [10,11], often called l2 regularization.
The additive mix of l2 and l1 regularizations, well known as Elastic Net [12] [13

(9)
γ ∑ ( a + µ | a |) + ∑ q ( y j , aT x j + b) → min ( a ∈  n , b ∈  ) ,
endows the criterion with the ability to select a subset of most relevant features
ˆ ⊂  =
{1,..., n} and completely suppress the others. However, the minimum point of
(9) does not coincide with that of the initial empirical risk criterion (7) when the direction vector consists of only active components =
a (ai , i ∈ ˆ ⊂  ) . In other words,
Elastic Net does not possess the oracle property [5].
We propose to combine l2 and l1 regularizations by the rule of exclusive “or” instead of pure summation “+”:
n
2µ | a |, | a |≤ µ  N
T
n
J (a, b | µ) =γ ∑  2 i 2 i
 + ∑ q ( y j , a x j + b) → min ( a ∈  , b ∈  ) , (10)
,
|
µ
+
a
a
>
µ
|


i
i
j 1
=i 1 =
where µ ≥ 0 is the selectivity parameter. If µ =0 , the regularization function coincides with the usual ridge regularization γaT a + EmpR(a, b) → min . With small regularization coefficient γ  1 , practically, γ → 0 , ridge regression “almost not destroys” the generic idea of empirical risk minimization, and only gives preference to
short direction vectors in case of indifference. When the selectivity parameter grows
µ > 0 , the penalty µ | ai | drives to zero the coefficients at redundant features, which
weakly contribute to diminishing of the empirical risk. Further growth of the selectivity parameter µ → ∞ results finally in complete zeroing of all the coefficients. We
will see that it is easy to compute this maximal value of the selectivity parameter from
the training set of features X = ( x1  x N ) (6).
The regularized criterion (10) should be considered as “almost” possessing the oracle
property [14] if γ  1 , i.e., γ → 0 . In this case, it is equivalent to the “pure” original
criterion (7) with truncated direction vector a = (ai , i∈ ˆ ⊂  ) . However, the computational complexity of it in the number of features is polynomial, just as that of (7), which
is inadmissible for high-dimensional problems n  N .
Since function q ( y, z ) (4)-(5) is assumed to be convex and piecewise smooth with
respect to z ∈  for each y ∈  , the criterion remains convex and piecewise smooth
as a whole. If considered as a convex piecewise smooth problem of general kind,
problem (10) seems, at first glance, to be unsolvable with lower computational complexity than polynomial with respect to the number of features n [15]. However, the
regularization function here is of a special kind, and we will see in the next Section
that the computational complexity in n is, in fact, linear.
n
N
2
i
i
j 1
=i 1 =
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2.2 Disjoint formulation of the problem of sparse empirical risk minimization
It is obvious that the criterion of the sparse empirical risk minimization (10) is
equivalent to the optimization problem with a greater number of variables:
n

2µ | a |, | a |≤ µ N
n
N
 F (a, b, z1 ,..., zn |µ) =γ∑ µ 2 + ai 2 , | a i |> µ +∑ q ( y j , z j ) → min ( a ∈  , b ∈ , z ∈  ) ,
(11)
i
i
 =i 1 =j 1
 z j = aT x j + b, j = 1,..., N .
We will call this formulation disjoint, because the objective function is sum of two partial
criteria, which are functions of, respectively, the direction vector a ∈  n and the generalobjects z ( z1  z N )T ∈  N , in contrast
ized features z j = z (x j |a, b) (2) of the training =
to the initial unified formulation (10).
n
The left summand of the disjoint formulation γ ∑ i=1 (...) is sum of functions each

(

)

depending on only one component of the direction vector ai . We will see below in
Section 4 that, due to this fact, despite of a greater number of variables, the disjoint form
of the selective criterion (10) immediately suggests, under some quite lenient assumption on the link function q ( y, z ) (2), the way to solve the problem of selective empirical
risk minimization with linear computational complexity to the number of features n
and polynomial complexity relative to the size of the training set N .

3 Data-dependent regularization of the empirical risk
3.1 Low-dimensional subspace of real-world objects in the feature space
When the number of features n is large, the variety of all feasible points in the feature space x ∈  n is inconceivably rich. Albert Einstein’s conjecture that “God is
subtle but he is not malicious” 1 may be interpreted, in particular, as “the Nature does
not create anything extra”. At the same time, the set of features is invented by the
observer in the fear to lose some important outward exhibitions of natural entities.
Thus, there exist insufficient number of objects in the real world to fill such enormous
volume that exists only in the observer’s imagination.
In the mathematical language, this means that feature vectors of real-world objects
x∈ n and, thus, those of the training set x j∈ n , j = 1,..., N , concentrate, as a rule,
closely to some small-dimensional manifold [16], whose dimensionality is essentially
smaller than the size N of the training set. This assumption is fully consistent with our
experience.
In this paper, we restrict our consideration to a particular case when this is affine
manifold, i.e. biased linear subspace, which is expected to conserve the variety of
objects’ regressands or class indexes.
It is actually assumed that the immense variety of real-world objects is “almost
completely” exhausted by projections of their feature vectors x ∈  n on the smalldimensional subspace defined by few main principal axes of an almost degenerate concentration ellipsoid. The eigenvectors of the matrix
N
(12)
XXT = ∑ j =1 x j xTj (n × n)
computed from the training set (6) are estimates of these principal axes.

1

“Raffiniert ist der Herr Gott aber boshaft ist er nicht” – inscribed in German above the fireplace in the Old Fine Hall of Princeton University.
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3.2 Preferred orientation of the direction vector within the concentration
ellipsoid in the feature space
In most practical problems, the primary aim of data analysis is to find a good estimator of the hidden variable (1). If so, the a priori preferred location of the direction
vector a ∈  n is that within the principal subspace as a linear combination of the
main eigenvectors of matrix XXT . The greater the criterion
N
(13)
=
aT XXT a aT ∑ j =1 x j xTj a → max , aT a = const ,

(

)

the closer the direction vector to one of the eigenvectors and, so, the more preferable
it is.
However, to be consistent with the major learning criterion (8), the regularization criterion must be formulated as minimization requirement. If matrix XXT (n × n) was be of
full rank, the role of the regularization criterion could serve the condition
aT ( XXT ) −1 a → min , but this matrix is singular when n > N (6).
The following Theorem suggests a way-out, that consist in replacing inversion of the singular matrix XXT (n × n) by inversion of the matrix XT X ( N × N ) , which has full rank
when n > N and the training-set vectors (x1  x N ) , x j∈  n are linearly independent.
Theorem 1. The condition (13) aT XXT a → max , aT a = const , is fulfilled if
(14)
aT X( XT X) −1 ( XT X) −1 XT a → min , aT a = const .
Plain fusion of selective and data-dependent regularizations (10) and (14) results in
a slightly more complicated combined unified criterion
n  2µ | a |, | a | ≤ µ 
T
T
T
−1
−1 T
J (a, b | γ, µ, α) = γ ∑ i =1  2 i 2 i
 + αa X ( X X ) ( X X ) X a +
(15)
 µ + ai , | ai | > µ  N
∑ j=1 q( y j , aT x j + b) → min ( a ∈  n , b ∈  ) ,

where α ≥ 0 is the regularization coefficient and γ  1 . This criterion is convex, it can be
formulated in the disjoint form like (11), and its two left summands γ ∑ i=1 (...) +
αaT X( XT X) −1 ( XT X) −1 XT a are a more complicated function than sum of ai .
n

3.3 Orthogonal preferred orientation of the direction vector to the
concentration ellipsoid in the feature space
There exist practical problems in which the aim of the data analysis is not finding the
most precise estimator of the hidden variable (1), but the most accurate estimation of
the direction vector a ∈  n of the unknown dependence y ≅ aT x + b , which is assumed to exist in reality.
For instance, in econometric problems of investment portfolio analysis [17], the direction vector of regression model a ∈  n has the meaning of capital sharing over n
stock market assets, usually, under constraint 1T a = const=
, 1T (1  1) ∈  n . It is assumed that a ∈  n is deliberately chosen by a hidden person who was guided, first, by a
suggestion on the covariance matrix of the presumably random vector of features x ∈  n
(asset returns, i.e., relative profitabilities), and, second, the desire to obtain the minimal
variance if the resulting random regressand y ∈  (return on the investment portfolio).
If the average value of all the features is zero
N
(16)
∑ j =1 x j = 0 ∈  n ,
it is easy to see that, in this case, the most rational choice of the direction vector is
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(17)
aT XXT a → min , 1T a = const .
It is just the inverse requirement relative to (13), i.e., the a priori preferred orientation of the direction vector is that orthogonal to the concentration subspace of the
training set in the feature space. As a result, we have the problem
n
N
2µ | a |, | a |≤ µ 
J (a,b | γ, µ,α) = γ∑  2 i 2 i
+αaT XXT a +∑ q ( y j , aT x j + b) → min ( a∈n , b∈ ) , (18)

 µ + ai ,| ai |> µ 
j 1
=i 1 =
that differs from (15) only by the data-dependent regularization function (17) instead of (14).
3.4 Disjoint formulation of the regularized empirical risk minimization
problem
Both regularized empirical risk minimization problems (15) and (18) allow for a
unified formulation that remains the same as for the preferred orientation of the direction vector within the concentration ellipsoid in the feature space, as well as for orthogonal preferred orientation to the concentration ellipsoid. The disjoint formulation
includes also the case of absence of a priori preferences.
Theorem 2. The regularized empirical risk minimization problems (15) and (18)
have the common disjoint form, which is slightly more complicated than that of the
unregularized selective problem (11), and whose specificity for particular cases (15)
and (18) consists only in specific linear transformations of the feature vectors
x j∈  n → x α , j∈ n :
n
N
N
2µ | a |, | a |≤ µ 
2
 F (a, b, r1 ,..., rN , z1 ,..., zn |µ) = γ∑  2 i 2 i
+
α
r
+
∑ q( y j , z j ) →
j
µ + ai , | ai |> µ =∑

j 1 =j 1
=i 1 
(19)

min ( a ∈  n , b ∈ , r1 ,..., rN ∈ , z1 ,..., z N ∈  ) ,

 rj = x Tj a, z j = aT x j + b, j = 1, ..., N
 = (x  x ) (n × N ) obwhere x j ∈  n , j = 1,..., N , are vector columns of matrix X
1
N
tained from X = (x1  x N ) (6) by the respective linear transformation:

 x1 
(20)
x N ) =
  X( XT X) −1 (n × N ) , x j ∈  n , x i ∈  N ,
( x 1 =
 x 
 n
in the case of preferred orientation of the direction vector within the concentration
ellipsoid in the feature space (15), Section 3.2;
 x1 
 x1 
 (=


(b) X
x 1  x N =

X
x

x
=
=
=
)  
( 1 N )    (n × N ) , x j ∈  n , xi ∈  N , (21)
 x n 
 xn 
in the case of preferred orientation of the direction vector orthogonal to the concentration ellipsoid in the feature space (18), Section 3.3;
(c) α =0
(22)
in the case of no preferred orientation of the direction vector (10).

(a)
X
=

4 Computational complexity of the disjoint problem – linear in the
number of features and polynomial in the training-set size
4.1 Properties of the disjoint empirical risk minimization problem
The necessary and sufficient minimum condition for the convex function under
2N equality constraints (19) is the saddle point of the respective Lagrangian as function of 2N Lagrange multipliers, let them be denoted as (ξ1 ,..., ξ N ) , ξ j ∈  , at con-
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straints rj = x Tj a , and (λ1 ,..., λ N ) , λ j ∈  , at z j = aT x j . It is just this fact that underlies the Theorem 4 we will formulate in the next Section 4.2.
However, before doing this, we have to introduce an additional notion of function
(23)
ϕ( y, λ | γ ) = − inf ( (1 2 γ )q ( y, z ) +λz ) , λ ∈  .
z∈

Theorem 3. Function ϕ( y, λ | λ) (23) is convex in λ ∈  for any link function
q( y, z ) , z ∈  .
The definition of this function contains the operation “inf”, whose result depends on
the variable λ ∈  and is finite, in the general case, not for all its values. Since in this
paper function q ( y, z ) is assumed to be convex with respect to z ∈  for each y ∈  ,
its derivative is nondecreasing function. If, in addition, q ( y, z ) is chosen as differentiable by z except a finite number of points in  , at which the left-hand or right-hand
derivative exists, the range of the respective derivatives is known, let it be denoted as
∂
∂
∂
(24)
ginf=
( y ) inf q ( y, z ) ≤ q ( y, z ) ≤ gsup=
( y ) sup q ( y, z ) .
z∈ ∂z
∂z
z∈ ∂z
In particular, it may be that ginf ( y ) = −∞ , or gsup ( y ) = ∞ , or both.
Now we are ready to formulate the promised theorem on a linear complexity way
of solving the problem of selective empirical risk minimization.
4.2 The dual form of the disjoint empirical risk minimization problem
Theorem 4. In all the cases (20)-(22), it is enough to solve the dual convex programming problem
 , y , γ, µ) =
 W (λ1 ,..., λ N , ξ1 ,..., ξ N |X, X
2

N



 1 n max 0,  (λ x + ξ x )  − µ 2  + N ϕ( y ,λ ) → min,

 ∑j 1
∑
 ∑ j j ,i
j j ,i 
j
j
i 1=
(25)
 2



  j =1

1
1
 ∑ N λ=
gsup ( y j ) ≤ λ j ≤ − ginf ( y j ),
0, −
j =1 j

2γ
2γ
then, to compute independent solutions for the components i = 1,..., n of the direction
vector aˆ (aˆ1  aˆn )T ∈ n , and, finally, to find the bias of the hyperplane b̂ ∈  :
=

(
(

)
)

2
N
0,
N
n
(λˆ j x j ,i + ξˆ j x j ,i ) ≤µ 2 ,


∑

j =1
ˆ 1
ˆ
aˆ i =  N
=
b
z
(
λ
)
−
aˆ i x j ,i  , (26)

2
∑
∑
j
j
N
2
N j 1=
λˆ j x j ,i , ∑ j 1 (λˆ j x j ,i + ξˆ j x j ,i ) >µ ,
i 1
=


∑ j 1 =
=
 1

where zˆ j (λ j ) arg min z∈  q ( y j , z j ) + λ j z j  , j = 1,..., N .
=
 2γ

 = (x  x ) for case (a) is trivial. It
Computing of the transformed feature vectors X
1
N
has linear computational complexity in the number of features and polynomial complexity
in the training-set size:
n
n
x1,i x1,i  ∑ i 1 x1,i xN ,i 
 x1T x1 =
x1T x N   ∑ i 1 =
T

 (N ×N )
=
X X =


 




n
 xT x  xT x   n
xN ,i x1,i  ∑ i 1 xN ,i xN ,i 
N N 
 N 1
=
 ∑i 1=
The way of minimizing criterion (19) with linear computational complexity with respect to the number of features n and polynomial computational complexity with respect to the doubled size of the training set 2N differs from the unregularized version
(11) in only a few details.
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In the next Section, we will consider a way of iterative solving the dual convex
problem (25). The computational complexity of a single iteration will be linear relative to the number of features n .

5 Iterative algorithms of solving the dual problem
5.1 Piecewise differentiability of the general dual objective function
Let (2) be a parametric generalized family of dependencies defined by a link function
{q ( y, z ):  × } convex by z , and {(x j , y j ), j =1,..., N } (6) be the given training set.
It is additionally assumed that q ( y, z ) is differentiable by z in  except a finite
number of points. Then, to find the estimates of the hyperplane parameters (aˆ , bˆ) , it is
enough to solve the convex dual optimization problem (25) with the given parameters
 = (x  x ) in accord(α, µ) and respective transformed training feature vectors X
1
N
ance with the conditions (20), (21) or (22), as formulated in Theorem 4.
 , y ) of (25)
Each of n summands in the objective function W (λ1 ,..., λ N , ξ1 ,..., ξ N | X, X

differs from zero only if ∑ j =1 (λ j x j ,i + ξ j x j ,i ) >µ . Let  (λ1 ,..., λ N , ξ1 ,..., ξ N ) stand for the
subset of “active” features:
N
(27)
 (λ , ξ)=  (λ1 ,..., λ N , ξ1 ,..., ξ N )= i : ∑ j =1 (λ j x j ,i + ξ j x j ,i ) >µ ⊆ = {1,..., n} .
It is convenient for us to formulate the dual problem (25) in an equivalent form with
respect to this notation:

 T
T 
T 
T 

=
W (λ , ξ |X, X, y , γ, µ) (1 2) λ  ∑ xi xi  λ + 2ξ  ∑ x i xi  λ +

 i∈ ( λ ,ξ )

  i∈ ( λ ,ξ )

 
N


ξT
(28)
x i x iT  − ∑ µ 2 + ∑ ϕ( y j , λ j |γ ) → min(λ , ξ),
  i∈∑
( λ ,ξ )
1
 i∈ ( λ ,ξ )  j =
 N
0, − (1 2 γ ) gsup ( y j ) ≤ λ j ≤ −(1 2 γ ) ginf ( y j ),
∑ j =1 λ=
j
N

{

}







where λ T  ∑ xi xiT  λ + 2ξT  ∑ x i xiT  λ + ξT  ∑ x i x iT  − ∑ µ 2 =
 i∈ ( λ ,ξ )

 i∈ ( λ ,ξ )

 i∈ ( λ ,ξ )
 i∈ ( λ ,ξ )
2
 N


2
 ∑ (λ j x j ,i + ξ j x j ,i )  − µ .
∑
i∈ ( λ1 ,...,λ N ,ξ1 ,...,ξ N ) 
1


 j =
The function W (λ , ξ | ...) is differentiable at each point (λ , ξ) ∈  2 N . Moreover, it
is even twice differentiable, and, so, Newton’s method is appropriate to find the solution of the dual problem. If (λ k , ξ k ) is the current approximation to the solution, then
a supposedly better solution in Newton's sense (λ k +1 , ξ k +1 ) is defined by the completely differentiable convex programming problem
(λ k +1 , ξ k +1 ) arg min=
 , y , γ , µ)
W k (λ , ξ | X, X
=

2
N
N

(29)
− µ 2 + ∑ j 1 ϕ( y j , λ j | γ ) ,
arg min (1 2)
∑ i∈ (λ k ,ξk ) ∑ j 1 (λ j x j ,i + ξ j x=
j ,i )
=
 N
0, − (1 2γ ) gsup ( y j ) ≤ λ j ≤ −(1 2γ ) ginf ( y j ),
∑ j =1 λ=
j
which differs from (28) only by the fixed summation domain  (λ k , ξ k ) .
To avoid boring mathematical reasoning in the case of the convex link function of
general kind q ( y, z ) , we omit, in this Section, the explanation of how to solve the
convex programming problem (29). We will see in the next Section that, in particular

{

{(

)

}

}
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cases of regression (4) and SVM pattern recognition (5), these will be quadratic programming problems easily solvable by traditional computational means.
5.2 Newton's iterative method with variable step length
It is well seen that the approximation (λ k , ξ k ) =(λ1k ,..., λ kN , ξ1k ,..., ξ kN ) to the soughtfor solution at step k occurs in (29) only via the subset of active features (27), let it
be denoted as
(30)
 k =  (λ k , ξ k ) . We will start with the full feature set  0 = {1,..., n} .
k +1  k +1

Let the supposedly better solution of the dual problem (λ , ξ ) (29 ) at step k
be found. It may happen that the length of Newton’s step is too large, and it should be
shortened. To check this necessity, it is enough to compare the values of the dual
criterion (28) at points (λ k , ξ k ) and (λ k +1 , ξ k +1 ) :
 , y , γ, µ) ≤ W (λ k , ξ k | X, X
 , y , γ, µ),
If W (λ k +1 , ξ k +1 | X, X
(31)
k +1
the current iteration is successful, and (λ , ξ k +1 ) = (λ k +1 , ξ k +1 );

 , y , γ, µ) > W (λ k , ξ k | X, X
 , y , γ, µ),
if W (λ k +1 , ξ k +1 | X, X
(32)
the step is to be shortened.
To find the appropriate length of Newton’s step, we apply one-dimensional optimization of (28), namely, the golden section algorithm:
 , y, γ, µ  ,
τk +1 arg min W (τλ k , τξ k ) + ( (1 − τ)λ k +1 , (1 − τ)ξ k +1 ) | X, X
=


(33)
0 ≤ τ ≤ 1,
(λ k +1 , ξ k +1 ) = (τk +1λ k , τk +1ξ k ) + ( (1 − τk +1 )λ k +1 , (1 − τk +1 )ξ k +1 ) .
Actually, the algorithm iteratively runs over the subsets of regressors
=
 k  (λ k , ξ k ) ⊂
 , y , γ , µ ) ≤ W (λ k , ξ k |
 = {1,..., n} (27) without cycles because W (λ k +1 , ξ k +1 | X, X
 , y , γ, µ) at each step. Thus, the stopping condition
X, X
 (λ k +1 , ξ k +1 ) =  (λ k , ξ k ) will be achieved after a finite number of steps.

(34)

5.3 Numerical realization of an iteration for particular cases of link function
To complete description of the iterative algorithm, it remains only to specify the ways
of solving the constrained problem (29) at each step in the particular cases of regression and SVM pattern recognition. The specificity is entirely contained in the functions ϕ( y, λ | γ ) = − min z∈ ( (1 2 γ )q ( y, z ) +λz ) (23) and in the inequality constraints
−(1 2 γ ) gsup ( y j ) ≤ λ j ≤ −(1 2 γ ) ginf ( y j ) .
5.3.1 Regression
Theorem 5. In the particular case of regression (4), (23) and (24), we have
1 2
(35)
γλ − yλ ,
gsup ( y ) = ∞ , ginf ( y ) = −∞ , ϕ( y, λ | γ )=
2
and the solution to the dual problem (29) at the k th step of the iteration process is
defined by the system of linear equations ( N +1) × ( N +1)
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( λ

k +1

)

=
(λ 1k +1 ,..., λ kN+1 ) ∈  N , 1T λ k +1 =
0, ξ k +1 =
(ξ 1k +1 ,..., ξ kN+1 ) ∈  N :

 ∑ xi x + γI N ×N
1N     y  
∑k xi x

 i∈k
λ  
i∈
T
T

  ξ  = 0   2 N + 1



I
0
+
γ
x
x
x
x
∑k i i
∑k i i N×N N     N 

i∈
i∈

  η   0  
T
T
1
0
0
N
N



   
T
i

T
i

(36)

2 N +1

where η ∈  is the idle Lagrange multiplier at the constraint 1T=
λ

∑

N
j=1

0 . The
λ=
j

final bias estimate (26) has the form
n
1 N 

(37)
=
−
bˆ
y
aˆ i xα , j ,i  .
∑  j ∑
N j 1=

i 1
=
It is clear that problem (36) is of polynomial computational complexity with respect to N + 1 [18].
5.3.2 SVM pattern recognition
Theorem 6. In the particular case of SVM pattern recognition (5),
1 − y j z, z < 1 
,
(38)
) 
q( y j , =
z ) max(0, 1 − y j z=
0 ≤ y j λ j ≤ 1 2γ ,
z ≥ 1
 0,
the solution to the dual problem at the k th step of the iteration process (29) is that of
quadratic programming problem
( λ k +1 =(λ 1k +1 ,..., λ kN+1 ) ∈  N , 1T λ k +1 =0, ξ k +1 =(ξ 1k +1 ,..., ξ kN+1 ) ∈  N ) :

(

)

2
N
N
W k (λ ,..., λ , ξ=

ξ j x j ,i ) −∑ j 1 y j λ j → min, (39)
2)∑ i∈k ∑ j 1 (λ j x j ,i +

1
N
1 ,..., ξ N | X, X, y ) (1
=
=
 N
0, 0 ≤ y j λ j ≤ 1 2γ , =
j 1,..., N .
∑ j =1 λ=
j
The final bias estimate (26) has the form

bˆ = −

∑

n

=i 1

( aˆ ∑
i

j: 0< y j λˆ j < (1 2 γ )

∑

)

y j λˆ j x j ,i + ∑ j: y λˆ=

j: 0< y j λˆ j < (1 2 γ )

y j λˆ j

j

j

(1 2 γ )

λˆ j

.

(40)

This is a standard quadratic programming problem [15,18] of polynomial computational complexity relative to N .

6 Rough regularization path along the selectivity axis
6.1 Active interval of the selectivity parameter
The selectivity parameter 0 ≤ µ < ∞ is the main hyperparameter of the dependence
estimation problem in general (19) and of its dual form in particular (25) or (27)-(28).
If µ =0 , the criterions possess no selectivity property at all, and all the estimated
components of the direction vector remain active (26).
On the contrary, when the selectivity is large enough µ → ∞ , all the direction vector components become zero. What is the maximal value of selectivity that completely suppresses all the features? We will denote it as µ 0 because it retains 0 active features.
Let us imagine the subset of active features in (28) to be empty:
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∑ N ϕ( y j , λ j |γ ) → min ( λ∈ N , ξ∈ N ) ,
 j =1
(41)
 N
0, − (1 2 γ ) gsup ( y j ) ≤ λ j ≤ −(1 2 γ ) ginf ( y j ).
∑ j =1 λ=
j
Remember that, in accordance with Theorem 3, functions ϕ( y, λ | γ ) (23) are convex
in the respective range. Since ξ does not occur in the objective function, it is always
possible to consider the result of minimization by this variable as ξ∗= 0∈  N .
Let (λ1∗ ,..., λ∗N ) be solutions of the truncated problem (41), and µ 0 be defined as
=
µ 0 max

i =1,..., n

(∑

N
j =1

)

λ∗j xα , j ,i .

Then, if µ = µ 0 , we have (λˆ 1 ,..., λˆ N ) =λ
( ,..., λ ) in (25)
ˆ
ˆ
 , y , γ, µ ),
=
λ N ,µ0 ) arg min W (λ1 ,..., λ N |X
(λ1,µ0 ,...,
α
0
 N
0, − (1 2γ ) gsup ( y j ) ≤ λ j ≤ −(1 2 γ ) ginf ( y j ),
j
∑ j =1 λ=
and aˆi = 0 for all i = 1,..., n in (26), i.e. we obtain the trivial empty model.
Thus, the active interval of the selectivity parameter is 0 ≤ µ ≤ µ 0 .
∗
1

(42)

∗
N

(43)

6.2 The idea of the regularization path and its rough implementation
The number of active features will be growing from 0 to n as µ diminishing from
µ 0 to 0 . This is just the exact idea of the full regularization path [19,20]. Theoretically, the number of bifurcation points, where the number of active features changes,
will not be lesser than n , but in reality it will be much greater than n , because this
process is far from being monotonic. As a result, such a procedure would be too time
consuming in the case of large number of features.
Here, we consider a rough implementation of this idea. The experience shows that
it is expedient to divide the interval [10−8 µ 0 ≈ 0, µ 0 ] into a number of m ≤ n subintervals in logarithmic scale:
−8 l m
(44)
=
µl 10 ( ) µ 0 , l = 0,1,..., m , i.e., µ=
10−0 µ 0 , µ m= 10−8 µ 0 ≈ 0 .
0
The rough regularization path starts with l = 0 , which corresponds to µ = µ 0 and
the trivial dual problem (43) that yields the empty model aˆi = 0 for all i = 1,..., n
(26). Nevertheless, the result of the iteration process (λˆ 1,µ0 ,..., λˆ N ,µ0 ) should be stored.
Each next value of the selectivity parameter µ = µl will almost coincide with the
previous value µ = µl−1 , and the iteration process (Section 5.2) started with the previous solution (λˆ 1,µl −1 ,..., λˆ N ,µl −1 ) will converge after only a few iterations, in most cases,
after one or two iterations. The number of non-zero components of the direction vector will gradually grow (26).
Finally, at the last step µ = µ m ≈ 0 , we will have the direction vector with almost
all active components.
We will see in the next Section that the entire regularization path will take approximately the same computation time as the iteration process for one single value of the
selectivity parameter as (30)-(34) in Section 5.2.
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7 Experimental study of the computational complexity of
dependence estimation with growing number of features
7.1 The aim of the experimental study
The aim of the study is to experimentally measure the dependence of the processing
time of the Newton's iterative algorithm (30)-(34) in Section 5.2, let it be denoted as
T , from the dimension of feature vectors n with emphasized attention to the number
of iterations.
(45)
Let
( X n , y ) {=
(x nj , y j ), j 1,...,
=
N } , x nj ( x j ,1  x j ,n ) ∈  n ,
=
be a fixed training set (6) that will serve as the basis for the experimental study. Before the detailed description of the experimental setup below in Section 7.3, in the
next Section 7.2 we consider two kinds of data ( X n , y ) that served in our experiments
as sources of the basic training set (45).
7.2 Real-world training sets
7.2.1 Training set 1: Numerical regression – Returns based analysis of
investment portfolios
The first training set originates from the practical problem of stock market data analysis. The set of objects j = 1,..., N is a succession of time intervals (days, weeks,
months) of stock exchange trading, the role of features is played by the so-called returns of a large set = {=
i 1,..., n} of stock market assets, namely, the relative changes in their monetary price during each respective time interval x j ,i ∈ .
The object of interest is an investment company that accumulates money of investors, in particular, common people, with the purpose of saving it from devaluation. The
entire amount of the accumulated capital is unknown, but it is assumed that it is fully invested in some subset of stock market assets  ∗ ⊆  = {i = 1,..., n} in unknown proportions

( ai , i = 1,..., n ) ,

ai = 0 if i ∉  ∗ ,

∑

n
i =1

ai = 1 .

In general, some of these hidden values may be negative ai ∈ if the investment
company is allowed to borrow money from outside sources (the so-called hedge
funds). But for socially important companies (mutual or pension funds) this is prohibited, then ai ≥ 0 . In both cases, the capital share (ai , i = 1,..., n) said the portfolio
structure is just the subject of public interest, but remains legal secret of the company.
What is especially important is that the full cost of all the assets making the investment portfolio depends on both returns of stock market assets x j ,i ∈ and the
portfolio structure. The cost is unknown, but the company is obliged to report its periodic returns yt ∈ , namely, the relative changes in the entire cost, just like periodic
returns of the assets x j ,i ∈ .
It was stated by William Sharp, Nobel Prize winner in economics in 1990 [21,22],
that the sequence of periodic returns of an investment company is linear combination
of daily returns of assets in which the capital is invested:
n
yt ≅ ∑ i =1 ai xt ,i , t = 1,..., N .

The returns of the portfolio
=
y ( y1 y N )T ∈  N have to be regularly reported by the
investment
company,
and
the
asset
returns
=
X ( x1  x N ) (n × N ) ,
=
xt ( xt ,1  xt ,n )T∈  n , are registered and stored by the stock market data system. William Sharp proposed the technique of Returns Based Style Analysis
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(aˆ1  aˆn ) =
arg=
min ∑ t

N

(y −∑

N

t
1=
i 1

)

2

ai xt ,i=
, ∑ i 1 ai =
1.
n

as a means to reconstruct the hidden capital share (a1  an )T ∈  n by joint processing
publicly available data.
As the basis
 x1T ∈  n 
n
n
(46)
X =( x1∈   x N ∈  ) =   (n × N )
 xT ∈ n 
 n

of the Training set 1 (6), we used n= 650 actual time series of monthly stock market
indexes having almost zero mean values xi = ( xt ,i , t= 1,..., N )∈  N , i = 1,..., n , n = 650 ,
each covering 20 years, i.e., consisting of 240 return values t = 1,..., N , N = 240 . The
eigenvalues of the inner product matrix, having been placed in decreasing ordered,
quickly fall

 x1T x1  x1T xn 
 
ζi vi ∈ n ,
XXT =

  (n × n), XXT v i =
(47)
 xT x  xT x 
n n 
 n 1
=
ζ1 16369.8,
=
ζ 2 1435.2,
ζ 3 1076.2,
=
=
ζ 20 134.0 < 0.01ζ1 , ζ 50 =32.2 < 0.002ζ1 ,
what is evidence of drastic correlation between the indexes (features).
On the basis of some special assumptions (see [23] for details), we chose a mental
n
portfolio composition (ai∗ , i ∈ ∗ ) , ∗ ⊆  = {i = 1,..., n} , ai∗ = 0 if i ∉  ∗ , ∑ i =1 ai∗ = 1 ,
that included |ˆ |= 13 active assets. The returns
=
y ( y1  y N )T∈  N of the respective
hypothetical portfolio (regressands of the training set) were generated as independent
zero-mean Gaussian random values
=
yt ∑ i∈∗ ai∗ xt ,i + ξt with 10% noise variance σ 2 (ξt ) =0.1 (1 N )∑ i∈∗ ai∗ xt ,i . (48)

(

)

The combination ( X = (x1  x N ), y ) is just the Training set 1.

7.2.2 Training set 2: SVM pattern recognition – Classification of evoked
potentials in Electro Encephalo Grams
Electroencephalography is a method of testing the electrical activity of the brain by
jointly processing several electrical signals registered in parallel at several points on
the surface of the skull. It was originally invented and is broadly used as a means to
study mechanisms by which human behavior is generated, in particular, for brain
diseases diagnosis.
However, in the past decades, electroencephalography has become the basis of
many brain-computer interfaces, which decode neural response to different stimuli
into commands that, for instance, operate external devices [24].
The experiments we refer to in this paper [25,26] are concerned with another purpose
of analyzing responses of a multi-channel electroencephalogram (EEG) to outward
stimuli. It is assumed that the person whose EEG is processed is an experienced mammologist able to reliably distinguish between X-ray mammograms of women with
breast cancer and those of healthy women. These studies pursue the aim to essentially
improve productivity of rare pronounced experts by way of, first, accelerating the
screening of mammographic images up to ten pictures per second, and, second, immediately detecting the eventual potentials evoked in the expert’s EEG by a target (cancer)
image among a crowd of non-target ones before the expert becomes aware of this fact.
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In our experiments, we analyzed 66-channel EEG signals registered in parallel at
66 points on the scalp of an expert. Initial EEG signals from each electrode are filtered with a cutoff frequency of 40 Hz, see [25,26] for details.
The diagnostic session of a set of mammograms is organized as follows. The expert is shown a sequence of mammograms at a speed of 10 Images per second, namely, 100 ms per mammogram. The sequence was divided into groups, each of 11 images. There are two kinds of groups called target and non-target ones. A non-target
group consists entirely of healthy mammograms, whereas each target group contains
exactly one cancer image at a random place surrounded by healthy ones at both sides.
Thus, the time duration of each group is 1100 ms. The EEG signal was originally
registered at a frequency of 1000 Hz, but we applied 11 times thinning, so, one signal
fragment corresponding to one group of mammograms, target or non-target ones,
finally consists of 100 samples. Since 66 channels are registered, n = 6600 is the
entire dimension of the “EEG feature=
vector” x j ( x j ,1  x j ,n )T ∈  n , which relates to
the j -th image group and is built as concatenation of all the 66 channels.
The classification of EEG potentials consists in detection whether the registered EEG
signal x j ∈  n is a response to a target image y j =1 or not target one y j = −1 . From the
mathematical point of view, this is a two-class pattern recognition problem, which was
formulated in [26] as that of selective SVM pattern recognition (5), (11):
n
N

 2µ | ai |, | ai |≤ µ  +
γ
µ
=
γ
(
,
,
,...,
|
,
)
F
b
z
z
q( y j , z j ) → min ( a ∈  n, b ∈ , z ∈  N ) ,
a
2
2


∑
∑
n
1

 µ + ai , | ai |> µ  j 1
 =i 1 =

(49)
( y j , z j ) max ( 0, 1 − y j z j ) ,
q=
T
z
b
j
N
a
x
,
1,...,
.
=
+
=
j
 j
In [26], the full set of 755 experimental objects (target and non-target image groups)
was randomly split into the training set of N = 196 objects (98 target and 98 non target
ones) and the test set of M = 559 objects (275 target and 284 non target objects).
In this paper, we study only the computational complexity of the training problem,
therefore, only the size of the training set N = 196 is of interest. Thus, the basis of
Training set 2 has the same structure as the basis of Training set 1 (46)
 x1T ∈  n 
n
n
X =( x1∈   x N ∈  ) =   (n × N ) ,
 xT ∈ n 
 n

with the number of features n = 6600 and number of objects N = 196 .
Just as in Training set 1 (47), the 6600 EEG features turned out to be tightly correlated – the eigenvalues of the inner product matrix quickly fall:
=
ζ1 16369.8,
=
ζ 2 1435.2,
=
ζ 3 1076.2,
=
ζ 20 134.0 < 0.01ζ=
1 , ζ 50 32.2 < 0.002ζ1 .
7.3 Chronometry of the learning process on data sets of growing dimensionality
with fixed value of the selectivity parameter
In all the experiments we assumed that there exists an insistent a priori preference
of the direction vector orientation within the concentration ellipsoid in the feature
space (20). Such a preference is expressed by quite a large value of the regularization
coefficient, so that we assumed α =10 :

= X ( I + 10( XT X) −1 ( XT X) −1 ) .
=
X
X
α
N
10
Let i = 1,..., n be some natural numeration of features. We transformed the given
basic training set (45) into a succession of partial training sets with growing dimensionality of the feature space
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( X m , y ) {=
(x mj , y j ), j 1,...,
=
N } , x mj ( x j ,1  x j ,m ) ∈  m , m = 1,..., n ,
=
and, so, into a succession of transformed partial training sets
 m , y ) {=
(50)
(X
(x αm, j , y j ), j 1,...,
N } , x αm, j ( xα , j ,1  xα , j ,m ) ∈  m , m = 1,..., n .
=
=
α
Let 0 < µ < ∞ be a fixed value of the selectivity parameter that suppresses about
three quarters of features, i.e., one fourth of them remains active. For the fixed value
of the selectivity parameter α =10 , each of these partial training sets (50) defines a
succession of convex training criteria J (a m , b | µ, α) ()
m
m
2µ | a |, | a |≤ µ  N 

J (a m ,b | γ, µ) =γ∑  2 i 2 i
+∑ q  y j , ∑ ai xα , j ,i + b → min ( a m∈  m , b ∈  ) (51)

µ
+
>
µ
a
a
,|
|


i
i =j 1 =
i 1
=i 1


as functions of the direction vector of growing dimension m = 1,..., n . On the other
hand, each of the partial training sets (50) defines the respective succession of dual
criteria (25)

W (λ ,..., λ | X
 m , y , γ , µ) =
N
α
 m1
N
2
N
1
2

(52)
 ∑ max 0, ∑ j =1 λ j xα , j ,i − µ  + ∑ ϕ( y, λ | γ ) → min,


j 1
=
 2 i 1=
∑ N λ=
 j =1 j 0, − (1 2 γ ) gsup ( y j ) ≤ λ j ≤ −(1 2 γ ) ginf ( y j ),
which are functions of the same fixed number of Lagrange multipliers λ1 ,..., λ N .
First, we applied a standard iterative convex programming procedure available in
Matlab to each of the full criteria J (a m , b | µ, α) (51), and registered the run time
T full (m) . Then, we applied the iterative procedure (30)-(34) from Section 5.2 to each
of dual criteria (52) and registered the run time Tdual (m) .
We repeated this experiment two times for real-world Training set 1 (Section 7.2.1)
and real-world Training set 2 (Section 7.2.2). Each time, we used the respective version of the algorithm for regression (Section 5.3.1) in the case of Training set 1, or for
SVM pattern recognition (Section 5.3.2) in the case of Training set 2.
The results are shown in Figure 1. As it is seen from both plots, the numerical
computational complexity of the initial regularized empirical risk minimization problem (23) relative to the number of features remains polynomial and extremely high –
the run time T fill swiftly grows as m increases. Numerical solving of this problem in
the disjoint formulation (25)-(26) qualitatively reduces the computational complexity.
The slope of the growth of the run time Tdual as function of m is determined by two
factors – the run time of a single iteration and the number of iterations.
In the case of SVM pattern recognition, the average slope is less as half of that in the
case of regression. This must be a consequence of the very principle of SVM (39),
which takes into account only “support” objects y j λ j > 0 at each iterative step.
In both cases, the plots of the run time look as noise-like functions of the number of
features m , because the computation process for different m required not only different
number of iterations (31)-(32) but also different run time of the golden section algorithm (33) when adjusting the length of Newton’s step at each iteration.
Recall that that the learning process always converges to the strong minimum point
of the regularized empirical risk criterion in a finite number of steps (Section 5.2).

{

(

)

}
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T full , sec

T full , sec

Figure 1. Chronometry of
the learning process with
growing number of features
m = 1,..., n .

Tdual , sec

Tdual , sec

m
m
Training set 1: Numerical Training set 2: SVM pattern
regression – real-world data recognition – real-world data
7.4 Experimental selectivity path
In this experiment, we applied the rough selectivity path algorithm (Section 6) to
the real-world Training set 1 (Section 7.2.1).
First of all, we found the maximal value of the selectivity parameter µ 0 (zero active features) in accordance with the technique outlined in Section 6.1. Since the respective dependence estimation problem is that of regression estimation, the truncated
dual objective function (41) has the simple form on the force of (23) and (35):
∑ N ( (1 2) γλ 2j − y j λ j ) → min,
j =1
 N
∑ j =1 λ j =0.
The solution is the saddle point of the Lagrangian relative to the Lagrange multiplier η at the equality constraint:

{

∂ =
∂λ1 0,..., ∂ ∂λ
=
0,
N
∂ ∂η = 0.
These conditions result in the system of N + 1 linear equations:
 γI N −1N   λ   y 
∗
∗
∗
N
 1T
  η  =  0  , solution (λ1  λ N ) ∈  and idle number η ∈  .
0
N

   
In accordance with (42), the solution determines the maximum reasonable selectivity,
more precisely, the minimum selectivity that completely suppresses all the features
when processing the given training set:

∑ ( (1 2)γλ

) − η∑

N
N
2
N
j
j j
1
j 1=
j 1
=

L (λ =
,..., λ , η)

−yλ

=
µ 0 max

i =1,..., n

(∑

N
j =1

λj →

)

λ∗j xα , j ,i .

Finally, the condition (44) evaluates tentative gradually diminishing values of the
selectivity parameter µ 0 >µ1 > ... >µ m−1 >µ m =10−8 . In our study, we accepted m = 200 .
The experiment itself consists in consecutive application of the iterative algorithm (30)(34), as in Section 6.2, starting for each µl with the previous solution (λˆ 1,µl −1 ,..., λˆ N ,µl −1 ) .
Since the Training set 1 relates to the regression estimation problem, solving the succession of dual problems boils down to solving the system of linear equations (36).
At each step, we registered the number of active features and the number of iterations.
The result is shown in Figure 2.
The decrease of the number of active features is not surprising, it is just this what
was to be expected, however, this process is not completely uniform. But the fact that
the number of iterations at the slowly diminishing tentative values of the selectivity
parameter remains minimally small is very notable. At most points of the selectivity
axis the stopping condition (34) was achieved after one iteration, and only at a few
points 2-3 iterations turned out to be required.
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10−8 ≤ µ ≤ µ 0

10−8 ≤ µ ≤ µ 0

Number of active features
Number of iterations at each step
Figure 2. Rough regularization path through the selectivity axis

8 Conclusions
We have considered a class of generalized linear models of feature-based dependence
estimation from empirical data, which covers, in particular, numerical regression and
two- class SVM pattern recognition. Two additional assumptions, which are adequate
to the overwhelming majority of practical applications, are that, first, the number of
features n far exceeds that of objects in the training set N and, second, the features
are tight interdependent, so that the effective dimension of the concentration ellipsoid
of feature vectors is essentially smaller than the number of features.
Under some quite lenient assumptions, the traditional formulation of the generalized linear dependence estimation problem results in the convex problem of regularized empirical risk minimization. This problem inevitably has polynomial computational complexity in the number of features, what is in crucial conflict with the assumption on the huge dimension of the feature vectors n  N .
Therefore, we proposed an alternative disjoint formulation of the generalized linear
dependence estimation problem, which allows for its numerical solution in two consecutive stages. First, a convex dual minimization problem of N variables is to be solved,
which have the sense of Lagrange multipliers associated with the objects of the training
set. Such a problem is of polynomial computational complexity relative to the assumingly modest size of the training set N . After that, it remains only to independently
compute the estimates of the coefficients at the features in the generalized linear model
of the sought-for dependence. It is clear that this procedure is not only of linear computational complexity in the number of features n , but also easily parallelizable.
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Announcement
World Congress DSA 2020

The Frontiers in Intelligent Data and Signal Analysis
July 12 - 23, 2020, New York, USA
www.worldcongressdsa.com

We are inviting you to our fourth World congress on the Frontiers of
Signal and Image Analysis DSA 2020 to New York, Germany.
This congress will feature three events:
•

the 16th International Conference on Machine Learning and
Data Mining MLDM (www.mldm.de),

•

the 20th Industrial Conference on Data Mining ICDM
(www.data-mining-forum.de),

•

and the 15th International Conference on Mass Data Analysis
of Signals and Images in Artificial Intelligence&Pattern
Recognition MDA-AI&PR (www.mda-signals.de).

Workshops and Tutorial will also be given.
Come to join us to the most exciting event on Intelligent Data and
Signal Analysis.
Sincerely your,
Prof. Dr. Petra Perner

www.mldm.de

www.data-mining-forum.de

www.mda-signals.de
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